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This study consists of a thorough description of the phonology, orthography and
morphology of the Medieval Hebrew language attested in letters from tp.e Cairo
Geniza. These letters date principally from the ninth to the twelfth centuries C.E. and
were mostly produced by members of the Jewish communities in Egypt, Palestine,
Syria and Iraq. The study focuses on a core selection of about three-hundred of the
letters and offers a description examining the different layers of Hebrew language
which have been fused to form the letters' idiom.
The phonology of the letters, where it can be determined, shows a background
pronunciation that is basically Tiberian with some evidence of Palestinian-Sefardi
interference; examples of genuine Babylonian pronunciation are doubtful.
The orthography of the texts shows the use of vowel letters for most long vowels and
many short vowels, except for some distinctive biblical vocabulary. Practice, though,
can differ widely across the corpus. The orthography of both the Babylonian and
Palestinian traditions of Rabbinic Hebrew appears in the corpus, sometimes in the
1
same letter.
Pronouns and particles show a use of Rabbinic and Biblical Hebrew forms side by
side. Medieval Hebrew is well-attested in the conjunctions.
The morphology of the noun shows a move away from biblical forms towards those
favoured by Rabbinic Hebrew and the piyyu_t.
Examination of the morphology of the verb shows the influence of Rabbinic Hebrew
in the weak verbs, particularly the frnal-weaks and geminates, as well as in the use of
the rabbinic nifpa'al stem. However, the writers attest many examples of biblical
forms such as the paragogic nun, the cohortative, the infinitive absolute, the jussive
and the waw- consecutive.
Elements of Biblical Hebrew, Rabbinic Hebrew, Talmudic Hebrew and Medieval
Hebrew can all be found in the language, demonstrating that the writers were using a
Hebrew that borrowed freely from all these layers, though the idiom is based around
an essentially biblical core. There is very little evidence of the influence of the Arabic
vernacular.
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These ruled barriers along which the traced words, run,
march, halt, walk, stumble, at doubtful points, stumble up
again in comparative safety seem to have been drawn first
of all in a pretty checker with lampblack and blackthorn ...
But by writing thithaways end to end and turning, turning
and end to end hithaways writing and with lines oflitters
slittering up and louds of latters slettering down, the old
semetomyplace and jupetbackagain from tham Let Rise till Hum Lit.
James Joyce, Finneganns Wake
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Introduction
The purpose of the present study is to provide a thorough analysis of the phonology, orthography
and morphology of the written Medieval Hebrewlanguage used in hundreds of letters from the Cairo
Geniza. Although similar studies have been carried out on other Medieval Hebrew texts, the letters
from the geniza have as yet only been exploited as a source of historical information for the period. 1
Yet as a corpus of material, they provide a very large and accessible source for the study of the
Hebrew language as it was used by the Jewish communities of the Near East on an everyday basis in
a period covering the ninth to the fifteenth century.
The Cairo Geniza is the name given to the huge collection of manuscripts discovered in the geniza
of the Ben 'Ezra synagogue in Fustat, Old Cairo.2 The total haul of material covers a time period of
many centuries, with the earliest palimpsests dating from approximately the sixth century C.E., a
wide geographical area, with texts originating in Spain, Italy, Byzantium, Palestine, Iraq, India and
elsewhere, and many different literary types from liturgy, to Bible, Misna, Talmud, Midras,
linguistics, philosophy, medicine and a great many letters in Hebrew, Arabic and Judaeo-Arabic. 3

i

The letters in the collection, and specifically those that form the corpus for this study, are dated
mostly between the tenth and the twelfth centuries C.E., the classical period of the geniza. One or
two earlier and later letters are included, a letter from Pumbadi!a in Iraq is dated around 850 C.E.
and there is a letter from a wife to an errant husband from the fifteenth century, but these are used
principally for comparative purposes.4 The number of letters reflects the strength and power of the
communities generating them. A large number of the letters in the collection are from and to the
ft'onim, the heads of the academies in Jerusalem, Pumbadi!a and Sura. At the height of their
prestige, they were communicating on a regular basis across national borders with the scattered
communities that made up the resu[, or area of influence, of each academy. Most of the letters from
Iraq are dated to the end of the tenth century, before the decline of the Babylonian academies
caused them to lose their international influence and their need for communication with Egypt and
elsewhere in the West.5 The letters from the Palestinian Academy, y' sivat h~~a vi, predominate in the
tenth and eleventh centuries but become far fewer subsequently as the academy was displaced and
eventually disappeared.6
The letters in the corpus are mostly from Palestine, Syria, Iraq and Egypt. Many of them are to or
from the academies. They are not only written by the ft 'onim, however, but also from dayyanim,
l:,averim (notables of the Palestinian Academy), 'allufim (notables of the Babylonian academies),
1

A good example of the kind of linguistic study done on other areas ofMH is that ofGoshen-Gottstein. Work
on the letters, notably by Gil, Bareqet, Goitein and Mann have all focused on the historical and socio-economic
aspects of the texts.
2

Ageniza is specifically a storeroom for sacred texts, intended for their temporary storage before they are
interred more permanently, cf. Reif (2000) pp. 11-13.
3

Brody pp. 30-34.

4The Iraqiletter is NS 308.122, the wife's letter 13J21.l0.
5The decline of the Babylonian academies is covered in Brody pp. 11-18.
6The end of the Palestinian Academy is described in Gil (1992) §916.
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sofrim, pilgrims, merchants, family men (and women) and those in need: the kidnapped by pirates,
the victims of slander and the imprisoned for debt. Anyone with a complaint or who needed a favour
could put pen to paper. Those who were unable to write could employ a scribe, but since most of the
Jewish community of Egypt, and the Near East in general, learnt Hebrew from an early age they were

able to some degree to write the language.7

I
j

The ability to write the Hebrew script enabled the letter-writers of the geniza to use one of two
languages, Hebrew or Judaeo-Arabic. In addition, some in the community were able to write Arabic
in Arabic script, but the ability was less widespread. Most letters were written in Judaeo-Arabic, and
a large proportion of those are commercial letters. Judaeo-Arabic was the language of commerce.
The Arabic vernacular was the language in which the deals were done, in which prices were
discussed and in which sales were made, so when it came to writing them down, the vernacular was
naturally used. These commercial communications are more prosaic, more businesslike and more
transparent. They fulfilled a communicative purpose. There are Judaeo-Arabic letters that are not
commercial in content-when salomo ben yahuda, the eleventh-century Palestinianga'on and
prodigious letter-writer, writes to his son, he does so in Judaeo-Arabic (Gil (1983) no.
80=13J36.5)-and Blau is right to deny that all Judaeo-Arabic letters are lacking in aesthetic
qualities. 8 However, it is noticeable among the Judaeo-Arabic letters that the praescriptio (the
formulaic opening of the letter where the recipient is praised and much poetic language occurs) is
often written in Hebrew and the change to Judaeo-Arabic only takes place for the main body of the
letter.9 The Hebrew letter, however, while often sharing the functions of the Judaeo-Arabic letter was
open to being judged on different levels. Proficiency in Arabic was certainly a desirable quality but
the Jewish scholar was judged on his knowledge of the Hebrew language above all else. 10 There was
also a liguistic-"nationalistic" quality to the Hebrew letter: a desire to show that the community had
its own language and that Hebrew could function in the 'modern' world. 11 Therefore, the Hebrew
letter was not a transparent communication since, unavoidably, the medium itself became
significant.
7

Goitein (1988) vol. 2, p. 177-178 states that the aim of education in Hebrew was, for the majority of people, to
enable them to read the language, which was done initially through the writing out of the alphabet in order to
learn it. Once sufficient fluency in reading had been achieved, however, the art of writing was not pursued any
further.
8

Blau (1999) p. 232-233, in response to R. Drory' s theories on the literary/ communicative split between the use
of Hebrew and Arabic in the medieval Jewish writings.

9

For instance Gil (1983) no. 183=ENA 4020.6, a letter ofNa!an ben 'Avraham. The first six and a halflines are in
Hebrew. Only when the main business is reached in line 7 does it switch to Judaeo-Arabic. Conversely, the
Hebrew letter also often dispenses with formal praescriptio and opens immediately"'l;~f, the business of the
letter . This is particularly common where the letter is a reply to a regular correspondent's letter, for instance
Salomo ben yahuda replies to 'Efrain1 ben samarya, opening his letter with i::m;, :m::,7.) 37:i. 'the I:Iaver's letter
arrived' (NS 321.2 r.l).
1

°For instance Drory pp. 58-59 quotes a letter of Sahl ben Ma~liab replying to Ya'aqov ben samu'el: 'So far I
have found nearly sixty errors in your letters, some of spelling, some of meaning; and you do not qualify as one
worthy of arguing with ~ij:'?.:l 'J::l'.
11

lt is notable for instance that Hebrew letters are, with extremely rare exceptions, entirely written in Hebrew
(apart from the address which often had to be in Arabic in order for the letter tu reach its destination), with
never a single word of Arabic or Judaeo-Arabic used. This is different from the Judaeo-Arabic letter which, as
stated, often has a Hebrew praescriptio of, at the very least, blessings and praises in Hebrew.

3

The average letter-writer ofthegeniza was a well-educated man or woman. Most letters come from
the class that could travel, the city dwellers, the officials, the skilled classes and the aristocrats,
people who had been well educated. They would have learnt the biblical language to a high level of
proficiency, for to be able to read from the Tora they would have had to know it almost by heart.12
The large number of private ('vulgar') biblical texts that are found in the geniza show how much
attention was paid to personal study of the Bible. However, their knowledge of Hebrew would have
gone beyond simply the Tora and the rest of the Hebrew Bible. The synagogue service would have
immersed them in the Hebrew language, for the vernacular, Arabic, was never used in the service.
They would have heard and recited the Hebrew of the liturgy, they would have sat through sermons
quoting from rabbinic literature, Midras and other sources; they would have listened to the obscure
poetic language of piyyu,t. Therefore, the writers had a wide range of Hebrew expressions and
techniques at their fingertips through constant exposure to the liturgical language.
This study is intended to be the first thorough examination of the idiom of the Hebrew letters from
a grammatical standpoint. Ideally, it should provide a complete guide to the phonology (as far as it
can be ascertained), orthography and morphology of the letters, and by these means answer a
number of questions concerning the sources that have influenced the writers, the effect that the
vernacular has had and the extent to which it reflects an idiom of its own. 13 Is the epistolary language
mainly an amalgam of biblical quotation or, like the prose of Maimonides'sMisne Tora, do the
writers show a preference for the rabbinic sources? Is the vernacular a major influence? Do the
writers appear to be drawing upon a common idiom or style, or perhaps even an existing tradition of
epistolary Hebrew? Does the language resemble other strains of Medieval Hebrew? The letters come
from a wide area geographically and cover several centuries, can we expect uniformity? Are we able
to speak of a medieval epistolary Hebrew? It is hoped that the present study will demonstrate that
the language attested in the geniza letters deserves consideration as an important part of the whole
disparate group of written idioms referred to as Medieval Hebrew.

12

Goitein, vol. 2, p. 175

13

It was intended that this study would also feature a comprehensive syntax. However, while much syntactic
information has been gathered it was not possible due to the limit on the size of the thesis to include it.
Therefore, the study concentrates on phonology, orthography and morphology and only draws upon syntax
when it is required to explain morphological features.

t
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A note on the corpus and the. citation of primary sources
The main corpus on which this study is based is composed of approximately 300 letters and
fragments ofletters in Hebrew from the Taylor-Schechter collection (listed at the end of this study).
This is something of an artificial limit, since there are similar letters in other geniza collections, such
as those of Westminster College or the Adler collection, and there are undoubtedly more than 300
letters in the Taylor-Schechter archive. However, in choosing to study only the Taylor-Schechter
texts it provided an upper limit on the size of the study as well as ensuring that all letters were
accessible to me here in Cambridge for the checking of the manuscripts against the texts of
published editions, where available, or the reading of unpublished letters, where not. The number
300 was considered a suitable number for the purposes of the length both in time and word limit of
the present study.14
In practice, a great many more texts have been read and often cited in the study, particular where
not to do so would leave an incorrect impression of the language from the corpus alone, though in
the case of letters or other texts from outside the Taylor-Schechter collection these are all based on
the published editions, principally the works of M. Gil and J. Mann. These two writers on the geniza
provided the majority of published letters used in the study. Gil' s various volumes of texts are
indispensable for geniza research and are thoroughly reliable in their transcriptions. J. Mann's
volumes, notably 'The Jews in Egypt and Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs' (Oxford, 1920-22), are
also major works of scholarship, and staggering in the amount of material covered, however, for the
purposes of close linguistic study the transcriptions of texts are unreliable in detail and in most cases
I have also had to check the original manuscript carefully.15
In citing the primary sources in the texts I have used an abbreviated form when referring to
manuscripts of the Taylor-Schechter collection, omitting in each case only the initial T-S of the full
classmark, thus (16.62 r.4) refers to recto, line 4 ofT-S 16.62. Manuscripts from other collections are
referenced in full and include the reference of the primary published version, e.g., (Gil (1997) no.
73=JTS Schechter (Genizah) 4 r.26) refers to a manuscript from the geniza collection of the Jewish
Theological Seminary, the principal edition of which is edited as text number 73 in M. Gil's 1997
publication (identified in the bibliography). Where it is not clear from the published edition whether
it is recto, verso or a line from the margin, I have referenced it only according to the line number of
the edited text, e.g., (Gil (1983) no. 288=ULC Or 1080 Jl46 line 16).
Abbreviations referring to line numbers used in the references are: r. =recto; v. =verso; m. =(recto)
margin; mv. = (verso) margin. In manuscripts covering more than one leaf, the first leaf is the one
being referred to unless stated otherwise.
Square brackets [ ] in citations indicate where a lacuna occurs in the manuscript (a reconstruction
14

As well as the Taylor-Schechter collecton, the University Library in Cambridge has a great many texts which
originated from the Cairo Geniza under a different classmark, Or, e.g., Or 1080 J4. That the difference between
the T-S manuscripts and the Or manuscripts was only one of nomenclature was initially unclear to me when I
began the study and so those were also excluded from the main corpus. Nevertheless, I have cited from a
number of texts with this classmark along with the others from outside the corpus where necessary.
1

51 have made a note in the study where readings that I give differ from those of the published versions except in
one or two cases where it seemed pertinent to do so.
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may occur within the brackets). The mark of ellipsis ... indicates where text has been omitted as
unnecessary.
Other abbreviations used in the text are:
MT

Masoretic Text

BH

Biblical Hebrew

LBH

Late Biblical Hebrew: the language found in such books as Chronicles

RH

Rabbinic Hebrew: the language of the Misna and early Midrasim

MH

Medieval Hebrew: a catch all term for post-Talmudic Hebrew, including the language of the

prose and poetry of Spain
M

Misna

B

Babylonian Talmud, Bavli

Y

Palestinian Talmud, Yerusalmi
Other terms used are Talmudic Hebrew, which refers to the language of the Babylonian Talmud

and late Midrasim, and Paytannic Hebrew, the language of piyyuf in all its forms.
Quotations from rabbinic texts are from the standard Vilna editions. Quotations from the Hebrew
Bible are from Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, 4th edition, Stuttgart 1990. Biblical translations are my
own or adapted from the New Revised Standard Version, Oxford 1989.

Vocalisation, Phonology and Orthography
Vocalisation and phonology
Only a tiny proportion of the text in the corpus is vocalised, often just one or two words in a letter,
and most letters remain completely unvocalised. In many cases the vocalisation may have served
little purpose other than for the writer to show his erudition and command of the language
traditions than actually to aid pronunciation or understanding. The vocalisation attested mostly
represents the Tiberian system, but the writers also employ vowels from various Babylonian systems.

Use of vocalisation
The use of vocalisation often appears random and is limited to only occasional words in the texts,
e.g., t:lif~ l"lU:lip:, 'in the sacrifice of their burnt offering' (13]14.10 r.11). Usually the whole word is
not vocalised but just one or two vowels are written, e.g., !:JI:)¥ 'their people' (13]14.10 r.17), 1')9'1 'may
he add' (18J4.l 7 r.25) and !:l'iZl'?t;,,' 'leaders' (13J31.l r.4). Vowels from both the Tiberian system and
the Babylonian system maybe found in the same text, e.g., in a letter of Hayya Ga'on, :1i!l37 'he did'
(10G5.8 v.11) and ,~ill 'standing' (20.100 r.32). 1 The different systems can even be used on the same
word, e.g., in a letter ofNa!an ben 'Avraham, r,11,i:p~ 'towers' (13J31.l r.4), !:l'!.p1'Tj??ip 'of holy men'
(13J31.l r.16) and:in,,~ 'cut' (13J31.l r.18), or in a copy of a letter by S.Jrira and Hayya, 1ill~~, ?!:lN~
'from gloom and from darkness' (Misc. 36.207 leaf 1 v.3).
Apart from the vowels signs proper, other diacritics such as dages and ga'ya are equally rare. When
they do occur they often appear unnecessary: S.Jmu' el ben 'Eli is probably just doodling when he
writes the dagesin '::l 'because' (NS 309.20 r.4). The rafeis infrequently attested: ii;?.) 'from the
daughter of' (13]14.10 r.28). The the diacritic dots on the ill and Ware employed more often, perhaps
indicating that there was some uncertainty over the correct pronunciation of ill and w, e.g., !:l'1izl:i
'the princes' (Misc. 35.4 leaf 1 v.10) and ,m,=,w 'his presence' (13]14.10 r.10).2
It is difficult to determine why the vowels occur on some words and not others, or on just one
syllable of a word and not the whole thing: occasionally they seem to be placed on common words
about which there can be little confusion over pronunciation, e.g., :i~'!.p':1 'the academy' (13J31.l r.5),
T~ 'then' (Misc. 35.4 leaf 4 v.17) oru11 'p.11d they judged' (8J20.l r.8). However, it is possible to identify
some main areas of language where vocalisation is more frequently used.
Vocalisation can indicate the pronunciation of non-Hebrew names and places, e g., '~1T 'Zoe'
(13Jll.4 r.6); ~!'.q;:;i 'in Benhe' (10J9.14 r.7); :,~'?'P~' 'to Sicily' (12.114 r.15). 3
Vocalisation can be used to elucidate a complicated or obscure biblical form, e.g., :i.:rp!:;i, 'and when
we remember' (8J20.l r.3), especially pausal forms, e.g., :i:,1:?J 'and go' (13J20.25 r.9) and
'they

,,s~,

1

Despite the different classmarks these two examples both belong to the same letter, Gil (1997) no. 37.

2The diacritics on sin and sin are always written wth the dot above the sin/sin, i.e., as tz? and W, according to
Standard Tiberian practice and not within the boundaries of the letter itself as can often be found in
contemporary biblical manuscripts which exhibit non-standard and Palestinian features; cf. Dotan p. 1464.
3

Note that the form shows an o vowel in the first syllable, resulting from the verlarised pronunciation of the~;
the Arabic name for 'Sicily' usually shows an i vowel, i.e., is ~iqillzya.
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will perish' 32.8 r.44).
It is used once to mark a feminine suffix: ';i:1'31 'your eye' (13J20.9 r.8).

It can be used to distinguish an unusual form from its more common, consonantally identical
counterpart, e.g., ui:::1 2 'our helmsman [=leader]' (20.114 r.8) as opposed to U"J~1 'our word';
'seas' (8J20.l r.5) rather than t:J'~; 'days'.

t:J'~~

Very rarely vowels distinguish definite and indefinite nouns: 131J? 'to the boy' (13J20.3 r.9); mn?.Jizl~
'in rejoicing' (13]11.1 r.11).
Vocalisation can be used to distinguish a construct from an absolute noun, e.g., i~tp, 'for the
reward' (lOJll.29 r.17); fq?.J 'from the daughter of' (13]14.10 r.28).
Vocalisation sometimes serves as an alternative to full orthography, e.g., 'Im1?w 'I was sent' (20.114
r.8), o;~;:i1??.J 'from entering' (13J20.18 r.13), 1N·:::1, 'they will come' (13]11.1 r.9), t:l'i:Jt);"T 'the Tumrnim'
(13J20.9 r.8) and 1i.iN'1 'and may they perish' (13]14.10 r.14). This use of vowel signs is found
particularly in Na!an ben 'Avraham' s letters since he shows a preference for defective orthography in
the manner of BH, e.g., 1131~. 'he [cannot] be compared' (8.3 r.4). However, in other texts we can find
both full orthography and vocalisation, a kind of 'belt and braces' approach, e.g., i7.)~';i1, 'to be
judged' (Gil (1983) no. 408=ULCAdd 3347 r.6).4
Also in Na!an ben 'Avraham' s letters and occasionally elsewhere we find that vowels can be used to
draw attention to a rhyme scheme, e.g., u5, iv1izl?.J iJ5':itN
u5wm lJ1'P'' 'to our friend, our
considered, our valiant, our great, our noble Masos of our heart' (13J31.l r.3).

,.:i;,,,.

Systems of vocalisation
Vocalisation signs from three different systems are attested in the corpus:
(i) Tiberian

(ii) Simple Babylonian
(iii)

Lined Babylonian (this is not Complex Babylonian)

Tiberian vocalisation
The principal vocalisation system displayed in the corpus is the Tiberian. By the time of the letters,
the Tiberian system had been fixed and become pre-eminent as the main system for the vocalisation
of the biblical text.5 Tiberian vocalisation is therefore found throughout the corpus, in letters from
North Africa to Babylon. It is far more commonly attested than the Babylonian systems, which were
disappearing from use during this period (tenth to the twelth centuries), and the few texts which
evidence Babylonian vowels often show examples of Tiberian vocalisation as well.

4This approach is not unusual in texts from the geniza, partciularly those intended for private use. For instance
a liturgical text from the tenth-eleventh centuries exhibits the same full orthography together with vocalisation:
::lf.9'~ i~!'~ (NS 157.29 v.14).
5

Saenz-Badillos (1993) pp. 77-78.
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All the graphemes of the Tiberian vowel system are attested with the exception of two "f:,a_tefs,
"/Ja.tef-segol and "/Ja.tef-qam~; "fJa.tef-pat.aJ:,, is also very rare. The most frequently attested signs are those
for :5ere andqame:5.

Tiberian qamey
The Tiberian qame:5 sign,~. is the commonest sign in the corpus and ls used to mark both the long,
unreduced qame:5 found in some construct, suffixed or plural nominal forms, and the short qame:5

(qamf!:5-"fJa.tuj) used in the closed syllables of some suffixed segolate nouns and infinitive constructs.
Long qame:5:

,rn,~, 11'1?.1 'his poverty and his exile' (NS 309.20 v.9);

l:i'tZl'?o/ 'officers'

(13J31.l r.16).

The vowel sign marks the long qame:5 in the open first syllable which is retained despite the addition
of an affix to the base form of the noun. Perhaps it is used to indicate the retention of the qame:5
which under the influence of the regular noun might have been prone to elision, since in
for

in,

example, the first syllable is reduced to sewawith the addition of an affix, 0'"'91· The vocalisation is
used primarily, therefore, to indicate the correct pronunciation of these words.

Shortqame:5: i3'~o/ 'his report' (13Jll.2 r.7); 'J~~ 'my thumb' (20.114 r.25); U'J~p, 'and when we
remember' (8J20.l r.3); :1?1¥' h.,,"'., 1, :,,. ' (13Jl4.10 r.28). The texts attest no incidence of the vowel
qamf!:5used in conjunction with the vowel-letter waw, such as may be found in some manuscripts
with a background Palestinian or Sefardi pronunciation, although in a few unvocalised words waw is
found where Standard Tiberian attests a shortqame:5, e.g.,
'to sell us' (10J27.8 r.13). 6 There is
little evidence to indicate how qame:5 was pronounced by the letter-writers. The correct writing of
short qame:5 in the above forms indicates only that they had a good knowledge of the MT' s spelling
but it doesn't really help to establish how they were being pronounced. It is possible that they
adhered strictly to the correct pronunciation of the biblical text, but that the few instances of the
realisation of short qame:5 as o may be the influence of the other reading traditions associated with
the liturgy and rabbinic literature. 7

u,::i,~,

An interchange of qame:5 and pat.aJ:,,is attested in the corpus. Mose the scribe writes the suffix

conjugation verb 'l'.lJ;l~W] 'and I spent the Sabbath' (13J20.9 r.25) with a pat.aJ:,,rather than qame:5
under the sin. This is perhaps an indication of the influence of the Palestinian or Sefardi
pronunciation tradition, which doesn't distinguish between the two vowels. 8 Many vulgar biblical
texts (i.e., not model codices) from the geniza which evidence Tiberian vocalisation vvith nonstandard features often show the same uncertainty over the two a vowels, sometimes interchanging
one or two, sometimes employing only one of the two vowels.9

6

For further examples see Orthography.

7

Cf. Eldar pp. 46-47; Dotan p. 1126. Reading traditions varied between those used for the Hebrew Bible, which
had a fixed text and consistent vocalisation, and those used for other literatures, such as the liturgy or rabbinic
texts, whose vocalisation was often neither fixed nor consistent and could reflect different post-biblical
traditons of Hebrew. Dotan notes concerning the Sefardi reading traditions that the Bagad-kafat letters in the
biblical language retain their dual pronunciation of spirant (fricative) and non-spirant (plosive) when recited
but that they are pronounced only as stops, i.e., as if all with dages, when the Misna is being read.
8

Morag (1971) p. 1125; Dotan p. 1464.

9

Dotanp. 1464; many examples can be found in Davis, e.g., T-SAS 15.31 orT-SAS 8.3.
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Tiberian pafdJ:i
There is some small evidence for the furtive pataJ:,: ¥11:\ 'diminished' (l3Jl4.I0 r.19), which occurs in
a letter of the Palestinian ga'on, Yosiyyahu. 10
Yosiyyahu Ga' on attests pataJ:i for segol in a number of possessive suffixes, e.g., C:J\p1ill 'their
plunderers' (l3Jl4.I0 r.14); C:J9'~ 'their miraculous deeds(?)' (13Jl4.I0 r.14). The pay.tan samu'el
Hasslisi shows the opposite interchange in a construct noun, 117:,.n 'praise [of]' (16.68 r.16). The
interchange of pataJ:i and segol can be explained as the influence of the Babylonian tradition of BH,
which originally used only one sign for Tiberian pataJ:i and segol. 11 However, it is more likely, given
the Palestinian background of both writers, that this is a feature of the same, presumably Palestinian,
pronunciation that frequenly causes the same vowel interchange and uncertainty in 'vulgar' geniza
biblical and liturgical manuscripts of the period. 12

TiberianvatefpafaJ:i
lfatef-pataJ:iis only attested rarely in the corpus, e.g., .ni:q~~ 'causes to sigh' (IOJ10.5 r.13). Instead,
we often find the full pataJ:i sign being written: t:l':Jl¥~:J 'the westerners' (Arabic Box 47 .243 r.8);
jl]?:JtZ/'1 'and may he cause you rejoicing' (Gil (1997) no. 73=JTS Schechter (Genizah) 4 r.26); 1tzi~~
'when' (Gil (1997) no. 52=ENA4050 r.8). This transgresses the graphical conventions of the Standard
Tiberian vocalisation system but does not indicate a phonetic difference. Such readings are
extremely common in medieval vulgar biblical texts which show various degrees of non-standard
Tiberian vocalisation.13

Tiberian qibb~
The Tiberian sign qibbu~, 2, is sometimes unusually attested in conjunction with a vowel-letter
waw, although this does not represent a phonetic change: 1~:J 'they have built' (Gil (1983) no.
284=ENA40I0.47vm.l); 01~¥;} 'and they humbled them' (Gil (1997) no. 52=ENA4050 v.9).

Tiberian ~ere
The most common use of the Tiberian ~ere sign, ~. is to mark the internal ~ere of feminine nouns
and adjectives: :,n~~ 'springing up' (13Jll.7 r.5); :i?:J7tzi 'full' (13Jl3.28 r.4); ,.nop7 'to his synagogue'
NS 321.22 r.12); :,37715l 'the lame one' (13Jl4.I0 r.15), from Micah 4:6.
Two examples of interchange of ~erewith other vowels are attested. '~tzi¥tl 'what was done' (8J20.3
1

°Many geniza Hebrew Bible manuscripts of this period which display non-Standard Tiberian vocalisation
show no evidence of furtive patal:t, so a similar lack in the letters would not be unexpected; cf. Dotan p. 1462.
11

Ibid., p. 1443. In later Babylonian manuscripts an additional sign is someimes used to indicate Tiberian segol.

1

t

I
i

i

2Davis has many examples ofpata/:ifsegol interchanges; they occur often in the region of the laryngeals. The
interchange reflects a breakdown in the vowel system subsequent to the codifying of the Tiberian tradition and
is well-attested in Palestinian vocalised manuscripts; however, early examples of the process are noticeable in
the MT; cf. Revell (1970) p. 102. It cannot be ruled out either that this vowel breakdown might owe something to
the influence of the Arabic vernacular and that possibly some incidences of e vowels for a vowels are due to
t'imdla.
/.

J l

1

3There are frequent examples in Davis, e.g., T-SAS 3.56 Numbers 11:12 ;'Jl;)i~;, for the MT's ;'Jl;)il:\;'1.
TT-T

TT-lT

r.8) is found in a copy of a letter by the Bablyonian ga'on Na}J.emya Hakkohen. Standard Tiberian
Hebrew attests '1izl¥ry, e.g., Exodus 3:16. The interchange of Tiberian:5ere and segol is a feature of the
Palestinian and Sefardi traditions, and can be encountered in many contemporary texts from the
geniza, both biblical and non-biblical. 14 The problem with most texts of the Babylonian ft 'onim in
the corpus is that they are not autographs but copies produced by local scribes and dignitaries in
Fustat and elsewhere, in some cases long after the letter was written, and, as such, cannot be relied
upon to have preserved accurately all the tiny details of the letter-writer's original text. Another
letter, by sarira and Hayya, is also a copy and attests a different vowel interchange, :5ere for sewa,
,,ws;,~:; 'in his deeds' (Misc. 36.207 leaf 1 r.11). This is an unusual exchange of vowels, effectively efor
a, but not unknown in geniza texts. 15 Whether it is at all original or the result of a copyist's error is
impossible to know.
The sparsity of the Tiberian vocalisation does not give much evidence for the pronunciation of the
letter-writers. Moreover, most letters were written by the well-educated who obviously had a very
deep knowledge of the biblical text and its vocalisation, so that, on the whole, the few examples of
vocalisation found in the texts match those of the Standard Tiberian tradition of the Bible. Only one
or two divergences from Standard Tiberian give any clue as to the writers' background
pronunciation. We can discern occasionally the influence of the popular traditions, notably in the
interchange of the a and :> vowels or of the a and e vowels, similar to what can often be seen in the
private biblical texts and siddurim recovered from the geniza.

Babylonian vocalisation
Two types of Babylonian vocalisation are attested: the Babylonian simple system of supralinear
vocalisation and a variant of it in which lines are placed above the supralinear vowels but which in
other aspects does not differ from the simple system.
Natan ben 'Avraham, whose origins, like those of many geniza personalities, are a little obscure but
who probably came from Jerusalem, attests several letters with the lined Babylonian vowels
alongside Tiberian vocalisation.16 $adoq Hallevi of Rarnle (Misc. 35.15), 'Avraham ofMinya! Zifta
(32.8) and Yosef Hakkohen ben salomo Ga' on (13Jl6.24) are all letter-writers based in Egypt or
Palestine who attest the use of Babylonian vowel signs. Another use of Babylonian vocalisation is in
the letter sent by the community of Asqelon (16.251). They write to Byzantium in Hebrew vocalised
with Babylonian vowels, possibly, according to Mann, because they believed that was the system in
use there.17 A letter from Damascus sent to the Palestinian Academy also attests one or two
Babylonian vowels (13J26.13). Very few of the letters that stem from Iraq attest any Babylonian
vocalisation. An autograph letter of Hayya Ga' on, NS 324.112, attests a single instance of Babylonian
qame:5, :·lj;,'i; 'Yariqa' (NS 321.112 r.4), as does a copy of a letter from the same writer, :,w~ 'he did'
14

Cf. Morag (1988), text 17 (T-S Fl(l).65), pp. 5-6, for a similar interchange of~ereand segol in a Misna text
reflecting Palestinian pronunciation. Davis has many examples of similar exchanges, e.g., T-S AS 1.37.
15

Cf. Morag (1988), text 3 (T-S FI (1).19), pp. 2-3, which reads :-i;i??.o/ for an expected :1~i?7W; this text attests
many deviations from Standard Tiberian vocalisation with a complete lack of consistency.
16

See Gil (1992) §870-871 for Na!an hen 'Avraham's early history. He studied in both Jerusalem and the
Maghrib and could have picked up his knowledge of Babylonian vocalisation in either place.
17

See Mann's notes on the text, Mann (1922) vol. 1, pp. 92-93.
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(I0G5.8 v.11). During the period of the majority ofletters in the corpus, the eleventh-twelth
centuries, the Babylonian tradition was in terminal decline, matching the decline of the Babylonian
academies, and the Tiberian was supplanting it. Eventually, the Babylonian tradition only remained
in use in isolated areas such as Yemen. 18 How then do we account for its use among the scholarly
writers of Palestine and Egypt, not all of whom can have come from Iraqi backgrounds? A biblical
codex with Tiberian vocalisation, datable to around the tenth century, attests extensive masoretic
notes which are vocalised with the Complex Babylonian system.19 Yeivin notes of this and similar
early Tiberian manuscripts: 'it is probable that the use of such signs was in some way fashionable [... )
In any case these signs represent Tiberian, not Babylonian pronunciation.'20 It is likely that a similar
reason underlies the use of Babylonian vowels in letters such as those by Natan ben 'Avraham: the
vowels are a stylistic feature. Certainly this would explain why often the vocalisation appears
unnecessary to the reading and understanding of the text, and, in Na!an's case, the use of an almost
unique system of lined Babylonian vocalisation tends to suggest 'showing-off', or to put it another
way, the deliberate flaunting of erudition.

Simple Babylonian
There are so few simple Babylonian vowels attested in the letters that it is difficult to determine
whether they represent genuine Babylonian phonetic features or betray a Tiberian background
pronunciation. There are no examples of Babylonian pataJ:i being used for Tiberian segol, which
could be regarded as a Babylonian feature.21 In j?1M pii, 'and he decreed a law' (13J26.13 r.22) we find
a Babylonian qame~ for an expected patcu:,: this occurs in other manuscripts showing Babylonian
vocalisation, but it is not the dominant form which is the same as Tiberian Hebrew. 22 This may just
be the influence of the morphology of the middle-weak verb, or perhaps could even be indicative of a
background Palestinian-Sefardi pronunciation. A different possibility is t:J:111'1 'and may he favour
them' (16.251 r.5) which is found in the letter sent from Asqelon. It shows the Babylonian o vowel
where Tiberian has short qame~, e.g., c;i:ir;, 'show them [noJ mercy' Deuteronomy 7:2. The retention
of historical short o for Tiberian qame~ is a feature of the Babylonian pronunciation tradition,
although it is usually realised as an u vowel. 23 In the case of pn, according to the manuscript evidence
assembled byYeivin, itis usually vocalised withsureq, i.e., short u, in the prefix conjugation. 24
Therefore this form probably does not represent a genuine Babylonian pronunciation. It may
instead reflect a Palestinian-Sefardi pronunciation of qame~-"f:ia.tuf as o.

18

See Saenz-Badillos (1993) pp. 98. It is ironic that this whilst the Babylonian pronunciation tradition of BH was
declining under pressure from Tiberian, the Babylonian tradition of RH, through the medium of the Babylonian
Talmud, was establishing itself as the norm, supplanting western traditions of RH as well as the Palestinian
Talmud.
1

9The codex is Jerusalem, National and University, Heb. 24° 5702, described in Yeivin (1980) p. 21.

2

°Ibid., p. 120.

j

21

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 101; Yeivin (1985) p. 1144. Although, as mentioned above, many manuscripts of
Palestinian provenance attest similar confusion of a and e.
2

2¥eivin (1985) p. 614.

23

Ibid., pp. 419ff.

24

Ibid., p. 619.
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The Simple Babylonian vocalisation of the letters doesn't conclusively demonstrate any genuine
Babylonian features of pronunciation. Neither are any Babylonian diacritics, such as the signs for

dages or for sin/sin attested. There are really too few examples of the vocalisation to draw concrete
conclusions, but it seems that the situation is similar to that of the masoretic notes described by
Yeivin and the so-called Young Babylonian texts where the vowels are often simply representing
Tiberian pronunciation with Babylonian graphemes.25

lined Babylonian
Some letters by Natan ben 'Avraham attest an unusual form of the Babylonian supralinear
vocalisation. In this system, the vowels are written with lines above them; graphically they are similar
to some of the signs used in the Complex Babylonian system of vocalisation, but they are not
employed in the same way.26
In the corpus, these signs are attested in three letters by Na!an ben 'Avraham; he also attests
Tiberian vowels.
The following signs are attested:
Llned~ere
5

iJ5, 'our heart' (13}31.1 r.3)

Llned patalJ
Llnedqame~
Llned~req
Simple~/em

,:i,r:!74 'may he help him' (13}31.1 r.7)
'peace' (10}15.10 r.4)
t:l'ii?;) 'thanking' (10}15.10 r.4)
11'l1J:!71 'and his humility' (10}15.10 r.6)

i:n,w

As examples such as i:d, 'our heart' (13}31.1 r.3) and nM:n 'it longs' (13}31.l r.15) show, the lined
sign is not equivalent to that of the complex system, where a line above a vowel marks a syllable
closed by dages. In these examples, either the vowel is actually a long vowel in an open syllable, -5and
or the syllable is technically closed by sewa, r,~-.

-c-,

The equivalence of Natan's lined ~ere and Tiberian ~ere is shown when he vocalises the same word
with the two different signs,,~ .!'1:)1::l?;) 'from a blessing of God' (8.3 r.5) and,~ 1111::l 'by the will of
God' (8}20.1 v.2).
Natan's letters show a number of examples that could be understood as representative of
Babylonian pronunciation, but are probably not. In a segolate noun, he attests Babylonian patalJ,for
Tiberian segol, e.g., ,H 'diadem' (13}31.1 r.12) and .n~foJ 'it longs' (13}31.1 r.15), however, in similar
segolates showing Tiberian vowels he uses segol, 1!¥ 'help' (13}31.1 m.5), thus indicating a
knowledge of Tiberian pronunciation.27 It is probable that he is only imitating the Babylonian form
when he writes pa[al}. The noun

'J11

'and cries' (13}31.1 r.11) is conclusive evidence of Na!an's

2

5¥oung Babylonian manuscripts are dated from about 900-1450 C.E. and often display a totally Tiberian or
heavilyTiberian-influenced pronunciation; cf. Saenz-Badillos (1993) pp.99-100.

2

6¥eivin (1985) pp. 87-88 discusses this system and notes the very few other texts in which similar lined systems
are employed; these include a manuscript of a piyyu_t of S"mu' el Hasslisi, Bodl. Heh. d. 50.1. Most examples,
though, occur in the few letters ofNa!an ben 'Avraham. For the Complex (or Compound) system see pp. 64ff.
Although there are different types, the main features are that the lines above or below short vowels indicate
what type of syllable they occur in, whether closed by sewa or closed by dages.
27

For the vocalisation of segolates in the Babylonian tradition see Yeivin (1985) pp. 817ff, esp. p. 829.
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Tiberian pronunciation. He writes a short :J vowel, in imitation of Tiberian qame~-"/Ja.tuf This is not a
Babylonian vowel, since Tiberian short :J in Babylonian is realised as o or u. 28 In this case, the attested
genuine Babylonian form is withb,olem, 'J"'l. 29 Na!an ben 'Avraham's letters, then, are similar to the
others which show Babylonian vowels in the corpus, reflecting a background Tiberian
pronunciation.

Other signs
A number of other signs are used in the letters to indicate either abbreviations or biblical
quotations. Biblical quotations may not be marked at all but often they show a single dot over each
word in the quote, sometimes two or three dots (like the Babylonian supralinear signs for ~ere and
segol) or a horizontal line like rafe. Introducing the quotation may be an abbreviated phrase such as

r.m, (17.J1l't) 'it says' (10Jl3.22 r.1), ii::i. ii:n (;,im::i. ::i.m::ii) 'and it is written in the Tora' (Misc. 35.49 r.12)
or just5::i (::i.i.n::i::i) 'as it is written' (13Jl4.10 r.32), and it is often ended by~, (11.Ji:,,1) 'etc.' (13Jl4.10
r.32).
Abbreviations are very common in the letters. The polite blessings which follow any names
mentioned in the text either to wish long life or, in the case of the deceased, a fitting rest are often
abbreviated. They can sometimes occur many times in a single letter; if a lot of names are mentioned
to write them all out in full would substantially increase the length of the text and the amount of
precious paper required. Thus such abbreviations as the following are commonplace in the corpus:
Y.J (1131 ,nu or 11~ i;,n,J) 'his rest be in 'Eden' (6J4.l 7 r.3), :i.5.X.Jii (t:i"n;, ,,,x::i.
1iZl!)J ':"J.n)'may his

:i,,,x

spirit be enwrapped in the bundle of life' (32.8 r.30), .5.?f (;,::ii::i., mi::iT) 'his memory be for a blessing'
(24.43 r.15), n, eJ (l'tJ?.Jni :1'1\JJ) 'protect him o Merciful One' (Arabic Box 47.243 r.16) or xii? (117.JiZl

,,,x, ,:i,,x 1:117.JiZl or combinations thereof) 'his Rock keep him' (10J25.5 r.3). Other commonly

occurring abbreviations are the various names of God, e.g., tl'l't (tl':"J?l't) 'God' (NS 321.2 r.14), p?.J;i
(tl1ji7.J:"J) 'the Place' (Misc. 35.43 r.2) and :i.5.p:i (l'\1:1 111::i. ill11ji;,) 'the Holy One, blessed be He' (Misc.
35.49 r.5), and certain well-known people, places and concepts from Jewish tradition, e.g., Sn (tl'I.J::Jn)
'the sages' (8.3 r.17); ,,,. .JO::J.
1'11:"JJO::J.,
'11:"JJO:l, ... l'\11:"JJO::J. and so on) 'in the Great

c:i,,,,.

:i,,,,.

Sanhedrin' (13J23.l r.2); iil' .n'::i (?l't1iZl' .n':l) 'the House oflsrael' (13Jl 1.5 r.20); w,,,::i, (tl'?iZl11':l1) 'and
in Jerusalem' (AS 151.20 r.18). The phrases peculiar to letters are often abbreviated, as well as the

11,,,,.

numerous titles accorded to individuals, e.g, ll't?:10 .5.11 "i?.J p.t5 (l'tJ::111 NJ17;) .nw,,p
11::i::i or 1J117.J ...
1.:i::i,1) 'the honourable, great and holy master and teacher Sahlan' (18J4.15 r.15), R:,, 'Tl-t?.J C,JJ11N7.J
11N:,,[;,]) 'from our lord the ga'on' (13Jl6.l 7 r.36); "i':l (':l1':l) 'son of a scholar' (12.44 v.l).
As with the use of vowel signs, occasionally the reason for abbreviation is not clear, e.g., .J1'ji'
abbreviates 1J1'ji' 'our dear one' (8.3 r.6) in a letter of Na!an ben 'Avraham. Although it might
sometimes be necessary for the scribe to abbreviate to maintain a straight left margin, this cannot be
the reason in this case since it is only the second word in the line.

Consonants
On a purely consonantal level, the letters show very little divergence from standard BH. The
2

8Ibid., p. 375.

2

9.Ibid., p. 805.
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influence of the form of the biblical text is great on the writers and they clearly emulate

itin the

spellings (e.g., in the use of sin). The Arabic vernacular, with its similar pronunciation, probably
helped to maintain the distinct pronunciation of certain consonants (as we can see in modem
Oriental traditions of Hebrew), particularly in the gutturals, the ba gad-kafat allophones and in the
velarised consonants.
This section deals with the gutturals, the sibilants and the bagad-kafatconsonants. In respect of
the emphatics such as o or p no evidence is available from the letters other than that they remain
distinct from their non-velarised counterparts, .n and :i. They show no divergence from BH spelling.

The gutturals
Because the vernacular of the letter-writers was Arabic, which counts a full complement of
pharyngeals and laryngeals within its consonantal inventory, the guttural letters in Hebrew,~.:,, n
and l7, show no interchange and only a little evidence of elision, affecting only the weaker gutturals~
and:,. There is no evidence of l7 interchanging with ~ or of:, and n swapping places, indicating that
the pronunciations of each were distinct, as in modern Oriental traditions of Hebrew.30 Quiescent
'ale/is occasionally elided, principally under the influence of RH morphological forms, e.g., 1J'1P 'we
have read' (10]9.25 r.8) and ,,,p:, 'called' (20.94 r.21), but the BH spelling is as often carefully
retained, e.g.,~,~,., 'to swallow' (20.100 r.18). Intervocalic:, is elided in the following nifal infinitive
constructs only: OJ:i''i 'to enter' (10]9.14 r.21) and nm,,,, 'and to be opened' (18]4.20 m.11); as with
'ale/the BH spelling is more often retained, e.g., 1,1,::,:,1, 'to be collected' (13J31.8 r.19). However, one
of the major distinctive morphological features of the letters, the pronominal suffix of the prefix
conjugation in i-, e.g.,
'may he keep him' (16.68 v.3), could also be symptomatic of a general

, ~w,

weakening of intervocalic he, i.e., ,:i,~W'>11~W', -ehu>-6.

The sibilants
Sin and samels do not interchange to any great extent in the letters, although in all Arabic-speaking
traditions of Hebrew they were pronounced identically. 31 The few examples of interchange that do
occur are probably mostly a result of the influence of RH orthography, e.g., 1'!:l:i 011!:l' 'spreading
out his hands' (20.94 r.17) for BH W1!:l, e.g., 1'!:l:i iZl1!:l'1 'and he spread out his hands' Exodus 9:33,
which is always 01!:l in rabbinic texts. However, there are exceptions. Sin is used for samels in the
unusual spellingio 'prince, leader' (13]15.14 r. 5, r.19, r.24), instead ofBH itv,e g., 2 Samuel 3:38.
l:l:JW1tzl 'their plunderers' (13]14.10 r.14) shows Yosiyyahu Ga'on being slightly uncertain as to the
correct spelling of the biblical participle. Gil's transcription (Gil (1983) no. 29) gives the reading as
l:l:J'\;nw, but there is understandable confusion, since one letter has been written over with another,
sin over samels, indicating that the writer wasn't sure if it was a o or a to but ended up with the
hypercorrect :,tz;tz> for the actual biblical root :,otz>, e.g., l:l't;)W 'plunderers' Judges 2:14. Elsewhere in
the same letter, Yosiyyahu constantly puts the diacritics on sin and sin, e.g., l:l'WW 'rejoicing'
(13]14.10 r.8); n~tz;, 'may he delight' (13]14.10 r.10); ,m,:,tz> 'his presence' (31]14.10 r.10). Because of
the correspondence between Arabic sand Hebrews in cognate roots, e.g., Arabic sa'ala equals
Hebrew sa'al, there could have been some uncertainty over the pronunciation of sin and sin in
30

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 282; Dotan p. 1131.
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particular words. Perhaps then Yosiyyahu Ga' on was making sure in his letter.32 Evidence of actual
confusion is difficult to find, however, there is a single example of the interchange of same"fs and sin
in the corpus: t:1'1110'0:"1 'the two lines' (18J4.4 r.28). Other letters attest the correct RH form, :"lO'tv, e.g.,
C".n10'ttl 'two lines' (20.106 r.l). Arabic influence is almost certainly responsible, since the Arabic
equivalent (but not cognate in this case) noun is safr 'line, row'.

The Bagad-K!'fat consonants
The Tiberian pronunciation tradition preserved the two different pronunciations of all sixBagadK:'fat consonants, 'hard', with dages, and 'soft', without dages. In the hard pronunciation the
consonants are pronounced as stops, in the soft, or spirant, pronunciation they are fricatives. 33 In the
modern Oriental traditions of the reading of the Hebrew Bible, the spirant pronunciations are mostly
retained due to the influence of Arabic, though they differ from community to community: r, is
pronounced as tand fin the Yemenite and Iraqi traditions, 1preserves a consistent dual
pronunciation of d and rj, in the Yemen, but the Iraqi tradition pronounces 'soft' ,, rj,, only in
particular words. This is a far cry from Spain, where in the rabbinic reading tradition of Sefarad the
non-spirant pronunciation of the consonants was generalised.34
Dages and rafe are rarely written in the corpus. Yosiyyahu Ga' on writes a small number of diacritics

in one of his letters, e.g., '~1 'surgings' (13Jl4.10 r.16); ii~~ 'from a daughter' (13}14.10 r.28). This
seems to be indicating that there were dual pronunciations of these consonants, as in the modern
pronunciation of Arabic-speaking Jews. However, it is also possible that these signs represent not an
attempt to assist the reading of the letter, but in imitating biblical text they are purely ornamenting it
in the manner of some of the other vocalisation we have encountered.
There is better evidence regarding the pronunciaton of :::i which in the Tiberian tradition was
pronounced 'hard' as a bilabial stop, b, and 'soft' as alabio-dental, v. 35 The pronunciation of the
spirant :::i, i.e. following a vowel, is demonstrated in the rhyme used by saiomo hen yahuda, ,~w :::io,,
::l'::lO~ ,,,,~ ,.::i~ ?N c:,1, nJ'1 ::l':::ii:,1, 1:,1,:,p m:::i.::i ,,,,,, 1'::lN cw~ 'may his name be better than that of his
father, and may his honour grow and increase his congregation, and God give them rest from all fear
round about' (13}16.14 r.9-10), where the rhyming element is-iv. The same pronunciation of 'soft' :::i
as vis more radically demonstrated by a highly original spelling of the 3 masculine singular
pronominal suffix of the plural noun in a draft of a letter by 'Efraim hen samarya, :::imN?!)J 'his
wonders' (12.273 v.10), for BH 1'1'11N?!)J, e.g., Judges 6:13.

Orthography
Since vocalisation in the letters is only, at best, sporadic and often non-existent, we are more than
usually reliant upon the orhography. A better understanding of the orthographic practices of the
letter-writers enables the reader to distinguish with more confidence between different
3

2This letter, 13Jl4.10, was addressed to the Jerusalemites in Fustat and was probably intended for public
reading in the synagogue.
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Khan p.13.
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Dotan p. 1126.
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morphological forms, to identify obscure vocabulary and to attempt to ascertain some aspects of the
pronunciation behind the written text. Orthography can also draw attention to the major influences
on the language of the writers: a more defective spelling would suggest that the orthography of the
biblical text is a model for the writer, whereas frequent use of vowel letters and a more phonetic
approach generally would indicate that there is less of a sentimental attachment to BH and a greater
necessity for clarity in communication; spellings with word-final ,N- or N- would point to the
probable influence of the Babylonian Talmud's Hebrew, whereas,,_ would suggest the Palestinian
36

rabbinic tradition.

Of course, there is not a standard orthography in the letters to which all the writers adhere. There
was clearly room for individual style. The geographical and sectarian differences assured that the
texts today present a far from uniform spelling. However, it is possible to discern trends shown in the
letters: the wider use of vowel letters, the continued adherence to certain biblical spellings and the
distinctive effect of RH practice are all to be seen throughout the letters, with few exceptions, and
they combine to produce what can be described as the dominant style of the corpus.

The vowel letters
The use of vowel letters, i.e., matres lectionis, relies upon the graphic conventions established in
BH for the employment of several of the consonantal signs to represent the Hebrew vowels. The
vowel letters attested in the texts are the same as those in BH, waw, yod, he and. to a lesser extent,
'alef. A number of orthographic techniques taken from post-biblical sources are also in evidence,
such as the doubling of the signs for waw and yod to indicate either geminated or ungeminated v or

y, the use of 'alef-yod for the syllable ay and so on. By necessity, because the texts are mostly
unvocalised, the orthography is fuller than in earlier traditions of Hebrew, but perhaps not as full or
as consistent as might be expected due to the continual influence on the writers of the Hebrew
Bible's orthography.

Waw

Theo vowel
The Tiberian long 6 vowel is usually marked by mater lectionis waw in the letters: pi!Zl:, 'who
dwells' (lOJl0.22 r.1 4); c,::i:,iN:i 'who love' (6J3.14 r.8); 1T1N 'ear' (16.68 r.13) ; J1N!Zl7 'to draw water'
(lOJl 1.29 r. 17); U'N1::l, 'it will reach us' (AS 145.61 r.13). A regular exception is the segolate !Zl1ji in the
commonly occurring BH phrase !Zl1ji:1 1':li 'the Holy City' (12.80 r.6) , where the usual spelling of the
MT is often followed, although it can also be spelledplene in the letters, wiip:, 1':17 (13J27.3 r.2). 37 Very
occasionally s:,.;;,,_,.. defective spellings are employed, e.g., ,,m,,::i 'in his generations' (10G5.8 v.9)
and m i::i::i 'in pits' (Gil (1983) n o. 50=ENA4020.42 r.32): itis probably the MT's orthographic practice
of avoiding more than one waw appearing in the same word that accounts for such spellings. In a
very few cases the feminine plural ending of the regular noun is also spelt defectively, rii!Zli::i~:,

3

6Fernandez p. 14.
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Personal preference plays a major part: the letters written by s;ilomo ben y;ihuda's son, 'Avraham, always
show.the defective spellingtvip:, 1'37, while his father's writings often attest tvi1j?: !Zliip:, 1'37/J w1:u,:,1, 'to be
driven out of the Holy City' (10]10.22 r.5); tviip:, 1'37 1,N c,,1:17:, 'who go up to the Holy City' (13Jl 1.5 r.20).
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'sought' (18J4.4 r.8).38 Usually, though, the regular feminine plural ending is spelt with waw, e.g.,
m:ii:J:l 'with blessings' (13Jll.5 r.7) and rmmzr 'salvations' (16.18 r.2).
Common BH words that are historically spelt with 'ale[ or he do not show waw for 6: N? 'no'
(IOJI0.22 r.2); tzlN1 'head' (IOJI0.22 r.15); l'lNT 'this' (8.3 r.18); UN:it 'his flock' (13Jl4.8 r.17); :,:i 'this
way' (16.275 r.23). A unique exception in the corpus occurs in an oddly-written letter addressed to
Toviyya ben 'Eli, where the negative particle is spelt,,, so that it resembles the conditional
conjunction 1?, as follows, l'lnN mN :"l:l1tzl1'l '?N irn ,,, 'and not a single word of reply returned to me'
(I0J25.4 r.6) and :"l:l1tzl1'1 '?N 11lill ,,, 'and they didn't send me a reply' (I0J25.4 r.10). 39 Other decidedly
non-standard spellings are found in the same letter, suggesting either a love of innovation on the
writer's part, or a lack of knowledge of, or perhaps respect for, classical Hebrew orthography. A far
less extreme example of non-biblical orthography occurs in salomo ben yahuda's letters. He also
occasionally spells the negative particle with waw, though retaining the 'ale[, N1?, when it is
functioning as a negative conjunction in the construction N1?ill, i.e., N1?ill 'so as not to' (13Jl4.5 r.11;
12.217 r.11); it is written defectively when it is simply the negative adverb, N?ill 'which [we have] not'
(13Jl4.8 r.30) .40 As far as can be seen, the same, apparently semantic, distinction is not represented
by the orthography of other letters in the corpus.
The name of God always retains the defective form in which it is found in the MT: 1J':"l?N 'our God'
(AS 145.107 r.7); C':"l?N:"11 'and God' (13J20.25 r.19). Other names and titles are also usually written
defectively: :"lill~ 'Mose' (IOJ12.l 7 r.21); 1:"l'iZlN' 'Yosiyyahu' (Misc. 35.44 r.l); :lP:11' 'Ya'aqov' (8J36.I0
r.6); 1:i:i:, 'Hakkoheh' (18J4.4 r.35); O!:lill:1 'the judge' (13J20.13 r.11); although we can find them
written plene :l1P:II' (13Jl6.24 r.9; 13J34.2 r.9), O!:l1ill:"I (13Jl6.18 r.10) and 1:i1:i:, (13J8.14 r.12). 41 Only the
drafts ofletters by 'Efraim ben samarya are orthographically-unusual enough for us to encounter a
reading such as ,~,ill 'Salomo' (Gil (1983) no. 334=PER H 135 r.16) for :,~1,iZ/, a spelling that was
probably corrected by the time the final draft of the letter was produced.
Certain BH pronouns and other particles always occur in a defective form: ':lJN 'I' (13Jll.4 r.11);
1,:i:, 'everyone' (13J9.2 r.24) ; n:iJ 'before' (13J25.5 r.7) .
In BH inflected forms of the direct object marker l'lN are usually written defectively.42 Both plene
and defective spellings occur in the letters, with the former predominating: umN 'us' (18J4.4 r.12);
imN~ 'from the same'. (13J20.3 r. 16); however, letters of Babylonian provenance, under the influence
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For the practice of avoiding two yods or two waws see Jotion §7c. salomo Hakkohen Ga'on's unusual use of
mi:::iis probably occasioned by the plene spelling having been used in th eprevious line, m,,:::i:::i 'in pits' (Gil
(1983) no. SO=ENA 4020.42 r.31), an example of the geniza letters' tendency to avoid writing identical forms in
close proximity; when he uses the noun in a different letter, where it only occurs once, he spells it with waw, Gil
(1983) no. 49=ENA 2804.8 r.26.
39

Although it could also be the case that the writer is intending to write~, and using it as an optative, albeit with
a nuance of regret, as is perfectly acceptable in Hebrew and in Arabic, 'O that he had replied!'.
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t>rhe same spelling, Ni, , is the dominant form of the negative in the Dead Sea scrolls, Abegg, p. 329.
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These names are always defective in the Hebrew Bible. 1:i::i, for example, occurs 250 times in the MT, never
with a mater lectionis waw; Andersen and Forbes p. 129. :J1P:II' written plene is probably under the influence of
Arabic orthography, where the name is written with waw, Ya 'qub.
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of conservative biblical orthography, show a greater proportion of defective spellings of 11N: mN 'him'

(Misc. 35.4 leaf 2 v.20; NS 308.122 v.19). Contemporary Karaite marriage documents also attest both
spellings.43 The adverbial modifier 1N7:l is another particle that occurs in both plene and defective
form in the letters: 1t-tl:) (13Jl6.13 r.12); 1Nr.i, (13Jl 7.17 r.2); iiNr.i (16.275 r.22); iiNr.il;, (18J4.l 7 r.19).
Both spellings are employed side by side, probably as a deliberate orthographic device, in the
writings of salomo ben yahuda 1N7:l 137 11N7:JI;, 'greatly' (13J9.2 r.18).
The pe-'alefverbs are always written defectively in the 3 singular and plural prefix conjugation:
1i7:lN' 'they will say' (10Jl4.19 r.7); 11.::lN' 'they will perish' (16.68 r.18); 1::lNm 'and it will vanish'
(13Jl3.14 r.25); ,::iN' 'it shall [not] devour' (13Jl3.14 m.l). The infinitive ofi?:lN also only marks an 6
vowel with wawwhen the RH form is employed, i.e., ,r.i,, 'to say' (28.24 r.57) but always i7:JNI;, 'saying'
(13Jl3.14 r.29). The 1 singular prefix conjugation is always plene, i7:l1N1 'and I said' (lOJl0.22 r.4), as is
the participle, 0'i7:l1N1 'and saying' (13J9.9 r.8). Verbs middle or final-'alefare often written
defectively, although overall the plene spelling is more frequent: t:i',N1tzl 'asking' (18J4.5 v.15; 12.44
v.3 and elsewhere) and C'?Ntzl 'asking' (13Jl9.15 r.18); ,iNtzl?1 'and to ask' (18J4.5 r.31) and ,Ntzl, 'to
ask' (10]12.22 r.19); 1N1.::l 'his coming' (16.261 r.11) and N::l' 'he will come' (10]10.9 r.8); mN?r.i, 'to fill'
(32.8 r.8) and I'1Nl;,r.il;, 'to fill' (13J23.7 r.12). Regular verbs in the 2 and 3 masculine singular prefix
conjugation very occasionally write the 6 vowel defectively: i::l?:l' 'he will sell' (13]13.28 r.23); .::ir,::ir,
'you will write' (8.3 r.16); a letter from Aleppo writes plene and defective side by side, iipn,, tzli1'
'may he inquire and seek' (12.17 r.11); but by far the more common spelling is plene: i1Tl' 'he will
decree' (13]16.17 r.22); ,,r.in' 'may he spare' (NS J92 r.13). The regular qal infinitive is also rarely
found written defectively, .::in::i, 'to write' (13]14.5 r.10 but .::i,m, 'to write' (13]13.14 r.23), both cases
from letters written by salomo ben yahuda.
Numerals that have an 6 vowel are mostly written defectively, as is the usual style in BH: :itzl,tzl
'three' (13J20.3 r.2); tzl?tzl?:l 'from three' (Arabic Box 47.243 r.15); :1J7:ltzl 'eight' (NS 308.122 v.19); 0'tzl'tzl1
'and thirty' (12.338 v.8). Plene spellings are far less frequent, ntzl,,tzl 'three' (6J3. l 4 r.6) and ;,w,,tzl
'three' (13]15.14 r.9).44
In summary, the trend observed in the letters is for waw to mark 6 in most positions, with
comparatively few exceptions, although the numerals are, almost as a rule, defectively written. Other
common defective spellings occur in verbs with a root initial- or middle- 'ale[. There is probably a
desire to emulate BH orthography of these forms but an appreciation of the 'alefs other role as a

mater lectionis in archaic BH may have played a part.

The short::, vowel
Tiberian short qame~, qame~-J:ia.tuf, is not usually represented by a vowel letter: ,w,p 'his holiness'

43

0lszowy-Schlanger p. 100.
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0xford MS Heb. d. 69 is a sixth-century Hebrew letter on papyrus which probably originates from Palestine. It
is described by Mishor (1989) and serves as an interesting comparison. The letter attests waw consistently
marking 6 even in the numerals, e.g., :"ltzl1?tzl7:l r.6 and ;-JJ17:lill r.22, whereas our much later letters tend towards
conservatism in the writing of numbers. This is no doubt due to the increased prominence that BH enjoyed in
the Middle Ages, in the period of the later ft'onim, whereas the earlier letter, written in the Hebrew of the
'Amora'im, was still in a position to draw upon a more recent, and perhaps more 'alive', tradition of RH and
Talmudic Hebrew.
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(13J24.ll r.19); 'J:,,i;,1;, 'to kill me' (12.273 r.20); ,,~,. 'my finishing' (12.273 v.17); pip::i 'as an offering'
(6J3.l r.12); ,r,~:m, 'and his wisdom' (12.272 r.14); ,,pip 'his head' (10J30.3 r.12)). However, particular
attention is sho"';: to it in the letters, demonstrated by the frequent vocalised examples: i:17~tp 'his
report' (13Jll.2 r.7); 'J~;l 'my thumb' (20.114 r.25); 1:1::i,~ 'their donation' (Gil (1983) no. 405=Dropsie
392 r.6).

Wawmarks the prefix vowel of the hofal conjugation: '.n::,ixi;, 'I was forced' (12.338 r.14).
However, it stands for u rather than a, i.e., morphologically reflecting the RH hufal rather than the
BH hofal, as can be seen from the vocalised example 11Xij1 'and he had to' (13J30.3 r.4).
saiomo ben yahuda does not normally employ a mater lectionis for short a, ,n,~ 'my way' (IOJI 1.29
r.18); ,,.,, 'and he dwelt' (lOJll.30 r.10); ':17~tz;::, 'when I heard' (10J27.2 r.17); 1:1,~~::i 'when they said'
(13Jl6.14 v.17). 45 Although once the reading,,~,~::i 'when he said' (Gil (1983) no. 72=ENA2804.15
r.13) is attested. Drafts ofletters by 'Efraim ben samarya (who tends towards a more individual style
of vocalisation) also employ waw on occasion, ,,~itv::i 'when he keeps' (12.273 v.13) and, possibly,
,,,,,. 'his greatness' (12.273 r. 7) but not 1:1::,Jrn 'your ear' (12.273 r.15). 46 sa1omo Hakkohen Ga' on once
writes ,1,,n;,, 'and the sickness' (Gil (1983) no. SO=ENA 4020.42 r.37), though it occurs among many
defective spellings, and a letter addressed to yahuda ben Sa'adyahas 1Ji::,,~1, 'to sell us' (10J27.8 r.13),
i.e., ~J'PI??· Thus, despite the fact that the dominant spelling of short qame~ reflects a Standard
Tiberian orthography, like that of the MT, the occasional plene forms show that the vowel was
possibly realised as an o, as in the traditions evidenced in some RH manuscripts, in the main
Palestinian traditions of BH as well as the Sefardi pronunciation.47

Theuvowel

,,,,~n

Wawmarks the Tiberian long ii vowel in nearly all cases: 1:1'110 'lines' (13J24. ll r.20);
'his
sons' (6J3.14 r.7); 11~'T 'summons' (I0J25.5 r.5); i,tvn;, 'the suspect' (13J9.2 r.19); ;,ii,,o 'closed'
(IOJI0.22 r.3).

,rn,~,

Only two definite cases of defective ii may be found in the corpus:
1.11?,1 'his poverty and his
exile' (NS 309.20 v.9) is attested in a letter of samu' el Ga' on ben 'Eli; maybe the writer preferred to
vary the orthography to avoid writing two very similar forms together. The second is from a letter of
salomo ben Yahuda: 1')17~;, 'the 'Alluf (12.217 r.1) is a Babylonian title that is often attested in geniza
texts, but usually with waw. There is biblical precedent for a defective orthography in this case,
though, at Zechariah 9:7 the MT reads ri7.i.9.

Theuvowel
The Tiberian short u vowel usually takes mater lectionis waw in the letters, in the pu 'al: :,1,1:17~;, 'the

5;,,mn,,~ 'her ways' Cl OJI 1.30 r.14) could show a form with waw marking Tiberian short qame~, however, this
is as likely to represent the alternative form written withbolem which is attested in BH at Psalms 119: 15 1'11ni~
When salomo ben yahuda's letters attest the noun again, omni~ 'their ways' (NS324.104 r.9), the spelling
reflects shortqame~, omni~, a suffixed form which is attested in Joshua 2:7 and Proverbs 9:15.
4

4

6,77,:.i. could be the BH variant form attested at Psalms 150:2, i71~, rather than the commoner i1?1~,
Deuteronomy 5:21.
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distinguished' (13Jl 1.2 r.l); ill?~iZi~V 'the threefold' (13J31.l r.18); in the hufal: ni:,i;,, 'and he was
forced' (NS 309.20 v.7); mz;pi:, 'hard' (lOJl0.22 r.7); in nouns: :,w,,, 'inheritance' (13J33.12 r.8); iri~,~
'his people' (13J33.2 r.4).
The common spelling of the widely used q 8 tull5/q 8 tullaf nominal form is with waw: r1ill1iji ri,,,,.
'the great and holy' (6J3.14 r.3; 10J9.14 r.l and freqently elsewhere); u,r,1,,:i.o 'our treasure' (16.261
r.29). Only one letter attests the defective spellingsr1illiji ri,,,. 'the great and holy' (32.8 v.5).
The particle 1,::,, when taking pronominal suffixes, is written both without waw, as in BH, and with
it: u1,i:, 'all of us' (10J24.l leaf 1 r.2) and c1,:, 'all of them' (Misc. 36.207 leaf 1 r.10).
Clli'~ 'their acquaintance' (12.336 r.11) is written in a defective form in a letter of Dani' el ben

'Azarya, probably because this participle is always defective in BH, e.g.,'¥!:.~ 'my companions'
Psalms 88:9.
All other defective forms showing Tiberian short u are vocalised with qibbu;;: 'r1M1?W. 'I was sent'
(20.114 r.8); C'~r, 'and Tummim' (13J20.9 r.15);1,~D, 'and he had to' (13J30.3 r.4); M.QJ.~ 'divided'
(Misc. 36.207 leaf 1 r .4). Thus, the pu 'al verb, with only the single exception noted above, is always
found either in a plene form or vocalised thereby distinguishing it from the pi'el. 48

Yod

Theivowel
Yod marks the Tiberian long fvowel: 'ill'1?ill 'third' (24.43 r.11); 1'i'CM 'his pious ones' (8.3 r.15);
cr,~,,p 'their call' (13Jl4.10 r.13); r1i'!:l~1 'and a girding' (NS J92 r.4); C'::ir,:, 'letters' (10J32.5 r.5). Only

the historical spelling of words derived from w~, 'head' doesn't use the mater lectionis yod for f:
;,J,w~, 'first' (lOJll.29 r.20); C'J1ill~i;, 'the first ones' (13Jl4.8 r.15).
BH allows for the defective spelling oflongf in words other than 1,w~,, but it is veryrare. 49 Two
verb forms with stem vowel f appear to have been written defectively in the letters, il7;'11, 'to bear
witness' (13Jl3.14 r.12) and ir,;,l;,i 'and to loosen' (13Jl6.24 r.23); in both examples, the syntactic
context would lead us to expect the infinitive construct. On the other hand, neither i1l7 nor im are
attested in the hifil infinitive construct in the Hebrew Bible but both their infinitive absolute forms
are, i¥.:J (Genesis 43:3; 1 Samuel .8:9; Jeremiah 11:7) and 1,tlV (Isaiah 58:6). Thus it is equally possible
that morphologically we have the absolute forms standing for the missing constructs of these two
verbs.
The defective m!:lc~, 'to his death' (NS 298.27 r.9) is found in

an orthographically irregular letter

from Iraq; the plene spelling, e.g., 1r1!:l'O~ 'his death' (10J27. 7 r.10), is found frequently elsewhere.
Another problematic spelling is ,r,::ir,:,, found in a letter of Mose ben 'Eliyyahu Hallevi: t')1?n 'r1";'1
,r,::ir,:, 'I would have changed my handwriting' (13J20.18 v.5). Although possibly the consonants could
be read as the BH noun ri;i,ili=? 'writing, mark' with the 1 singular pronominal suffix, the use of :,::i,r,:i:,
twice earlier in the letter (l3J20.l8 v.l) indicates that the spelling is far more likely to represent
4

8The similar use of plene waw to mark passive forms, against classical orthographic practice, is found in
Judaeo-Arabic; see Blau (1999) p. 72 n.l.
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'J:l~.1:9, unusuallywithoutyodmarking f.50

Theivowel
The Tiberian short i vowel may be written with or without yod in nouns and particles according to
the taste of the writer: r,,1,,:,p:, 'the communities' (13Jl6.24 r.4) and :,1,:,p 'community' (13Jl 7.4 r.5);
:,1,,!:ln:i 'the prayer' (10J32.9 r.8) and :,1,!:ln 'prayer' (13J26.16 r.20); :il'~ 'from her' (10J27.7 r.11) and
i:,l~ 'from him' (8Jl6.12 r.12); 1l'n1l'N 'our letters' (10J27.7 r.8) andnilN1 'and a letter' (16.6 r.24). The
spelling can vary across the letters of a single writer; Yosiyyahu Ga' on attests both :,:::i,n, 'and love'
(AS 149.60 r.7) and i.n:in 'and his love' (10J32.8 r.6).
Some archaic BH particles always retain the defective spelling in which they are found in the MT,
e.g., ,n1,:::i1, 'so as not to' (20.114 r.42), as do the numerals, e.g., :iiZl~n 'five' (24.43 r.35) and :iiZliZl:J 'on
the [twenty-] sixth' (lOGS.7 r.5). However, most other words may be found written in different letters
with both plene and defective orthography. The plene writing of short i in prepositions and particles
is mainly limited to syllables where the following consonant is geminated: ,~,y 'with me' (10Jl4.19
r.22); the use of plene orthography before an ungeminated consonant is extremely unusual; the
spelling CJ'N1 'and if (De Lange=Or. 1080 J1 v.l) is not repeated in the corpus. The short i vowel that
occurs in Tiberian Hebrew when the inseparable prepositions are prefixed to a word is never marked
byyod, although the vowel'f:,ireqis sometimes written, e.g., ,,p~, 'and from the cold' (13J20.3 r.14)
andmn~izl~ 'with joy' (13Jll.l r.10).
Short i is nearly always written withyod in the qittul noun pattern: 11~'T 'summons' (10J25.5 r.5);
p,,,n:::i 'in the apportioning' (13J20.3 r.19); r,:::i,,:::i 'in the teaching' (20.141 r.28); the defective spelling
is particularly unusual: r,:::ipi 'and the gathering' (Box Misc. 26.22 r.6). The defective spelling is
preferred in the related quadrilitaral qilqulpattern: c1,i:,1,:,:::i 'in their upkeep' (12.99 r.5); c,c~c, 'and
1
' (Misc.36.203 leaf 1 v.4); 110:,c~ 'because of the conflict' (13J26.l r.15); although plene
spellings vccur: 1,i!:l,'!:l:i 'the debate' (12.17 r.5). The majority of writers never spell the short i under
preformative m- in certain noun patterns withyod: 1ln~:::i~ 'our trust' (8J20.l r.10); U'WC~ 'our
support' (13J26.16 r.2); although the unusually full orthographyofsalomo Hakkohen Ga'on provides
a number of exceptional examples,nm,,~, 'for the commandments' (24.43 r.34) and iZl1j?'~ 'a
sanctuary' (24.43 r.32) .51
Verbs of the pi'el suffix conjugation are frequently written plene: 1iZl'N 'he blessed' (10Jl2.l 7 r.4);
pr,n, 'and he strengthened' (13J33.6 r.7); 11'l1 'and they have excommunicated' (10J9.25 r.4).
However, when the verb's principal form is the piel (rather than the qal) it may often be written
defectively: i:iU'1:!liZl 'that we ordered' (8J20.l r.11); u1,:::ip, 'and we received' (13Jl3.l 7 r.8); ,n,:::i, 'I
spoke' (lOJl0.22 r.13); though there is considerable variation; we find both 'niZl!:lni 'and I sought'
(13Jl l.9 r.9) and 1liZl!:l'n 'we sought' (13Jl6.24 r.19), and the post-biblical verb 1liZl 'to send' always
shows yod, e.g., 11l'iZl 'they sent' (NS 308.122 v.2) and 1l'iZl 'he sent' (24.6 r.39). Note that the i vowel
5

°rhe orthography could be deliberate due to the frequent occurrence of the noun :,J,n:,, in order to inject a
little variation into the spelling, but, to be fair to Mose, it may not be intentional since he had other concerns, as
he explains: •n:Jn::l r,',n •n":, :,',,n 'JN '::l ,,,,, 11~317 7::l1N N71 'J'lll.1..E.?, :i,',,n 'JN 'I am so sick in my bowels and
eyes thatl cannot stand; were I not sick I would have d,
J.
~ ' 113J20.18 v.4-5) .

.
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The latter occurs in a quotation from Ezekiel 11: 16, showing an orthography radically different from that of
the MT (and, indeed, most other medieval Bible texts).
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of the masculine plural qal imperative is not marked by yod: i:ir,::, 'write' (13Jl6.l 7 m.8).
The verbal preformatives-~, -1? and -;:tare written without yod in most letters: t:l'NipJ:, 'who are
called' (18J4.4 r.15); I171l!17;)1 'and it grows' (13Jl6.14 r.32); 1'11J7;);"17 'to be counted' (lOJll.29 r.7);
although, again, the plene forms are employed sporadically: r,m~i,,:,7 'to be counted' (13Jl6.l 7 r.26);
:"J!:l1!10';"171 'and to

stand at the threshold' (13J20.18 r.10); C'!:l01I1'1J;"1 'which are increasing' (Misc.
36.140 r.32); ii:i11'JiZl::l1 'and when it became clear' (10J27.7 r.4); 1:J::l'J;"l 'the honoured' (13Jl5.13 r.11);
n7iZl'J:, 'which was sent' (NS 323.2 r .17). Both plene and defective forms of the nifal participle occur
side by side in a letter of 'Efraim ben samarya, ri,::,r.:i:, ••• ,::lT'J:, 'mentioned... mentioned' (13J8.14 r.7).
In summary, the marking of short i withyod shows great variation across the corpus. salomo
Hakkohen Ga' on, for example, gives a very full orthography, writing the nominal preformative mi- as
-'?.) and even writing the 1 plural prefix conjugation preformative withyod, :J.111::l'J 'we shall write'
(24.43 r .11); such full orthography is rarely used by other writers. Natan ben 'Avraham represents the
opposite approach, far more biblical in style: he only writes yod for i in post-biblical nouns and never
under a nominal or verbal preformative, however, along with the majority of writers, he does usually
write yod in the pi'el suffix conjugation. salomo ben yahuda rests between the two extremes and is a
representative of the practice of most other writers of the corpus; he marks short i occasionally in
biblical nouns, considerably more often in post-biblical nouns, regularly in all but the most common
pi'elverbs and rarely if at all after the other preformatives of nouns and verbs.

Theevowel
Tiberian long§ is regularly marked withyod in the 2 masculine and 3 feminine pronominal suffixes
of the plural noun and in the 2 masculine and 3 feminine suffixes of prepositions of the type 7N, all of
which represent standard biblical orthography: 1'111Jn 'your sons' (10J9.25 m.22); 1'111MJ7.) 'your gifts'
(13J9.2 r.17); :,,p,::i 'its sections' (20.141 r.22); ;"1'7N 'to her' (lOJll.30 r.15). In one letter, yod also
marks tin a number of pausal forms of the infinitive construct with the 2 masculine singular suffix,
1'7':!l;"17 'to save you' (NS 325.81 r.9) and 1'7'Y1:i7 'to benefit you' (NS 325.81 r.9), and in the
preposition 7':JiZl:J, 1'7':JiZl:J 'for you' (NS 325.81 r.8).
In addition, yod marks tin other suffixes. Once it is found in the 3 masculine plural suffix of the
preposition 7Y in a letter of samuel ben Mose of Tyre: !:l';"1'7Y 'upon them' (13J26.3 r.21). However, we
do not find this orthography with the 3 masculine plural suffix repeated in any of his other letters:
!:l;"l'J'::l 'between them' (13Jl8.l r.20); o:,,i,y 'upon them' (10Jl2.25 r.12). The yod is written clearly, but
it was either an error or deliberately intended to add length to the word since all the letters are
stretched to fill to the end of the line and preserve a neat left margin.
Yod marks Tiberian tin the 3 feminine singular pronominal suffix on the prefix conjugation verb in

letters of the {f 'onim salomo ben yahuda and salomo Hakkohen: ;"l'JJ1::l' 'may he establish it' (18J4.26
r.27; lOJll.30 r.10; 13J9.2 r.56; 20.181 r.7); ;"l'Jm,' 'may he protect it' (13J9.2 r.15). The plene
orthography may represent a merging oft and e, such as is typical in texts representing the
Palestinian-Sefardi pronunciation tradition.52 However, it is more likely to be the orthographic
influence of the 3 feminine singular suffix of the plural noun, i.e., ;"1'1'7.)7111 'and her scholars' (13J6.3
r.l). This orthographic practice was not universal since it is not followed in the same construction as
5

2Morag (1971) p. 1125; Kutscher (1982) p.154.
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attested by 'Efraim ben samarya or 'Evyatar Hakkohen Ga' on: ;,m::,, 'may he establish it' (12.273 v.15;
10}24.lleaf 1 v.14).
In other cases thee vowel is not usually marked withyod:Ul;)i;) 'from us' (10}10.22 r.2); :si:\J 'wound'
(18J4.4 r.11); .ncJ::i;, 'the synagogue' (8J22.7 r.11); ;,mi;, 'the governor' (13}14.5 r.9); '1~:"l 'the fruit'
(16.68 r.14). The form 'J'J~ 'I am not' (13}11.4 r.8), showing plenee, found in a letter from Byzantium,
is a rare exception (although it is probably an error by metathesis of the J and' in 'JJ'~).

Theevowel
Tiberian short e is not usually marked with a mater lectionis: 11,~ 'length' (13}15.l r.24); 1wi:s;::i
'with might' (13}23.l r.23).
The occasional RH orthography of yod for short e is barely found at all in the corpus. However, it is
attested in the RH word 1W!:l'~ 'it is possible' (lOJl leaf 1 r.8) from a copy of a letter of sarira Ga'on; a
different copy of the same text attests 1W!:l~ (28.24 r.31) so it is unwise to make any connections
between Babylonian practice and this particular spelling on this example alone.
lfatef-segol, ultra-short e, takes a mater lectionis yod on two occasions, in the Hebrew opening to a

Judaeo-Arabic letter from salomo ben Me'ir Ga'on, r:::l'J11;)'~:"l 'the faithful ones' (8}14.24 r.5), and in a
noun of the same root in a letter of salomo ben yahuda,] :'1J11;)'~ [ 'faithfulness' (NS J172 r.8). 53
Though an isolated case in the letters, a phonetic shift of e > i can be found in other geniza
manuscripts as well as being attested in the pronunciation of some modem North-African
communities.54 Elsewhere 1:za.tef-segol is not marked: 1.nJ11.J~:l 'in his faith' (12.338 r.8); 0':"l?~:"l 'God'
(13}15.4 r.5).

Thee vowel
Yod, of course, marks Tiberian ein the masculine plural construct: '0!:lWI.J::l1 'and like laws' (8J20.l
r.8). The RH demonstrative,,~ is often written plene, 0'110 ,,,~ 'these lines' (13}24.11 r.20), whereas
the BH demonstrative ;,1;,~ is always written without yod, ;,1;,~ 0'110 'these lines' (13}34.3 r.11). The RH

prefix conjugation form~;,, only occasionally features yod, ~,;,, 'it will be' (13}26.3 r.5); BH pausal
forms are never spelled plene, ~1.J¥¥ 'they are mighty' (20.114 r.26, from Psalms 38:20). Nifal infinitive
constructs may or may not showyod after preformative -;,: Yosef Hakkohen writes 1'}0~';'1? 'to be
gathered in' (10J27.7 r.11) withyod whereas salomo ben yahuda does not write ayod in 1T:li:"l? 'to be
helped' (13J9.2 r.8, r.18; 13}23.l r.22) nor in the 1 singular prefix conjugation of irregular verbs, ::iwn~
'I will be considered' (10}11.29 r.16). For the ye- preformative of the nifal 3 singular and plural, see
the remarks on the consonantalyod.

53

Mann's reading of1:l'J11.)~:,, Mann (1922), vol. 2, p. 54, should be corrected since yod is clearly visible in the MS.

54

For instance the relativizer 'fJJ is pointed with~req in a talrnudic text, T-S Fl (1).33, described by Morag (1988),
p. 2-3 §7 and see his note, p. 3 § 7 n. 2. A possible alternative is that the ~req of the examples from the letters
reflects not a global change but a specific case of assimilation, the first vowele raising to i due to the following
high vowel, a, i.e., [h5'imunim] and ['imiin5]. Another explanation could be that the yod is marking ~ere thereby
demonstrating a general merging of thee and e vowels, such as is attested in a number of geniza Bible MSS
which show various elements of non-standard Tiberian vocalisation, probably under the influence of the
Palestinian tradition of pronunciation, e.g., T-S AS 1.37, an Isaiah text, where the Tiberian ~ere, segol and
J:ia.tef-segol are used more or less interchangeably.
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The Tiberian evowel is often indicated by yod in nouns and adjectives: I1i'Tl::J 'with a decree'
(18J4.l 7 v.4); :11':17:1 'the congregation' (13}15.4 r.5); this is especially the case when the word derives
from post-biblical Hebrew: ,,,,oi';) 'from trouble' (lOJl0.22 r.13); 111;)'11;) 'from demons' (lOJll.30 r.6).
However, not all long evowels are indicated in this way; nouns of BH provenance are as likely to be
written without yod, particularly by the more biblicising letter-writers: :11:!t 'provisions' 13Jl 4.20 r.6);
,r 'crown' (8}14.24 r.12); l71;)tzl? 'for a report' (10J27.7 r.2); j:'?(.l 'part' (12.336 r.17). Na!an ben

'Avraham, more conservative than most, very rarely uses yodto mark internal ,s-ere, in either biblical
or rabbinic vocabulary: C'in~ 'others' (10J9.25 r.12); 1,::ir, 'world' (13J31.l r.6); ?i:17;-J 'the Christian'
(8J20. l m.2); 1,:,o 'of secondary import' (10J9.25 r.14). He only employs a plene orthography in nouns
of the pattern qa_tel5: ;,r,p,1,1 'its fire' (8.3 r.10); 1I'l?'~tzl 'your request' (8.3 m.2). This pattern is usually

plenethroughout the letters: samu'el ben Mose of Tyre attests r,,1,,~w;, 'the questions' (13J26.3 r.8)
and salomo ben yahuda regularly writes the yod, e.g., I'l1'::J~::J 'with the loss' (16.275 r.8); overall the
defective form is rare and limited to occasional BH nouns, e.g., :,01,:,1, 'for a remnant' (12.775 r.13).
Participles and nouns derived from participles, such as the q5_tel pattern, show both defective and

plene spelling of ein the letters as a whole: f'?'i';)? 'for an advocate' (13J23.13 r.21) and f'?1;)1 'and an
advocate' (13J24.ll r.22); C'I'l'i';)::J 'with the dead' (13J23.13 r.15) and t:l'I'li';);-J 'the dead' (13Jll.9 r.9);
t:l'ni';)tzl 'happy' {13}14.20 r. 7) and t:l'n'i';)tzl 'happy' (6J3. l 4 r.2). Different versions of forms of iPT, in
particular, abound: mpr1, 'to our elder' (13J20.25 r.12) and 1JJ'j:'T 'our elder' (16.261 r.29); both plene
and defective spellings occur within a few lines of each other in the same letter of 'Evya!ar Hakkohen

Ga'on, t:l'J'j:'T:1 'the elders' (10J24.l leaf 2 v.25) and t:l'Jj:'T:11 'and the elders' (10J24.l leaf 2 v.27).
One letter of Yosiyyahu Ga' on, whose letters as a whole show considerably plene orthography,
attests many examples of the 3 masculine plural pronominal suffix on the prefix conjugation written

withyod, e.g., t:l'?':!{' 'he will save them' (13}14.10 r.12). The letter is intended for a public reading to
the community of the Jerusalmites in Fustat and is mostly written in rhyming prose: ... t:l'l7i'1 l:l'l7'tzl1'
C'l7'J' .1,~ ... t:l'l7'li' ..• t:ll7tzll7tzl' 'may he save them and cherish them ... delight in them ... give them
rest ... not disturb them' (13}14.10 r.5). The full orthography emphasising the rhyming elements
perhaps served to aid its public recitation. However, the spelling is not unique and may be found in
use by other writers, but only rarely, e.g., in a letter of an unknown writer, t:l'ii';)tzl' 'may he keep them'
(10}15.31 r.7); the usual spelling of the suffix across the corpus is defective: l:li'::ll'1 r:::i:,,:::i,, 1.l"~ t:l:!ti';)~'
'may our God make them strong, bless them and give them might' (NS 324.104 r.7). In nouns and
participles, yod is also very infrequently used to mark ein closed, stressed syllables. i'::Jn:i 'the ];aver'
(20.102 r.30) and i'T~I'li';):1 'who girds himself' (13Jl 4.10 r.22) are two of the very few examples that the
letters provide. The first is from salomo ben Yehuda who, in his .other writings as well as elsewhere in
the same letter, employs only the form without yod, i:::in;, 'the ];aver' (20.102 r.l, 13J9.2 r. l, etc.); the
second example comes again from Yosiyyahu Ga'on. Similar forms withyod in the

hithpa'ellnithpa'al verbal conjugations are attested in other letters, n':itJI'li';);-J 'the victorious' (18J4.26
r.12) and n'!:lI'lO;-J? 'to be joined' (AS 145.61 r.3). However, there is slim evidence from the letters that
furtive pa[alJ, was pronounced before final guttural letters, e.g., ~71il 'diminished' (13}14.10 r.19) and
thus the Tiberian,s-ere is occupying an open syllable; where the furtive vowel is not present-and the
writer is not Yosiyyahu Ga' on-the orthography of the final closed syllable is usually defective:

??!:l!1;"1? 'to pray' (I8J4.26 r.23). 55
5

5;,,1;)1'1 'astonished' (12.217 r.11), also spelled defectively ;'11;)1'11 'and surprised' (10]13.2 r.17), is a similar case.
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The 3 masculine singular and 1 plural pronominal suffixes of the prefix conjugation, imperative
and, less often, on the infinitive construct, are often written plene, i:,- and 1J-: ,:,,::ii::i, 'may he bless
him' (10]15.31 r.4); 1:1'Jm 'and give him' (18]4.26 r.8); ,:i,1::i::i1?1 'and to honour him' (NS 309.20 v.10);
1J'~1::l' 'let it reach us' (AS 145.61 r.13). This orthography is widespread, but once again the more
conservative writers do not regularly employ it. Na!an ben 'Avraham avoids it entirely, i:,m,., 'may he

protect him' (13J31.l r.7) and U'J~!:;i, 'and when we remember' (8J20.l r.3); Na]J.emya Hakkohen
Ga' on is similar (as are many Babylonian writers), ,:i,~w,, 'and keep him' (16.6 v.2). sa1omo ben
yahuda's usual style is defective, 1:"!jil.Zt''1 'and that waters him' (13J9.2 r.32) and i:,i~l.Zt'' 'may he keep
him' (13J33.6 r.3), but we can find isolated examples with mater lectionis yod, i:,,::ii::i,, 'and bless him'
(18J4.15 v.2); when 'Avraham ben Hagga'on, salomo's son, acts as his scribe the spellingwithyodis
more prevalent: ,:,,n,::iwr, 'give him praise' (13]11.9 r.7); ,:,,~,,, 'and cause him to see' (13Jl 7.4 r.7). 56
BH preserves a semantic distinction between':: and:: in certain forms of the noun with suffixes.57
In BH, as preserved in the MT, the plural noun with possessive suffixes usually indicates Tiberian e
withyod, while the singular noun does not, allowing otherwise identically written and pronounced
words to be distinguished in unpainted text. While this distinction is evident in the the orthography
of a minority of our letters, e.g., 1J'::ii::i 'our knees' (13J9.2 r.10) but m,'iZlJ 'our Nasi' (13Jl5.l r.16) and
:,y iJ::ir,::i~ 'this letter of ours' (13Jl9.15 r.13), it is no longer a feature of the dominant style. We

regularly find unquestionably singular nouns written plene with yod: 1J'r,1,::,r, 'our prayer' (8Jl 4.202
r.2); U'::11:"IN :"11'1N1 'and you are our beloved' (AS145.61 r.4); :"IT 1J'::l1'1::l 'this letter of ours' (10J24.l leaf 1
r.8); l'lNT 1J'1'1Jl.Zt'~ 'from this year of ours' (13Jl6.24 r.14); U'1'1::l'l.Zt''1?l.Zt' 'of our academy' (NS 324.112 r.4).
Plene spellings are sometimes employed alongside those presenting a more biblicising orthography:
u,,p,1, 'to our dear ... and great one' (13Jl 7.4 r.2); U'ir,::ii U'iTJ1 imN,. miiN 'ourlord, our
ga'on and our crown and our diadem' (13J20.18 r.17). salomo ben yahuda, while usually maintaining

u,,,,,., . .

the semantic distinction, occasionally uses a plene form, particularly on regular feminine nouns (i.e.,
those that taker,- before the suffixes), U'l'lNJj:' 'our jealousy' (13Jl5.l r.5) and u,r,1,::,r, 'our prayer' (AS
151.20 r.19).58 Na!an ben 'Avraham prefers to follow BH practice, even spelling the suffixes of
prepositions according to their BH forms, i.e., U'1?N 'to us' (8J20.l m.9) but 1J1?XN 'with us' (8J20.l v.l),
but twice uses yod on nouns from biliteral roots, u~~i,1? 'to our [=my] father-in-law' (8J20.l m.2) and
u,::i,, 'and our heart' (8J20.l r.2). 59
Although, in Tiberian BH the final syllable would be closed, illustrated by the mappiq in the he in the MT, it is
unclear whether at the time of the letters the he would be treated as consonantal. However, it is to be found in
the inflected suffix conjugation, e.g., 1J;-Jl;)!11 'and we were surprised' (20.100 r.14), suggesting that its full
consonantal value was retained. Therefore, it is likely that this is another-rare-exam ple ofTiberian,s-ere
marked by yod in a stressed, closed syllable.
56

,;,,:,,,w,,

Although, this is not always the case when 'Avraham ben Hagga'on acts as his father's scribe:
i;,,:,p
'may he bless him and help him attain .. .' (Box Misc. 26.22 r.l) shows both spellings together (possibly as a
deliberate device). Also, 'Avraham's own letters are inconsistent in this regard, 1;'1'71;))' 'may he reward him'
(lOJl0.9 r.13) but 1;-Ji:l'1 'and redeem him' (18J4.l 7 r.8).

57

Jotion §6d n. 2.
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8The extensive use ofyod after the 11 of feminine nouns in the letters' orthography may be influenced by the
feminine plural form, which takes yod before the suffix in BH: 1J'J111)11t 'our letters' (13J9.2 r.17). A fourth or
fifth-century papyrus letter from Palestine, Oxford MS Heb. c. 57a, described by Mish or (1991) attests exactly the
same spelling that we find in many geniza letters, 1J'1"17!:ll1 'our prayer' (r.6).
5

9But he writes 1.l:::17 'our heart' (13J31.l r.4; Gil (1983) no. 184=Bodl MS Heb d.66.69 line 3) in other letters. This
shows that there is a lack of consistency even in a biblicising writer like Na!;an ben 'Avraham, probably caused
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The opposite trend, not spelling the evowel with mater lectionis yod before even plural suffixes, is
attested much more rarely. One letter in particular, from the community of Asqelon, presents a
number of defective plural forms: C:)?N 'to you' (13Jl9.15 r.13, r.18); ,miN 'our lords' (r.13); U?:11
'upon us' (r.17); 1.llj:'T 'our elders' (r.19); C:11::)'J 'in their days' (v.3). Such spellings are attested in the
text of the MT, e.g., l:-t?SJ 'on them' Leviticus 3:4, and their use in this letter indicates that it was
deliberately written in a very biblicising style.
In summary, the letters exhibit the plene spelling with yod of ein an open syllable; this is
particularly evident in the pronominal suffixes affixed to nouns and verbs and can lead to ambiguity
regarding singular and plural forms of the noun. The marking of ein a closed syllable by yod though
attested is unusual in the corpus.

He

Thee and evowels
Mater lectionis he marks the Tiberian long vowels eand e in word-final position as in BH: :iwp:, 'the
hard' (12.336 r.12); :-tlZl:11' 'he will do' (13J21.19 r.16); f1N1 1:1'1::)lll :,Jip 'Creator of Heaven and Earth'
(13Jl6.18 r.17).

The5vowel
He marks the Tiberian long qame~ (5) termination of the regular feminine noun, pronominal
suffixes and suffix conjugation verb, and in the 2 masculine singular pronoun: :,wp:ii 'and request'
(13J23.12 r.21); :,:i 'in [them)' (18J4.l 7 r.15); ;'l11::)N1 'and it said' (18J4.l 7 r.31); :-t!1N 'you' (10J9.25 r.12).
The common spelling of the 2 masculine singular suffix conjugation termination is defective, as is
the dominant form in BH: J1Tl::)1 'you hinted' (13Jl3.14 r.33); ll'll?Sl 'you have done' (20.181 r.39); !111::)N
'you said' (13J34.2 r.10) .60 A large number of plene forms are employed, though; N"]J.emya Hakkohen
Ga'on attests several, :,r,,ws; 'you have done' (12.851 r.9), :,r,im:, 'you returned' (16.6 r.21) and
:,r,w',n:, 'you weakened' (16.6 r.21); from other writers we find

:,r,,ws; 'you have done' (12.212 r.18):

:1!1":1 'you were' (8J20.l r.3); :-t!l'OJ 'you have [not) tried' (13J23.19 r.14); :1!1:)llll::)J1 'and you were

drawn' (13J26.23 r.19). Although the spellings :-tll'lll:11, :11'1";'1 and :,r,m have biblical precedent in the
MT (1 Samuel. 14:43, Judges 11:6 and Genesis 3:12, respectively) many others that are employed in
the letters do not and therefore the form they take in the Hebrew Bible may not be the overwhelming
reason for their spellings here. One eleventh- century letter shows a number of plene spellings of the
2 masculine singular suffix conjugation in use alongside defective forms: :11'1'1':!l 'you ordered'
(10Jl4.19 r.14); :,.nm, 'and you gave' (r.3); :,mm 'you returned' (r.4); but .n,m 'you returned' (r.21)
and 1'111Jlll 'that you donated' (r.20). Thus, the writer may vary the orthography of 5 within a single
letter, perhaps deliberately to show variety or perhaps simply because of the inconsistency already
shown in BH orthography.61
by the influence of the widespread, popular orthography.
60

Andersen and Forbes pp.179-180. Overall, the 2 masculine singular suffix conjugation is not as well attested
as might be expected, because of the wide use of the 3rd person address in the letters.

61

The sixth-century papyrus Oxford MS Heb. d. 69, described by Mishor (1989), attests the similar phenomenon
of pleneand defective spellings of the 2 masculine singular suffix conjugation, e.g., ;,n::i,:itv 'that you went' (r.14)
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Occasionally, the plene spelling is employed to make explicit a rhyme scheme. salomo ben yahuda

makes the assonance clear in one phrase by using the mater lectionis: 1tz/N ;"J:11'.l';"!1 ;,rinio 1tz/N ni,o;,1
;"11'1:lll' 'and the burden which you bore and the toil which you suffered' (13Jl4.8 r.17).

Theo vowel
The archaic spelling of Tiberiano with he is retained in a number of BH words: ;"I!) 'here' (16.3 r.19);
;,:, 'this way' (16.275 r.23).

'Alef
'Alefis employed to mark long ii vowels in proper names of Arabic origin, following Arabic (and
Judaeo-Arabic) orthographic practice: N.l11'.) 'Murajja' (13Jl4.5 r.6); 11Nji ?N 'al-Qadir' (13Jl4.5 r.8);
jN11'j? 'Qayrwan' (8.3 v.2); ON'l'.)1 'Darnietta [Dumyat]' (13J26.16 r.5). It is also the mater lectionis for 5
in proper nouns drawn from Aramaic, N'11JO)?N:l 'in Alexandria' (10 J9 .14 r. 7), and in the Aramaic
suffixes and emphatic endings preserved in some Jewish titles and epithets: NJ11'.) 'our lord' (10J25.4
r.1); NJ::!.11 'and our rav' (13Jl8.l r.13); NJl'.)n, 'the Merciful One' (18J4.4 r.l).
Beyond its use in words from Arabic or Aramaic 'alef is rarely employed as a mater lectionis.62 The
noun 1N1X, attested as 11N1X? 'and for his neck' (10J30.3 r.5) in the letters, reflects BH orthography of
'aleffor Tiberian 5. This probably influences the same spelling found in the post-biblical noun ;,Jii:,
'intention' in a letter of Hayya Ga'on, imNi:, 'his intention' (20.100 r.21), since both 1N1X and ;,J[N]i:,
are from middle-waw roots. 63 'JNl'.)1 'he betrayed me' (13Jl3.21 r.16), from a letter of 'Eli HammumJ;i.e
ben 'Avraham, is attested in BH without the 'alef, '~?pi 2 Samuel 19:27. The spelling with 'alef
represents the reappearance of the weak-consonant of a final-weak root, examples of which are
plentiful in RH. 64
There are only two examples of mater lectionis 'alefin the corpus that are not drawn from RH, BH,
Arabic or Aramaic. NJ?:111'1 'let them be borne' (18J4.2 v.l) is part of a widely used address formula in
the letters that derives from a biblical phrase in Psalms 45:16. There, the usual spelling of the
feminine plural suffix with :1J- is found in the MT. Aramaic influence may be responsible for the
orthography in the letter, but possibly it is the result of confusion with the BH
desiderative/imperative particle NJ which often occurs in jussive expressions. The other example of

mater lectionis 'alefis N7j:) 'some' (13Jl8.28 r.17). This occurs in a letter which shows many nonstandard orthographic features; the spelling of the feminine ending;,- as N- probably reflects Arabic
rather than Aramaic influence.65
butnl'\JW 'that you came' (r. 7). No significance attaches to the variation in spelling and the Bible's own
inconsistency in this regard is probably the main influence.
62

0f course, some BH words such as the demonstrative .!'11'\r attest mater lectionis 'ale!, retaining an archaic
biblical orthographic practice.

63

0ther letters attest only the spelling without 'alef '.!'1J11::l 'my intention' (10Jl3.2 r.24) in a letter of David ben
Mose.
64

Segal §205. A similar phenomenon occurs in Salomo ben yahuda's use of:11'.)~1 'uplifted' (13J9.2 r.53) which is
drawn from Zechariah 14: 10. Here 'ale/ should be regarded as a consonant rather than a mater lectionis, as if
from an alternative rootCl'\1.
65

Judaeo-Arabic on occasion reflects the opposite influence of Hebrew orthography on Arabic in the spelling of
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Consonantal waw

The geminated v
Geminated vis often written with two waws in the letters, as can be the practice of RH
orthography: i:sm:,1, 'to assemble' (20.141 r.17); 1iS711' 'they will gather' (13Jl8.l r.5); ,r,.:m:, 'my
intention' (IOJ13.2 r.24); 1:l'11ji~ 'waiting for' (Gil (1983) no. 418=ENA 2804.7 r.9). 66 Equally often,
though, only a single waw is used: 11,:, 'as soon' (10J24.3 r.17); '11'1ji1 'and I longed' (16.275 r.24);
:"II1'1':'l 'you ordered' (IOJ14.19 r.14); 1:l'1ji~1 'and waiting for' (lOGS.8 v.12); 111J~1:, 'his intention'
(20.100 r.21). Both spellings of -vv- may be found alongside one another, for example, in a letter of
'Efraim ben samarya, r,m,ri:,7 :,1~r,~ 'desiring to confess' (NS 321.29 v.5).
More so than other spellings, the writing of geminate v appears to be dependent on the personal
style of the letter writer; single waw is preferred by those who show a generally more conservative,
biblical, orthographic style, such as the scholarly Natan ben 'Avraham, whereas doubled wawis
affected by those who tend towards the phonetic in their spelling, such as Yosiyyahu Ga' on. Natan
ben 'Avraham always writes geminate vwith a single waw: 1J'1P 'we longed' (8J22.l r.4); 1:"11J'1:'lC' 'that
we ordered' (8J20.l r.11); :i,w, 'he will place' (l3J3I.l r.21); whereas Yosiyyahu Ga'on attests two:
1J'rim:, 'our intention' (I0J32.9 r.4). The essentially conservative sa1omo ben yahuda is another who,
in letters from his own hand, attests only single waw, as expected: :"1~1:'l 'order' (13Jl3.14 r.23); 0'1~I1~
'the desiring' (13Jl4.8 r.32); C'1p~:, 'who hope' (12.217 r.17).

The ungeminated v
Excepting the combinations of v and an o or u vowel, single v can be written with one waw: 'I1'1n~
'my statement' (12.273 r.14); 11IliVJ1 'and an epistle' (13J26.13 r.9); 0'17J:"I 'who are joined' (32.8 r.47);
'a table' (16.68 r.5); or it can be written with two waws, although this is less widespread: i::i:,,11?J
'those around you' (Box Misc. 28.231 r.19); 111011:, 'your way' (6J3.l r.7); 111I1W'J 'epistle' (24.43 r.45);
:,n,117 'widely' (I8J4.4 r.19). When vis the initial consonant of a word,RH orthography is followed by
writing two waws: 1J'iS7'11 'and our meeting[s]' (20.141 r.19); r,011 'way' (13J26.3 r.25); '~i11 'of course'
(10G5.8 v.16).

nm

Natan ben 'Avraham, 1mw, 'and his humility' (IOJ15.10 r.6), 1mpr, 'your hope' (IOHS.10 r.10) and
[1]'17J 'those around him' (13J3I.l m.6), and Yosiyyahu Ga'on, mi~;,, 'his pride' (13Jl4.I0 r.21) and
,n,1,m 'and bring relief (13J26.16 r.17), employ only single waw for v alone. salomo ben yahuda's
style is similar, even with rabbinic vocabulary such as the desiderative '~17:"I 'O that.. .' (13J23.ll r.5),
which we might expect to show the fuller orthography of RH texts. However, 1::17 m,~r, 'his heart's
desire' (20.181 r.5), a biblical phrase from Psalms 21:3, unusually for this writer, has two waws. 67
~~ as

:,~, see Blau (1999) p. 135. Aramaic influence is responsible for spellings of:,- as ~- in earlier traditions of
Hebrew, e.g., in the Dead Sea Scrolls, ~,in:, 'the Torah' (lQSa 1:11); see Abegg p. 327.
6

°Ihe practice extends from Hebrew into Judaeo-Arabic as well, Blau (1999) p. 135.

67

The orthography in this case could point to a plural form, -vot, as in another of the ga'on's letters, crm~r, 'their
desires' (10Jl4.8 v.11) (the singular suffix with the feminine plural ending not being at all unusual in the letters),
but it is probable that the biblical phrase is intended. Letters from the ga'on which are in his son's hand also
show doubled waw for consonantal v, ,m,~m 'and my desire' (13Jl 7 .17 r.11); but 'Avraham ben Hagga' on
overall evidences a far less conservative orthographic style.
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The writing of two waws is the norm with the various combinations of v and an o or u vowel: [vo]
'his desires' (20.141 r.24); [wo] m,n, 'to tell', minniZl:"171 'and to prostrate oneself (13J20.18

,,m,~n
r.10);

[vvu] m.n 'and ordered' (28.24 r.80). This is the case even with Na!an hen 'Avraham and

Yosiyyahu Ga'on: [uw] ;,mr.i 'made beautiful' (13J31.l r.9); [vo] crn:s; 'their sin' (10J32.8 r.8). salomo
ben yahuda also writes two wawsfor most combinations, e.g., nni,,i'j 'spread' (lOJll.29 r.12) and
nmb 'to order' (13J23.l r.3), but the influence of the MT's orthography on some common BH words
causes there to be some latitude in their spelling: [v6] 111:s7i'j 'from sin' (13J31.8 r.17) but 11:s;;, 'the sin'
(13Jl4.8 r.13) andnmti'j;, 'the commandments' (13J33.12 r.12) and m:ii:i'j;, (13J33.12 r.5). 68

The orthography of word-final 5v
The 3 masculine singular pronominal suffix on plural nouns, [-Sv], is spelled,,_ in the letters, as in
the MT: ,,,,~n 'his sons' (6J3.14 r.7); 1':l':s7:J 'in his eyes' (lOJll.30 r.14); 1':lrn 'his ears' (Misc. 35.14 r.4).
A draft of a letter from 'Efraim ben samarya preserves the unique spelling of ::m,~1,:i:i 'his wonders'
(12.273 v.10) for an expected ,,.n,~1,:i:i; the orthography of 'Efraim's draft letters shows a large number
of such oddities. Unfortunately we do not know whether they ended up in the final versions of the
letters since these were sent away from Ramle and didn't come to be preserved in the geniza.
The spelling of the rabbinic adverb 1'iZl::l:s7 also shows the,,_ ending, which is its common form in
RH texts: 1'iZl::l:s71 'and now' (24.6 r.16). However, on a number of occasions in letters of Babylonian
origin, we find the spelling without quiescentyod, ,-, e.g., 1iZl::l:s7 'now' (10G5.8 v.5, v.12; 13J25.5 r.32)
in letters of Hayya Ga'on and his father, sarira Ga'on. 69 Conversely, the plenespelling ,,_ can be
found representing [3v] where it is not found in BH, in 1'j?:J 'in line' (10J24.8 v.18). A similar spelling
in a letter from 'Eliyyahu Hakkohen, 1'J:s7:"I 'the poor' (13J23.12 r.12), is found in the MT in the qare of
Numbers 12:3.

Consonantal yod

The geminatedy
The geminatedy of middle-weak verbs is usually written with two yods:1"tnm, 'to be caught'
(13Jll.2 r.17); C"j?7 'to establish' (13J33.12 r.12); ,:i,:io":>1 'and we persuaded him' (16.68 r.19);
1:"li:s7"011iZl 'that you aid them' (12.146 r.12); l:i'i'j"iOi'j 'certain' (13J23.12 r.8); this includes adjectival
forms from such roots: .n10";t,:J 'by invaders' (Gil (1983) no. 50=ENA 4020.42 r.17); only occasional
spellings with a single yod are found: :J'1ni'j 'bound' (12.273 r.6). 70 The widely-used adjectival form
:J"n is usually written with two yods:1':J"n 'must' (13J23.ll r.16); although, a letter ofYisra'el
6

8The two spellings ofm1:lll.J:i occur in the same letter, showing again how the orthography often varies within a
single body of text. 111:ll:7.)is the usual spelling in the MT, cf. Joi.ion §7c, and is the only spelling in Karaite marriage
documents, Olszowy-Schlanger p. 99.
69

According to Yeivin, p. 1143, some manuscripts with Babylonian supralinear vocalization demonstrate a
pronunciation equivalent to Tiberian iW::>li, i.e., that the waw is not a consonant but is marking a final 6 vowel,
although it is impossible to say whether the same is true in these Babylonian letters. The sixth-century papyrus
Oxford MS Heb. d. 69, described by Mishor (1989), attests the reading ,w:ni 'now' (r.10), but other Palestinian
spellings in the letter, such as the double yod in "i'?:J ili 'without limit' (r.2), would probably indicate a
Palestinian pronunciation of consonantal v, i.e., 1~::lli.
7

°Judaeo-Arabic texts often attest double yod for geminate y, under the influence of Hebrew; see Blau(l999) p.
135.
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Hak:kohen, the Babylonian ga'on, attests various different spellings of the same word, with single and
doubleyod: 1':l"n (Misc. 35.4 leaf 2 v.l); C':l'n (leaf 2 v.10); C':J."n (leaf 6 r.7); i':J.'n (leaf 6 r.15).
The orthography of geminatedyin nouns varies, with two yods: C1'1"W:l1 'their deed' (NS J92 r.12);
1'1":J.l 'collection' (13J26.13 r.10); and with a single yod: :1''011 'and a compress' (8.3 r.11); 1'1'W:l1:J. 'as a
making' (I3J9.2 r.21). The spelling of the plural of nouns ending in i similarly varies: C'J:ll:1 'the poor'
(NS 321.2 r.2) and C"J317 'for the poor' (Misc. 35.14 r.11) both occur in letters of salomo ben yahuda;
C'il:1 'the Muslims' (18J4.26 r.36) and C"il 'Non-Jews [Muslims]' (12.212 r.15).

The ungeminated y
Ungeminatedy in the letters is normally represented by a single yod: 110' 'foundation' (13Jl5.4 r.7);
~;,, 'let it be' (8J2I.6 r.12); 1'J:J.1 'and the building' (12.239 r.25); 1'11'~1:11 'deception' (13Jl4.8 r.19); 1'J:l1:l
'according to the passage' (8J20.l r.8). Less common is the use of two yods:1W"?1 'and to straighten'
(10Jl2.l 7 r.23); 1'1":J.1 'plenty' (NS 324.104 r.15); 1"J:l1:l1 'and according to the passsage' (13Jl6.16 r.16);
although it is the accepted spelling in the letters for the post-vocalic yin the RH plurals mi"J, 1'111"J:J.
'with parchments' (13Jl4.10 r.22), and1'111"37, 1'111"37:J. 'in towns' (20.141 r.27). 71
Certain combinations of the ungeminated consonanty and a vowel, however, are always written
with two yods in our corpus. The syllable yf- is always written so: U'71n" 'our expectation' (12.99 r.9);
C:1':J.1W" 'their populations' (16.6 r.8); 1!:l"1 'and may he tum' (18J4.4 r.2); in one letter of the
Palestinian academy the practice extends even to the biblical name Yisai, "W" (10J30.5 r.11). The
syllable ye- is usually written plene: :J.'O'~ 'may he improve' (8Jl8.15 r.6); this principally involves the
nifal conjugation of first-guttural verbs: :1!037" 'it will be done' (NS 321.2 r.14); 1:J.Wn" 'they will be
considered' (13Jl3.14 v.2); 11T:l1" 'they will be helped' (lOJI0.22 r.11). Only 1:)0~' '[before] he was
gathered in [=died]' (12.99 v.12) in a letter of sc1mu'el ben I:Iofni is spelled with a single yod. The
combination of yi-plus a geminated consonant, found in the preformative of the strong nifal is also
written with two yods, barring a very few exceptions: ,~w" 'he will be left' (12.336 r.15); ?lJ" 'he will
be saved' (10Jl2.l 7 r.2); ,~l~" 'they will be found' (10Jl4.8 v.5); a rare exception is 1:J.P'1 'and be
buried' (13J33.2 r.16).

The orthography of ay
The syllable ayis spelled mostly with a single yod in names, nouns and suffixes of BH origin: C'1!:l~
"Efraim' (I3J24.ll r.3); ,::,,,~ 'Mordc1tai' (6J3.14 r.5); ,,,~ 'perhaps' (l3J20.I8 r.22); y,p;, 'the summer'
(J2.74 r.12);

,,:i., 'my words' (13J9.2 r.30); '?:ll 'about me' (13J9.2 r.15). Although we can also find the

spelling with two yods on occasion: f"P:1 'the summer' (10J27.7 ~.2); "7:ll 'about me' (6J4.25 r.9). This
spelling is more frequently employed where it distinguishes otherwise graphically identical forms,
such as the 1 singular suffix on plural nouns from that on singular nouns, e.g., ":l11 my ways' (16.275
r.19) and ":J.1'1:l~ 'my letters' (13Jl3.28 r.2). It also commonly occurs in the dual ending: C"1'1111W 'two
lines' (10J9.14 r.6); t:l"1'11'0'W 'two rows' (20.106 r.l). Vocalisation may be used instead for the same
effect, particularly by those writers who display a conservative orthography: '?J:17 'my affairs' (J2. 74

71

The influence of RH orthography is also probably responsible for the occasional writing of1"J:l7, which despite
being a noun found in the Hebrew Bible is generally employed in the letters in an expression drawn from
rabbinic literature, 1"l37::> 'according to the [biblical] passage', and is used to introduce quotations from the
Hebrew Bible.
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r.8); C:1]11111 'two laws' (Gil (1997) no. 73=JTS MS Schechter (Genizah) 4 r.27).
Words of RH origin often tend to follow post-biblical orthographic practice by writing two yods for
internal ay: 1"1:11 'still' (Gil (1983) no. 28l=Mosseri II 181 r.7); 11:)"j?? 'to establish him' (16.68 r.13).
Yosiyyahu Ga' on' s spelling 1i'.)'j?? 'to establish him'. (AS 149 .60 r .8) is very unusual. 72
The orthography of final syllableayin examples such as "1::l1 'and [we] should' (13J9.2 r.10) and

".m 'condition' (13Jl8.l r.24) reflects the spelling found in the Palestinian tradition of RH, where the
bext manuscripts show a preference for"-. 73 The Babylonian tradition of RH prefers the spelling'~-,
examples of which are less common, but may be found in the corpus, e.g., '~J!:l 'my face' (13J9.9
r.17). 74 From Babylon, Hayya Ga'on attests,~,,, 'certainly' (10G5.8 v.16) and the ga'on Natronai's
name appears in a letter from Sura, '~J11!JJ (AS 148.147 r.l). However, examples are not limited to
letters from Babylonian writers; salomo hen yahuda attests two rabbinic words spelled this way,
,~,,;, 'O that!' (13J23.ll r.31) and '~Jrm, 'and the condition' (12.217 r.10). This probably reflects the
influence of the Babylonian branch of RH, which extended far beyond Iraq with the spread of the
text of the Babylonian Talmud. However, the spelling'~- is also to be found in a Palestinian tradition
of RH, in use alongside
"-, i.e., in the Eastern branch of Palestinian RH. 75
The spelling ;-J'J11 'condition' (13J25.10 r.27), instead of"J11 or '~J11, is attested only here and is
unusual enough that it can only be an error.

Summary
Despite the lack of complete conformity across the whole corpus, comprising as it does a disparate
group of writers, a number of general observations can be made concerning the orthography in the
letters. The corpus prefers pleneto defective forms, particularly in the case of o and u vowels, long
and short, and in the long ivowel. To a lesser extent full orthography occurs with regard to i, e andt:
vowels. There is some evidence of short qame~ being pronounced as, or similar to, an o vowel,
perhaps indicating a Palestinian background pronunciation for some writers, such as saiomo ben
yahuda, but the retention of BH orthography for qam~ in most cases obscures the issue. There is
also, through the wider use ofyod as a vowel letter, some evidence of the merging of eand t:, again
predominantly a Pal.estinian feature. However, both the Palestinian and Babylonian branches of RH
are attested in the spellings of non-Babylonian writers, attesting to the influence of the Babylonian
orthography, via the Babylonian Talmud, in the Ge' onic period.76 There are very few spellings found
72

And not repeated in his other letters, e.g., 1i'.)"j?7 (Gil (1983) no. 46=Bodl MS Hebb. 11.28 r.18).

73

Kutscher (1963) pp. 251-255; Bar-Asher p. 26.

7

41:'his is the only example of the 1 singular suffix on plural nouns spelled in this way in the corpus, even among
the Baylonian ge'onim. Even were it not for the widespread use of the plural of majesty, which makes first
person singular forms less frequent in the letters, it is unlikely that we would find many more examples since, by
this stage, the influence of BH outweighed that of RH as a literary language, causing many of its more distinctive
features to be lost, cf. Saenz-Badillos (1993) pp. 171-172.
7

5Bar-Asher p. 26 n. 139. In contemporary Palestinian marriage documents word final -ay (in the Jewish
Palestinian Aramaic of the texts) is usually spelled"-, though the spelling 'i:'\- also occurs; Friedman (1980) vol.
2,p.56.

7

6The mixing of Babylonian and Palestinian forms in single texts can be found in much earlier manuscripts; for
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in the letters that do not have a precedent in either BH or RH, little innovation occurs. Arabic

influence, such as the spelling of ii with 'alefis minimal: 'alef is mostly attested as a vowel letter only
in words showing archaic BH orthography.
Personal style, though a factor in the letters' orthography, is principally evident only in particular
areas of spelling. The two writers Na!an ben 'Avraham, pretender to the ga'onate, and Yosiyyahu, the
Palestinian ga'on, are of a similar geographical origin and their orthography is suitably similar in
many areas: they will customarily spell o, u and long i vowels with vowel letters, as will most writers
in the corpus, particularly where it helps to distinguish verb stems such as the nifal prefix
conjugation or the pi'el or pu'al stem. However, in other areas they are at opposite poles of the
orthographic spectrum. They differ considerably over the short i, long e and consonantal v. Na!an
shows the influence of the MT' s orthography: he is less likely to mark long e in an open syllable,
never in a closed syllable, and retains the distinction between singular and plural in the pronominal
suffixes on the noun. In addition, he rarely marks short i with yod and prefers single waw for
consonantal and geminate v. Yosiyyahu, on the other hand, leaves behind biblical orthography for a
more phonetic approach: he will usually write long ewith yod, even in a closed syllable, will
habitually spell shorti withyod, even under the preformatives of verbs and nouns, and he
consistently employs doubled waw for consonantal v. It is somewhere in between these two
approaches that the majority of the corpus's letter-writers lie; though anchored to the example set by
their principal source, the biblical text, they are nevertheless drawn to a more descriptive
orthography to ensure that their writings are intelligible.

-

instance Oxford MS Heb. d. 69, described by Mishor (1989), shows the characteristic spelling of Palestinian
Hebrew -ay as"- in "i'7::l (r.2) as already mentioned, but also uses the Babylonian RH spelling 1~::J, e.g., 11:\::l7 'to
here' (r. 7), instead of Palestinian p (cf. Bar-Asher p. 26). Thus the mixing of the two branches of RH was
occurring some four to five centuries before the majority of the geniza corpus was written.
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The pronouns and particles
This section describes the morphology of the pronouns, numerals, relativizer, conjunctions, adverbs
and other particles attested in the letters.1 It covers some categories in more depth than others,
depending on the significance that they have in the idiom of the letters, and pays particular attention
to the pronouns and conjunctions, both of which show a wide and unusual variety of attested forms.

The personal pronoun
The following personal pronouns are attested in the letters:
1 s.

i::ir,::i !1N':l' :,:in?;) 'JN 'I await the arrival of his letter' (lOJl0.9 r.15)
mN17 :mNr,7:) ':)JN 'I am longing to see' (13Jl 1.4 r.11)

2ms

31111 :'11'1N 'You know' (13Jl 7.4 r.18)

2 fs

(unattested)
1:i::i N1:'1ill 'that he is a priest' (20.94 r.16)
:,ii:,,o N':'1 :,J:, 'it is closed' (lOJl0.22 r.3)
c::i1,:i::i?;) C'7Nill UN1 'and we ask from your honours' (13Jl9.15 r.18)
1'731 C':'1'7:)1'1 UnJN1 'and we are surprised at you' (13J21.10 r.6)
:,?;) UnJ 'as for us, what are we?' (20.102 r.25)
0'3111' CZ'lN 1Jl:)7:) ,m,, 'and you know more than us' (28.24 r.68)
(unattested)
'111N ,,::ir c:, N71 'and they did not remember me' (12.347 r.26)
::i, 'illj?31 :,?;):, '::l 'for they are twisted' (16.3 r.12)
p:iill1' 1:'1ill 'they dwell' (NS 308.122 v.28)
1:i 111311 mi:,,:,:, 'the haggadot are [only]opinions' (Misc. 35.14 r.19)

3ms
3 fs

1 pl
UnJN

2mpl
2 fpl
3mpl

3 fpl

The principal 1 singular pronoun is 'JN, which is used throughout the corpus. The archaic
biblical pronoun '::lJN is attested in contemporary sources, for instance it can be found in Karaite
divorce documents of the period, :'1ill'N N7 '::lJN1 'and I am not her husband' (Gil (1983) no.
303=Misc. 35.10 §5.1 line 10). However, in the letters it occurs mostly in quotations, e.g., the
Karaite Toviyya ben Mose quotes Isaiah 66:13, C::l?;)nJN '::lJN p 'so I will comfort you' (12.347 r.8).
Its creative use is very rare: the lady Malil).a writes from Byzantium, mN17 :111N1'17:) '::lJN :,:ii:,,
C::l'J!l ,,~o,p 'and I dearly long to see the radiance of your faces' (13Jl 1.4 r.10); saiomo ben

yahuda writes '1"1''.li:1 1N?;) '::lJN 'I greatly wanted' (13Jl6.14 r .26). Both letters also attest the use of
'JN; '::lJN is not employed to the exclusion of 'JN.

Three different 3 masculine plural pronouns are employed in the letters. The rabbinic 1:i is
only found sporadically. Beyond its use in an early (mid-ninth century C.E.) letter from Iraq (NS
308.122 v.28) it may only be found again in the letters of saiomo ben yahuda, and then only
once, in a phrase drawing heavily on rabbinic vocabulary, mJz,:,l;, C'NiZ/1 1:11 7'N1:i 'since they are
permitted to stipulate' (NS Jl5 r.8).2
1

Some grammatical categories are lacking, notably the definite article and interrogative pronouns. This is
because without vocalisation there is little to note about them other than their existence. Their use, on the
other hand, can be interesting but is not within the scope of the present study.
2

Probably in this case the proximity of the two RH constructions, -1

?'t\1;'1

and 'l.'\iV1, conditions the choice
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The archaic biblical pronoun :,7.):, is well-attested in the corpus, both as an independent
pronoun, e.g., wiip;, 1,:,p;, :,7.):, 'they are the holy community' (16.251 r.3); CJ'1iZl:'1 :,7.):, 'they are
the princes' (12.99 r.15), and, albeit less frequently, as an element of demonstrative
constructions, e.g., :,7.);,;, CJ':ii;,r;, 'those dinars' (16.275 r.8); :,7.);,;, C'1:li;'! 'those things' (10]12.17
r.3).3
Overwhelmingly CJ:, is the principal pronoun of the 3maculine plural in the corpus; ;'17.);, is
employed less frequently (although not as rarely as '::lJN) and its role often appears to be to avoid
a repetition of too many CJ;'! pronouns in close proximity, as in CJ'1i;'!J;'! n,1,,:,p;, :,7.):, CJ;'! 'they are
the respected communities' (13]16.24 r.4). 4 The corresponding archaic 3 feminine plural
pronoun, ;,J:,, is not attested.
I

The biblical 1 pluraypronoun, 1JnJN, is employed alongside the rabbinic pronoun 1JN in the
letters.5 There is no real pattern to the two pronouns' deployment; most writers use both forms
in their letters: the Babylonian ga'on Nal)emya Hakkohen writes CJ'n1,tzl7.) UnJNiZl 'that we send'
(12.851 r.13) and CJ'iZlj?:17.) UN1 'and we are requesting' (12.851 r.18); Na!an Hakkohen writes from
Tiberias UN CJ'37'i17.)1 'and we are hereby informing' (13J23.13 r.10) and UnJN CJ:I u, 1l 'it is hard
for us as well' (13J2313 r.15); Yeshu'a Hakkohen ben Yosefwrites from Alexandria CJ'n7.)tzl UN1 'and
we are happy' (12.338 r.9), UnJN 1J'iZl37iZl 17.)::l 'as we ourselves did' (12.338 m.8), r,:,m UN1 'and we
desire' (12.338 v.4), CJ'?il1iZl7.) 1JnJN1 'and we will endeavour' (12.338 v.13).
In the corpus as a whole, 1JN occurs more frequently than ,.mJN. Na!an ben 'Avraham, for
instance, employs UN more frequently than UnJN. In his total correspondence of 8 letters, Na!an
uses the 1plural pronoun 13 times: 1JN 9 times and UnJN 4 times. 6 For him, UN is the principal
pronoun of body text, e.g., CJ'in:,r,7.) UN ,,1,37 pi 1107.)1, ,,,:,Ni 'and we were even afraid to pass
judgement on him' (8J20.l r.9), whereas UnJN is only attested in the usual closing formula of the
prcescriptio that he uses just before the main body of the letter begins: '::l 1,N1, CJ'i17.) UnJN CJi1,w
:i,o 'we are well, thanking God for he is good' (13J31.l r.13; 10J9.25 r.2; 10]15.10 r.4; Gil (1983) no.
200=Bodl MS Heb f 39.29v-30r line 3).7 Na!an ben 'Avraham therefore retains the biblical
pronoun for formal and epistolary phrases, where we could expect a higher register of language,
of pronoun. Although the actual phrase is not taken from rabbinic sources, similar constructions using 1;i
are frequent, e.g., 1'i10~ 1;,1 ,,~,;, 'since they are forbidden' Y. 'Orla, II, 62, 3.
3

It is characteristic of some of the distincitve BH usages that occur in the letters that they are often not that
well-attested in the Hebrew Bible (e.g., the cohortative with the waw-consecutive, see Verbs). The use of
;'17.);i;i in demonstrative constructions only occurs a dozen times in total in the Bible; o;i;i occurs more than
three times as often.
4

Compare 1J'l11:li o:, o;i 'they are our masters' (24.6 r.5), where the repetition is retained. Also, another
letter demonstrates how different pronouns are employed together: 1ll11l-\ 1;'J'J i:,,~ ~,;, 'he is our lord'
(10J9.14 r.2). Here Aramaic 3 masculine singular pronouns are used alongside the Hebrew to underscore
more dramatically the name of the letter's recipient.
5

1.l~is of course attested in BH, in the kativof Jeremiah 42:6, and it is also found in texts from Qumran,
Abegg p. 330. However, it is usually associated with RH, where it is the dominant form of the l plural
pronoun, Fernandez p. 18.
6Na1an ben 'Avraham's letters are 8.3, 8J20.l, 8J33.5, lOJ9.25r, 13J3l.l, Gil (1983) no. 184=Bodl MS Heh
d66.69 and Gil (1983) no. 200=Bodl MS Heb f39.29v-30v; all but one (8J33.5) are written in his own hand.
7

The phrase is found in other letters in various guises; it is based on Psalms 106:l.

and employs Ut-t everywhere else, perhaps unusually, since he is in many ways quite a
conservative, biblicisingwriter. The letters ofYosef Hakkohen ben salomo Ga'on also seem to
share a similar attitude towards the biblical pronoun.8 In his own letters (rather than those
written on behalf of other individuals, for he often acted as a scribe and his handwriting is found
on many letters and documents in the geniza) the author continually employs the rarer biblical
pronomina l suffixes 17.)- and 1:,-, to the exclusion of c:,- and 1-, e.g., 11:J'?.)'n 'their wise men'
(13Jl6.24 r.6), i:,?.)'371 'and with him' (13Jl6.24 r.15), 1;,J?;J 'from him' (13Jl6.24 r.17) and 1:i'P1l 'his
righteousne ss' (8Jl 6.12 r .13). In similar fashion, he only uses 1JnJt-t for the 1 plural pronoun, e.g.,
1J'ill37 p UnJt-t 1:ll 'we also did so' (13Jl6 r.23), and does not attest 1Jt-t at all. Other writers who
prefer the biblical pronoun are samu' el ben I:Iofni, the Babylonian ga'on, who only employs
umt-t, and Sa'adya Ga'on, who, in the extant copies of his letters, attests Ut-t only occasionally, but
UnJt-tmuch more frequently, even paired with distinctively post-biblical vocabulary. 9 However, it
should be remembere d that these are only a handful of the many letters represented in the
collection and that they do not reflect the style of the majority. In the greater corpus, 1Jt-t and
umt-t may be regarded as interchange able.
um, the rare biblical pronoun, is only encountere d once in the corpus, in a letter of sa1omo

ben yahuda: :,?.) um 'and as for us, what are we?' (20.102 r.25); the pronoun and the phrase in
which it occurs are taken from Exodus 16:7.
Although r,t,t, the rabbinic 2 masculine singular pronoun, may be found in poetic texts of the
period, it, along with the rabbinic 2 masculine plural pronoun 1I1l-t, is not attested in the letters. 10

The demonstrative pronoun
The demonstrat ive pronouns attested in the letters are:
ms
fs

:,r
I1NT

n
pl

:iT z:J37?.)ill:J 'when they heard this' (13J21.13 r.23)
I1NT ?:J int-t 'after all this' (13120.25 r.5)

:,1,t,t

1T int-t 1T 'one after another' (16.275 r.21) 11
:,1,t,t 1J'1::l1 'these words of ours' (28.24 r.74)

,,t-t

1?'t-t:i tl'7:1'::l 'in these days' (16.18 r.11)

The rarer BH feminine pronoun :,·r could possibly be attested in examples containing the
feminine noun1'137 and the demonstrative, such as :,r 1137::l 'at this time' (12.775 r.9) and :,r:, ru1::i 'at

8

YosefHak.kohen ben s;ilomo Ga'on's own letters are 8]16.12, 13Jl6.24, Gil (1983) no. 407=Mosseri N 10,
and Gil (1983) no. 408=ULC Add 3347. However, his own style often shines through when writing letters on
behalf of others, suggesting that he had the freedom to phrase the letters as he saw fit.
9

Saadya's letters, or copies of them, are edited in Gil (1997).

10

111'\ is a form widespread in RH but it may also be found in LBH and at Qumran, Fernandez p.18. Dunas
ben Labrat (a tenth-centur y Spanish writer of poetry and prose) usesnN rather than ;,r,t,twhen it suits the
metre, Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 236.
11

The demonstrativ e is attested with vocalisation in Gil (1997) no. 13=Bodl MS Heb f34.40 v.20: ;,::i,,w,;, irr.i
'from this yeshiva'.
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this time' (6J3.31 r.8).12 However, since the examples only concern the noun l"1l7, it is more
probable that the :ir stands for the masculine pronoun and that l"1l7 is being treated as a
masculine noun (perhaps under the influence of Arabic, see Nouns).
The biblical plural demonstrative :,1,N occurs more frequently than the rabbinic i,N in the
letters: :,1,N, used nearly sixty times in the corpus is attested over three times as often as 11,N, with
approximately fifteen occurrences. Writers rarely mix :,1,N and 11,N, even in separate letters. Only
one clear example, a letter from Alexandria, shows the use of both demonstratives: :,1,N l:l'i10
'these lines' (13J34.3 r.11) and in the next line C'l;)':1 ,,,N:i 'in these days' (13J34.3 r.12), using
biblical word-order for the BH demonstrative and rabbinic word-order for the RH one. 13
However, in general, the two do not meet. A preference may be shown: sa1omo ben yahuda,
along with Babylonian writers, prefers biblical :,1,N, while Na!an Hakkohen from Asqelon is one
of the few to em ply only 11,N in their letters. 14
The feminine demonstratives l"1NT and 1T also show a disparity in numbers similar to that of the
masculine demonstratives. 1T is attested one third the number of times that mn is attested.
However, perhaps since they are in origin both biblical pronouns, there appears to be more
willingness to mix the different forms within the same corpus and even within the same letter.
salomo ben yahuda attests 1T inN n 'one after another' (16.275 r.21) in one letter and I'INT 'J!:)1,
'before this' (lOJll.29 r.10) in another, whereas a letter from Aleppo gives us examples of both in
the same text: 1T
'in this way' (12.17 r.17) andI'INT 1,.::, inN 'after all this' (12.17 r.21). I'INT is

,,,:i

often employed as the independent neuter pronoun, e.g., :1l711' 1'1NT1 'and this is known' (28.24
r. 7), a role that 1T appears only rarely to take on in the letters, occurring mostly as a
demonstrative adjective.
In addition, the following intensive demonstratives are attested:15
ms
fs

:,y1,:, 1J:i1'1.::,7;) 'this letter of ours' (12.44 v.6)
r1,:, 11il'N 'this letter' (13Jll.4 v.l)

r1,:, is only found once in the letters and is used as a feminine demonstrative adjective. 2 Kings

1

2rhere are a number ofletters in the Taylor-Schechter collection which show the ;-ir demonstrative with

m1: Box Misc. 28.231 r.15; 6J3.23 r.10; 10J24. leaf l r.4; 13Jl9.15 r.15. The feminine ;-i"r is a rare form only
found about a dozen times in the MT, the majority of which are in the LBH of Qohelet, e.g., '11'Ni ;,r Cl
'even that, I saw' 2:24.
13

Although word-order is unfortunately outside the scope of the present study, it should be noted that the
order of demonstrative before noun is very frequent, e.g., ;"IJ'i~;"I ir:i 'in this town' (13J26.13 r.21); m:i.N;-i 11NT
'this letter' (18J4.20 r.37). This reflects a syntax that is found in RH, cf. Fernandez p. 23, but may also result
from influence of the Arabic vernacular.
14

Natan Hakkohen ben Mavoral\:'s letters: Gil (1983) no. 58l=Bodl MS Heb d66.37; 18J4.4; Gil (1983) no.
589=ENA 2806.8. He only uses the plural demonstrative in 18J4.4 though. Overall, no larger collection of
letters from a single author attests the use of 1?t-t; it is generally only found sporadically in isolated letters.
The conservative Karaites, however, do show both forms of the pronoun in their marriage contracts,
although do not interchange them in the same document; cf. Olszowy-Schlanger p. 103.
1

5They are also known as reinforced demonstratives, cf. Joiion §36 b.
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4:25 T?:'1 rl'i'.mtzm 'this Shunnamite woman', attests to its use for the feminine in BH. 16 The longer
feminine form ,r';l:,, found in both BH and RH, is not employed at all in the letters. 17
Only two letters use :,r';l:,: the example quoted above, which occurs in a letter by the Palestinian

ga'on Dani' el ben 'Azarya (12.44 v.6) and an identical phrase in a letter of the Palestinian
Academy (in Yosef Hakkohen ben salomo Ga' on' s handwriting), Misc. 36.140 r .28. In all three
examples of the intensive :'1T?:'1/T?:'1 it is used as a particularly strong near demonstrative which
refers to the letter itself in which the words appear. Therefore it occurs only in formulaic phrases
and is not used as a general demonstrative particle.
The following rabbinic composite demonstrative is attested:18
pl.

1??:'1 0'110 'these lines'

(13124.11)

In all, eight letters attest this RH demonstrative . It can be found in letters of Babylonian as well
as Palestinian origin, e.g., a letter from the academy of Pumbadi!a, dating from around 850 C.E.,
1??:'1 0'1:11:'1 'these words'

(NS 308.122 v.15). It too is mainly employed as an intensive

demonstrative , with most of the texts using it to refer to the letter in which it appears, e.g., 'rHZl
1??:'1 m11ill 'these two lines' (13Jll.2 r.14) or 1??:'1 0"1110'ill 'this pair of lines' (10J24.l leaf 2 r.26).
Thus its use is also mainly formulaic.
The marker of the direct object is also widely used as a demonstrative adjective in the letters,
e.g., 1~r:i

1mN::i

'at that time' (16.3 r.21);

01':'1 1.n1N 'that day'

(12.217 r.11).

The personal pronouns may also be used in the role of demonstrative adjectives, e.g.,
Ni:,:,

'to that place' (lOJll.30 r.12); N1:'1:'1

ill'N:'1

01p~:, ?N

'that man' (12.732 r.12).

The possessive ?tzl
The RH independent possessive pronoun ?ill attests the following suffixes:
ls

'my total sum' (12.338 v.10)
'your holy community' (10]12.22 r.27)
(unattested)

'?ill

'?ill np:,

1?ill

1?ill ill11p:, ';l:,p:,

3ms.

1?ill

1?ill U'Nill :in:,

3fs

:'1?ill

:'1?ill

lpl

1J?ill

2ms
2fs

'a letter that isn't his' (10J9.25 r.4)
noJ'it's copy' (NS 169.11 r.15) 19

U?ill 0'~:'1

i~ 'from our water' (13J26.13 r.5)

2mpl

(unattested)

2fpl

(unattested)

Some Misna manuscripts read T7:1 for ,r,;,, cf. Segal p. 41 § 74.

16

17

Extremely rare in BH, 1T7;-J is only attested in Ezekiel 36:35; it is only slightly more common in RH,
Fernandez p. 22.
18

Composite, since it is formed from RH :,1,:, plus 17N, Fernandez p. 22. The uniquely rabbinic form ;,7;, is
not attested in the letters.
19

A 3 feminine singular form of7W, ;,;,1,iZl, is attested in 13J20.9 r.19. Such a form is not found elsewhere and
is probably simply an error for;-J?W; although perhaps the additional ;,- is connected to the pronunciation
of the he with mappiq, "?o/· If so, it is the only such example.
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3mpl
3fpl

38

i:::m,w 1'1N 7'i;"l7 'to save what is theirs' (24.6 r.31)
(unattested)

The particle 7W is employed by many different writers, but it is not found in any great amount
or concentra tion. It principall y occurs with names or titles, and in expressio ns drawn from
rabbinic texts, e.g., ;"!iZ/7,j
,m?,jn 'the mother-in -law of Mose' (10]12.25 r.6); C'1i:t7,j 7W ;"1'11Jo:,,N7
'to Alexandria, Egypt' (12.114 r.17); ?N1W' 7:,7w l'i 1'1':J :JN '.Av Bet Din of all Israel' (Gil (1983) no.
214=Bodl MS Heb c 28.59 r.16); 11'117,j:, C1N
,m,ww 'because a man's messenge r is like himself
(13J23.ll r.35).20

,w

,w

As in BH and RH vocalisati on, the particle is attested with segol in a letter penned by the
inveterate vocaliser Natan ben 'Avraham, C'i?'i1p7tp 'of holy men' (13J3I.l r.16). 21
In the earlier manuscri pts of RH the possessiv e particle 7W is normally written attached to the
following noun; the writing of 7W and its governed noun as two separate words in later
manuscri pts of the Misna may well be a medieval invention , though perhaps one that has roots
in different traditions of RH, as evidenced in the Bar Ko~a letters.22 In the geniza letters 7W is
normally written attached to the following noun: N1'1'1:J c,~,w ;"l:J'W':J 'in the y siva of Pumbadit a'
(NS 308.122 v.4); ;"171l7W 'of the dispersion ' (16.6 r.l); C1j:'7,j7W mx, 'the Lord's will' (28.24 r.55);
this is particular ly the case in letters from Babylonia n ft 'onim, sarira Ga' on's ::11377,j 'J:J 7W 'from
the people of the West' (16.3 r.10) is a rare exception . 23 Elsewhere, more variation is shown
regarding the positionin g of?W: the Qazar letter writes the 7W separately : :J1"i' 7W 1,;,p 'the
communi ty of Kiev' (12.122 r.8); 7T1:J 7W 'of iron' (12.122 r.13); but a letter from Fustat prefixes it:
C'U7W tmitv 'the judgemen t of gentiles' (16.304 r.35). sa1omo ben yahuda generally treats 7W as a
separate particle, 1'11lN;"! :::im:, 7W ,,,, 1'::l:J 'with the signature of the letter writer' (12.328 r.15) and

,,,,::i

C'7,j11'1' 7W C;"!':JN 'father to orphans' (20.178 r.15), but occasiona lly writes the two together,
1;"1'7,j1'7W 'in Jeremiah' s generatio n' (20.102 r .20) .24 In any case, because of the difficulties of poor
handwriti ng and word-spa cing which afflict many geniza letters it can be difficult to determine
whether the noun and particle run together or not.

The direct object marker 11N
The direct object marker is frequently attested in the corpus, both as an independ ent particle,
e.g., :i?N 7::, 1'1N c,n:,w C1'1N ;"17,j? 'why do you forget all this?' (28.24 r.9) and :Jj:'37' p 1;,:,;, r"}OP 7::lj:''1
2

°rhe last phrase is found in M. Bara"fs:ot 5:5.

21

The whole phrase is z:l'W1ij:'?W 7J:::t 'descendan t of holy men', from B. pa saJ:,im 104a.

22

As well as in RH, ?W is attested as a prefix to the noun in LBH, Song of Songs 3:7 ;-J?,j?W?W 111~7.) 'the litter
of
sa1omo', and in the Dead Sea texts, Fernandez pp. 30-31. On the other hand, the Bar Kojsva letters
demonstra te that various strains of RH probably treated the particle differently, since there ?W is not
prefixed to a determine d noun, Kutscher p. 142.
23

A significant problem concerning letters from Iraq is that many letters of the lraqig<''onim are North
African copies, made by local members of the Babylonian communit y there to send on to the scattered
Babylonian congregations. However, in this case, it appears that sarira's letter may well be a source text
and
not a copy, see Gil's introductio n to 16.3 (Gil (1997) no. 20).
24
Neither does it appear that there is a determine d/undeterm ined distinction being made, since the proper
name 'Jeremiah' accepts the prefix.

:,r:, tn:, l'1N 'and YosefHakk ohen ben Ya'aqovrec eived this ge_t'(13]16.24 r.21), and with suffixes,

e.g., umN :imn 'yet he is forsaking us' (10J27.2 r.14) and :imN npN ,:i:, 'would I take it?' (13]15.1
r.19).
The direct object marker takes the usual BH suffixes: '1'11N CJ1:)' '::l 'that he will provide for me'
(13]16.14 v.18); 11'11N m::i~o, 'and we ordained him' (10J9.25 r.4); C::ll'1N 'JN 37'11~ 'I am informing
you' (13]13.21 r.14).25
In the 3 masculine plural both the common cmN, e.g., cmN 'l'11'1J1 'and I gave them' (Box Misc.
35.14 r.11), and the rare BH C:il'1N, e.g., C:il'1N c,,x 5tzl 'their Rock keep them' (16.95 r.10), are
attested, though only the biblicising Hebrew of sarira Ga' on attests the use of the latter .26

The negative particle 1"~
The negative i'N is attested both as an independen t particle, e.g., n,:, ':! l'N i:i:, 'I already have
no strength left in me' (13]13.28 r.18) and inY l'N 'no one helps' (10J27.8 m.l), and with suffixes,
e.g., 11N:\ 1'1'1::l::l C'J:''Tn~ C::ll'N1 'and you do not keep to the covenant of the ga'on'(16.6 r.13); 1JJ'N1
l:l'l711' 'and we do not know' (12.851 r.13) and C'?1::)' c1,:, CJ'N 'none of them are able' (13J25.5
r.29).
Like RH, the particle generally takes the suffixes without epenthetic nun. 27 The 3 masculine
singular form is the rabbinic1J'N, e.g., ?1::l' 1J'NW ,~, 'and whoever can't' (Misc. 35.4 leaf 6 r.6) and
1?W U'Ntzl ::ll'1::l 'a letter that doesn't belong to him' (10J9.25 r.4), rather than BH 1JJ'N, thereby
avoiding any ambiguity with the 1 plural in unpointed text. The 1 singular form is usually
attested without epenthetic nun, i.e., 'J'N, which is the usual form in RH. The biblical form with

nun, 'JJ'N, is attested only rarely; sa1omo hen yahuda uses it occasionally, e.g., 1?XN 'JJ'N 'JN CN1
'and though I am not with you' (10J27.2 r.10-11) and :\N11 'JJ'N1 'and I do not worry' (12.217 r.25),
but also employs 'J'N, e.g., '::l :iN11 'J'N 'I do not think that.. .' (13]14.8 r.15) and N? [N]JJ:'1'1~ 'J'N
mc::i:i N? ::l:iT::l N? l')C:,:i 'I covet neither silver, gold nor clothing' (13]14.8 r.32). The reading 'J'JN in
the letter of the lady Malil;la from Byzantium ::l1'0::l 'J'JN 'JN 'Me, I'm not alright' (13Jl 1.4 r.8) is
probably an error for 'JJ'N, 'J'N, though, is used later in the same text '~XY l'1nJ~ 'J'NW 'because I
do not allow myself' (13]11.14 r.17).
For the 3 masculine plural CJ'N, the biblical form, is most commonly used. 1J'N, which exhibits
the rabbinic masculine plural ending his found only rarely. In a letter written by Byzantine Jews
iJ'N is used alongside CJ'N, 1J1'11N np'? 0'?1::l' jJ'N 'they cannot take us' (10J27.8 r.12) and CJ'N1
1J'C[Ji]:,1, 1?':)N 0'?1::l' 'and they are unable even to support us' (10J27.8 r.14). Such mixing of
rabbinic and biblical forms in the same letter is not unusual, particularly where pronouns and
pronominal suffixes are concerned and where otherwise identical words or phrases would
25

For the suffixes of the object marker see Gesenius §103b. As mentioned in Orthography, forms with a long

a vowel in the first syllable are often written defectively, e.g.,
26

111~ 111'? 'to give it' (NS 308.122 v.25).

C:il"1N is very rare in the Hebrew Bible, only attested 5 times, e.g.,
Genesis 31:55.
27

c:,n~ 1iJ'1 'and he blessed them'

Femandez p. 19. In general in the letters there is a decline in the use of suffix forms showing epenthetic
nun ('nunated' forms). It occurs in very few examples of the pronomincal suffixes of the prefix conjugation,
for example; see Verbs.

39

40

appear within a few lines of each other.

The numerals
The cardinal numbers 1-9 used in the letters are the same as in BH, occurring in both genders
and in the absolute and construct states, e.g.: masculine absolute: l:l'nN :iw,,w~ 'from three
brothers' (20.178 r.11); masculine construct: :"l~'~ili 1137:l.ili 'seven heavens' (13Jl4.10 r.4); feminine
absolute: nnN :,oii::i:i 'with a single coin' (16.18 r.14); feminine construct: n,.r,,::,:, '11ili 'the two
denomination s' (24.43 r.6).
The numbers 10-19 are formed as in BH: 1:1':l.1:"lT .niili:17 'ten dinars' (13J23.19 r.32); :"liili:17 .nnN:i
m::ii:i 'with eleven blessings' (NS 309.20 r.9); 1:1':l.1:"lT iili:17 l:l'Jili:i 'with twelve dinars' (12.338 v.9).
So too are the units 20, 30 etc.: 1:1':l.1:"lT l:l'iili:171 'and twenty dinars' (13Jl3.l 7 r.9); 1:1':l.1:"lT l:l'ili~n 'fifty
dinars' (12.338 v.4).
The intermediate numbers 21-99 are formed in two ways in the letters; either the unit precedes
the tens with both in the absolute (which is slightly more common in the letters): l:l'iili:171 ;,ww:i
w1,n:,, 'on.the twenty-sixth of the month' (10G5.7 r.5); l:l'ili7ili1 :1ili7ili 'thirty-three' (13Jl4.20 r.5);
this is also the standard construction in BH (and inArabic).28 Or the unit may follow the tens,
'l
again with both in the absolute, as is customary in LBH: w,,n, Jili1 1:1:w:11:i::i 'on the twenty-second
of the month' (13Jl6.24 r.13).29 There are few enough examples in the letters to draw a firm
conclusion as to what may lie behind the decision to use one rather than the other. The fact is
that both seem to be interchangeable, as Yesu'a Hakkohen's letter from Alexandria
demonstrates: he begins with tens before units, ':!mi l:l':l.1:1T ;,:11:iiNi l:l':17:l.iN 'forty-four and a half
dinars' (12.338 v. 7), and, in the very next line, reverses the order, l:l':l.1:1T l:l'ili7ili1 l:l'Jili:l. 'with
thirty-two dinars' (12.338 v.8), with something of a chiastic effect. A similar interchange is found
in the Hebrew of the Karaite ka[ubbot, with the form of the numerals differing from text to text,
though, unlike our letters, not within the same document.30
The hundreds are formed as in BH, using :1N~ for one hundred, !:I'm :1N~, 'and a hundred zuz'
(13J20.13 r .8), using the dual 1:1'11N~ for two hundred, l:l':l.1:1T l:l'ili~m 1:1'11N~ 'two hundred and fifty
dinars' (13J26.13 r.27), and using the masculine construct numeral before mN~ for further
multiples, :i,m mN~ :11w.n~ 'from nine hundred dinars' (13Jl5.l r.9) and m mN~ :1J1~ili 'eight
hundredzuz'.
As in BH, one thousand uses the noun l')?N, m::i,:i l')?N:i 'with a thousand blessings' (12.114
r.13), the multiples 3000-9000 use the masculine construct before the plural 1:1'!:J?N, 1:1':J?N m,~w
'eight thousand' (13J31.3 r.13), and multiples greater than ten thousand use the masculine
rf,f-ir-

number plus the singular noun 1')7!-t, 1')7N iili:17 i:l'Jiliili ~twelve thousand' (13J23.ll r.16). 31 A
28

Jotion §lOOj. This is also the form of the intermediate numerals in the Dead Sea texts, Abegg p. 355.

29

Gibson §47c.

30

0lszowy-Schlanger p. 106 states that the order units before tens is clearly influenced by Arabic. While this
may be the case, it is also the usual order in standard BH, which must be regarded as the most powerful
influence our letter-writers.
31

Jotion §1001-n deai."with the thousands in BH. However, throughout the section it refers to forms such as
/\

difference lies in the treatment of two thousand, though, since the usual BH expression, the dual
C;;.)?N, e.g., tzl'~ C:;ll7!:t 'two-thousa nd men' Judges 20:45, is not used for two thousand; instead the
only example of two thousand is l:l'!:l?N 'l"HZi (10Jl2.25 r.5) where samu' el ben Mose of Tyre
unusually uses the feminine construct before C'!:l?N, contrary to biblical use. 32
The ordinal numbers attested in the letters take the same forms as in BH; masculine: 111:l
11tZiN1 'in the first generation' (NS 308.122 v.6); 'JiZi ?'?:l 'on the second night' (10G5.7 r.6); p
'iZi'?tll:"I 'son of the Third' (16.261 r.27); ':17':li:"1 1J'J11~ 'our master the Fourth' (13Jll.4 r.13), etc.;
feminine: :"IJ1iZiN1:"I c:milN 'your first letter' (12.328 r.17); 11'JiZi:"I 1l"l1lN 'your second letter'
(13J26.23 r.13). 11'JiZi is also attested at NS 169.llr .9, 20.100 r.7 and 20.181 r.35; the ordinal :1'JiZi,
'second', which is the usual feminine form in RH is not found in the letters. 33

The relativizer
The relativizer is the particle that marks a relative clause. BH attests two relativizers, 1tZi~ and,
to a lesser extent, -iZi. In RH and Talmudic Hebrew the principal relativizer is -iZi. 1iZiN did not
entirely die out in RH, though, and it may still be found in the Misna, though only when referring
back to biblical sources and in the blessing formulae.34 Both itZiN and -iZi are attested in the role of
relativizer in the genizaletters: 1:l 1??:l11' 1iZiN C1j?7;):"I ?N 'to the place in which they pray' (13J20.13
r.11); i::i :"l?:\JiZi C1j?7;)? 'to the place in which it was revealed' (Misc. 35.44 v.4).
The pointing of-iZi can differ in rabbinic sources, depending on the tradition of RH being
reflected in any particular manuscript . Whereas the Western tradition of Palestinian RH follows
(the majority) BH practice by vocalising-ill with segol under all conditions and geminating the
following consonant (unless it is a guttural, in which case no gemination takes place), the
Eastern tradition writes the relativizer as -r.p before the third person pronouns, the first singular
pronoun, l'N and the conditional conjunction s 1?'N and CN. 35 Now, there is little vocalised
material in the letters, however, the evidence obtainable is that the pointing follows Western
Palestinian, and, unsurprisingly, biblical, practice by writing segol under -iZi, even before a
guttural: U~l~W 'that happened to us' (Misc. 35.49 r.22); ci9ip C':!tip:, 17;) 'from the thorns among
the people' (13J23.l r.20); i::i '.l~ip pn,i:, 'the straits that I am in' (Gil (1983) no. 288=ULC Or 1080
Jl46 r.16). In the examples there is no evidence of gemination following the particle, butdagesis
very rarely written anyway in the corpus (see Orthography) and it would be wrong to draw a firm
conclusion from its absence in these few cases.
The relativizer 1iZiN may be prefixed with various preposition s as in BH: 1iZiN:l 'in which' (NS J92
11.'l17;lW as feminine constructs, since they are being explained from a diachronic perspective. Here, however,

in common with other grammars (e.g., the recent Van der Merwe p. 24), I prefer to treat them
synchronically, and refer to them as masculine.

3

'1'he letters show few examples of the dual overall. It mainly occurs in the regular feminine noun (those
that take the pluralm-) where its form is unambiguou s; see Nouns.
33

For its use in RH see Fernandez p. 86. It is attested in contemporar y literary texts though, occurring in the
Scroll of 'Evyatar, :i'JiZl:i :i.iiZl:! 'in the second year' (lOK7.l leaf l v.22).
34

Azar p. 214.

35

Bar-Asher pp. 14-15.
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r.13); itzlN?;) 'from which' (18J3.9 r.4); and, rarely (only used by sc1Jomo ben yc1huda), itzlN? 'to
whom' (l3J3I.7 r.12). Additionally, it may follow various other prepositions, such as iiZ.'N ?:il
'about that which' (18J4.l 7 r.24); iiZ.'N 11N 'that which' (I0J24.l leaaf 1 r.10); iiZ.'N i:il:J 'on behalf of
the one who' (IOJI0.22 r.10); iiZ.'N ?N 'to the one whom' (13Jl5.l r.20); iiZ.'N .nn.n 'under which'
(20.102 r.3).
The relativizer -iZ.' usually requires the insertion of an indefinite or interrogative pronoun or ,::i
between it and a preposition; some of the numerous examples are: -iZ.' ;"17.) ,::i 'whatever' (13J26.16
r.24);-iZ.' '?;)? 'to the one who' (10J32.9 v.7); -iZ.' '7;) ,::i 'whoever' (24.43 r.16); -iZ.' ;"17.) 'whatever'
(8J20.l m.9);-iZ.' '7;) 1,::i ?:il 'against whomsoever' (10J9.25 r.4);-iZ.' '7;) 'someone who' (I0J9.25 r.20).
iiZ.'N is employed more frequently than -iZ.' in the corpus, occurring approximately twice as
often. However, certain constructions utilising-iZ.' are more common than the equivalents with
iiZ.'N, for instance the indefinite constructions -iZ.' '7;), and -iZ.' '7;) 1,::i, common in RH, are used more
often than their biblical counterparts iiZ.'N '7;) and iiZ.'N iZ.''N
Conversely, iiZ.'N:J is more widely
employed than -iZ.' ;"17.):J though -iZ.' ;,7.)7.) occurs as often as biblical iiZ.'N?;). Neverthelss, the RH

,:i.

relative constructions employing ;"17.) and '7;) are sometimes the only examples of the relativizer -iZ.'
attested in letters: for all but indefinite relatives some letters employ onlyiiZ.'N. sc11omo ben
yc1huda's letters for example indicate a marked preference for iiZ.'N over -iZ.'. Out of forty of his
letters -iZ.' is used only nine times: once in the midrashic quotation formula 1:J i?;)NJiZ.' 'about
whom it is said' (IOJ12.l 7 r.21); once in a quotation from the Talmud, B. Qiddusin 75b 0':ll1ji;"1 17.)
03J~W 'from the thorns among the people' (13J23.l r.20); once with ;"17.), '' :J:lljiJiZ.' ;"17.) '' 1m 'give me
what has been determined for me' (20.178 r.19); four times with'?;), e.g., ;"lJ':J 1:J iZ.''iZ.' '7.)1 'and
whoever has understanding ' (Misc. 35.14 r.24); only once does -iZ.' occur independently in an
original context: 'J?Nt.ZliZ.' ?Nil.'?;) 'a request that he asked me' (13Jl4.5 r.6). Other letter writers
exhibit similar tendencies: Nc!.lJ_emya Hakkohen, the Babylonian ga'on, attests-iZ.' only in certain
post-biblical idioms, e.g., ;"li:J:iliZ.' ;"lJiZ.':J 'in the last year' (16.6 r.6) and 1i:J:iliZ.' ,::i ?:il 'about all that
has passed' (12.851 r.15), but in other cases the relativizer is iiZ.'N. 36 However, another letter from
Babylon reflects the opposite tendency: NS 308.122, dated around 850 C.E., employs only the
relativizer-iZ.'. A late, fifteenth-centu ry, letter, l3J2I.l0, which comes from Egypt, shares the same
style and employs only-iZ.'. as does the much earlier Qazarian letter (12.222).
Overall, excepting the letters at the temporal and stylistic extremes of the collection, itzlN and
-iZ.' were regarded as interchangeab le. This is paralleled in other contemporary sources; the
Qazarian document (Misc. 35.38, the 'Schechter Text') attests both: i!:lC? 1J? 1'NiZ.' O'i::li 1i:Ji'1
'they said things that are not for us to relate' (leaf 1 r.20) and ow iiZ.'N O'i!:lC;"lJ l1N u, N''.ll1;"1 'bring
us out the books that are there' (leaf 1 v.9). The Scroll of 'Evyatar (T-S K7 .1), a historical work
written in the late eleventh century, attests jiiZ.'7.)i?;) ;,,;,w... n'?:ll?;) 'Ma~lia.lJ_ ...who was from
Damascus' (K7.l leaf 2 r.l) alongside examples such as 0?1:117.) ;,,;, N? itzlN ,,,,. i1:J::l 'a great
honour such as never was before' (K7.l leaf 2 r.20). Spanish writers such as Mc!na.lJ_em ben Saruq

3

5N.:i1J,emya Hakkohen Ga'on's letters are: 8J20.3; 12.851; 16.6; Bodl MS Heb bl2.25; Gil (1997) no.
l 4=Mosseri VIII 479. They display the mix of biblical and post-biblical forms typical of geniza letters:
and-Was relativizers, biblical complementize r '::land rabbinic final conjunction -'rJl 'i::l.
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tend to use both interchangeably.37 Even Karaite marriage documents attest both, sometimes in
the same document.38 The use of interchangeable relativizers is paralleled by other examples of
the use of both BH and RH morphology in the corpus, such as the coexistence of the
complementizers '::l and -iJJ.
Another particle that can function as a marker of relative clauses is the definite article. The use
of the definite article on participles to form pseudo-relatives is, of course, as well-attested in the
letters as in any strain of Hebrew, e.g., 1J'!)7:J :m?:J?:J:i 1JJ?:J~J 'our faithful servant who was
appointed by our [=my] own mouth' (10J9.25 m.10); :i,,,n ~ipJ:, o,1,w:, 'the ruler who is called
I:Iaidara' (13}26.13 r.7).39 However, in addition to this common usage the definite article is also
employed as a relativizer on the finite verb. 40 The definite article occurs in this role in the Hebrew
Bible, e.g., '?~17:JiJJ iZlT:JV 1,::,1 'and all that samu'el had dedicated' 1 Chronicles 26:28; though it is
very rare, it is attested sufficiently for it to be a precedent for its later use in MH, e.g., in the
language of Sa'adya Ga'on.41 Examples of its use in the corpus are the unambiguous i:s,x:, [~1u]

m::,:,:, :,::,?;J:, cx,:s1, '[the size] of the grief and strength of the blow that struck us' (12.80 r.11-12)
and :,:s,,:,,:,:, :,:s,i:, :,:s,i?:Jw:, 'the evil report which arrived' (13J31.8 r.6-7), from letters of salomo ben
yahuda, and n'J:,:, 1J1::lT:l71 'and the inheritance that he left behind' (8.13 r.16), from a letter sent
by the community of Palermo. Unfortunately in the two following examples the context is
damaged so what appears to be the definite article could prove to be the interrogative :, instead:
,,::i,:,:, 'that he bore' (13]16.17 r.l); mpm:,:, 'which was prepared' (16.304 r.23). 42 However, there
is ample evidence of the use of relative:, on the verb :,,:,, which appears to be its principal role in
the corpus: 1'J:s7 :,,:,:, m1,,:,p:, lPT 1:i::i:, pn:it' 'Na!an Hakkohen, elder of the congregations, who
was humble' (18J4.ll r.19); mxi:, ,,,,,. ,,:,:, C'ji'1:it:i 'JiJJ 'the two righteous men who were
"repairers of breaches'" (13J31.8 r.8); U"n 1'1'::l :,,:,:, i.r,1,:,.r, C1ji?:J u,:,1,~ ,,:s, 'the city of our God,
place of his praise that was once house of our life' (10J24.l r.2-3); :,:::i ,,:,:, C'J1i1J~, m::iT 'blessing
of those formerly in it' (8J2.4 v.3); mrn, C'i:it?:J'? ,,:,:, mJ,:,o:, 1:s1:io, 'the ships that were turning
towards Egypt sank' (24.6 r.22); :,,:,:, 1Ji'ji' ,w,i:, 'we have informed our friend of what has
happened' (10J9 .25 m.20); 1J:l70J
we voyaged' (13J20.3 r.3).

,w~ :sn::iw ,m~::i :,i:,:, 1,::, 'all that happened in the same week that

It can be seen from the examples that the construction :, plus the verb :,,:, is employed
particularly in phrases meaning 'what has happened/ occurred'. There are a number of cases
where the same meaning is obtained through the use of the nifal of:,,:,, in which cases the
37

Saruq's language is outlined in Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 235.

38

0lszowy-Schlanger p. 108. Toviyya ben Mose, the Karaite, attests a similar style in his letters, e.g., Gil
(1983) no. 294=Gottheil-Worrell 31 r.22, itv~, and Gil (1983) no. 294=Gottheil-Worrell 32 r.23, -tzl.

3

~echnically, of course, the definite article is not fuctioning as a relativizer since the participle may form a
relative clause without its use, hence 'pseudo-relative'. See Waltke §19.7.

4

°In this case the definite article is acting as a relative marker, and, syntactically, is identical to -tzl, cf.
Waltke §19.7c.
41
42

For its use in Sa'adic language see Saenz-Badillos p. 216.

Due to the rarity of the relative definite article it is perhaps better to assume that these are the more
straightforward constructions involving the interrogative, similar to sa1omo ben yahuda's .mn :,r,,:,:,
[0)'7:J':::l] 'has such a thing happened in your days?' (13]13.28 r.26) which is a quotation from Joel 1:2.
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actual parsing of the construction is problematic, since the participle and suffix conjugation are
consonantally identical, e.g., :,,:,:i:, 1,:, ,,p,~ in:,J N171 'and it isn't hidden from [our] friend all that
there was' (13Jl 7.4 r.13-14); :,,:,:i:, z,xp~ ::i,n:,1, CN1 'and even to write a fraction of what
happened .. .' (18J3.9 r.6). However, due to the otherwise identical syntax of:,,:,:i:, 1,:, i::i 'l'l:1111:'l 'I
have made known in it all that has occurred' (13Jl 7.4 r.4) and:,,:,:, 1Ji'P' mm:, 'we have
informed our friend of what has happened' (10J9.25 m.20) it is clear that these should be read as
suffix conjugation verbs with the relative :i. The same is probably true of Dani' el ben 'Azarya' s
phrase illinz,:i:, t::i117ill:i 37~ill:)1 'and when he heard of the peace that had happened/bee n renewed'
(12.44 v.4) which would otherwise be a unique example of the nifpa'al participle in the corpus
(see Verbs).
The use of the demonstrative pronouns as relative pronouns proper, a less-common feature of
BH, is not attested in the corpus.43

The conjunctions
The complementizer
Complementiz ers are subordinating conjunctions that mark an embedded complement.
Although prepositions may function as complementiz ers, marking infinitival complement
clauses in Hebrew, the language also possesses a number of dedicated conjunctions to introduce
finite complement clauses. BH attests,:,, e.g., Psalms 78:35 ,:, ii:,r,, 'they remembered that', less
commonly, iillN, e.g., Exodus 11:7 iillN l1371l'l 137~1, 'so that you may know that' and, in LBH, -ill,
e.g., Qohelet 2:13-ill 'JN 'l'l'Ni1 'and I sawthat'. 44 RH employs-ill both for the complemtizer and
relativizer, e.g., MisnaBaratof 5:5 1,::iip~ N1:1ill 'JN 3711' 'I know that it is accepted'; it doesn't
continue the use of either,:, or iillN in the role of complementiz er. 45
The letters adopt a position between that of RH and BH in their choice of complementiz er.
iillN, although retained alongside -ill as a relativizer, is never found marking a complement

clause (and, as described later, it occurs less often in composite conjunctions, being replaced by
,:, or -ill in such constructions) ; instead, the letters employ both biblical,:, and the LBH and
rabbinic -ill as complementiz ers. It is quite usual to find both employed in the same letter: an
early letter from Pumbadi!a attests -ill and,:,: C'!:l117N::i N':1 :,:ii,~ Nl'l'1::l C1!:l l'l:l'ill'ill 1,:,:, 'J'37' ,,,:ii
'and it is clear to everyone's eyes that they siva of Pumbadi!a is overflowing with 'allufim' (NS
308.122 r.v.3); mN 1ill'37 :,r:, 1,~~:, ,:, ui~N1 'and we said that this money had crushed him' (NS
308.122 v.19). A letter of samu' el Hasslisi written over a century and a halflater also employs both
complementiz ers: i-o!:lJ ,:, 171Nill 1::i c:,i::iN l'l371~ill :137~illJ :,1,N:, C'~':l ,:, 1J':l1 37,,,:,1, 'to inform our
master that in recent days we have heard a report that 'Avraham ben Sa'ulhas died' (16.68 r.17);
j':11 ,,1,37 C'ill'ill U':Ji?;) UN C':l7:l1m 'and we are seeking form our master that he keep an eye on him'
(16.68 r.21).
Admittedly some letters show only-ill. The late (fifteenth-century) letter of a wife to her
43

For use of the demonstratives ;ir, iTand ~T as relative pronouns see Waltke §19.5.
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Gibson §90 states that the complementize r iWt-tis mainly a feature of the later books of the Bible.
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Fernandez p. 51-52; Segal §423.
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husband attests just -w, e.g., 1J?.)7;) pn,r, K?ill 1K?.) 1K?.) 17;)7;) m,n, 'to entreat you greatly not to put
a distance between us' (13J21.10 r.14); :iK'P110? .n:i?? 11'1Y1ill 1JY?.)ill 'we have heard that itis your
intention to go to Turkey' (13J21.10 r.16). The Palestinia nga'on, Dani'el ben 'Azarya also seems
to prefer -ill to,::,, but attests both, whereas salomo ben yahuda, his predecess or as ga'on, very
rarely uses -ill.
To a certain extent the choice of compleme ntizer, ,::, over -W, appears to be lexically driven.
Expressio ns which are drawn from RH and Talmudic Hebrew where they attest the
compleme ntizer-ill are likely to bring with them the same compone nts into the letters: 1'/Jl:lK 'K
-ill 'it is impossibl e that' (28.24 r.32) is a pure RH construct ion, e.g.,

MisnaSevu'ot 7:8, and
conseque ntly attests the rabbinic compleme ntizer, as does -w 1J'J1X1 'it is our will that' (NS
169.11 r.10), found at MisnaZ,bal:zim 1:4. It should be no surprise that we find -w '1'1":i 11::101 'and
I had thought that' (13Jl6.l 7 r.31) and -w 'JK :,7:)117:):)1 'and it appears to me that' (12.114 r.31) also
using-W, when we consider their rabbinic origins; this helps to explain whyYosiy yahu Ga'on,
who usually prefers the biblical compleme ntizer, e.g.,,::, 1J'nK 13711 'and know, our brothers
that .. .' (1J26.16 r.10), should write-ill when using the RH obligatory formula,- , '1K1, i.e., '1N11
-w 11'117:)::,1, 'and one such as he should' (10J32.8 r.1). On the other hand, certain letters using
rabbinic construct ions biblicise them in the manner that we are accustom ed to from Karaite
texts.46 salomo ben yahuda, who, as stated, rarely uses -w to mark the complem ent clause, is one
of the few, outside Karaite works (which are predomin antly literary), to employ the biblical
complem entizer with characteri stically rabbinic expressio ns, such as,::, 'JN :,7:)117:):)1 'and it
appears to me that' (10Jl2.l 7 r.2) and,::, t:1'11::lO U":i1 'and we had thought that' (13J9.2 r.23).
There is another side to the question of-W versus ,::, in the letters. Arabic attests three major
complem entizers, 'anna, 'inna and 'an. The first two are employed when the complem ent clause
can be described as factive, the last when the clause is non-factiv e.47 Can a sintlar situation be
responsib le for the alternatio n between,: :, and -win some of the letters? Verbs"denoting knowing
and understan ding, such as 371', p:i:, and i::,r, generally, but not universall y, take the
complem entizer ,::, , as do the similar 'knowledg e' constructi ons,::, ?N? '1?:i, ,::, C?YJ N? and K?
,::, in::,J. Non-facti ve compleme nts, in particular following verbs with a volitive or directive
aspect, tend to prefer the complem entizer -w, e.g., -ill illji::J., -ill :ix,, -ill Y:i.n, -w :"11'P, -w f!:ln and
-w :,,,x. Again, this distinctio n is not necessaril y made in many letters, e.g., salomo ben yahuda
attests,::, '1'1'1'P1 'and I hoped that' (16.275 r.24); '::l ;'11':!l 'he ordered that' (12.14 r.17); although,
even in his letters we can find W1ill7:):, ?N 1,:,p:, ?K ,r,n,w ,w~ [t:l']:i.n::i:, 1.n.nw 17:)7.'.l ?N1W 'JN1 'and I
ask you to give the letters, those that I sent to the communi ty, to the Masos' (13J23. l r.27), thus
suggestin g that the general use of volitives with -ill influence s even the more conservat ive of
correspon dents.
In summary , it is best to describe the situation regarding the two compleme ntizers as a
complex one, resulting from three main influences : the individua l preferenc e of the writer for '::l
over -W or vice versa, the provenan ce of phrases and construct ions employed in the lettters and,
4

6Maman pp. 255-258.

47
Holes p. 226. Non-factive as I am using it refers also to events that are subsequen t to the action in the
main clause, i..e., when the compleme nt clause describes actions or events that are taking place in the
future.
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at some level and possibly under the influence of Arabic, an aspectual distinction being made.

The other conjuncti ons
The following conjunction s, organised by type and, within each entry, in approximat e order of
frequency, represent those found in the main corpus. Where the conjunction is attested within
the corpus but the text is damaged or garbled so that an intellible example isn't available one or
two have been included from outside the corpus.

The causal conjunction
The causal conjunction s mark adverbial clauses that describe the reason for or cause of the
main clause. The causal conjunction s attested in the letters are listed below.
BH origin:
1'?N '!in"ito 0':l!1::l7.J ,::, 'because I sent letters to him'

(13]13.14 v.2); ?N1i0' Y,N 'J:l '::l
;,,,,,_ ;,ill:i 'for the people ofisrael are in great straits' (13J26.16 r.15); l:)1?N n'TJ:l;"J '::l
'because the 'Alluf promised' (10G5.8 v.15). This is the most common causal
conjunction used in the letters.
'::l

ill'

;,r,";,

'::l ill' 'because you were like a restorer of the soul to us' (8J20.l
r.3); :II'-' '::l 1:11' 'because he toiled' (Misc. 35.14 r.14). Its sister BH conjunction s ill'
and itoN ill', so common in BH, are not found at all in the corpus. 48 Instead this
conjunction is employed, though only in the letters ofNa!an ben 'Avraham, sarira
Ga'on and salomo ben Yahuda, ;,[1]:11;, ,, '::l i:11' 'because his is the congregatio n'
iZi:lJ :l'i07.J? 1J7

(13J33.12 r.21). Possibly '::l was preferred as an element of the constructio n due to
its strong connection with the notion of causality, not so apparent with 1iOR
'::l

?:II

,:i,p:i 1';"!7N ;,i,ri

'::l

?:II 'because the Tora of the Lord is inside him' (13J25.10 r.22);

o::in 17.J'J':17.J np1?J '::l ?:II 'because

a wise man has been taken from among them' (NS
92.33 r.5). It is a rare BH conjunction .49 It is not very common in the letters and is
not found in the letters of either salomo ben yahuda or the Babylonian [f 'onim.
RH origin:
:1'1 O'j:'to?J;, Ni;, 'JNiO ':l?

'because I am the one who quietens down conflicts'

(13Jl6.l 7 r.28); ;,pin, ;,:11iZi;, ;,r,,;,w ':l? 'because the hour was pressing' (18J4.4 r.28);
1'':11? r:in 'J'NiO ':l? 'because I didn't want to investigate' (13Jl6.l 7 r.23). This RH
conjunction is one of the most common in the letters. so
O'?'::l17.J:i? 0':117.J1i0 l::'J!1Ni0 'J:l7.J 'because you hear

[only] the slanderers' (13Jl6. l 7
r.19); ;,11:,, 'J:l m1::i1?to 'J!:l?J 'because the people ofisrael captured it' (20.106 v.2);
1N:l N?iO 'J!:l7.J 'because they didn't come' (Misc. 35.4 leaf 5 v.9). This too is very
48

For these construction s in BH see Gibson §125.

49

Gibson §125 Rem.l.

5

°rhe full list of RH causal conjunctions is in Fernandez, p. 222.
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common in the letters.

-w

i:::ip'1 !n?;)' rin~ Cl7:l:::l r,?;);,tz, 'because the dead only die and are buried once' (13J33.2
r.15); C'n1!J:::l c;,w 'for they trust' (13J23.13 r.22); ;,1,,n :,,:,w 111':::l?;) r,~ib ,,::,, ~, 'he
couldn't leave his house because he was ill' (24.6 r.34). -W alone occurs less often
as a causal conjuncti on in the letters than the composit e causal construct ions
which employ-W as an element.
c:,,i,37 InJ?;)';'i' :ix,, 'P1~,i,~ pw 'because al-Ui.dhiqI wants to be appointed over
them' (13Jl6.l 7 r.26). Only attested here in the letters, it is similarly quite rare in
RH.SI

_, ,,~,;,

C'?;)::ln '1'1:)1,r, 1:i'J':::l 1:::ltzl"11J ~,, ,,~,;, 'since no scholars have been dwelling among
them' (10J9.14 r.13); m~ip1, 1111:),.1:) :,r,,:,, ,,~,;, 'because his intention was to name'
(IOJ12.l 7 r.6). It is mainly used by salomo ben yahuda.
:::ir,::, 'JI;)?.) :i~i

~,w

,,::iw:::i 'because he didn't see a letter from me' (Gil (1983) no.
425=Bodl MS Heb d65.4 r.11).

Others:

,,,n?;) U'~W ':l::l 'because it isn't clearly stated' (I0J24.l leaf 2 v.17). Very rarely
attested, this conjuncti on is employed as an alternativ e to -IJJ ':l' and is similar to
BH i!JJ~ ':l::l.
-IJJ

1l7'/-IJJ 1l7':::l Ui11 1PT [.. .] 1:1':::l~ :,,:,w 1l7':::l 'because his father [... ] was an elder of our
generatio n' (12.146 r.13); C':::l10 p ~,;,w 1l7' 'because he is the son of good people'
(12.146 v.2). 1l7' is not used asyndetic ally in the letters, as it may be in BH (although
it is used as a prepositio n with the infinitive construct) , and instead
find
various forms with-wan d '::l .1l7':::l is not attested as a conjuncti on alone in the MT,
and only occurs in Ezekiel 13:10; 36:31l7'::l1 1l7', which is translated in the NRSV as
'because in truth', a reinforced causal conjuncti on. There may be an asseverative
nuance in its use in the letters, but it isn't often enough attested to be sure.
:::i,r,::,1,?.)

u,

itv:l~ '~IJJ 1111?.) 'because it is impossibl e for us to write' (12.851 r.14). It is
only attested in a letter of Nal_1emya Ga' on. The conjuncti on may be found in the
Babylonia n Talmud, B. savu 'o[ 32b l7::ltzl''
U'~W 1111?.) 'because he cannot make

,,::i,

an oath'.
;,1,,n 'J~ '::l 'J:l?.) 'because I am ill' (l3J20.I8 v.3). Adapted from RH -IJJ 'J:l?.), the
construct ion can be found in Karaite ,vritings, where the biblicisati on of rabbinic
and talmudic construct ions through the substituti on of '::l or iili~ for -IJJ is
frequent. 52 The letters of the corpus always use '::l as the substitute in composite
causal conjuncti ons due to its transpare nt connectio n with causality.
51

Azar p. 125. It is found in Karaite writings, Maman p. 240.

52

Maman p. 255. Although it could be described as a hypercorre ct form, since BH already attests a causal
conjunctio n iill~ ':J!:11.J, e.g., Exodus 19:18, which is presumabl y the anteceden t of RH -tJJ 'J!Ji'.J.

rsn~,,

i1Nl 7N'J1 UN'illJ iJ'J11N :,,:, '::>
'and it was because our lord, our Nasi, Dani'el
was ga'on' (8J2.3 r.l). The conjunction is another used by Karaites, as well as being
found in the letters of sa1omo ben yahuda.53 lY~? is associated with causality by
association with the BH causal conjunction 1S7', and ill~? alone can be found
denoting cause in Spanish Hebrew poetry. 54
]ill'N ?::> '::> 11:JY:J 'because each man[' (8]20.3 r.2); mtJ:i :i1;,:, '::> 11:JY[

'because the heart is sure' (IOJII.30 r.2). Unfortunately, due to damage to the
context in both these letters it is difficult to be sure that these are causal and not
some other conjunctions. However, elsewhere in MH we find that Binyamin
al-NahawendI, the Karaite, attests a causal conjunction'::> 11:JY:J.55

The comparative conjunction
BH origin:

1illN::>

tl::>'111:JN tl'ill1Y ,,:, iillN::> 'as your forefathers used to do' (16.6 v.12); :iJ1illN1:J 1illN::>
'as it was at the first' (8J2.4 r.10). It is employed far less frequently as a comparative
than as a temporal conjunction in the corpus.

,~::i

,~Nl 1J'?Y ,~::i, 'as it is said of us' (13]25.5 r.33). Very rare in both BH and the letters.
The arch-bibliciser sarira Ga'on uses it.

RH origin:
-ill ,~::i

tl~Y UnJN U'illYill ,~::i 'as we did with them' (12.338 m.8); 1J11~?ill ,~::i 'as they taught
us' (I3J25.l0 r.21). A straightforward RH conjunction that is quite common in the
corpus.56
,:in 1111N 11"1Nip:i :,,:,ill m~::i 'as he was when you named him I:Iaver' (13J26.23 r.17).
Only attested in salomo ben yahuda's writings, other letters use-ill ,~:i.
1:11l'1iill rw::i :ii,::i:, tl'ip:,1;, u~~ tl'?N1ill UN1 'and we are requesting from him that
he forward the letter as we ordered him to' (8]20 .1 r.11). It is only used as a general
conjunction of comparison in this example from a letter by Natan ben 'Avraham;
usually its main role in the letters is to introduce biblical quotations.
:J1[1"1]::>ill Nip~:> 'as is written in the Bible: .. .' (18J4.4 r.31). It is used to indicate
quotations from the Hebrew Bible.

1?'N::l

1J'l'Y 1lJ 1?'N::>1 'and it is if he is before our eyes' (Misc. 35.4 leaf 2 v.8).

Others:
53

Maman pp. 256-257.

54

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 223.
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5

5Maman p. 256; it is attested in Nahawendi'sLaws, §30, 75b.

6rhe list of RH comparative conjunctions is in Fernandez, pp. 198-199.
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01':'117.j? '::l 11.:l::l 31,1,:1, 'to inform that as from today(?)'

(13Jl6.24 r.13). It is difficult
to sort out the syntax of this sentence.,::, ,I.:):, is attested in contemporary Karaite
writings as a comparative conjunction, and so it is included here.57
m-ti::J iwN ,I.:):, ,Jn'J:1 'he has left us as he created us' (13J9.2 r.41). It is only used by

salomo ben yahuda and again reflects a biblicising tendency in his writings.
Unsurprisingly, given its biblical components, it is also attested in the literary
productions of the Karaites, e.g., in the W'imo[ of Toviyya ben Mose. 58

The concessive conjunction
The concessive conjunctions attested are:
BH origin:

'though, brothers, you may have
forgotten us [... ] we have not forgotten you' (13J25.5 r.2); ,:,,131 t:l'::Jl1::ll.:l ii131J CN1
c::,un::,w N? 1JnJN umN cr,n::,w [ ... ] 1J'nN Cl1N CN

'and though letters to him are lacking' (13J26.3 r.8). BH attests the use of the
conditional CN as a concessive conjunction, e.g., Numbers 22:18; Job 9:15. It is a
construction widely employed in the letters, perhaps its frequent use is aided by
the influence of the Arabic concessive wa'in. 59
RH origin:

Both forms of the conjunction are attested in the letters, written as one
word, n'!J::J:1i0 '!:l?31!:lN1 'and although he promised' (8.3 r.14), and as several, ?31 l']N1

-iO '!:l?31!:lN/-iO '!:l ?31 l']N

,,,x

'11'X 11.:l31
'J'NiO '!:l 'and although you need no admonition from me' (13J20.9
r.7). Both Yosiyyahu Ga'on (13}26.16 r.11) and Na!an ben 'Avraham (8.3 r.14) write
it as one word; most others, including sarira Ga'on, 'E~anan ben samarya and
Yisra' el Hakkohen Ga' on write it as separate words.
1?'!:lN

inN en, i::,::,::J 1?'!:lN C?'::JiO:J 1;,;,p;, n'itJ[:1 N?]i

'and the community didn't go to any

trouble on their behalf: not even as far as a single loaf of bread' (13Jl4.20 r.8).
Others:
1J1::JT31 N? 1'1.:lni [ .•• ] imrp;, m,xw '!:l? l']N1 'and despite the fact that trouble

surrounded us[ ... ] his mercies didn't forsake us' (12.146 r.4). An unusual variant of
of an unknown Babylonian ga'on,
although it possibly also occurs in ]'!:l? !')N1 (Misc. 35.49 r.13) where unfortunately

-iO '!:l ?31 l']N that is only attested in this letter

the text is damaged. 60

57

Maman p. 257, where it is explained as equivalent in meaning to -iL' cw:,.

58

Maman p. 258.

59

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 225 points to the use oft::111<:i in the poetryofibn Ghayyat of Spain as an example
of Arabic-influenced Hebrew.
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°Rashi uses this concessive conjunction in his commentary on Song of Songs 1:13.

The adver sative conjun ction
The adversative conjunc tions attested are:
BH origin:
i;,pill'1 17':lN' iillN7 ,::, 1:::,.71 1'J'Y ,,;, N7 'he only had eyes and heart
for what could

feed him and give him drink' (13]9.2 r.32). As in BH, ,::, may be adversative after
a
negative. It is rare in the letters and is found mainly in salomo ben Yahuda and
sarira Ga'on, two of the more biblicising authors in the corpus.
7:::iN

C71Y;"l 'J:::i 1111:::i ::ii;,,~ 7:::iN [ ... ] 7N1~ill '~ill 'my name is samu' el [... ]
but it is Mawhu b

among the world at large' (12.347 r.28).
ON ':::l

,,~n,:::i 07:,7::,, CN ,::, 1'Ni' J'1N :::,.,ry, [N7] t:l';"17N 'God v.rill not abando
n those who fear

him, on the contrar y he will suppor t them in his mercy' (12.347 r.28). CN ,:, is
commo n as an exceptive adverb in the letters but may also be found, as here,
introdu cing an adversative clause.

RH origin:
N7N

,m, 'JinNri 7N 'don't delay me any longer but act for the
honour of heaven ' (10]9.13 r.16). Llke CN ,:, it is more usual as an adverb.
C'~ill 11::i:, ii:::iy::i ;"lillY N7N

C'7N1ill 1JNill N7N 11Y N71 'and, moreover, we are request ing' (12.44
v.3). It is only
found in this phrase, -ill N7N 11Y N71, which is also attested in a letter from Palermo
,

24.6r.50.
Others:
,:, 1N

1:!l!)n 17 J'11illY71 11:::,.:,7 ,:, 1N Yi ;,~,N~ 17 millY ,r,7:::,.1 'and not to do
him any evil but

instead to treat him honour ably and do as he wills' (20.114 r.43). It occurs
frequen tly in this letter where it is used, in the manne r of BH ':::l, as an adversa
tive
after a negative main clause.

The condit ional conjun ction
The conditi onal conjunc tions attested are:
BH origin:
un,,::,;, ,m,,::,;,7 ;,xir, CN 'if you want to force us, force us!' (10J9.25
m.2); :ix,, CN1
'1:i.'!) itJill 17 :::,.r,:,,, i'rn~;, 'and if the one who returns it desires, let

a deed of
compen sation be drawn up for him' (10]12.25 r.11); ... Nip~;,~ i:n illp:::iN CN1
1:"INX~N 'and if I look for someth ing from the Bible .. .! find it' (13]11.2
r.12). The BH
realis conditional conjun ction is widesp read in the letters.
'717

m~N '1'1";"1 [.•.] C'illJN 1N:l1 '1W 'l;)n, '7171 'and were it not for the mercies of the
Almighty, that men came [... ] I would have died' (12.347 r.20). The other BH

50

spelling, l:\?1?, is also attested, for instance in a letter ofNa1;temya Ga'on (16.6 r.7),
in sarira Ga' on (Gil (1997) no. 28=AIU VII E23 §4 line 10) and in an early letter of
salomo hen yahuda (12.14 r.11); later letters by him use '?1?, as do writers from
North Africa and Palestine . It seems that only the Babylon ians regularly employ
the spelling with 'alef
1?

'I'1!:ll7 ,.n,1::,, 1?1 'and if I could, I would have flown' (13Jl6.14 v.4); ui':JN? 'm;i.;, ,,1
fo
1.n'Ni~, '!:lO::l :i1, 'and were I to have told,pf the great longing I had to see him'
(12.338 r.10). Only a letter attribute d to 'Ovadya the Proselyt e attests the rare BH
spelling N?, attested as a vocalise d form, N?. (12.732 r.8). 61
c1U,,' /N\f\;;...r_

RH origin:
1?'N

i.n?N? ;,:iitzm;, :im:, 137? 'n' ;,,;, 131,;i.;, 1?'1:\ 'if it had r;;,.ch.J>i~ he (may he live forever)
would have written a reply instantly ' (10J9.25 r.5); iJN1.n~ 1mN 1:l[1]N 'J:l 1Ni 1'N 'and
1

had someon e seen him [instead] grieving ' (13J23.l l r.25). The RH irrealis
conjunc tion is common in the letters and is also found written defective ly 1?1:\
(13J23.l l r.25).
'?1?'1:\

r::il;,:, 'J1?Ntzl '?1?'1:\1 'and had everyone asked me' (13Jl6.l 7 r.34). It is not widely
used

when compare d with 1?'N.
-tzl '?1?'N

'' .n,:,r;,tz., '?1?'N1 'and if you hadn't mention ed to me' (Gil (1983) no. 330=Bodl MS
Heb d 65.4 r .11). Again, the conjunc tion is not widely used.

Others:
-tzl '?1?

,::,

,,,,

'.ni::io ::m:,;, ?'!:l[:,'] N?tzl '?1?[1] 'and were it not that it would double [the length of]
the letter, I would tell [you]' (13J20.13 r.12). It is a composi te conjunc tion formed

from element s of RH -tzl '?17'1:\ and BH '?1?; it is also attested in a letter of
Yosiyyahu Ga'on, 10J32.8 r.3. 62
'.n:111:, t')?n '11";'1 ;,1,,n 'JN ,:, '?1?1 'and were I not ill I would have different writing'
(13J20.18 v.5). This construc tion is not widely attested in the corpus, but is found

in the letters of two Karaites, as might be expected from its use of the biblical
element, :,, the Karaite Mana1;tem, r,n:i ,:ii;, ,:, '?171 'and if the matter were not
urgent' (13J9.9 r.14) and also Toviyya ben Mose (12.347 r.23).63

The final and consec utive conjun ction
The final conjunc tions mark adverbia l clauses and denote purpose . Consecu tive conjunc
mark result clauses. The two often share the same conjunc tions and construc tions in
and can be indisting uishable in both form and meaning . Those attested are:
61

This spelling attested in the ketiv of 2 Samuel. 18:12.

21:t is attested in Ibn 'Ezra's comment ary on Genesis 2:17, in the form -tzl
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63

Ibn 'Ezra also attests this conjuncti on in his comment ary on Joel 1:19.

,,,,.

tions

Hebrew

51

52
BH origin:

1:S11;)?

r:l':iio ,,,:i ,,,

pm, 'so that he may walk in the path of the good' (10}24.8 v.20);

:iin::iJ il77;)? 'so that we may write' (12.336 r.6); mnl7i 1;"1l7'iU ill?;)? 'that we may
inform him of our mind' (NS 169.11 r.4). It is frequently used in the letters,
particularly by the g' 'onim sarira, Na.b.emya and salomo ben yahuda, as an
alternative to the rabbinic-!JJ

,,:i. The biblical i!JJN 1l77;)?, though attested in other

areas of MH, is not found in the corpus. 64
;"l'?N t:l'N::l;"I 1j:''T' N? ill?;)? 'so that they will not harm those who come to it' (13}11.5
r.13); :,Jn::ltJJ11 N? ill?;)? 'so that they be not forgotten' (10}24.8 v.20). It is simply the
negative of llll:J?.

1:l

!1NT:i fiN:i ?N t:l!JJ?;)

,,,,,.i,r, 1:l 'lest they roll onwards from there to this land' (NS

321.2 r.4).
,r,,:i,

,~n:i m,,,:,, imN n'J!1 ,r,,:i, 'so that she doesn't let him hop about in the
courtyard' (13}20.3 r.14). AB a conjunction it is rare in BH, only attested in Exodus
20:20 and 2 Samuel 14:14 with the prefix conjugation. Similarly, in the letters it
only occurs here as a conjunction marking a finite clause, usually it functions to
introduce an infinitival clause.
,:ip:,

'J:l? :,:,i, ,,

:,,:,r, i1::lll:l? 'so that you may be a mouthpiece for me before the

community' (Gil (1983) no. 212=ENA 4020.48 r.31). Very rare in both BH, e.g.,
Exodus 20:16; 2 Samuel 14:20 and 17:14 only, and in the corpus.
RH origin:

U'nN?;) 1nN ?ll n,,o:,, N?!JJ :,,:ir, ?ll :,?;)tJJ 11::i, :i,o '11lli :,.r,,:,i 'and I was minded to go
there on condition that it wouldn't bother any of my brothers' (13}25.10 r.27). 65
Neither this common RH composite construction nor the following one occur
widely in the letters; preference is given to the more concise conjunctions '1::l and
ill?;)?.
-r.JJ l'1J7;)

-!J)

'1::l

?31 I -r.JJ p 11J7;) ?ll t:11'::l 1J1i'Tn'!JJ ?:l il;)T 1ll 111;)7;):, 1J11' l'\? t:IN!JJ p 11JI;) ?ll 'on condition that if
the money weren't handed over at such-and-such a time then they would return
us into their charge' (10}27.8 r.10).
110.:i::i:, 11'::l:l in?;)? 1S7111JW '1::l 'so that we may meet t~morrow at the synagogue'
(8}22.7 r.10); t:l:1'?l'\ :ii.r,:,~w '1:1 'so that I can write to them' (13}25.5 r.22). It is a
very common conjunction in the corpus, though less well-used by the biblicising

64

For instance, Rambam employs iilll'\ pi?.)?, in his commentary on Genesis 6:9. Whereas the connection of
iiV~with the relative construction is so dominant in the letters that it causes iili~ to lose almost completely
any connection with other meanings, such as causality or purpose, that it once had in BH. Consequently,
we rarely find iW~ functioning in composite conjunctions, having been replaced with -W and, slightly more
surprisingly, biblical '::l.
65

"J.!1 is written with the unusual spelling ;·pJr, in this example.

53
sarira Ga' on.
;"IJTJJ?:):"l n:i.nTJJn N?TJJ 'i:::l 'so that the Misna isn't forgotten' (13J25.5 r.23); ,,o.n N?TJJ '1:::l
U'J':l?:) :i:mN:i 'so that love does not depart from among us' (16.6 r.9).
-TJJ

U'J111t:,. '?37 :,in'TJJ 'that our ga'on should be angry at me' (13J20.18 m.l). The simple
construction with -TJJ is not frequently attested in the letters perhaps because of the
fact that -TJJ can be a relativizer, a causal and a consecutive conjunction, and
therefore it can be ambiguous at times.

N?TJJ

c:im?NW:l 1"37?

m,, :,,:,

N?TJJ 'so that there wasn't time to study your questions'

(16.62 r.16).
N?:)TJJ

,,:i,x:, ?37 1J'l?:)'N 037?:)1.!'l N?:)TJJ N1'11J 'feared lest his hold over the public lessens' (Gil
(1983) no. 368=ENA 3765.6 r.10).

Others:
:l1TJJNTJJ 137?:)? 'so that I can return' (13Jl6.16 r.18). This variant on BH 1TJJN 137?:)? is the
only example and occurs in a letter of a scribe called Mose.66
,:i, !:l'JJ?T:"l 1?:) iVJ?:lNTJJ ii:iy:i 'so that I could seek something from the elders' (Gil
(1983( no. 294=Gottheil-Worr ell 31 r.25). Toviyya ben Mose uses this variant on BH
1TJJN 11:137::l.
-TJJ 11::J.37

1n !:1:::l?XN c:,1, :"l':"l'TJJ 11::lY 'so that they would obtain grace on your behalf' (13Jl9.15
r.24). It is very rare, only being employed, albeit twice, in this letter from Asqelon.

?:!?

:"IJ?1!:l1 ?1TJJ:::l?:)? ':"IJ'l ?:l? 'that she not be [grounds for] remorse or qualm of
conscience' (lOJll.30 r.9); 1'nN J'l?nJ?:) m:i:,.1, TJl'N:"l ,rm~
?::l? 'so that that man

,:i,,

will not be able to take from his brother's share' (10Jl4.l r.8). These are the only
examples of?J? plus a finite verb, formed by analogy with its use in final infinitive
clauses.

The temporal conjunction
The temporal conjunctions attested are:

BH origin:
:"l??:)1 'JJ?T 1N11TJJN:::l1 'and when the elders of Ramie saw' (16.261 r.25).

ptzm, ?N NJ 1TJJN 137 'until he came to Damascus' (lOJl0.9 r.3).
,,:ir:, 1!.Zi'llt '1nN 'after he mentioned' (lOJl leaf 2 v.9). This occurs in letters by sarira
and his son Hayya only.
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-iL' 1:171.J? is found elsewhere in MH, Ibn 'Ezra attests the conjunction in his commentary on Leviticus 26:9
and it occurs in the late Midras,MidrasTehill im 119.
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cii.,

:"\ON' cii., 'before he died' (12.99 v.11). This is the only example of the conjunction

before a finite verb.
cii.,::i

1?N

010:J 'before I go'

c,o:i is

(12.217 r.25). Also attested at 13}26.13 r.27. Neither

cii.,

or

common in the letters.

N1::lN1 1:lill:1 11T:s7' i:s7 'until God helps

me and I come back' (13J20.9 r.18). W with the
finite verb is attested frequently in the letters.
'until I die' (18J4.20 r.16). This archaic form only occurs here.

'1:s7

rm~N 'W

N? 1:s7

ill~ill :1N::l N? 1:s7 'before the

setting of the sun' (10]14.8 v.14). It is a construction
used three times by salomo ben yahuda.

,::, 1:s7

1~ :1011!:l :1?TN ,::, 1:s7 'until the last coin is gone from the pocket' (8J2.l v.4). This
is a rare biblical construction, Genesis 49:10.

-ill 1:s7

1J7 11::lnJill 1:s7 'until it became

o,::,:,

clear to us' (10J9.25 r.4). Originally a LBH
construction, it is often found in the letters; salomo ben yahuda, however, is
exceptional in not employing it, preferring the more characteristically biblical 1:s7
1illN.
1J::l in::i 1illN 01'~

'ever since the day he chose us' (13J9.2 r.40). Itis only attested

here.
TN~

c:::,,111::iN 1ill'in:, TN~

'ever since our forefathers became silent' (10]1 r.17). It is rarely

attested.
r,:s;~

:,::i,,~:, :,1;,,nr,:, N::l r,:s;~ 'from the moment he came, the dispute began' (13J23.l

r.26). It is a rare expression in BH, r,:s;~ is only employed before the indicative in
Daniel 12:11; it is used three times in the letters: by the conservatives Natan ben
'Avraham and salomo ben yahuda, as well as Hillel the lepers' representative from
Tiberias.

RH origin:
-ill inN

'after I circumcised the flesh of my foreskin' (12.732 r.1). It is
only used twice in the letters.

-ill:i

:,;:i,r,::,1 ;'li1P'ill iJ? ii:l!1Jill:l1 'and when its lying and falsehood

became clear to us'
(1OJ247. 7 r .4). Although in general it is a common conjunction, it is extremely rare
in the letters of saiomo ben yahuda who prefers the biblical temporal
conjunctions.

-w::,1;,

:1T 1J::ir,:i 737 111;):s7!1ill:l? 'when you read this letter

'!171:s7 1ill::l '!1?~Jill inN

of ours' (16.95 leaf 1 v.12). This
rabbinic construction is only found here, in a letter of the Babylonianga 'on sarira,
and in 10]14.8 v.15.
:,7)JiZl 11':l 'as

soon as it is revealed' (10J24.3 r.17).

-i/J

,m,r.i

-i/)

;"!31i/J:J

'1:-ti:) U'il131i/J ,n~r.i 'after we've done what was suitable' (13Jl6.l 7 r.18). It is attested
only three times in the letters.
11!:l' -i ~1:l'ilJ ;,31w:::i 'when rav Yafe! comes' (13Jl6.l 7 r.8).
'7 CJ11Ji/J in~, 'after he gave them to me' (10Jl4.19 r.13). Used twice in this letter, it
is also attested in 13Jl4.20 r.6.

-i/J

17;1r:::i

l'il1131 l'~i/J 1r.ir:i 'and while no one did' (28.24 r.56). Only used twice in the letters.

-i/J

1r.ir ',:)

,,:ix;, 'J1Xi:::i j.'1031 'J~i/J 1r.ir 7:)1 'and all the time that I am occupied with public
duties' (20.141 r.40).

Others:

131r.ltv itv~ 11311 'and when they heard' (13J23.19 r.8). It is used only here, by salomo
ben yahuda; it is a biblicised form of -tv 1131, which is attested in RH, e.g., M. 'Orla
1:2.
;,31tv;, 17 ;,11;131 itv~ r,31:::i 'at the time that he succeeded' (13J23.19 r.19). This

constructio n is onlyused bysalomo hen yahuda.
;"!31tv 17 ;,,1;131 ':) 1131:l 'when he succeeded' (10Jl4.8 v.23). It is only attested here, in a

letter of sa1omo hen yahuda.
1J:l11:) .r,31;,1 'and when we wrote' (18J4.5 m.2). The MH of Mose ibn 'Ezra attests the
same use of 1131;, with the sense of 1131:l. 67 The use of all the temporal conjunction s
attesting1131 as an element may owe something to the fact that the most common
Arabic temporal conjunction is the similar 'frj, 'when'.
-i/)

11317

1131:J

7'07'0'lV 11317 'and when he moves' (20.94 r.17). It is only attested here, in a letter
from Tiberias.
t:i'ixr.ir.i '11~:ll' 1131:l 'when I set out from Egypt' (13J20.13 r.8). It occurs several times
in the letters, although not used by saiomo hen Yahuda who attests many other
permutatio ns of m1.
rn:::in;,', 17~tv 1131:l 'when I shall go to hide myself' (13Jl6.I8 r.16). It occurs twice in
the letters.

itv~ .r,31;, 131

n'o:::i;, ii/J~ 1131;, 131 'until the time that he promised' (13J9.2 r.42). This is the only
example, from a letter of Shlomo hen Yehuda.
:::!111:)~ 1~ ~,:::it-ttv 1r.ir 131 'until the time that I come or write' (12.239 r.11).
;,:::iitzm ~:::i ~,tv ,,n~, 'and after no reply came' (10J32.8 r.4). It is only attested here.
uii!:lJilJ C1'r.l 'from the day that we were separated' (8J21.6 r.8)
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!:ll'i:l

l'i:>Ci:l lnJ l':.11'1:l 'from the day that his uncles died' (13J23.l r.25).
Only saiom o ben
Yahud a uses this constr uction .
w~,:i C:17 iPlllliZl 'J!:)7 'befor e you straig hten things out with the
Head' (Misc.35.43
leaf 1 v.15). This is the only examp le.

iwN ,,nNi:l

'.::lll::li:l 11'7 1N.::l iwN 'inNi:l 'after my letters came into his posse
ssion' (13Jl4.8 r.11).
It is only used by sa}om o ben yahud a.

,,nNi:l

.::ir,::i:, 'n.::i.n::i ,,nNi:l 'after I wrote the letter' (Gil (1983) no. 130=M
osseri Ia4 r.7). It is
only used by salom o ben yahud a who attests a numb er of other
simila rly asynd etic
constr uction s.

-::i

l')CN';'17 111:17 :,:17:,.::,1 'and when his time came to die' (10J27. 7 r.10);
1:171'::l 'when they
knew' (12.99 r.5). The use of::i on the finite verb as a tempo ral
conju nction is a
payJ:annic constr uction which is found in Sa'ady a's langua ge
as well as other
medie val writers.68 It is not a partic ularly well-a ttested constr
uction in the corpu s,
howev er.

-ill 11:17

u,.::i::iJ i::irw 11:171 'and while our honou r remem bered
' (10J24.l leaf 3 r.6).

iiZlN 11:17.::l

,.n::i:, 7:>J iwN 11:17.::l 'when the wall fell' (NS Jl 72 r.15). It is only
used by salom o ben
Yahud a.

1:11'7 iiZlN 1:17

1,,,., 1:11'7 iwN 1:17 'until they come of age' (20.178 r.19). It is
only atteste d here in a
letter of sa1omo ben yahud a.

The range of tempo ral conju nction s is impre ssive, partic ularly
the numb er of medie val
constr uction s atteste d. salom o ben yahud a provid es a signif
icant propo rtion from his letters ,
especi ally of conju nction s involving 11:17, as can be seen from
the examp les.

The copulative and disjunctive conjunction
BH origin:

_,

1N

ll17Ci:l 1i:liZlJ1 '.::l~;i fiN ,.::i,,n:, iwN 'who have laid waste the land
of Israel and left
the highw ays desert ed' (13J9.2 r.8). This is, of course , univer
sally atteste d, as are
the following conjun ctions .
t:l"n t:l'i:l Ui:li:l .::i,~w, 1N 'or to draw from it living water ' (lOJll
.29 r.17).

u,

N7 ONl :lilt' r:JN
(13]16.14 r.23).

:171U N71 'and it isn't know n to us if he is return ing or not'

t:i'iZlj:' t:l"Jl'l c:,.::i .::im::i l')N 'also hard condi tions are writte n in
them' (13Jl3.28 r.20).
rm.ni:l '7::lj:'i:l:l ':l !'JN 'and
v.14).
68
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RH Origin:
-'tll

1N

i:11:, li'1'1''tll 1N 111'W 1N 1'17 'to judge either to give them or set the matter in order'
(ENA 4010.5 v.8). It is found only rarely in the letters.

Nearly all common BH conjunc tions are attested in the letters, though we also find many
uncomm on ones. Most RH conjunct ions are represen ted in the corpus as well, although
in
differing numbers . There are a few surprisin g omission s, most notably of the common
compou nd biblical conjunc tions employing1WN as an element, i.e., 1WN TY' and 1WN
13.'~7. In
addition , 1WN features less often in the coinages and MH conjunct ions; we do not find
1WN 'J!:l~
for instance but we find -'tll 'J!:l~ and ,:., 'J~~- With -'tll and ,:., the fact that both of them served
as
complem entizer and causal conjunc tion (among other roles), seems to have led to their
often
having been welded with other elements to create conjunct ive compou nds, such as -'tll
,~:.,, 13.''
-'tll, -'tll '717, ,:., 13.'~7, ,:., '717 and ';J '~ 73.1 l')N. The particula r associat ion
of':., with the notion of
causality led to its prepond erance in causal compou nds. Though 1'tllN, in Biblical Hebrew,
can
also function as a complem entizer as well as a causal conjunc tion, it is seconda ry to its
principa l
role as relativizer, a fact that is recogniz ed by the lack of a conjunct ive role for the indepen
dent
form ofiWN in post-bib lical Hebrew, and therefor e to its relative scarcity in conjunct ive
compou nds. 69
Certain writers in the geniza may be singled out for their own particula r preferen ces in
the field
of conjunc tions. salomo ben Yahuda shares with the Babylon ian ga'on sarira a taste for
the BH
conjunc tion 13.'~7 over the RH -'tll ,,:., and they both continue to employ the biblical adversat
ive
,:.,. However, the eclectici sm of the geniza letters' languag e is also shown by the fact that
a great
variety of medieva l tempora l conjunct ions turn up in salomo ben yahuda' s writings and
that
sarira is one of only a few writers to use the RH conjunc tion -w:.,7. Though some may
seem to
avoid RH or MH in their letters, there are none who subsist entirely on the limited set
of BH
conjunct ions. The average letter-wr iter shows a fair proporti on of rabbinic conjunct ions,
particula rly those denoting conditio n or purpose , or of medieva l conjunct ions, which
mainly
denote tempora lity or causality. If we look at other, less significant, writers from the geniza,
we
can see this mixture. samu' el ben Mose of Tyre is represen ted by four letters in the geniza,
and is
a good example of the averagel y literate letter-writer.7° For conjunc tions, he of course
attests -1
for coordina tion, !:l:i for inclusio n and CN for the realis conditio nal: these BH conjunct
ions have
no post-bib lical replacem ents. The other biblical conjunc tions attested are':., for the causal,
iWN:.; for the tempora l, 7:IN for the adversative, '717 for the irrealis conditio nal and Cl'\ for
the
concessive. The rabbinic conjunc tions are -'tll ,,:., and -'tll final, -w:., and -tJJ inN~ tempora
l, N7N
adversat ive and -'tll '!:l"i causal. In this, samu'el ben Mose's languag e is by no means unique,
it is
characte ristic of much MH in employi ng biblical and rabbinic construc tions side by side,
even
where the roles overlap, as in,:., and -'tll '!:l?, which two are the common est causal conjunc
tions

6

9Maman pp. 255-258 shows the large number of conjuncti ons in use by the Karaites that
employ ':::l as an
element, they outnumb er those which use ,w~ by a considera ble margin.
7

°:rhese letters are 13J26.13, l3Jl8.l and 10]12.25 (these two fragments comprisi ng a single
letter), 13J22.25,
and Mosseri II 181 (=L.183).

in the letters. 71Additionally, we can see that no Medieval Hebrew coinages are present in the
letters of samu' el ben Mose. As the above lists show, many medieval conjunctions are attested in
the geniza letters, but often in isolated instances and never more than in small numbers.72 The
Babylonian ft 'onim in particular employ very few medieval conjunctions, a fact that is also true
of Sa' adya' s writings.73 The writers of the Palestinian y3 siva employ more, as can be seen in
Na!an ben 'Avraham's letters or those of sa1omo ben yahuda, but do not match the prose writers
of Spain, such as lbn 'Ezra, for the greatest variety of medieval conjunctions.

The preposition s
The following BH prepositions are attested in the letters:
,,n~

,n~ 1PT ,,n~ 'after a certain elder' (13J26.13 r.19)

?~

'0~'7;)1 l;,:,p 1J'n~ ?~ 'to our brothers, the community of Dumyaf (13J26.16 v.l)

,i,~

i::m:, '?~ ,:in:., n?;)).7;) 'the purpose of my letter to the I:Iaver' (13Jl8.l r.12). This form
with the archaic yod ending is employed very occasionally in our texts, in each case
it stands before the name of the letter's recipient: 111::i:::i ,i,~ '::ln:::i y,,.:,i, 'for my
letter to reach your honour' (10J9.14 r.19); ,,,, '?~ "::ln:::l?;) 'my letters to [my] friend'
(13Jl3.28 r.2). Rather like 'J!:i??;), its use was probably regarded as more formal and
polite than?~ alone.

?lt~

1J?lt~

n~

1'01ill n~ 11;,:,n:,1, 'to get along with policemen' (10Jl2.17 r.18). The use of n~ to
mean 'with', a BH preposition, is rare thoughn~ is well-attested as the direct
object marker.

-::i

:,i,,,,. :,ix::i ?~1ill'

c,,:, ?:::l 1::lil/'1 'and they sat all day with us' (8J20.l v.1)

r,~ 'J::l 'the people oflsrael are in great straits' (13J26.16 r.15)

1!:iO p~::i 'without a letter' (13Jl3.14 r.12)
1117:)n i,i,,.::i 'on account of his son' (13Jl6.20 r.20)
1'::l

"n1'?:::) 'Jill p::i 'between my two kidneys' (6J3.21 r.9)

~?::l

~'On ~l;,::i 'without sin' (12.17 r.4)

'?::l

t:l'1lt7;) '?J 'without distress' (8.3 r.l)

-,~i,::i
'n?:::i

1137?::l 11::t 1'~1 'and there is no rock apart from him' (lOJll.29 r.10)
m,1:itJ 'n?::i 'without purity' (10J24.3 r.4)
?~iill' I;,:, 1Y::l1 t:l:::l1Y::l 'on your behalf and on behalf of all Israel' (24.43 r.8).
Although it can have various meanings in BH, such as 'through' or 'behind', in the
letters it always means 'on behalf of'.

7

1,Avraham bar I;Iiyya of Barcelona is a good example of this style of Medieval Hebrew attested outside
geniza documents; Saenz-Badillos (1993) pp. 251-253. He employs both -1JJ and '::l as well as c~ '::land ~?K
Despite the calls for 'purity' in language (which, anyway, for the most part were directed at poetic language)
MH often appears to have been a succesful hybrid of biblical and post-biblical constructions and
vocabulary.
72

For instance '::l 1im1? is one of the better attested MH conjunctions in the letters, but is only found four
times in our corpus, mostly in saiomo ben Y"huda's correspondence ; '::l '.l!:i~ is only found once.
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1'MN !1:J1J

,,::i:11:::i, 'and on account of your brother's generous donation' (16.18 r.9)

1:11,r.i:i 1111::i 'in the middle of the festival' (24.43 r.10)
,,xn :1J'1i.l:1 ri,,r::i 'in somewhere different from the city of f.[~or'(13Jl6.18 r.17).
Both forms '!1?1T and r,1,ir are attested in letters of Shlomo ben Yehuda: 'J1?:l '!1?1T
'apart from someone' (13J31.7 r.22) and!1NT r,i,,r 'apart from this' (10J27.2 r.10).
:1J11nN:i !1NT '!1?1T 'apart from this last one' (13J15.l r.20)
:1J'1i.l? r,n 'outside the city' (18J3.9 r.31). It is also attested in the form li.l r,n, rin
:1Ti.l 'apart from this' (13J20.18 r.14).
f1N? :ix,n 0'1Xi.l 'Egypt is outside the land' (8J2.2 v.14)
111:l'ON c,m 'and before his death' (10J27.7 r.10)
ion imiZi:11 131' 'on account of his acts of kindness' (18J4.26 r.27). l:ll'is only attested
here in the letters as a preposition (though with a conjunctive role, governing an
infinitival causal clause); it is slightly more common as a conjunction before finite
verbs.
-::i

l:l'J1N:i.:i :,.;iJr.i::i 'according to the custom of the g''onim' (13J26.16 r.16)
90::i;i !1:l'1X ir.i::i 'like the refining of silver' (13J26.13 r.18)
:ir i:i.J::i :ir 'this one to that one' (Misc.35.4 leaf 5 r.8)
u,r.i:i. 1iZiN ?::l ?31::l 'according to all that he has done us' (12.16 v.18)

-,

1'?N 1J!1:l'O::l ':l::l 'like (=in proportion to) our longing for him' (13J31.l m.2)
,, l:l'11i.l 'thanking him' (8.3 r.7)
ipn l'N? 'without limit' (12.14 r.4)
1i.liZi 1:lli.l? 'for the sake of his name' (12.775 r.11)

1:i.J?

ci:i.r.i, 'before them' (12.17 r.14)
l:l'::l11:1 iZ/1::l'iZi ':l? 'because of the confusion of the roads' (10Jl2.22 r.4)
1J':1?N 'J:l? ??:l!1:1?1 'and to pray before our God' (10J32.8 v.2).
?N1i.liZi ::J.i m11N [...] mp' riNip, 'to the dear[ ... ] teacher samu'el' (10J9.14 r.l). It is a
common biblical construction that is surprisingly rare in the letters.

inNr.i

,,r.i:i. inNr.ii 'and after I finished' (12.273 v.17)

'1nNr.i

,,,nNi.l1 'and after him' (10J25.8 r.22)

j'Ni.l

::J.iZi1' 1'Ni.l 'without inhabitant' (16.18 r.14)

?XNi.l

1::J.:JJ:1 1pm ?XNi.l 'from the honoured elder' (13J26.3 r.14)

l"lNi.l

'' l"lNi.l 11::liZ/1 'and his reward will be from the Lord' (13Jl6.18 r.17)

p::ir.i

1i.l'J':Ji.l np?J 'there was taken from among them' (NS 92.33 r.5)

'?::J.i.l

p:io '?Ji.l1 'and without doubt' (8.3 r.13)

'1i.l

11131::J. r,31 '1i.l 'time to time' (lOJl leaf 2 v.7).

1,ir.i

'' 1,:,,;, ?1i.l 'facing the temple of the Lord' (13Jll.5 r.17)

1'i.l

UJ'PT 1'i.l u,::ip, 'and we accepted it from our elder' (13Jl3.l 7 r.8)

'J:l?r.l

C'J11N:1 1'11N '.'l!:l?i.l 'from before the Lord of Lords' (13Jl6.18 r.2)

,~?.) 1lr11'1!:l 'our separation from you' (8J20.l r.3)
c::,mni'\ '.l~ 'from your sister' (13Jll.4 v.l). Quite rare, 'J~is only used to denote the
sender of a letter, 1"1.l1:"1X 1.mp 'J~ 'from the community of Sahrajt' (10J22.7 m.l); '.l~
:"1'1~ill p lJnl;,11\ 'from 'Elbanan ben samarya' (Bodl MS Heb a 3.21 r.10); 1:::i;,111\ '.l~
'from his friend' (ENA 4009.4 r.6); this can be compared to the similar use of an
archaic form in ''11\ which is always employed to denote the addressee.74
c,p~;, :::l':::10~ 'around the place' (32.8 r.32)
c;,,,:11~ 'from upon them' (13Jl6.l 7 r.32)
'' Cl7~ ;,~''ill ir,i::,ill~ ;,,;,m 'and his full reward will be from the Lord' (13J33.12 r.17)
'.lj:'1'1:"1 '.l!:l~ 'on account of the money-order' (13Jl5.l r.19)

,x~

m::,,~;,

,x~ C'OJ1!:l1"1~ 'provided for by the kingdom' (13J26.16 r.14). It is only

attested in this letter.
111"1~

1:::11 111"1~ 'from out of something' (16.267 r.14)

r,nr,~

11illn;, '1' r,nr,~ 'under the hands of the "suspect'" (13J9.2 r.19)

1.lJ

,~,111\ 1.lJ 'in front of his porch' (18J4.l 7 r.10)

n::,.:i

1J'J!:l n::,J 'before our face' (13J25.5 r.7). This rare BH preposition is only found in the
letters of sarira Ga' on. Elsewhere, commoner forms such as 1.lJ are preferred.

1'111:::l':::lO

C'illJII\ 1'111:::l':::lO f:::lP 'he collected men around him' (16.261 r.19)

1:17

,~,ri

'1:17

,:in;, '1:17 'until (up to?) the }:Iaver' (10J22.7 r.22)
'1

1:171 'and until his end' (10Jl4.10 r.23)

,,:::i 1l7 'until there is not enough' (12.16 v.9). It is also found inn,, ,,:::i 1l7 'until

the moon is no more' (8J36.10 r.12). Both expressions are drawn directly from the
Bible, Malachi 3:10 and Psalms 72:7 respectively. ,,:::i 1l7 does not occur in any
other context.
1:17'.l:"1 mill!:lJI;, 1:17 'they have reached the limit' (13J9.2 r.31)
m,,, 1iZll7 ;,:11:::iw ini'\ 'after seventeen generations' (10]14.10 r.27)
u,,:11 ,n,,,m 'and bring us relief (13J26.16 r.17)

,,, ,:11

11:"111\ :ii ,~ '1' l;,:17 '1"1:::11"1::)1 'and I wrote by means of master and teacher 'Aharon'
(13J34.2 r.11) 75
1'1111111\ ,:11 'concerning you' (13J9.2 r.60)
:wi;, m11~tzm r,i:n l;,:17 'on account of the evil report' (13J31.8 r.6). This is the only
example.

Cl7

0'1.l Cl7 'with Muslims' (10J27.2 r.15)

.nm,

,:in .nnr, 'instead of }:Iaver' (13Jl5.l r.10)

7

4rheoretically, in 13Jl 1.4 or the Bodleian example, '.m could be the rare variant form of the preposition
with the l singular suffix, attested in BH as W~ or W2 (see GK I03i), with the name in apposition, i.e., 'from
me, 'Ell:J.anan'. However, since it is used before the name of a community and since letter writers often use
the third-person to speak of themselves, as in the ENA example, it is more likely that all occurrences are
examples of the poetic 17.l with 'yod compaginis' that we find in use with other prepositions in the letters.

5:It is a pregnant expression: 'I wrote and sent it by 'Aharon'.

7
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The following post-biblica l preposition s are attested:
,,,nN

,,,,nN imN il;)N' 'he says it behind my back' (I0J24.8 v.7)
:iN'i' ,r,1,::i::i [']without leaving' (NS 257.75 r.2), which is a biblicising preposition
formed from ,r,1,::i by analogy with BH ,,::i::i, e.g., Deuteronom y 4:42.
,,,::iw::i cmN n,wN N1, 'JN1 'and I won't send them for you' (13J20.25 r.16)
wi::i.n C1N r,il;):, 'like a bound man' (8J21.6 r.9). This use is rare since the usual form
without suffixes in the letters is 11;):l, e.g., iZiN 11;):l 'like fire' (10Jl4.8 v.7) or 11;):l
C'i'iZill:i 'like the rich' (NS 321.2 r.3).
mix, mpllX inN, 'after cries and distress' (13J26.13 r.17)

,,,

1,xN, N:liZi n,,w:,i 'and the emissary who came to your place' (13Jl6.l 7 r.8)
l'11ll'111;) ,,, 'beside declaration s' (13Jl5.l r.19)
1J'nN l'1iZi'J37' C11j?I;) 'before the heavy tax [was imposed] on our brothers' (13J26.16
r.13). It is only attested in this letter; 'J!:)1, and cio with temporal value are
employed elsewhere: 1!1!1'7.) 'J!:)1, 'before his death' (NS 308.122 r.28); c,,:, :'iT c,o,
'and before this day' (16.3 r.8).

t::i1iZil;)

1i1:, c,,w C1iZil;) 'because of the peaceful nature of the road' (13Jl6. l 7 r.4). The use
of this RH causal preposition is surprisingly rare; most other letters attest '!:l,.

ii:::ill

l:lNiZi1J ii::i.ll 'on behalf of their bearer' (13Jl 7.4 r.19). Also attested in 12.336 v.2 and
16.251 r.14, this medieval variant ofii::i:11::i is not used as often as w::i or ,,::1:11:::i in our
texts. It may be found in Spanish Hebrew, e.g., in the poetry of Dunas hen Labrat.76
m,Nw:, ':ll 1,:11 'beside the questions' (NS 308.122 v.21)
1!1N':l ciip 'before his arrival' (13Jl6.20 r.8). The RH preposition is also employed in
a letter from Qayrwan, :in:, ciip 'before the festival' (16.62 r.21) and in one of
S<>rira's 1l'1N'X' ciip 'before his departure' (10J25.8 v.23); as with-, l:l11j?I;),
elsewhere we find that 'J!:)1, and c,o are preferred for the same temporal meaning.

The majority of the post-biblica l preposition s are derived from RH and feature quite
infrequentl y in the letters. BH provides by far the greater part of the preposition al inventory,
allowing little room for either rabbinic or medieval preposition s to intrude. The post-biblica l
forms that are employed occur only sporadically and are used alongside their biblical
equivalents , rather than replacing any particular BH preposition . Occasionally we find variants
on BH forms such as ,1:::i:11 or ,r,1,:::i::i but they are not used widely. Common RH preposition s such
as t::1iZi1,/i::iiw,, i::liZi 1,37, t::iiZil;)/l:l1iZil;) and !17.)nl;) are found rarely if at all in the letters. At the same time,
we find that very few of the rarer BH preposition s occur in any number in the letters, examples
such as m::i., 1,37, n:::iJ, and 1,:17:, are all only attested by individual writers and even then are used on
just a few occasions.
The variant poetic forms of BH preposition s taking an additional finalyod, e.g., ''N, '.ll;) and 'ill,
are an exception, being found across many different letters. In the case of,1,N and 'JI;), their
function is epistolary, i.e., to introduce the sender and to address the recipient of a letter, and
their forms are an inalienable part of the phrase in which they appear (like the similar epistolary
76

Saenz-Badill os (1993) p. 229. It is used instead of11::!:li::! to fulfil metrical requirements .
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express ions involvi ng the rarer demons trative pronou ns).''~ or '.mare not
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attested outside the

context of these epistola ry idioms.

Suffix es of the prepo sition
The preposi tions 1:11::i, -7, t'J:11, ,:irn,-.::,,, ,,::i:11[:i], ;;,.J[1,], ri,n, r,~, J'1~1'.l and ,,::iw::i
talce the singula r
suffixes:
Singula r

1
2m

Plural
'' (l3Jl6.I 8 r.16)
1::i (12.851 r.6)

1Jl'.l:II (10J32.8 r.11)

,,,::iw::i (13J9.9 r.10)

c:,1, (NS 308.122 v.26)

10'i:11::l (AS 145.61 r.10)
il'.l, (Misc. 35.40 r.5)

t'J;'ll'.l:11 (Misc. 35.11 r.19)
11'.l' (12.256 r.13)

;'11, (13Jl6.2 4 r.16)

10::i (16.275 r.6)

c:::i;:11::i (Misc. 36.140 r.33)

2f
3m

3f

The 2 mascul ine singula r is vocalise d as in BH,

:;i, (Gil (1997) no. 673=Bodl MS Heb c 13.20

v.22).
Despite the fact that the pronou n ;'11'.l;'l is employ ed in the letters, the preposi

tion with the
suffixes of the 3 plural ;'11'.l;'l- and :'IJ;'l-is only attested in a paraph rase of 2 Samuel
12:8: ;'11,~ ,:::i
;'11'.l;'l:::l1 ;"IJ;'l:::l;"l 'all these and as much more' (13Jll.5 r.3). The other poetic suffix
found in BH, 11'.l-, is
attested quite frequen tly in the letters, most commo nly it occurs on-,, i.e.,
il'.l,, but we also find
il'.l'':11 (l3Jl4.I 0 r.6) and 11'.l::l (13Jl3.21 r.8). In BH 11'.l' is employ ed commo nly
as an alternat ive of
t'J;'l' but may also represe nt the 3 mascul ine singula r as a pausal form. 77 In
the letters, it is
extreme ly rare for the singula r, onlyil'.l, 1J'1'Ji 'and it was given to him' (Misc.
35.40 r.5), and is
usually the plural, cm:,.~ J'1'iJ il'.l, ,,:::ir, 'to remem ber for them their fathers'
covena nt' (12.256
r.13).
The two forms of the 3 mascul ine singula r suffix are the commo n,_ and the
less commo n
1;'1[']-. The suffix i;,- is not found in BH as a preposi tional affix, but is a variant
suffix to be found
on final-wealc nouns, althoug h the additio n of -;"I- to bilitera l preposi tions
is attested in the 3
mascul ine plural in the BH prepositiont:J;'ll'.l:11, e.g., Deuter onomy 29:16. With
this precede nt and
with the wider use of the 1;'1- suffix on nouns, the letters occasio nally employ
the longer suffix. In
particu lar it is the preferr ed suffix in the letters of Yosef Hakkoh en ben salomo
Ga' on, i:il'.l':111 'and
with him' (13Jl6.24 r.15), 1;'11'.l':II (Gil (1993) no. 408=ULC Add 3347 r.18) and
1;'1JIJ 'from him'
(13Jl6.24 r.17), where it is also the main 3 mascul ine singula r suffix used on
nouns, e.g., 1;'l'j:'1:!l
'his righteo usness' (8Jl6.12 r.13). It is used less frequen tly by other writers,
but may still be found
occasio nally, e.g., in a letter from Tyre, 1;'1'i:IIJ 'on his behalf' (13J26.3 r.9),
and its use is extende d
even to preposi tions from trilitera l roots, 1;'1i1J:II 'for him' (Gil (1993) no. 376=UL
C Or 1080 J4 r.7).
The preposi tiorrw,: :i is attested with the suffix of the singula r noun, ,w,::i

'apart from him' (AS
145.350 r.10), althoug h the evidenc e of BH suggest s that it should talce the
plural suffixes,

77

Jotion §103f.
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The preposition-::i, with the exception of;,~;,:, and ;,J;,::i, mentioned above, takes the form ,~::i
or, from RH, m~::i before suffixes. The singular suffixes are added to either ,~::i or m~::i, 11~::i 'like
you' (16.18 r.14) and 1m~::iiZi 'that is like you' (20.173 r.45); ,:i,~::i 'like him' (NS 169.11 v.11) and
,m~::i 'like him' (12.775 r.11); :i,~::i 'like her' (12.80 r.17) and ;,,n,~:, 'like her' (I8J4.20 r.34); the 1
plural suffix is added to,~:,, m~::i 'like us' (28.24 r.69); the other plural suffixes are attested only
with m~::i, c::im~::i 'like you' (10J9.25 r.15); cm~::i 'like them' (10Jl2.22 r.18).
The preposition i~ is attested as follows:
Singular

Plural

1

'J~~ (NS 321.2 r.17)

2m

,~~

(8J20.l r.3)

u~~

(13J26.16 r.8)

c::i~ (10J9.25 r.15)

P'~ (10J9.14 r.19)
3m

u~~

(8J20.1 r.11)

c;,~ (13Jl4.10 r.28)

,:iJ~ (8Jl6.12 r.12)

3f

;,r~ (10J27.7 r.12)

Note the only 3 feminine singular form attested is ;"IJ'~ rather than BH ;"IJ~~- The 3 masculine
singular 1;,J~ is found in BH, as a poetic variant form, Psalms 68:24; it is only used in the letters by
Yosef hakkohen, who, as discussed above, frequently uses the ,:i- suffix. The RH 2 masculine
plural P'~ is only attested once; the RH preposition s ,J~,;, and ;,J~';"I do not occur in the corpus.
The preposition s ?37, 'J!j?, 'J!j?~, 7N, 137, rimN 737, r,nr,, inN, r,,::,,,::,,c, and ,,nN are attested with the
following suffixes of the plural noun:
Singular

Plural

1

'?37 (13Jl6.18 r.16)

U'm1,N 737 (13J33.12 r.13)

2m

1'r,nr, (12.80 r.10)

C::>'137 (13J23.13 r.23)

2f

1':?37 (Gil (1997) no. 673=Bodl MS Heb c 13.20 m.2)
1'?37 (I8J4.4 r.29)
1:l;"l'?N (13J20.18 r.25)

3m

1;"1'1:11 (10J22.7 r.9)
3f

;"1'?37 (13J22.25 r.18)

j;"1'?37 (16.275 r.6)

The 1 singular is sometimes written plenewith two yods, "?:11 (10J9.14 r.23); ,,,nN (10J24.8 r.17).
As with the suffixes of the singular we find a 3 masculine singular suffix in i;,-, also not attested
in BH. It is only used on the preposition 137: 1;"1'W (10J22.7 r.9; 13J26.3 r.8); but the biblical suffix,, may be found in use with this preposition too, 1'1:11 (12.44 v.6; 13J25.10 r.24).
The preposition p::,, isittested with the form p::,, before the ls suffix, 'J':l (20.173 r.47), and once
I
before the 3 masculine singular suffix, U':J.1 (13J20.25 r.7). The form 1'J'::l which is attested in BH
in the qereof Joshua 3:4 and 8:11 (and which Joilon describes as corrupt) is also found in a letter
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Perhaps the orthography is defective, i:, although this is not usually the case with saiomo ben Y::Jhuda
whose writing this is.

of samu'el ben I:Iofni, 1'J':l1 (12.99 v.13). 79 In the plural the letters attest both the forms 'J':l and
.1'1U':l before suffixes: 1J'J':l (13]20.25 r.7); U'.1'1U':::l (18]3.18 r.6). However, .1'11J':::l is only found before
the suffixes of the 1 plural and the 3 masculine plural poetic suffix, 17;)'J'11J':::l (13]16.24 r.2);
whereas '::l':l is used for all the remaining plural suffixes: !:l::l'J':l (8J2.4 r.8); !:l:1'J':l (13]18.1 r.20); it
is also found before the 3 masculine plural poetic suffix as well, 17.)'J':l?;) (NS 92.33 r.5). 80
In summary, there are three points that may be made about the morphology of the preposition
with suffixes. Firstly, the employmen t of the poetic biblical suffixes in 17;)- and '-is quite extensive
in the letters, although as an alternative to and not to the exclusion of the more usual forms.
Secondly, the 3 masculine singular 1:,- features as a suffix of the preposition, showing a levelling
between the forms of the suffixes of the verb, noun and preposition s to a more general, single,
paradigm of the pronomina l suffix. Lastly, the influence of RH morphology is only felt in certain
restricted areas, with the form of single lexical items such as -.1117;)::l or with very rare exceptions
such as the 2 masculine plural suffix on j::l'?;), rather than all-pervasive: the morphology of the
preposition in the letters remains essentially biblical.

The adverbs
The definition of an adverb can be quite broad and encompass a large number of different
semantic fields.81 Since the purpose of this study is to analyse the content of the letters rather
than to debate the different morphological categories of Hebrew, it will be assumed for the
moment that the adverb is any particle that is neither a preposition or a conjunction.82 Since this
obviously covers a great deal of words in a corpus of three-hund red texts, it is not the intention
to enumerate and describe every adverb but instead to draw out the principal adverbs of the
letters, to indicate their provenance and add any notes on their use.
Adverbs may be divided into three main categories of manner, time and direction.

Adverbs of manner
A sub-group of this category is the negative particles. The principal negatives attested in the
corpus are:

c:i, c,i:,,tvr.i c.n~ ,~, 'and you do not send them' (NS 308.122 v.17). This rare
biblical adverb, only attested in Job 22:30, occurs just once outside the common
rabbinic constructio n 1iZl!:l~ 'N, e.g., 01N?;)? 1iZl!JN '~1 'and it is impossible to reject'
(13]9.2 r.57).
7

9Jouon §103n.

8

°Comparing the situation in the letters with that in BH, we can see that it is almost identical: BH attests
C)'J'::l, e.g., Joshua 24:7, and c;·l'J'::l, e.g., Job 41:8, but doesn't attest c::,,mJ'::l orC;'1'!11J'::l; BH does however
employ1J'!11.l'::l, e.g., Joshua 22:34, which is used in the letters, alongside 1.l'J'::l, e.g., Joshua 22:27. The only
differences lie in the BH preposition C!11J'::l, e.g., Genesis 42:23, which is not found in the letters, and the
letters' use of the suffix 1i'.J' which, although a poetic biblical form, is not employed on this particular
preposition in the Hebrew Bible.
81
8

Payne p. 69.

2This is essentially the stand taken by Jotion Uotion §102), among others.
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'Ji'.ji'.j t:lN?:l.!'1 ?N 'do not hide them from me' (20.114 r.27)

m,,:i, ,,::i

1~,

.n,11:,l;i '7:l 'without saturating [?]' (AS 145.61 r.11). It is also used before a finite
verb, .nnrzm ?:l 'do not destroy' (13Jl6.14 v.14).
,:ii:,

rmv:11, ,:iu N? 'we shall not be able to do the thing' (13J20.25 r.9)

1N? t:lN 'if not' (13Jl6.l 7 r.23). 1~? is only found in the RH construct ion 1N? t:lK
.nnp, ?::l? 'not to take' (20.102 r.46). ?:l does not take prefixes in BH, and is a
medieval composite by analogyw ithN??.

'11?::l?

r,:,1, '.!'1?::l? 'not to go' (13J25.5 r.27)

N??

1?':171' N?? 'to no benefit' (13Jl6.17 r.35). Though rare in BH, N?? can be used to
negate a finite verb, e.g., 'J~p::i N?? 'without seeking me' Isaiah 65:1

N1?ill

1:171N? N1?ill 'so as not to harm him' (13Jl4.5 r.11). Only salomo ben yahuda
attests the use ofN?iL' as an adverb modifying an infinitive construct. He also
uses it in mip1, N1?ill 'that [I] do not name' (12.217 r.11) and ,,:,r;,1, N?ill 'that he
shouldn't mention' (20.181 r.29).

Of the remaining adverbs of manner, the more common in the corpus are:
;'l:l1;'1 'greatly' (13Jl 1.4 r.10)

This BH adverb is very common, but we also find the
adverbial use of the adjective :ii, also from BH, ,r,n,~ ::i,1
'and I have toiled much' (13Jl6.4 v.6).

:,1:,i'.j 'quickly' (13Jl4.10 r.6)

The letters always use BH :,i:,i'.j rather than LBH i:,i'.j::i.

1Ni'.j 'very' (lOJl0.22 r.7)

1Ni'.j is found in a number of different adverbial phrases, 1:17
1Ni'.j? (13Jl6.l 7 r.9); iNi'.j? (8J20.l m.4); iNi'.j iNi'.j (13J21.10 r.15);
iNi'.j i:17 1Ni'.j?1 (13J9.2 r.18).

i?.jin, 1,p 'how much more' (12.247 r.10)

The RH phrase is one of several rabbinic
formulae which occur in the letters, e.g., ,::i N:!l1':l 'equally'
(20.141 r.39) and :,i'.j:l1 :,i'.j:, .nnN ?:17 'how much the more'
(13J9.2 r.48). In general, much of the legalistic language of

the rabbinic sources is not attested in the letters because the
subject matter is less to do with questions of abstract law,
which we encounte r in responsa, than the more pressing
practical considera tions of the communi ties.
1,,:, 'total' (13J8.14 r.11)

An RH adverb, we also find 1,1;,:, with the prepositio n for the

same meaning, 1,1,:,::i 'in total' (13J33.2 r.20). 83

Adverbs of time

83

Fernandez p. 172.
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These are some of the more common temporal adverbs found in the corpus.

p '1n!'\ 'afterwards' (13Jl4.20 r.15) The BH adverb (e.g., I Samuel 10:5), is attested more often
than the equivalent RH form, 1:l inN 'afterwards' (I0J27.8
r. 7). Other similar composite adverbs with the same sense
are l"lNT 1,:, inN (12.17 r.21); p inN?.) (I3J8.I4 r.15); p in!'\'i
(I3Jl4.20 r.l). ·
1'?.)1'1 'always' (I3J8.l4 r.28)

The BH adverb, e.g., Proverbs 28:14, is always used for this
sense and RH 1'111 is not attested.

,,w:,:11 'now' (l3Jl6.I7 R.4)

While 1'tv:l:il is frequently attested in the letters, adverbial
phrases involving prepositions invariably use BH :,r,:17, e.g.,
:,r,:17 1:11 'until now' (I0J32.8 r.8); 1:l71:il 1:11 'forever' (I8J4.4 r.21).
In addition, we find the form :,r,:177 'now' (13Jl5.l r.21) used
exclusively by sa1omo ben yahuda. It is not attested in BH,
but shows the lamed which occurs in a number of similar
temporal adverbs, particularly in RH, e.g., p inN'i, in?.)7,
c:i,1:11, and 1:117 .84

i.n'iN'i 'at once' (10J25.5 r.4)

1!'17N'i is a form characteristic of the Babylonian tradition of
RH. 85 This example occurs in a letter of Dani'el ben 'Azarya,
who originally hailed from Iraq, but we also find it in Natan
ben 'Avraham's letters, I0J9.25 r.5), which demonstrates the
spread of the Babylonian tradition, as we have already
noted. Only salomo ben yahuda attests the genuine
Palestinian RH form of the adverb, i.nN 7:11 (13Jl6.14 r.26).

p 'J:l'i 'previously' (12.217 r.9)

sa1omo ben yahuda attests a number of adverbs formed
from 'J:l'i: p 'J:l'i, :"iT 'J:l'i 'before this' (20.181 r.25) and 'J:l'i
!'lNT 'before this' (IOJll.29 r.10). Other writers in the corpus
do not use these expressions.

1m 1,:,:i 'all the time' (13J26.16 r.3)

Yosiyyahu Ga'on attests this adverb, alongwith!'l:il 1,:,:i
(I0J32.8 r.l). All other writers in the corpus employ
expressions with !'l:11, e.g., 1'1:11 7:l:l (16.18 r.8) and .n:111 .n:11 7:J:l
'every time' (12.273 r.8), despite the fact that the influence of
the Arabic cognate, zaman, tends to make l?.)T a more
commonly used term elsewhere in the MH of Arabicspeakers. 86

T~ 'then' (I0J27.l 7)

TN is very widely used in the corpus, but we also find the

84

Femandez p. 173.
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5Bar-Asher p. 28. The form is influenced by Babylonian Aramaic.

86

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p.225.
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adverb with the'- affix, e.g., 'TN (13Jl8.l r.9), showing once
again the writers' willingness to employ archaic forms from
BH.

Adverbs of place
These are some of the more common adverbs of manner found in the letters:
cw 'there' (l3Jl6.18 r.11)

CiV, of course, continues to be used in the corpus. In addition

we find the forms with 'directive he', e.g., :17:)W (13J25.10
r .27), and various prepositio nal prefixes. cw, 'to there' (20.94
r.10) is an RH adverbial, used instead of :17:)W, while both
:17:)tzh 'to there' (13J27.3 r.16) and :17:)W?;) 'from there' (lOJl0.9
r.2) are hybrid forms not attested in BH.
1N:l 'here' (16.95 r.16)

1N:::l, the Babylonia n RH form, is the usual form taken of this

adverb in the corpus.87 The Palestinian form, p, is not
attested in the corpus but may be found in a letter by a
pilgrim to Egypt (of unknown origin, unfortunately), I1Nl:t"?
pi;) 'to get out of here' (Gil (1983) no. 403=PER H 17 13 r.11). 88
sa1omo ben yahuda prefers BH :1!:l, cw, ;i!:l niNw;,1, 'to cause
ruination here and there' (13J23.19 r.5).
:1J:1 'here' (13J20.3 r.17)

The BH adverb occurs frequently and is also used with the
prepositio n W, ;iJ;, 137 ;,1,n?;)?;) 'from Mal;alla to here' (10J9.l 4
r.18).

r::,,;,1, 'where?' (IOJ13.2 r.18)

This is a RH adverb.89 The BH adverb :1'N also occurs, but
only in the context of a phrase drawn from the Hebrew Bible,
C'"?1l?;):1 11N 1!:l10 :1'N 'where is the one who counted the

towers?', Isaiah 33:18.
Although this is only a very small proportio n of the adverbs employed in the corpus, it shows,
more than many other grammati cal categories, the influence of RH. Only in the various negative
particles is the influence of RH less apparent. The letters attest all possible BH negatives and
employ in addition a number from MH. saiomo ben yahuda, as with his use of conjuncti ons,
again attests a large number of different temporal expressions.

Summa ry
A mix of sources lie behind the morpholo gy of the pronouns and particles. There is a solid
biblical base in the personal and demonstr ative pronouns , conjuncti ons, compleme ntizer,
87

The different forms of the adverb are discussed in Bar-Asher p. 26.

8

8Though we do find it within the corpus in the expression 17'~1 Pi.J 'after that' (NS 308.122 v.28), which
occurs in an early letter from Pumb;}di!a! It is an early RH expression, found in Sifre Bammidba r 134.5,
so
perhaps its spelling comes from the text in which it originally occurred.
8

9Fernandez p. 172.
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relativizer and prepo sition s but we also find the pervasive influe
nce of RH and significant
contri bution s from MH. mt is comm onpla ce; RH provides a third
of all demon strativ es in the
letters. The biblical partic le n~ is often atteste d but 1'~ is inflec
ted mainl y in its rabbin ic guise.
We find ':land -!JJ and i!JJ~; ,:, and -!JJ intech ange; -tll and i!JJ~
interc hange . Some archaic forms
are employed, prepo sition s in'- and the prono un:,~; ,, for instan
ce, but there is virtually no
evidence of the use of obscu re forms from the darker regions
of BH. MH provides a significant
numb er of conju nction s and the langu age of poetry influences
the freque nt use of;, as a relative
or-:> as a tempo ral conju nction . There is a great consis tency across
the corpus, in the
emplo ymen t of prono uns, the comp lemen tizer and the relativ
izer, for instan ce, but person al
style shows in the types of conju nction s used or the suffixes of
prepositions.

68

The Noun
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This section examines the morpholo gy of the noun in the letters. Hebrew inflects the noun in
various ways, between masculine and feminine, singular and plural and between absolute and
construct ; it can affix adverbial endings such as tJ: or :i: as well as a range of pronomin al suffixes to
denote possession. BH and RH share importan t differences in the inflection of the noun which can
be plainly seen, for instance between the masculine plural terminati ons of biblical tl'- and rabbinic
p-, but other features are less obvious, particularly those which may result from Arabic influence.
Additionally, a survey of the noun patterns encounte red in a selection ofletters from the corpus is
presented : each layer of Hebrew, Biblical, Rabbinic, Talmudic, PayJ:annic andArabi c-influenc ed
Medieval Hebrew has its favourite or distinctive nominal patterns and the survey demonstr ates how
these various strata have left their mark on the noun inventory of the letters and the lexicon of the
letter-writers.
Reference here to the noun is also intended to refer to the Hebrew adjective which,
morphologically, shares most features of the noun.

The adverbial endings of the noun
The singular noun in BH can take certain adverbial suffixes, including the paragogic :i: and the tl:
suffix, both of which are attested in the letters.
The :i: suffix is found in certain lexicalised adverbials drawn from BH such as :,i,,,n 'far be it' and
;"17.)1N7.) 'anything ' as well as in Biblical personal names. 1 However, the paragogic he suffix,
known as
the he locale, is also found in the letters in its specific role 'to indicate the goal of a movemen t' .2 It is
attested on the common nouns f1N and tl'7.)tv, on the adverbs tltv and rin, and on the proper nouns
tl'1l:t7.) and tl'?t?/11': tl'1l:t7.) :,xiN 'to the land of Egypt' (12.80 r.14); ;"17.)'7.)tv:, 'heavenw ards' (Gil
(1997)
no. 13=Bodl MS Heb f 34.40 r.17); ;"17.)tv 'there' (10J24.l leaf 1 v.10); :ix,n 'outside' (8J2.4 v.l); ;"17.)'1l:t7.) 'to
Egypt' (12.80 r.8); ;"17.)'?t?/11' 'to Jerusalem' (13J14.10 r.4). All these particular forms are attested in the
text of the Hebrew Bible; the only form with the suffix which is not found in BH is ;"17.)'7.)t?l 'heavens'
(13Jl4 r.5), i.e., without the definite article, which occurs in the opening of a letter byYosiyyahu
Ga'on: the writer utilises the poet's freedom to adapt forms to fit a metrical scheme.3
The adverbial tJ: suffix is only found, as is mostly the case in BH, on occasional, frozen forms: tl7.)1'1
'and by day' (13J9.2 r.6); l:lj:''1 'empty, emptily' (13J23.ll r.25).
Other BH suffixes, such as the paragogic '-: or 'f:dreq compaginis, are extremely rare and their
occasional use is limited to forms actually attested in the Hebrew Bible, e.g., the construct forms of
:lN 'father' and nN 'brother': 1:1,n,:, ':lN 'father of the orphan' (Gil (1983) no. 158=ULC Or 1080 Jl06

1

Jotion §93h.

2van der Merwe p. 227.
3

Additionally, in this letter, the he locale is used without any nuance of direction or motion, but merely
to
provide a poetic, rhyming suffix: ;'11.J'I.Jtzl nYJtzl ;,,1;,yi ;-JI.J'7tzl1i' mm 'a vision of Jerusalem, and upon it seven
heavens' (13]14.10 r.4).

r.30); :,7;)::m;, 'n~ 'brother of wisdom [=wise man]' (8.3 v.1).4
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Overall, the only adverbial suffix still in general use in the letters is the he locale, and even this, to a
great extent, is limited to fixed forms drawn from BH rather than being employed more widely or
creatively.

The gender of the noun
The gender that nouns show in BH is generally followed in the letters. Nouns that end in:,~ are
usually feminine, e.g., i;,7;)1, '.l'm~r, ;,r,,:, 'my desire was to hurry' (13Jl 4.23 r.8), as are nouns in mand
!'I'-: !'117;)131 11'11:)T1 'and your merit stands' (NS 169.11 v.11); :,fn,~ !'l'i;iw 'that a covenant was made'
(18J31.l r.18); :'l~l?;)J:'1 !'l'iNW:1 'the remnant which remains' (12.247 r.22). 5
The regular feminine nouns take the ending !'Ii-: mi,ir, 0:)'!'11:)i:11 'and your blessings are frequent'
(12.16 v.10); m::iwn?;) 'thoughts' 13]14.10 r.16).
As for nouns that do not have the;,~, m- or !'I'- endings but which are also feminine in BH, these
continue to be treated as feminine in the letters. Accordingly, parts of the body that occur in pairs
are feminine: 1':'1 :"JN?!'I 'the hand would weary' (18J3.9 r.6); 1'11!:l' 0:'1'J'31 'their eyes are beautiful' (24.6
r.56); !'11?!1l1:) 0':)i::11 'and knees totter' (12.99 v.9). The insubstanti al nouns lll!:lJ, !'1311 and n1, are
feminine: !Zl!:lJ:'1 :,m 'the soul has quieted' (10J27.7 r.4); '1'1311 ;,ur,w 'that my mind should turn'
(13J25.10 r.31); ,n,, :'1?!:lJ 'my spirit fell' (6J4.10 r.4).6 As in BH, the words for 'land' and 'city', riN and

,,31, also always take feminine concord: r,op1w riN:i ;,r,,;, 'the land was quiet' (13J23.l r.25); riN:'1
!'INT:'1 'this land' (NS 321.2 r.4); mnN ,,31::i 'in another city' (20.173 r.49); !'lnN ,,31::i 'in one town'
(13J23.ll r.9).

Feminine nouns such as pii:'1JO, !'I:), !'101 and 'J/?1'iwhich derive from RH and which lack the
explicit feminine endings ;,~, m- and !'I'- continue to follow RH practice and take feminine concord
in the letters: :,1,m, 1'1i:'1JO:l 'in the Great Sanhedrin' (10J30.3 r.13); mnN;, m;, 'the other sect'
(13J23.l r.24); :i::i10;, 1!'1011:) 'like his good way' (12.44 v.11); !'INT:'1 'J/?1'1:'1 'this money-ord er' (13]13.17
r.12). 7
Some BH nouns, such as !Zl?;)!Zl, 1'131 and,,, are attested with both masculine and feminine gender in
the Hebrew Bible. wr.iw, however, is always feminine in the letters, as in Modern Hebrew, and
perhaps under the influence of Arabic: !'INT:'1 !Zl?;)!Zl:1 'this sun' (Misc. 36.207 leaf 1 v.7); !Zl?;)!Zl :'1N:l 'the

4The construction 'brother of...' used to denote a quality is an infrequent arabism in the letters; cf. SaenzBadillos (1993) p. 234 for its use by other Arabic-speaking medieval authors.
5

Contrary to some forms of Arabic influenced Hebrew, where nouns ending in11'- and, especially, inm- may
take masculine concord due to the masculine gender of similar forms in Arabic, Goldenberg pp. 1628-9.

6

11:iJi can often take masculine concord in MH due to the influence of the Arabic vernacular, Goldenberg p.
1629, although there is no evidence for this effect in our letters.

7

Note though that 'JP1'i / NJP1'i, usually a feminine noun in the letters, is given masculine concord by s;ilomo
ben y;ihuda in one of his letters, C'Jtzi mNJP1'i 'two money-order s' (l3J34.2 r.5); however, in his other letters it is
always feminine, 'JP1'i;-J mn. 'the money-order arrived' (13Jl3.l 7 r. 7). Irregularities in concord seem to occur
more often with numerals, particularly .nnN and inN, and C'11tzi and l:l'JW, than with adjectives or verbal forms.
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sun set' (NS 321.2 r.9).8 ru1 is mainly feminine in BH, with only late texts
treatin g it as masculine: in
the corpus l"i:s7 occasionally takes femini ne concor d, 11137 :,n.:,i 'and when
his time arrived' (I0J27. 7
r.10) and mn:, 1137:l 'at this time' (13J9.2 r.43), but is predom inantly mascu
line: :ir .rrn::i 'at this time'
(12.775 r.9); :,r:, 11:17::l 'at this time' (6J3.23 r.10); pm, r,:17:,1 'and time is
pressing' (8J21.6 m.l); 11:17 ~::i
'time has come' (12.217 r.12). Perhap s in this case the Arabic vernacular
is influencing the gender of
11:17 since the equiva lent Arabic noun, waqt, is mascu line.9 1,1
is principally feminine in the letters,
mn~
'by anothe r path' (18]4.20 r.31), :,ixp 1,1.::i 'in a short way' (20.94 r.35)
and :iitzl' ,,, 'a
straigh t way' (8J3 v.5). Very occasionally it is treated as mascu line by
sa1omo ben Yahuda, ... ,.:,,,
1:J'1n.:lJ 'mywa ys ... are hidden ' (10J27.2 r.11), tJ'.::ii, 'Jtzl7;) 'from
two paths' (lOJll.29 r.17) and ,w, 1i1.::i
'in a straigh t path' (NS 321.2 r.9), but he also uses the feminine, r,,w,,w
:, 1i1:, 'the third way'
(lOJll.29 r.18).10

,,,:::i

The noun 1:J:17!:l possesses comm on gender in the letters, despite the fact
that in BH (with one
except ion only, Judges 16:28) it is treated as feminine. Accordingly we
find r,n~ 1:J:17!:l:l 'one time'
(13J33.2 r.16) and r,~r:, l:l:17!:l:l 'this time' (13]15.11 r.21; 13]16.14 r.26; 8J21.6
r.10) alongside tJ'7;):17!:ll
1:J':li 'and many times' (12.99 r. 7), 11w~,:, 1:J:17!:l.:l 'like the first
time' (18J4.20 r.16) and 1:J'7;):17!:l 'JW 'twice'
(13]15.1 r.19). The phrase r,~r:, 1:J:17!:l.::l, i.e., showing feminine concord,
occurs probab ly becaus e it is
well-a ttested in BH in this form, e.g., Exodus 8:28, 2 Samuel 17:17 and
Jeremiah 16:21. Although, this
is certainly not true of a different phrase , tJ'7;):17!:l :,:11:iw:i 'seven times'
(13Jl 1.4 r.4), which is found in
the letter of a certain Malil)a to her brothers, despite 0'7;):17!:l :17.::ltzl, with
femini ne concor d, being
freque ntly emplo yed in the Hebre w Bible, e.g., in 1 Kings 18:43, 2 Kings
4:35 and Joshua 6:4 among
others. The mascu line plural concor d used in 1:J'.::li 1:J'7;):17!:l1 'and many
times' (12.99 r.7) may be due
to the appare ntly mascu line form of the plural, or a desire for euphon
y; similar examples are om~.::i
1:J'Jtzl 'in those years' (13]16.17 r.15), mi'j?':" l r,mi:, 'the dear
counsels' (18J4.20 r.24), m!:l1J:17 n,7;)1,w
'peace branch ing out' (13J26.3 r.1). 11
The gender that nouns exhibit in the Hebre w Bible provides the gender
for most nouns atteste d in
the letters with very few deviations from it. Although there is some eviden
ce for the subtle effects of
Arabic, the gender of cognat e or related nouns in the vernac ular langua
ge occasionally affecting the
gender shown by their Hebrew equivalents in the texts, this is far from
decisive and touche s only a
few examples (most of which anyway show a lack of consis tency regard
ing gender in the Hebrew
Bible anyway, e.g., tzlljtzl and 11:17). 12 There is no evidence for widescale
change s from BH, such as the
8

In Arabic, al-Sams 'the sun' is a feminine noun, Wright I §291 b.

9

Biblical expressions such as mi:, ~::i 'the time has come', Ezekiel 7:7 and
7: 12, probab ly also lie behind similar
phrases in the letters, such asm1 ~:i.
1

°Biblical influen ce may cut both ways here, becaus e we can find both
:'litll' 1ii::l, Psalms107:7, and itll' 1ii::l,
Jeremiah 31:9, in the Hebrew Bible. This probab ly accoun ts for the differin
g gender shown in similar phrases in
the letters. Biblical influence is not entirely decisive though , since anothe
r example quoted above, from a letter
written in Ruqqa, readsm n~ 1ii::l (18J4.20 r.31) despite the mascul ine
version of the phrase ,n~ 1ii occurring
in the Bible, at 1 Kings 13:10.
11

The phenom enon of the attributives of mascul ine plural nouns in malso taking the m- ending is
encoun tered in other strains ofMH, under the influence of Arabic, cf.
Goldenberg p. 1629.
1
2whereas nouns that are unambi guous in BH as regards gender are not
affected by their Arabic equivalents,
e.g., mi;, as describ ed above, is feminin e in the letters despite its Arabic
equivalent, 'alm, being a mascul ine
noun. In other strains ofMH.l'lSii may be found with mascul ine concor
d as a result, cf. Goldenberg p. 1629.

treatment of nouns in m- as masculine nouns, which may be found in other idioms of MH where
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Arabic influence is more deeply felt. Knowledge of BH-and later sources-was sufficiently thorough
that the vernacular intrudes only to a minimal extent.

The construct
The inflection of the construct noun matches that found in the Hebrew Bible, as far as can be
determined from the few vocalised examples and occasional plene orthography in the letters; vowel
reduction takes place in the masculine noun according to the rules of Tiberian Hebrew: riN i;iip7
C"n:, 'for the reward of the land of the living' (lOJll.29 r.17); :::ll37 i:::11 'a hurtful word' (24.6 r.35); i:::np~
1'111:::lN 'the place of his ancestors' (Gil (1983) no. 288=ULC Or 1080 Jl46 r.9). However, most examples
of the masculine singular construct are unpointed and therefore indistinguishable from the
absolute: C'imo:, 1'j:'!J 'clerk of the merchants' (24.43 r.13); C'J1N,. ,.:,J?,j:, 'according to the custom of
the [f 'onim' (13J26.16 r.16); C'iw:, ,w 'the prince of princes' (13Jl5.4 r.2).
The feminine singular construct of nouns ending in :i: takes the ending 11-: 1N1i'j:' 11J'17,j:::l 'in the city
of Qayrwan'; ::J.11::,7,j:, 11N'ij:':l 'in the reading of the letter' (13Jl5.ll r.19); 1J'nN 11iL''J377 'the punishment
of our brothers' (13J26.16 r.13).
The masculine plural noun takes the ending':: in the construct: m:::iwn;>.j ':;,J'1 'the surging of
thoughts' (13Jl4.10 r.16); 7:,p:, 'Jj:'T 7::, 'all the elders of the community' (13Jl5.ll r.26); 1111 ,,7,j1iL'1
'and the keepers of his law' (8J33.5 r.7).
The feminine plural construct form of the noun is unmarked from the plural absolute in purely
consonantal texts: C'il;>.j r,,7:,p 'the communities of Egypt' (12.338 v.5); n:::iw:, 1111'7,j 'the measures of
praise' (10Jl2.l 7 r.20).
BH irregular nouns used in the letters mostly retain the same form in which they are commonly
found in the Hebrew Bible: :'1N'J7,j1i 1117':"Jj:' 'iL'J~ 'men of the Byzantine communities' (13Jll.4 r.15);
11111::, 'J:::l 'members of his sect' (12.775 r.10); :'111:1' 111J:::l 'daughters ofYahuda' (13J27.3 r.12); '11:::l
mw,,7,j 'schools' (28.24 r.13); c,11,:, ':::lN 'father of the orphan' (Gil (1983) no. 158=ULC Or 1080 Jl06
r.30); C'7,j111n:i 1117,jiZ-'1 'and the names of the signatories' (13Jl8.l r.24).
Certain other irregular nouns show more than one form of the construct in BH: :"JJiL' 'year' attests
both 'JiL' (Genesis 23:1) and mJiL' (Deuteronomy 32:7). However, only the form mJiL' is attested in the
letters: C"n 111JiL'1 'and years oflife' (12.775 r.3; 10J24.l r.11; NS 309.10 v.4), cf. Proverbs 6:10; 11UiL'1
1:::J'7,j1'P 'and years of existence' (13J23.12 r.7). The plural construct of C1' is attested as '7,j' (Genesis
3:14) and, more rarely, 1117,j' (Psalms 90:15) in BH; most letters have only the commoner BH form '7,j':
iU:lJ:'1 '7,j':::l 'in the days of the deceased' (16.6 r.12); :"JiL';>.j '7,j'?,j 'from the days of Mose' (16.3 r.28); '7,j' 7::,
'111':'1 'all the days of my existence' (6J3.21 r.10); although 1117,j' is found in several letters: :,7:,11 1117,j';>.j
'from the age of praise' (13J20.28 r.19); :,::,.,w,:, :,11,:,w 1117,j'7,j1 'and from the days that the academy
'from days of old' (6Jl.11 r.3). 13 BH C';>.j attests two forms, '7,j (Genesis
(Exodus 7:19), for the construct, both of which are found in the letters, each occurring

was ... ' (20.106 v.42); C71Y
7:7) and '7,j'?;)
1

1117,j';>.j

3The last phrase is based on Deuteronomy 32:7. Fernandez p. 65 explains how RH makes a distinction in
meaning between 'I:)' 'days [of]' and nm' 'age/epoch [of]'. Possibly this is behind the use of1111:)' in the other
examples, but without further information it is difficult to say whether the MH of the letters employed this
distinction generally.
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just once: 0'7,jtzll;"J '7,j'7,j::, 'like water of the rains' (13}31.3 r.5) and
,,:sm '7,j 'the city's water ' (10]13.2 r.5).
;,1,,1, is atteste d with the singular constr uct 1,,1, (Isaiah 21
:1) and the plural constr uct n,,,, (Isaiah
21:8) in BH, while RH attests the const ruct,, ,,. For the singul
ar constr uct the letters show the usual
singular 7'7, n::iw ,,, 'Sabb ath night' (13}20.9 r.25), and the rabbin
ic plural form ,1,,1,, n:itv ,,,,:i 'on
Sabba th night' (I8J3.9 r.24), which can also act as a singular noun
in RH. 14

The treatm ent of the constr uct noun is, as far as can be ascert
ained, that of BH practice. Rare and
t
irregu lar BH consr
ucts
are
retain
ed
and there is some borrowing from RH vocabulary in a few
,,
specialised cases.

The dual
The dual is a BH nomin al endin g which is mainl y found on nouns
that comm only occur in pairs; in
the later Hebre w of the rabbin ic sources its use is widespread. 15
The dual endin g 0:: is
indist inguis hable from the masculine plural suffix in unvocalised
texts, except when the ay
diphth ong is writte n with twoyo ds, i.e.,-" -. Thus, the extent of
the dual in our letters is impos sible
to determ ine with any certainty; we can assum e that those nouns
of parts of the body which take the
dual suffix in BH retain them in MH and were prono unced as
such, e.g., O'J':17 '[two] eyes' (6}4.10 r.6),
0'1' '[two] hands ' (12.99 v.7) and c,::,,:ii 'and [two] knees
' (12.99 v.9); the dual is also emplo yed on
certai n numer als: 1:l'tzl'7,jn1 O'n~7,j 'two-h undre d and fifty' (13}20
.25 r.2); O'Jtzl 'two' (NS ]15 r.14); 1:l'ntv
'(16.275 r.25). In most cases, though, only when the text gives
us plene orthography, or it is the dual
of a noun with the femin ine endin g m- or a pointe d form can
we state definitely that the dual is to be
read. All clear cases of the dual occur in feminine nouns : O:tni,
n 'two laws' (Gil (1997) no. 73=JTS MS
Schec hter (Genizah) 4 r.27); 11,1,;, 1:l"!11!J'tzl 'these two lines here'
(20.102 r.l); l:J"!11i1tzl 'two lines'
(10}9.14 r.6); ,,~ 1:l'!11i1tzl 'these [two] lines' (10}24.3 r.3); none
of these forms is actually atteste d in
BH. With the exception of O:t11im, all these examples of the dual
occur in stock phrase s which have
an epistolary function, referring to the letter being written. Archa
isms and elabor ate turn of phras e
are more likely to featur e in the purely epistolary comp onent s
of the texts.
We often find that the dual is not used where it could be expec
ted in BH or RH, being replac ed by
the numb er 'two' and the plural noun, e.g., 0'7,j:17:) 'Jtzl 'two times'
(13]15.l r.19), 0':)7~ 'ntv 'two
thous and' (10]12.25 r.5) and m,itv 'J"ltzl::l 'in two lines' (13]11.2
r.3). The BH duals 0'7,j:17:) 'twice'
(Genesis 27:36), 0'7,j1' 'two days' (Exodus 21:21) t:r:,1,~ 'two thous
and' (Numbers 4:36) and, probably,
0':171::ltzl 'two weeks' (Leviticus 12:5) are not found in the
16
letters.
Overall, the dual is not widely employed in the noun. It occurs
in some lexicalised forms and, more
interestingly, it is used in a few, well-defined,epistolary expres
sions comm on to several letters (as a
deliberately literat e or archaising component?). However, comp
ared with its broad emplo ymen t in
RH, it is not a produ ctive form in the letters, mirro ring the situat
ion in the conte mpora ry vernacular,

14

Jastrow p. 707.

15

Jotion §91; Fernan dez p. 65.

1

'1:'he letter of the teache r y::il)i'el ben 'Elyaqim attests the phrase
;"lW?W ,~ tl'JW tl':171:Jtzl 'two or three weeks'
(13J20.3 r.20). Although this could be an example of the dual,
it is more likely to be the alterna tive plural form in
tl'-whi ch is freque ntly atteste d in the LBH contai ned in the book
of Daniel (e.g., Daniel 10:2, 3).

Judaeo-Arabic, where the use of the dual has diminish ed substantially.17
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The plural noun
The plural ending of the regular masculin e noun in BH is 0'-, although occasionally the
ending pcan be found in the Hebrew Bible.18 In RH the ending p-is more frequent, under the influenc
e of
Aramaic.19 In the letters, both the biblical and rabbinic endings are found, with the biblical
0'- by far
the more common . 0'- is the standard ending of BH regular masculin e nouns and adjective
s found
in the letters: O'JjiT:11 'and the elders' (12.17 r.12); O'iizl:1 'the princes' (Misc. 35.4 leaf 1 v.10);
0'P'1X:1
'the righteou s' (12.16 v.17); 0'i'l7X:1 'the insignificant' (13Jl9.19 r.4). Most of the vocabula
ry
emanati ng from post-biblical sources also shares the O'- plural terminat ion: O'i:i.ri,, 'and
to
merchan ts' (13J20.13 r.24); O'J::li:1 'the Rabbanites' (13Jll.5 r.23); 0':J1i01:J~ 'adminis trators'
(AS
148.147 r.3); O'oo, 'bandits ' (IOJI0.9 r.4).
The alternative plural ending, the RH terminat ion p-, is attested on nouns and adjective
s across
different letters, but sporadically, rarely occurring in great concentr ation. However, it is
employed
more frequent ly in letters of Babylonian provena nce than any other group. While its use
overall may
owe somethi ng to the influenc e of the Judaeo-Arabic generalised oblique p- ending, the
fact that it is
found principally in conjunc tion with rabbinic and talmudic terminology suggests that RH
and its
associated literatur e is the main influence at work. To find it on biblical vocabulary is much
rarer:
the Babyloniang3'anim sarira and Hayya stand out in our corpus through their employm
ent of the
rabbinic terminat ion with BH nouns and adjectives: pin~ m~,p~::i 'in other places' (lOJl
leaf 1
r.14) and m::ii 1'~37:J 'many times' (Gil (1997) no. 27=ENA 4009.15 r.3); among writers from
Palestine
or North Africa the ending is only attested on such vocabulary once in our corpus, in a letter
by 'Eli
the Muml).e ben 'Avraham (grandso n of samu'el Hasslisi), 1'0J 'miracle s' (8J22.7 r.14). 2°For
the most
part the RH ending is found on post-biblical vocabulary, e.g., from the letters of the Palestin
ianga'an
salomo ben yahuda: i'Pl"l':J 'pamphl ets' (I0J27.2 r.13); 1"1J'.::, 'titles' (13J31.8 r.l); poin,::i 'in
genealogies' (NS 324.104 r.22); 1'iV1i':l 'commen taries' (Misc. 35.14 r.24); 1'.'J"n 'bound' (13J23.l
l
r.16); from Babylonian letters: 1''':ii 'accusto med' (lOJl leaf 1 r.14); p.::,,,x 'required ' (10G5.8
v.4);
j'.'J"n 'obligated' (28.24 r.50); p~iVi 'permitt ed' (28.24 r.61); 21 p~Jm 'and teachers ' (NS 308.122
v.4); a
Karaite letter also attests the use of the RH terminat ion on a rabbinic noun: 1'~1 '~o/ 'two
leaves' (Gil
(1983) no. 288=ULC Or 1080 Jl46 r.15).22 The RH noun i10' appears with the p-endin g in
the works
of both saiomo ben yahuda, j'i10' 'torment s' (Gil (1983) no. 122=Bodl MS Heb cl3.23 r.20)
and
salomo Hakkohe n Ga' on, pi10'';-J 'the tortures' (Gil (1983) no. 49=ENA 2804.8 r.17).

r-

17

Blau (1999) p. 88.

18

Joiion §90b.

19

Femande z p. 63.

2

°We could include also 'Eliyyahu Hakkohen ben sa1omo Ga' on' s use of the plural ending
p- on 01', j'i.J\'1 yp1,
'to the end of days' (12.775 r.11), but this is a quote from Daniel 12:13, one of the examples
of the p- plural in
LBH.
21

22

But t::l'~Wi in a letter of salomo ben yahuda, NS Jl5 r.9.

Although Karaite letter-writers may have possessed a similar epistolary style to Rabbanit
es, it seems that they
avoided the RH terminati on in their legal documen ts, unlike the Rabbanites; Olszowy-Schlanger
p. 102.

I

I
I
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The widely-used RH adjectival forms 1'1ll and :l"n usually take the 1'- ending, although they may
occasionally be found in C'-, C':l'1ll 'must' (Box Misc. 28.231 r.14) and C':l"n 'obligated' (12.146 r.4),
and both forms may occur in the same letter:,, m,,:i, 1':l"n 1JN 'we must thank him' (Misc. 35.4 leaf
2 v.l) and 1.1"11N m.11, UN C':l'n 'we must.know him' (Misc. 35.4 leaf 2 v.10), from a letter ofYisra'el

Hakkohen, the Babylonianga'on. 23 The post-biblical word Nip 'Karaite' often has the form j'N1j:' in
the plural, 1'Nip;, 'the Karaites' (Misc. 35.43 r.10; 13Jl3.28 r.22); the plural noun ends in p- even in
combination with other post-biblical vocabulary showing the C'- ending: pNip;,1 C'J::ii;, 'the
Rabbanites and the Karaites' (Gil (1997) no. 73=JTS Schechter (Genizah) 4 v.3).
The plural ending of the regular feminine noun ism-: m,;,p?,j;, 'in communities' (Misc. 35.15 m.29);
m,,,:i, 'and the dwellings' (18J3.9 r.2). Those BH feminine nouns which lack :i: but affix the pluralm also continue to be found with this ending in the letters: m:i,ni:i 'in the streets' (18J3.9 r.30);
mn,i;, 'the spirits' (NS 324.104 r.35); rntZl!:lJ 'souls' (13J9.2 r.11); 1J'm1lN 'our letters' (13J9.2 r.17);
mr,wp 'bows' (18J3.9 r.21); mm 'laws' (13Jl4.10 r.30); m,,o,;, 'the foundations' (13J31.7 r.2); ;,,mr,,,
'its doors' (18J4.4 r.16); similarly, irregular feminine nouns drawn from RH retain their m- endings:
mm 'pairs' (13J23.ll r.16) and mr,:, 'parties' (13J9.2 r.12). Irregular feminine nouns that instead take
the C'- ending in BH are also found: C'1'1:s7 'times' (12.99 r.7); C'JiZl 'years' (Misc. 35.15 r.35); l:J'7,j:s7!:l
'times' (13Jll.4 r.4). 24 In addition we find C'11iZl 'lines', :i,N C'11iZl 1'17,jl?,j 'the purpose of these lines'
(13J34.3 r.11), instead of the more usualmi,w (13Jll.2 r.3, r.14; 18J4.15 r.17; 20.114 r.18). 25
Certain irregular masculine nouns are attested with them- plural in BH, which is retained in the
letters: m:iN 'fathers' (lOJll.30 r.22); i:m'mJ7,j1N7,j 'from their palaces' (18J3.9 r.9); ;,,m,'!:l 'her fruits'
(NS 324.104 r.28); mll1!!.iZl 'weeks' (10J27.2 r.18); m:i:i,;, 'the hearts' (13Jl3.14 r.2); m7,j1j:'7,j::l 'in places'
(NS 169.11 v.10); r,m:sm 'from sins' (18J4.4 r.22); m?,j'iZl 'names' (13J26.3 r.25); mn,iNi 'and paths'
(Misc. 35.43 v.6); 1'11Jn7,j;, 'the armies' (13J9.2 r.7; 10Jl2.22 r.5).26 Others which retain them- suffix in
the letters are derived from post-biblical Hebrew; they mostly consist of nouns of the pattern 11-:
r,m:,,, 'grief' (24.6 r.23); r,mip!:i 'deposits' (10Jl2.25 r.14); :,,r,u,r?,j 'her sustenance' (10J24.l leaf 1
v.23); 1'mJ111'1!:l 'your interpretations' (Misc. 35.11 r.10). The use of the m-suffixwith the noun
pattern 11- is extended to cover even certain nouns that are attested with C'- in BH, such as ,,r,m:ir;s;
'his estate' (16.68 r.18), attested in the plural as 1'J1:lT:s7 'your wares' at Ezekiel 27:33. The letters also
prefer to follow RH by writing r,m,,w for the plural of c,,w, despite l:J'7,j17iZl being attested in BH
(Jeremiah 13:19): 1'1'117,j17l.Zl 'his peace' (13J23.l r.2); 1'11!:l1J:s7 1'117,j1?iZl 'peace branching out' (13J26.3 r.l);
mn'7Jl7,j !'117,j17iZl:i 'the peace prospering' (10J27.l r.5); c,,,,ri

nm,,w 'frequent peace' (Gil (1983) no.

23

5a1omo ben yahuda appears to mark a semantic distinction with the RH and BH terminations, between the
adjective 'obligated', 1':l"n (13J23.ll r.16), and the noun 'debtors', which he writes i:l':J"n7 'to debtors' (Misc.

35.43 r.26).
24

Although, i:J'?,j:11!), the plural of C:11!), always takes masculine concord in the letters.

25

Possibly this is a deliberate variation on the usual formula or perhaps the writer was confusing miiw and
i:l'i1U, which are more or less interchangeable in meaning, compare the similar epistolary formula 7111: i:l'.l\Zl 1:l'i1U
1J?T:1 'two lines to the elder' (NS Jl5 r.14) in a letter of salomo ben yahuda.
26

Although ;-1Jn7,j is also attested both as a feminine noun, e.g., Psalms 27:3, and \%ith the 1:l'- ending in BH, e.g.,
Numbers 13:49, the letters only attest rmnl,j and give it masculine concord as is usual in post-biblical Hebrew:
C'i:111J;-J numm 'the armies that are gathering' (13J9.2 r. 7).
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87=ULC Or 1080 J265 r.2).27 Similarly, :,,n,p ,n 'its laws'
(I8J3 .l8 r.6) show s the prefe rred RH plura l
endin g, rathe r than BH C'ii?!'.!, Deut erono my 4:5. On
the other hand , thoug h, them - plura l is also used
on some RH noun s whic h show the C'- plura l in rabbi
nic sourc es: m:,,:,Jl:);'11 'and the custo ms' (Misc.
35.11 r.11) and1"110::l'0::l 'mosa ics' (13J34.2 r.26). 28
The noun s ,,n, l'J'l7 and C71ll, all three of whic h can

be foun d with the m- plura l in RH, are attes ted
with both m- and C'-pl ural endin gs in the corpu s:
m,,n :, 'armi es' (13J26.l r.15) andl: l'?'n: , 'the
soldi ers' (13J26.13 r.26); 1"11J"Jll 'matt ers' (24.6 r.22)
and l:J'J'Jll 'matt ers' (IOJ24.3 r.4); 1"111:)?1ll 'Jill 'two
world s' (I0J2 7.l r.5) and l:J'l:)?131 'Jill 'two world s' (13Jl
5.13 r.l).
Femi nine noun s of the patte rn m- can take several
diffe rent plura l endin gs in BH and post- biblic al
Hebr ew. In the letter s we find predo mina ntly a plura
l endin g inm' -: n,,7:,,::i 'in exiles' (NS J92 r.14);
111':lT 'meri ts' (NS JI 72 v.4); l:l;"J'1'11'Jn 'their stalls
' (13Jl3.28 r.24); 1"11':l?l:);"J 'the kingd oms' (NS J92 r.14);
1"11'1311 'and testim onies ' (13J9.2 r.25), despi te BH 1'1'1m
7 'your testim onies ', Psalm s 119:14. The plura l
.nr- is also attes ted in an early letter from Pumb<ldi!a, 1'11'Jlli1::i::i
'with puni shme nts' (NS 308.122
r.23), but other Baby lonia n letter s appa rentl y empl
oy the plura l .ni'~-, at least with the noun mtoi:
1"11'1iZl1 'auth oritie s' (13J6.3 r.1) and um'w i::i 'in our
autho rities ' (Gil (1997) no. 13=Bodl MS Heb f
34.42 r.8). It is difficult to draw any firm conc lusio
ns since the ortho graph y in many cases may be
defective, following the exam ple of the MT, .ni~27~
Dani el 8:22 and .ni~~.P:J Jerem iah 37:16, and we
don't find any exam ples of the plura l of
in non-B abylo nian letter s to comp are. However, on
the
basis of the evide nce we have, we could argue that
there is an appa rent divis ion falling along
geog raphi c lines and that the Nort h African and Pales
tinian letter s whic h show the 1"11'-plural are in
accor d with the Pales tinian tradi tion of RH (whe ther
Easte rn or West ern can only be garne red from
vocal ised form s unfor tunat ely) wher eas the Baby lonia
n letter s with m,,_ repre sent the morp holog y
foun d in the Baby lonia n RH tradit ion, as migh t be
expec ted.29

n,w,

The rabbi nic plura l term inati on .ni~- is not a produ
ctive form in the letter s. We find it main ly on
the plura l of the noun 'Ji:'1'1 'mon ey-or der', e.g., m~Jj:
'1'1 (13J34.2 r.5), but it also occu rs in m~ij;,I:):,
'the even ts' (12.114 r.12). 30
Only two exam ples of the brok en plura l are foun d
in the corpu s, the BH l:J'j;,11W 'mark ets' (I8J4.20
r.26), attes ted in Song of Songs 3:2, and the Baby lonia
n Aram aic-d erive d plura l ofil:), 1J'1"111il:)1 'and
our mast ers' (24.6 v.l), used in a letter from Paler mo.

27

The noun also varies in gende r in these examples. 1:J'l:)17t
zl (8.31 r.2) is attest ed in a letter ofYes u'a Hakk
ohen
ben 'Avraham, but such an unam biguo us example is
rare: 1J'l:)17tll 'our peace ' (10J30.5 r.16) and other simila
r
forms probably repre sent singular noun s spelled plene.
28

,.;-JJI:) may perha ps show the feminine endin g since
it is sometimes treate d as feminine in MH under the
influence of its equivalent in Arabic, 'iida, a feminine
noun, cf. Goldenberg p. 1629.
29
0n the morphological differences of them - plurals
in the different traditions of RH see Bar-Asher pp. 26-7.
3
I
°The endin g is misspelled in a draft letter of 'Efraim
ben s;imarya, .11N1j.'1'1;-J 'the mone y-ord ers' (13Jl6.20
r.26),
but the orthographic quality of his draft letters is so
generally poor thcrt it isn't wise to draw any firm
conclusions. mNij.'l:);"J 'the events' conne cts the noun
with the root Ni/? /;"Ji/? 'to happ en' rathe r than Ni/? 'to
read', whence we obtai n the identical form 'the Miqra
'of'.
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Altho ugh the gentilic endin g is prope rly C'~-: in BH it is
often contr acted to C'-: .31 The letter s follow
this ambi guou s exam ple and show both uncon tracte d
and contr acted forms in equal meas ure: C'1l:-r
'the Musl ims' (I8J4.26 r.36) and C"1l 'Musl ims' (12.212
r.15); C'Nip:, 'the Karaites' (13Jl9.15 r.19) and
j"t•np:, (13Jl3.28 r.22); t:1'7!-tl.'7.)iZi' 'Isma 'elites ' (Gil (1997)
no. 33=Firkovitch v.l) and C"::nsm 'the
Arabs' (13J26.13 r.2).

In summ ary, the morp holog y of the plura l noun is inher
masc uline plura l C'- predo minat ing. However, the influe
the occas ional uses of the p- endin g and the wider use

ently biblical rathe r than rabbi nic, with the

nce of post-b iblica l langu age is evide nt in

of them - plural. Diffe rent write rs use the
biblical and rabbi nic plura ls to varying extents: sarira Ga'
on attest s a great many rabbi nic plura l
forms, while Na!an ben 'Avraham rarely uses any. salom
o ben yahu da occup ies the midd le-gro und,
attest ing a fair numb er of rabbi nic plura l affixes on post-b
iblica l vocabulary, partic ularly the RH
adjectives :l"n and 1'1l, but not on BH noun s and adject
ives. Such different appro aches are
comm on in MH: amon g Spani sh writers, for instan ce, Mana
l).em ben Saruq frequ ently employs the
rabbi nic p-wh ile Duna s ben Labra t's more biblicising prose
avoids it entirely. 32

The noun with pronominal suffixes
The form of the noun with suffixes is as in BH, with the

regul ar masc uline singu lar noun
appen ding the suffix onto the base conso nanta l form, CJ.:i?.)1
C7l 'their shado w and their shield '
(13Jl4.10 r.9), and the femin ine noun takin gn- befor e the
suffix, C!1N'ii' 'their call' (13Jl4.10 r.13).
The masc uline plura l noun , with a few excep tions noted
below, show s ,_ befor e the suffix, 1'iZi:li7.) 'his
deeds ' (10Jl5.10 r.5), and the femin ine plura l is 'm- or m(both found in BH, see below), c:,,m:i1J:i
'in their donat ions' (13J33.6 r.17) and cmp; x 'their charit
ies' (13Jl4.8 r.26). Wher e vocal isatio n is
used the reduc tion of vowels, or lack ofred uctio n, follow
s Tiber ian practi ce, i.e., no reduc tion of
qame$in ,nz1 'his pover ty', nor of pafa!J in 1J1:l1 'our
leade r' (20.114 r.20), but reduc tion ofJ:,,olem to
qame$in 'J~~ 'myth umb' (20.114r.25).
Some noun s take irregu lar plura l forms befor e the suffix
in BH, exam ples of which are attest ed in
the letter s: cm?.)iZi 'their name s' (12.733 r.10); cm:i, 'their
heart s' (13J2 3.ll r.27). The plura l of the
noun er, 'day', with suffixes is attest ed as '7.)' in BH, e.g.,
1'7.)' 'his days', Genesis 6:3. This form is
attest ed twice in the corpu s, 13J22.25 r.5 and 13Jl6.18 r.18,
but alongside it we also find the postbiblical form ml;)' in use, i.e., 1'm7.)' 'his days' (10Jl3.2 r.3)
and cm?.)' 'their days' (12.256 r.6). The noun
:,JiZi, 'year', also attest s two different forms of the plural
with the suffix, 1'mJiZi 'his years ' (10Jl3.2 r.3),
which is comm on in the letter s, and PJiZi1 'and his years
' (Misc. 35.14 r.5) which is only used by
saiom o ben yahud a. BH attest s both 'Jill, c:-r'JiZi Job 36:11
, and mJiZi, cmJiZi Psalm s 78:33, with suffixes.

The pronominal suffixes of the noun
The following prono mina l suffixes are attest ed with the
1 sing.

'-

2 masc . sing.

1-

2 fem. sing.

1-

singu lar noun :

'::J11 'my way' (lOJll .29 r.16)
11?;,p 'your comm unity ' (13J9.2 r.61)
';'fJ':li 'your eye' (13J20.9 r.8)

31

Joiion §90b.

32

Fo r Manal )em ben Saruq see Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 24;
for Dunas ben Labrat see Saenz-Badillos (1981) p. 4.

3 masc. sing.

,_
,:i-

3fem. sing.

(1:"1'-)
:,-

l plural

1J(U'-)

2 masc. plural c:i2 fem. plural
3 masc. plural c-

117.)3 fem. plural
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ii.::,tv 'his rewar d' (lOJI0.22 r.14)
i:,1;,:,p 'his comm unity' (13Jl6.14 r.9)
,:,,;i:i:i 'his honou r' (6J9.2 r.2)
:ii,n'N 'its delay' (lOJll .30 r.14)
1J1'1J'i7.) 'our town' (12.222 r.7)
U'11:J'iZl' 'our acade my' (13Jl 1.9 r.3)
1:J:l7.)17iZl 'your peace ' (13Jl9.15 r.14)

(unattested)
c::ii; 'their way' (13Jl3 .l 7 r.11)
j?JX:11 'thems elves' (10J9.14 r.12)
,r.i,mn11 'their petitio n' (24.6 r.53)
(unattested)

The brack eted forms repres ent freque ntly atteste d orthog raphic
varian ts.
The vocali sation of the 2 mascu line singul ar suffix where atteste
e.g., in the supral inear vocali zation used by Natan ben 'Avrah

d reflects BH ;'[- rather than RH l;,

am: iii 'your candle ' (10Jl5.10 r.2),
ii1N 'your light' (10Jl5.10 r.2) and 1J1p7 'for your Creato r' (10Jl5
.10 r.9), and in an Karaite letter
showi ng extens ive Stand ard Tiberi an vocali sation , ;'fl;,l~~ 'your
letter' (Gil (1983) no. 288=ULC Or
1080 Jl46 r.14).
The 3 mascu line singul ar suffix 1:"1[']- is emplo yed on biradi cal

nouns such as :"I!), nN, :11,, and :lN as
well as nouns from final-weak roots, such as :"liiZl: 1:"l'!) 'his mouth
' (13Jl3.14 r.27); 1:"l'nN 'his brothe r'
(10J27.2 r.5); 1:"l'lli 'his friend ' (13J33.2 r.12); 1:"l':lN 'his father
' (12.328 r.12); i:iitz.'7 'to his field' (NS
324.104 r .34). However, as in piyyu_t and other literar y texts of
the period , e.g., Sa' adya' s 'Egron, i:,w;p
'his holine ss' (Allony, §1 line 2), the i;,(')- suffix may also be
emplo yed on triliteral nouns , e.g., i;,1;,;,p
'his comm unity' (13Jl6.14 r.9); i:,i::iiZl 'his rewar d' (8Jl8.15 r.2);
sama' ya the I:Iave rwrite s both
'1;-J'7.)'17iZl and 17.)17iZl, 'his peace ', within a few lines of each other
in the same letter (AS 145.107 r.23,
v.l). The suffix is partic ularly favou red byYos ef Hakko hen ben
salom o Ga'on : i:,i::in 'and his
memo ry' (Misc. 36.140 r.34); 1:"l'J1Xi 'his will' (8Jl6.12 r.8); ,:,,p;x
'his righte ousne ss' (8Jl6.12 r.13), a
stylistic featur e that he shares with his father who presen ts
a very large numb er of these suffixes at
the end of a letter to Fustat :... · 1:"l'J17.):"l ... i:i'J!)7 ... · 1;-J'J1P ... ·
,:,,mniZl'J:l ... · ,:i,:iN ... · '1:"IJ'PT1 · ,:i,:iN
1:"l'J'n ... 1:"l'JJi 'his father ... and his elder. .. his father . ..his epistle
...his Creato r. .. before him ...his
masse s ... his rejoic ing ...his grace' (24.43 r .45-47). The examp
le shows how the genera l use of the i;,(')suffix on all types of noun allows the writer s greate r freedo m
to rhyme singul ar nouns with plural
nouns or prepo sition s, and even with verbs, as in this letter
of salom o ben yahud a to 'Efraim ben
samar ya: 1;,nu iill 1:"l'i?.)iZl '"1:l '1:"ln'7X' :"liZlll' iiZlN 7:,:11 'l;'JN'X?.)'
i0n1 jn1 'and may he cause him to find
grace and kindn ess and in all that he does may he allow him
to succee d, Son of the schola r
samar yahu, whose rest is 'Eden ' (20.102 r.7).
By far the comm onest use of the 1:,- suffix is on the nouns :JN
and nN. The comm on BH 3 mascu line
singul ar suffixed forms of these two nouns , 1':lN and 'l'nN, are
rarely attest ed in the letters , instea d we
find predominantly1:i':1N 'his father ' (13J31.8 r.4) and, partic
ularly , 1:i'nN 'his brothe r' (10J27.2 r.5).
The use even intrud es into quota tions from the Hebre w Bible,
Jerem iah 31:3411N iV'N i'lll 1i7.)7' N71
: :i., " .nN 1lli ir.iN? 1:-PnN .nN iV'N1 1;,.lJi 'no longe r shall
they teach one anoth er, or say to one anoth er
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"Know the Lord", etc.' (13J33.12 r.22), where, despite its explicit marking as a quotatio n
(i.e., with
supralin ear dots and [i7;)1]:,,i at the end) the phrase shows the replacem ent of the Hebrew
Bible's ,,r:,~
with i:,,nl'\. This follows the greater pattern in the letters, where 1'nl'\ is generally reserved
for the
plural noun; the use of 1:,'nl'\ for the singular gives less ambigui ty in unpaint ed texts.
A pronoun ced characteristic of a great many geniza letters is the plene orthogra phy of ~ere.
This is
particularly evident in the 1 plural pronomi nal suffix, where, in BH, the orthogra phy of ~ere
provides
a semanti c distinction, differentiating the singular noun from the plural. 33 In mostgen izaletter
s, this
distincti on is no longer made, since the 1 plural suffix is often found written with yod, whether
the
possesse d noun is singular or plural: 1:rt1m::i 'our intentio n' (10J32.9 r.4); 1J'1'1?';"Jj? ... U'1'1?1"0
.•. 1J'1'1137

'our congregation ... our treasure ... our commun ity' (Misc. 36.140 r.29); sometim es both spellings
occur together: U'::11;"11'\1 1J1'1'? 'to our friend and our beloved' (13Jl5.l r.4). Only a few writers,
such
as Na!an ben 'Avraham, retain the BH distinction between singular and plural in their orthogra
phy,
1J1'1?!:lm U'mtzr, , 'our entreatie s and our prayer' (10J9.25 m.8).
The 3 masculin e plural suffix c;,- is used on the singular biradical ;"J!:l as is usual in BH (e.g.,
Deutero nomy 21:5): C;"J'!:l 'their mouth' (Misc. 35.43 r.5).
The rabbinic 3 masculin e plural suffix 1- is rarely found in the corpus, surviving in only occasion
al
use alongside BH c-. It is attested twice in a letter of Na!an ben 'Avraham, 11'1!:lin C'377;)1ill
'they hear
themselves reviled' (8.3 r.18) and 5n '1'7;)?1'1 ?W piiw 'that the way of scholars' (8.3 r.17),
and these
examples can be explained by both cases occurring in quotatio ns from the Babylonian Talmud.34
It is
also found in various isolated instance s in other letters, e.g., in a letter of S;)rira Ga' on, 11'1::ll'\?7;)
'their
work' (28.24 r.55) or in a letter from Alexandria P'J37::I 'in their affair' (13J34.3 r.15), but it
does not
supplan t the biblical suffix to any substant ial degree.
The poetic suffix 17;)- is only occasionally found with the singular noun; other rare BH suffixes
such
as 3 masculin e singular :,·-, 2 masculin e singular :,::i- and 2 feminine singular '::l- are not attested
in
the corpus.35
The following pronomi nal suffixes are attested on the plural noun:
1 sing.
,_
'i::11 'my words' (13J9.2 r.30)
2 masc. sing.
2 fem. sing.
3 masc. sing.
3 fem. sing.

("-)

"::11'1::l?;) 'my letters' (13Jl3.28 r.2)

1'1'-

1'1'11"J?;) 'your gifts' (13J9.2 r.17)

,,_

1'1'11ij?' 'your precious things' (13J20.9 r.9)
1'1'11JW1 'and his years' (13J22.25 r.5)

:,,

:,,i,n::ii 'and its young men' (13J33.6 r.10)

1 plural
U'2 masc. plural C::l'-

1J'::li:l 'our knees' (13J9.2 r.10)

2 fem. plural P'3 masc. plural C:1'

P"n:l 'in your lives' (8Jl4.27 r.7)

(c:,-)

C::l'1'111'\1::IJ 'your prophec ies' (13J9.2 r.36)

c:,,,::i, 'their words' (13J9.2 r.36)
C;"J?;)':l 'in your days' (13Jl9.15 v.3)

33

Jotion §6d n. 2.

34

BT Yoma 23a and BT Sabbaf 88b, respectively.

3

5The full list of rare BH suffixes is found in Joi.ion §94h.
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3 fem. pl.

j;-J17.)-

i;"'J'1' 'their hands' (28.24 r.57)
17.)'7.):::)M 'their wise men' (13Jl6.24 r.6)

c-

cmi:,,i-t 'their letters' (13Jl4.8 r.6)
j;-J'i-t!ZlU 'their grooms' (NS JI 7.2 r.9)

In addition, the orthographic variant:::i- is attested for the 3 masculine singular pronominal suffix
in a draft of a letter by 'Efraim ben samarya, :::imi-t?!:lJ 'his wonders' (12.273 v.10), for i'mi-t?!:lJ. It is
probably a scribal error.
The 3 masculine singular suffix,,_ is pointed with qame~ as in Standard Tiberian Hebrew, 1'11;-J 'his
parents' (Gil (1983) no. 288=ULC Or 1080 Jl46 r.9).
Plural nouns with the endingm- often take the 3 masculine plural suffix of the singular noun, 1:l-, a
biblical phenomenon.36 Suffixed forms such as om:::ii-t 'their fathers' (12.256 r.5), 1:l1'1Utzl 'their years'
(13Jl4.10 r.15), cm?;)iZl 'their names' (lOJI0.5 r.10), om:::i1, 'their hearts' (13J23.ll r.27) and cmnii-t
'their paths' (NS 324.104 r.19) are more common than those with the suffixi:J;-J' in the letters, only
1:l;-J'm::ii-t 'their fathers' (NS 324.104 r.10) and c;,,mJiZliZl 'that their years' (20.141 r.38) are attested; this
is also the case in BH.37 For the purposes of the letter-writers the use of the 1:l- suffix on plural nouns
facilitates the rhyming of singular and plural: salomo ben yahuda writes 011:::iiwr, ... om1?i-tw ... 1:l1'17.):,,7.)
'their purpose ... their questions ...their answers' (13Jl4.8 r.9); Yosiyyahu Ga'on rhymes 1:lmJW ... 1:l1'1:::l1!J
cmw:iJ ... 'their goodness ... their years ... their spirits' (13Jl4 r.15).
The defective writing of the plural noun with the 3 masculine plural suffix is attested in various
letters, although it is not particularly common. Yosiyyahu Ga' on attests three examples in one of his
letters, 1:l;-JWS77.) 'their deeds' (13Jl4 r.13), 1:l:J9'J 'their wonders' (r.14) and 1:l;:tipiili 'their adversaries'
(r.14), where, although the Tiberian vocalisation does not represent a background Standard Tiberian
pronunciation, the nouns appear to have been read as plural. Additionally, we have 1:J;-J?;)':::l 'in your
days' (13Jl9.15 v.3) in a letter from Asqelon and 1:J;-J1':::l'- 'their lords' (10J30.5 r.2) in a letter of the
Palestinian academy, both of which are also plural nouns. 38
In summary, BH provides the model for the pronominal suffixes of the noun, and the form of the
noun with suffixes. Occasional rare BH poetic suffixes such as 17.)- are attested (particularly by a small
number of writers in the corpus) but are not overused. The morphology of RH such as the masculine
singular in 1: or the masculine plural suffix 1- are, as far as can be ascertained, virtually non-existent.
Where vocalised forms are attested they reflect Tiberian morphology and, predominantly, Tiberian
pronunciation. However, there are a number of features that, whilst having their roots in BH, are far
more developed in the corpus and sufficiently widespread to be regarded as distinctive of the letters:
the wider use of the 1;,- suffix, even on triliteral nouns; the plene spelling of 1J'- on singular nouns
36

Ibid., §94g. We do not find the construction using the RH suffix 1-.

37

BH attests only CJ11,'jtzl, cm::1, and cmn,~. Numbers 13:4, Isaiah 44: 18 and Joshua 2:7 respectively; om::1~ only
gives way to o;·p.n,::i~ in LBH, ibid., §94g.
3

8The last example is apparently just an error, since all other cases in the letter are spelled withyod. The letter
from Asqelon, however, attests many defective spellings of the suffixes on plural nouns and on the prepositions
which take plural terminations; probably this is an example of hypercorrection, brought about by the
consistently plene spelling elsewhere of such suffixes as 1:i'- and 1J'- for the singular noun.
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(with rare exceptio ns); the use of cm- rather than c:,,.n,- on feminine plural nouns. Is
there any trace
of Arabic influenc e in any of these features? It is certainly possible that the Arabic 3 masculin
e
singular suffix-a lways -hu-Ied to the prepond erance of1:i- in the Hebrew, but since
the suffix was
already producti ve in paytann ic Hebrew it would be presump tuous to blame the influenc
e entirely
on the vernacul ar. It probably represen ts a general merging of pronom inal suffixes for
nouns and
verbs, evidence d on the verbal side, for instance , by the almost complet e disappea rance
of the
nunated suffixes, thus drawing the morphol ogy of the verbal suffixes closer to those of
the noun.

Noun patterns
Biblical vocabulary
To examine the nouns and adjectives employe d in the average geniza letter, it is helpful

to begin by

taking one fairly typical example. T-S 8J22.7 is a short, unremar kable note from 'Eli the

Muml;te ben
'Avraham to 'Avraham Hakkohe n ben I:Iaggai arrangin g a meeting at the synagog ue on
the following
day. It was written in the middle of the eleventh century in Egypt by, as his title :,mm~
indicate s, a
well-edu cated member of the Jewish commun ity. It is not an overly formal letter, lacking
excessively
florid phraseol ogy or reckless inventio n; the introduc tory praises and blessings of the
praescriptio
<2
reflect the minimu m required for politnes
s
and
the
biblical
allusion
and
quotatio
,,
n it contains is due
to the languag e in which it is written rather than a delibera te literary effect. As a result
its idiom is
neither excessively stilted and archaic nor riven with poetic neologis m: it is a good example
of a
letter whose function is chiefly commun icative and therefor e a useful guide to the style
of Hebrew
found in most letters of the corpus.
The text opens with nearly 4 full lines of praises, the praescriptio, before launchin g into
the business
of the letter with the common introduc tory elemenu m 'and know!' (8J22.7 r.4). In total
there are 16
lines of text (includin g 2 in the margin), which contain 54 different nouns and adjective
s (some of
which appear in abbrevia ted form only, e.g., Y5J=l137 P,::l ,nu 'his rest be in the Garden
of 'Eden'
(r.4)). Of these 54 nouns, 5-c:ii::i ~ (r.1); [']:,,n (r.4); [11]D "Eden' (r.2); !1:l' (r.6); ,~iizr (m.1)-a
re
proper names. Of the remainin g 49 nouns and adjectives, 38 appear in the Hebrew Bible.
These are
mostly common nouns and adjectives from BH such as: C1?ill 'peace, wellbeing' (r.l);
11,~~ 'from the
lord' (r.l); :1J'::l1 'and understa nding' (r.2); '1'i'' 'my dear one' (r.4); 11'1::l:1~1 'and your love'
(r.9); :,:,i::1
'a blessing ' (r.13). The post-bib lical nouns, for the most part, are to be found originally
in RH, e.g.,
m~'ill 'lines' (r.10) and rio:i:,:, !1'::l::l 'in the synagog ue' (r.11), as well as a smaller
number from
Talmudi c Hebrew, e.g., 1l"111'0n 'your piety' (8J22. 7 r.9); only the occasion al MH usage
is attested,
e.g., the common ly occurrin g substant ival use of the passive participl e
e.g.,
'and his son'
(m.2); no nouns that could be describe d as paytann ic (such as arbitrari ly shortene d nouns)
are
employe d.

,,~n, ,,,~n,

Biblical vocabul ary accounts for 38 out of 54 nouns and adjectives in the letter, i.e., exactly

76
percent. This proporti on is repeated in most Hebrew letters from the geniza. A few, however
, do
attest a greater proporti on of vocabula ry drawn from the Hebrew Bible. The letter written
by the
ga'on Yosiyyahu which is addresse d to the Je~alem ite commun ity in Fustat (13Jl 4.10)
is a good
example: it evidence s a large number of biblical nouns and phrases from the Hebrew
Bible, some
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quite obscur e, and is mainly compo sed in rhyme d prose. 39 Such a letter
was intend ed as a formal
docum ent and was meant to be read aloud to comm unity memb ers,
probab ly in the synagogue after
the service; therefo re it deman ded the higher register that the biblica
l language afforded. Other
letters reflect a similar literary style, for instanc e the letter of introd uction
written by the payfan and
official of the Palestinian academ y samu'e l Hasslisi on behalf of the young
(but soon to be infamous)
Na!an ben 'Avraham (16.68), but show a wider use of source s as well
as different influences, such as
the langua ge of the piyyut-40 A letter such as this was probab ly not intend
ed to be read aloud, but it
would certainly have passed among the various dignitaries of its destina
tion and its style would have
reflected upon the reputa tions of both the writer -who had a positio
n in the academ y and therefore
a reputa tion to maint ain-an d the one on whose behalf it was written
. Comm unicat ions showing so
much concer n for style, formality, literary conten t and inventiveness
form a small propor tion of the
corpus, and were certainly not the produc tion of the average letter-w
riter, but they do demon strate
the basic trends that are found throug hout most of the letters, the regard
in which the biblical
langua ge was held along with the parallel desire for variation and, occasio
nally, invention.

Since the domin ant functio n of the letters was communicative, biblica
l language too obscur e and
difficu lt-thou gh it demon strated erudit ion-w ould have been counte
rprodu ctive. Rare and
unusua l nouns drawn from the deepes t depths of the Bible are only employ
ed, if at all, in the initial
section of the letter, the praises of the praescriptio, where they serve
to ornam ent but do not intrud e
on the main business. For this reason obscure BH nouns are few in the
corpus; unlike Sa' adya or the
other late paY,tanim, the letter writers didn't delight in employing hapax
legomena. 41 Only a few
examples of hapax legomena, except when they occur in biblical quotat
ions, are found, e.g., cm,~
'from war' (13Jl6 .l 7 r.7) reflects a noun ClJ? found only in Judges 5:8;
1J'l11ji;-J7 'our bands' (13Jl4.10
r.11) is the plural of the nounI1i(iZ, a constr uct atteste d only at 1 Samue
l 19:20; rare, but non-ha pax,
nouns are similarly infrequent, e.g., 1J'i1m 'our wound[s?J' (13J33.2 r.10)
and ::i;,~::i 'in love' (lOJll.30
r.22) are atteste d only twice each in the Hebrew Bible. The language
of the letters thus drew upon BH
nouns that were well repres ented in the Hebrew Bible and which mainly
contin ued in use throug h
RH and into MH. The resurre ction of 'lost' BH nouns, and the resusc
itation and reuse of ancien t
noun pattern s as a means of creating new words, whilst both occurring
in other strains of MH,
feature little in the predom inantly communicative idiom of the letters.

Post- biblic al vocab ulary
As the letter, T-S 8J22.7above, shows, though more than sevent
y percen t of the nouns and

adjectives of a letter may be found to have originated in BH, that still
leaves a substa ntial propor tion
of post-biblical vocabulary. The letters demon strate to us that their author
s did not limit themselves
39

Some examples of rare BH nouns found in the letter are: ;-Jji1:!llJIJ 'from
straits' (13Jl4.10 r.12); omrnv 'their cry
for help' (r.13); l:l1J1i1'J 'their comfort' (r.18); whole phrases, such as ,,mn,
~JWIJ7 'the changing of his laws' (r.25),
also find their way into the text; an example of rhymed prose is m~;i i'11
1'1':::17 m~J mm, m~o::i ,m, 'may they
see thrones and fitting offerings come to the House of David' (r.6), where
the word-o rder has been altered to
mainta in the rhyme-scheme.
40

Some examples of a wide use of sources are the nouns: iD:::11j:'O~ 'expert
scribe' (16.68 r.l), Latin exceptor,
medieval 1Ji1i 'table' (r.5) and the paytannic forms 17~WIJ 'his request '
(r.16) and p?JWJ 'perfum e' (r.2).
41

Sa'adya shows a 'marked preference for grammatical and lexicographica
l hapax legomena', according to
Rabin p. 128.
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to employing only 'pure' biblical vocabulary or perhaps did not even make a distinction between the
language of the Bible and that of later sources: up to a quarter of most letters consists of rabbinic,
talmudic and medieval nouns and adjectives. To a certain extent this is unavoidable: references to
post-biblical religious practice, for example, had to contain language drawn from post-biblical
sources and thus words such as noJ::,, piimo, 1m and others like them form a large proportion of the
non-biblical nouns attested in the corpus. Similarly, the discussion of trade and taxation, and of
finance and law, required overall the vocabulary of the Misna and Talmud. Occasionally too, though,
concepts or terms were required for which there was no Hebrew word. In such cases, either a new
noun could be created or an existing noun used with a new meaning. However, the prosaic
requirements of the topic under discussion were not the only driving force behind the use of
post-biblical vocabulary. As noted earlier, alongside the communicativ e function of the letters there
is also the ornanmental, the literary, which often demands a wider field of vocabulary. To avoid
repeating the same words again and again nouns could be substituted with their less common
synonyms, or such synonyms could be created when nothing suitable already existed. Variant forms
drawn from the language of piyyut are used to fit rhyme or metrical schemes. Parallelism also
demands variants and synonyms. Though, as noted earlier, the literary requirement was in most
cases secondary to the communicativ e, it is an important feature of the language and one that had a
greater effect upon the noun inventory than perhaps other parts of speech.
The following list is based upon a random sampl~6f 30 letters (approximatel y 10 percent of the
I
corpus) and records all the post-biblical nouns and adjectives attested therein. Additional nouns of
relevance from the wider corpus are detailed in the summaries. Occasional BH vocabulary is also
included where the meaning or use has undergone a significant change in the letters.
Qiil:

C'T1T 'silver coins, dirhiims' (13J20.13 r.14); piw 'market' (13J26.13 r.10)

Qol:

m,,~, 'and the causes' (13Jl6.24 r.12)
Although nm~ 1,y is a BH composite preposition with the meaning 'concerning'
(e.g., Genesis 26:32) the occasional use of nm~ without 1,y in the letters appears to
reflect a construct noun proper rather than an abbreviated version of the BH
prepositional phrase. BDB (p. 15b) asserts that the singular of nm~ should be :ii,~*
but, probably by analogy with the plural of nouns such as :i,~-m:11~ 'bottle' and 1,ipm1,ip 'voice' in BH, the letters attest a form,,~ for the singular, e.g., :,1,~w, ,,~
'concern or request' (Gil (1983) no. 405=Dropsie 392 r.22); nwn, ,,~ 'concern or
anxiety' (lOJll.30 r.24).

Qal:

m 'sect, party, denomination ' (13Jll.5 r.23);

07j;"l

'the poll-tax' (13Jll.5 r.18)

The plural ofn::,, mn,::, 'sects' (32.8 r.28), demonstrating the ivowel, is also attested.
Gemination of the l"l in the singular suffixed form is showed by the full orthography of
m11::, 'his sect' (12.775 r.10).

The noun 07j appears frequently in the Hebrew Bible where it has the meaning
'labourers' or 'forced service' but develops the more specific sense of 'tax' in RH and
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Talmudic Hebrew. In the letters, it becomes yet more specific, denoting in particular

the Arabic jizya, the 'poll-tax' enforced on the (j,immis by their Muslim rulers.
Qil:jiQ;

'~'O::l 'like drops' (20.141 r.15); ('i') i'::l1 'and [my] signature' (13]18.1 r.28)

i' i'::l is the widely used phrase for 'signature' in the letters.42 Talmudic ;"ll:)'I1n, e.g.,

m~'rin, 'and signatures' (NS 308.122 v.21), is less frequent.
Qil5:

I1:!l'N1 'and the haste' (16.275 r.6); 111N"J 'his arrival' (13]16.20 r.8); ;"li'i:l 'in the

dwelling' (13]14.5 r.13); in:sro, 'and his company' (13]14.5 r.18)
Derived from middle-wea k roots, nouns of the form qfl5 are of different types, e.g.,
agent &137'0) and place (;"ii'i), but a major use is as an action noun (nomen actionis),
particularly in the form of the noun :1N'J 'arrival'. This noun may be found in a
concrete sense in BH, but in post-biblica l language it is primarily an action noun.43 In
the letters it most frequently occurs in phrases concerning the Messiah, e.g., 11N'J1
,n,iZl~ 'and the arrival of his Messiah' (12.247 r.21), but it is also employed in
preference to (or sometimes alongside) the infinitive construct N1J with regard to
more mundane events, ,:in:, 11N'J? :,:in~ 'JN 'I am awaiting the arrival of his letter'
(10]10.9 r.15) and :,:iiiZln:, I1N'J? 1JN 0'1jil:)1 'and we are longing for the reply's arrival'
(Gil (1983) no. 373=ENA4101.5 v.4). Other post-biblica l uses of this pattern are :,7,,~:,
'circumcisio n' (13J20.18 r.22) and :,r,,~:i 'in death' (13J31.8 r.9). 44
Qitt5:

ur,:i,n, 'and our esteem' (16.3 r.33); O'mO'O;"l 'the two lines' (18J4.4 r.28); :,;,pi 'and

worship' (10J30.3 r.5) 45
The spelling 0'.n10'0;"1 occurs only in this example, other letters attest ;"IO'iZl, e.g.,
O"mO'iZl 'two lines' (20.106 r.l), as in RH. The apparent spellingwit hs rather than sis

probably due to the influence of the Arabic equivalent sa_tr, 'line, row'.
Arabic influence may lie behind the frequent use of the noun :,:i,n in the letters since
its cognate "f:lubb is the main Arabic term for 'love'. However, its use in such phrases
as the parallel expression or,:i,n, or,:i:,N 'their desire and love' (6J3.21 r.11) probably
owes more to the well-known liturgical phraseology , e.g., J'Jn1 :i1:,N1 from the 'Emet
v"Y~~iv blessing of the S:cJma', as it does to the influence of the vernacular.
Qotel:

NiZlU 'subject'

(10J27.7 r.8)

42

For the origin and later use of the phrase see Friedman (1991), pp. 162-189.

43

It is used only in Ezekiel 8:5 where it has the concrete meaning 'entrance'.

44

Although the letters do not employ :,r,,~ 'death' as often as the euphemisms ;'li'tJ!:l, lit. 'departure', and,
particularly, ;'1!:l'0~ 1 lit. 'gathering up'.
45

Interestingly, it is the use of the noun :,;,p 'worship' or 'prayer', lit. 'bowing down', in the epistles ofYa'aqov
ben S:cJmu' el that incensed the Karaite Sahl ben Ma~liab, as he wrote: 'You wrote :,;,p with a yod, and this is
incorrect' (quoted in Drory p. 59). Thus the unnamed Kohen who wrote the geniza letter perpetuates this
appalling error.
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~iZl1J is used in the introductory phrase to the main body of Yosef Hakkohen ben
Ya'aqov's letter: ':l ...n u,ri,:,,,~ ~iZlU jiOY 'the purpose of the subject of this letter[ ... ] is
that...' (10J27.7 r.8). Other letter-writers use .!'1r.J:\r.J, 77:i or just jiOY alone.
Qot51:

pi:,:, 'as is fitting' (16.3 r.30); ir.J7iY .!'1'::J.7 'to his cemetary' (10]12.22 r.8)
C71Y is found in BH, but the compound expression c,w .!'1'::J. meaning 'ceni:tery' is
.
A
taken from RH (e.g., Wayyiqra Rabba 19.1).

Q5tel:

,:in:, 'the I:Iaver' (13Jll.5 r.6); :"11'iZl:l:"1 'the proper' (13J20.9 r.2)
Drawn from Talmudic Hebrew where it denotes a 'learned man, a scholar', i::i.n is a
title which was bestowed on members of the Palestinian academy.46

Q5til:

T'1T:"11 'and the zealous' (13]17.4 r.5); '::J.'::J.n 'my dear one' (13J20.9 r.5); n''iiZl 'emissary,
agent' (10]12.22 r.6);
'frequent' (10J30.3 r.2)

m,,,.n

This is the main Hebrew adjectival form; other examples are ,,:,r:, 'the observant'
(13J34.2 r.3) and,,,,, 'usual' (NS 169.11 v.8). Although, surprisingly, RH 1'1.!'1 is rarely
used compared to the medieval q:5_ti1l form derived from it, 111.n, e.g., m,n.n
'frequent' (10J32.8 r.2).
Q5till:

C'iin::i.:, 'the young men' (13J26.13 r.20); C'::i.i:,r 'gold coins, dinars' (13]26.13 r.16);
,,,,r.Jn 'his sons' (13J20.13 r.22); 'Tiin::i., 'and in the rhymes' (12.146 r.8); U'ni7iZl 'our
emissary' (13]26.13 r.8)
imn, literally 'delighted in; precious' usually refers to a son in the letters, e.g., sa1omo
ben yahuda refers to his own son 'Avraham as '1ir.Jn 'my son' (13Ji5.ll r.9); a letter to

thega'on mentions 111r.Jn :,,n, 'Yal;tya, your son' (12.247 r.18). 47
,.no,,:, 'according to his way' (18J4.4 r.23); ,,:,, 'his ability' (18]4.4 r.23); 7'ir.J::J. 'in
speech' (10J30.3 r.6); f7Y::J. 'in exultation' (12.146 r.2); jiOY 'business' (10J27.7 r.8); 7'!:l
'prayer' (Box Misc. 26.22 r.4); 1;,:,r, 'end' (10J30.3 r.24)
.no,, or .no, is the common word for 'way' or 'manner' in the letters; a rabbinic noun,
it occurs more often than biblical 111when referring to 'way of behaving'. 'Avraham
ben Hagga' on is the only writer to attest the form .niZli, ill presumably denoting tz;,
which is etymologically more original than that with o i.e., i.niZlii 'his way' (lOJl0.9
r.8) .48
46

See Gil (1992) §742 on this and other titles of the Palestinian academy.

47

Though i1r.Jrl is used, to our minds, sometimes loosely, for instance in the letter of Na!an Hakkohen ben
Mavora]s: to 'Eli Hakkohen ben I:Iayyim where the writer signs 1:i::i:, 1m 1i1r.Jrl 'his son, Na!an Hakkohen' (18J4.4
r.35, v.l). Na!an was actually the brother of'Eli's daughter-in-law; ibid., §307 n. 73.
48

Cf. Jastrow p. 374. no, is also used in piyyu_t, occurring in Yannai's poetry; Zulay (1945) p. 219.
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Talmudic Hebrew is the source for some nouns of this pattern, e.g., i:J'10l 'boards'
(13J34.2 r.26) and 1ip:, 'the principal sum' (12.338 v.10), but many are drawn from
Payt:annic Hebrew which produced a great number of nouns of this pattern either
through the exploitation of verbal forms, e.g., "it~ 'speech' from Talmudic,~~ 'to
speak', or through the shortening of existing nouns, e.g., ?~{1 'end' from biblical

:,7~.r:,. 49 "i:l' is a payt:annic-style segolate noun which is used by different writers in the
letters (Natan Hakkohen in 18J4.4 r.23 and 'Efraim ben samarya in 12.273 r.7) but is
not attested elsewhere, thus this pattern also provides a model for coinages in the
corpus.
Qotal:

pn,1::i 'under pressure' (13J26.16 r.14)5°
rioi:i 'yearning' (20.141 r.17)

Another example is 1')0111:l 'in addition' (13J26.3 r.6) which is a segolate created by
shortening RH r,~9;r, 'addition' (e.g., M. 'Prumot 5.6).
Qatal:

1~~

'response' (10J30.3 r.4); tzl~~ 'deed' (13Jl8.l r.2); rm::i 'in need' (13J20.13 r.17); 1nr,
'favour' (Box Misc. 26.22 r.4)

Like the qt,tt:lnouns, these payt:annic segolate forms are well-attested in the letters.
In particular, shortened forms such as tll¥~ from :,rp~~ are popular, e.g., ,:i::i::i 'in
alarm' (13Jl5.l r.2) from BH :,7~~. ::i~r, 'longing' (13Jl5.l r.3) from rare BH :i;i~D and
.:\~1 'anxiety' (13Jl3.21 r.2) from BH :,~~1,
Qetal:

m::itzl 'his praise' (13Jll.5 r.8)
pn,:, 'the pressure' (8.3 r.14); "i"i:::i::i 'in general' (13J20.13 r.25); ::m:::i:, 'the letter'

(13J20.13 r.13); !J1!:l::l 'in particular' (12.17 r.13); 1!Jtzl:'1 'the document' (13Jl8.l r.13)
This Aramaic pattern provides the model for a number of post-biblical nouns found
in the letters. Others attested in the wider corpus are tzltzln 'anxiety' (16.261 r.32) and
1tz?n:,i 'and the suspicion' (lOJll.29 r.15). tzltzm, a borrowing from Babylonian Aramaic

~ifWP 'anxiety', occurs on several occasions in phrases where it is parallel with 11,~,
e.g., 1W'11!1 tzlilm ,~ 11,~ :,,:,, c~, 'and if you have any need or worry let us know'
(16.261 r.32). A similar noun ntz?n is probably also a q 0 ,t5lfrom the same root; it occurs
in letters by salomo ben Yahuda and samu' el ben Mose, ntzlm ,,~ 'concern or
anxiety' (lOJll.30 r.24; 13Jl8.l m.3), used in the same context as tzliZm.
The Aramaic form ::ir,:i is employed more frequently than BH ::ir,:::i~ for the sense of
'letter'; this is undoubtedly due to the influence of the Arabic equivalent noun, kitdb.
49
5

Goldenberg p. 1610; Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 212; Kutscher (1982) p. 156.

°It is a frequently used noun in the corpus, evidently a reflection on the difficult times faced by the Jewish
communities.
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1,1,:, is common ly employe d as an alternati ve to 1,:,, e.g., m::i,::i;, 1,1,::ii 'and all the
blessing s' (13Jll.4 r.4).
r:n::io 'sum total' (13}16.20 r.26)
i::::n::io is an example of a numeric al/financ ial term drawn from RH (e.g., samo[ Rabba
1.12).
QitJ.5:

1'1:!l:i::i::i 'in the breach' (13Jl 7.4 r.4); :i::i:!l:p 'limit' (10J30.3 r.24); :i,n,w::i 'in prostrati
on'

(10J30.3 r.5); ;,1,::,w 'underst anding' (13Jll.5 r.4)
;,1,::iw, used by salomo hen yahuda, is a payJ:annic form derived from the BH segolate
noun 1,~'g? 'insight'. mn'tzl is a coinage from the biblical verb ;,,nr,w;, 'to prostrate
oneself.
'.nJTn1 'and my grief' (]2.74 r.7); r,::in, 'width' (13J18.l r.11); of quadrilit eral: cmoJi::i::i
'in providin g for them' (12.99 r.5)
This pattern shaping the abstract noun is most common ly found in the corpus in the
form :iii;, 'glory' which is a BH noun, found in Proverbs 14:2811 ,~·mi;, 'the glory of
a king', but is employe d in the letters as an honorifi c address. Example s of :iii;, are
very frequent , e.g.: m11N mi;,1, 31'11:"l'i 'to inform our glorious lord [lit. the glory of
our lord]' (10J9.14 r.6); 1J::ii, u,~ 1'11'!:l:!l: r,ip' mi;, 'iN 'to the glorious, dear, diadem,
our master and teacher' (32.8 r.16);m1,;,p;, '1'1W r,i1;, 1'11i''' 'to the dear, glorious two
commun ities' (13}19.15 v.l). It is probably a calque on the Arabic honorifi c~efra
'presenc e', also found in letters and docume nts as a term of address, e.g.,,:,,, ~ 1'1i:!l:n
'glorious Mordaka i' (Misc. 28.61 r.7). :i,p, 'preciou sness' is formed on analogy of
:iii;, from the adjective ,p, and is also used, as can be seen in the example s already
quoted, as a prefaced honorifi c.
1'1!:l'ON 'death' (10J27.7 r.9); 1'11'!:lN1 'and a girding' (NS J92 r.4); r,u,n::i 'examini ngs'
(13]26.13 r.18); 1'1j:''n1 'pressur e' (16.275 r.7); 1'1::l'tzl' 'academ y'l3J26.1 6 r.1); '1'1!:l'O::l1
'and my yearning ' (]2.74 r.7); ;,w,n,::i, 'and in a whisper ' (10J30.3 r.6); mp'r,~::i, 'and
with sweet things' (12.146 r.9); 1J'1'1'i'!:lJ~ 'from our downfall ' (6J3.23 r.5); 1J1'1:!l:''i311 'and
our rejoicing ' (16.3 r.5); :11'~31::l 'in standing ' (10J30.3 r.5); 1'1W'J311? 'for the punishin g
fine' (13]26.16 r.13); 11'11'1'131 'your petition' (12.247 r.7); :131';t.!:l1 'and strike' (18J4.4 r.6);
1'11't,!:l1 'and death (lit. departur e)' (12.146 r.5); mp'o::i;, 'the allocatio ns' (10}12.22
r.11); ,m,,::i 'his separati on' (]2.74 r.7); 1'1!:l'i:!l: 'purifica tion' (13]26.13 r.18); 11'1N'ip~
'from reading it' (13Jl 7.4 r.18); :"lW'ni::i, 'and in moveme nt' (10J30.3 r.6); m,:,w
'presenc e' (13]11.5 r.17); i1'11'~tv::i 'in keeping him' (13J20.9 r.9); :,p,r,w::i 'in silence'
(10J24.8 v.l);.l"W'::11'11 'and seeking' (16.275 r.6)5 1
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:131':!11 is attested several times in the corpus as is the verb. The root is from RH, being
a secondar y formation
from BH;w:i 'to inquire', but its relative popularit y in the letters is almost certainly due
to the influence of the
homopho nous Arabic verb tabi'a 'to follow; trail, track, pursue'.
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Q 8 .tfl5 is an extremely common pattern in the letters, evidencin g a large number of
nouns drawn from post-bibli cal Hebrew as well as many coinages. The pattern is
actually quite rare in BH, so mostq8 pl5 nouns used in the letters are drawn from the

post-bibli cal traditions of Hebrew. From RH we find examples such as :i1'7;)iL', :,J'::liZt'
and :,,,?;)37 from the list above as well as a great many others from the wider corpus,
e.g., 1'11'j?!:n 'and the visitation ' (12.213 r.2); :ij?'1J1 'and examinati on' (12.336 r.4);
1'11'l:PJ 'in creation' (13J26.3 r.7); 11'1N'X'J 'on his departure ' (13Jl 7.17 r.18); 1'1N'WJJ 'in
the carrying up' (lOJll.30 r.11);1'1N'll7;)1 'and finding' (13Jl5.l r.2). Talmudic and
Medieval Hebrew provide an equally large number, such as :i!:l'1X, :,J'nJ, :,37,:,,!:), :,p,n,
and :i,'!:lJ from the list above as well as r,o,,n 'inscribin g' (13J22.25 r.12), 1'111'1N1 'and
curses' (13Jl4.10 r.23), 1J1'11'1!:l 'our separatio n' (8J20.l r.3), :,J,.n::i:, 'the writing'
(13J20.18 v.l), 1'1!:l'11J1 'and in pursuit' (20.181 r.39) and 1'11'Tn 'return' (16.6 r.20) from
the wider corpus. Various coinages from this pattern are: 11'1!:l'O::l?;) 'from his yearning'
(18J4.20 r.33), an alternativ e to 1')9i::i which is found in use by many different letterwriters; 1'11'!:lN1 'and a girding' (NS J92 r.4) is a coinage byYosiyy ahu Ga'on from BH
1i!:l~; :,x',37::l 'and in rejoicing' (13J23.12 r.3) is attested in several letters, as an
alternativ e form of BHri:!X',37; 1'11'7;)1'1:11 'and in the regularity ' (lOJl0.5 r.11) is a
secondary formation from the BH noun 1'7;)1'1, itself originally from a root 117;); many
more can be found in the wider corpus.
Although a few nouns of this pattern are derived from adjectives , e.g., 1'111'17;) 'bitter
things' (13Jl4.10 r.22) and 1'11i''1'17;):l1 'and with sweet things' (12.146 r.9), most
examples are action nouns formed from the verb which, in the letters, are often
employed in place of the BH infinitive construct. Very few concrete nouns of this
pattern are attested. 1'11i''O!:l:i 'the allocation s' (10Jl2.22 r.11), a borrowing from
Aramaic, is an exception . 52 The pattern is not used in the creation of other previously
unatteste d nouns with a concrete sense.
:,r,p,,1 'its fire' (8.3 r.10)
:,p,,1 'fire' is taken from RH, e.g., M. Sabha{ 16.1.
:,011!:l 'ap 8 ruta' (16.3 r.23); :i:i,wr, 'repentan ce' (13Jl4.5 r.12)
:,:i,wr, is a noun meaning 'return' or 'answer' in BH, but in this example the narrower
RH meaning of 'repentan ce' is implied, i.e., ;,:i,wr, :,w37 i:i::i '::l 'because he has
already made repentanc e' (13Jl 4.5 r.12).
(r,,1)1:,, 'greatness ' (13J26.16 r.5); (1'1W1)'7i' 'holinessi (13J26.16 r.5)
These abstract nouns are the standard honorific terms of address used in the letters.
They are usually found only in an abbreviat ed form, as in the example; the writing of
the nouns in full is rare: ,:in:, '?37 'ii 11:1 1'1W11i' ri,n:,, 11:i::i 1J'1'i''' 'to our dear,
5

2:,p'O:.l in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, ~P'O!:l in Babylonian, means 'charitable donation'.
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honourable, great and holy master and teacher, 'Eli the Baver' (13J23.13 r.2). Like the
other honorific address :iii:,, ·r,ii:,, they are employed in construct before the name
of the addressee. :'itll11j? is attested as an epistolary formula in the Yerusalmi, where a
letter sent from Palestine opens with :"l'JJn nw,,p, 'to the
I:Iananya', Y.

Sanhedrin I, 19a. 53
Other nouns are attested, used in the same contexts on the model of nw,,p and n1?11:1:
n,,:10 'treasure'

(20.181 r.l), from Talmudic Hebrew, and the elsewhere unattested

n1?m; 'encircled [crowned?]' (8J3 v.17).
rl"::1:1 'collection

[of tax]' (13J26.13 r.10); tlI1"tllZl1 'and their action' (NS J92 r.12); :,,o,,
'and a compress' (8.3 r.11)

Although it is not a widely emloyed form, with the possible exception of :'l"tllZI, q0 [ill5
is a favourite pattern of the Palestinian ga'on Yosiyyahu, who exhibits a number of
examples in rhyming sequences in his letters: l:ll1"l\i 'their seeing' (12.256 r.2); 1:JI1":l:'i
'their speaking' (12.256 r.2); l"l"OJ 'the inclination' (13Jl4.I0 r.24); l"l":1:1 'speech'
(l3Jl4.I0 r.25); I1"0tll 'deviation' (l3Jl4.I0 r.25).
The q0 ,till5 noun :,r,,~l\ 'truth', a secondary formation from BH r,~~, is attested fairly
frequently in the letters, always in the construct: l"l~l\:"l I1l"1'~N 'the veracity of the
truth' (12.17 r.13); l'l'mi,w I1l"1'~N::i 'in the truth of our authority' (16.6 r.14); l"lrl'~l\
u,,::i, 'the truth of our words' (12.146 r.20);] l"1l"1'~N 'the truth of(' (8J20.3 r.12).

Goldenberg explains the frequency of :,r,,~N in other medieval Hebrew literature
stemming from Arabic lands as due to the influence of the similarly patterned Arabic
nounl:,aqfqa 'truth, reality' .54 Perhaps this is so in the letters, but the effect is not total

since for the meaning 'truth' in the absolute we find only n~N and never :,r,,~N; it is
only in the construct that we always find l"1l"1'~N and never n~N.
Qatt51:

t:i'i:1n,, 'and to merchants' (13J20.13 r.24)
i:111 'merchant' is a RH agentive noun, e.g., M. Bava Me~i'a 4.4.

QattTI:

O'tll;J 'teaching' (16.3 r.14)
,,,,N 'majesty' (10J27.7 r.6); ,,n'N 'delay' (J2.74 r.8); i1tll'N1 'and confirmation'

(13Jll.5 r.8); :1711':11 'and its greatness' (10J27.7 r.7); t:i::ip1T'n::i 'in your effort' (AS
148.147 r.5); !"\17'm 'and change' (10Jl2.22 .4); r,,,n::i 'in strength' (20.141 r.20); 11.:rn::i
'with a prayer' (10J30.3 r.4);
'longing' (8.3 m.2); ::i,~,::i 'in standing' (I0J30.3 r.5);
:,::im:i, 'its lying' (I0J27.7 r.4); 1"U'::i1 'and his titles' (13Jl4.5 r.9); 1717'~ 'your speech'

,,n,,

(IOJ12.22 r.23); 1:l::l'iJ1ZI'~ 'your smallness' (13J26.16 r.9); f1n'J::l 'with urgency' (18J4.4
r.28); j11'ZI 'luxury' (13Jl8.l r.3); ,,,,;:,, 'and prayer' (I0J30.3 r.4); 1:l:"l'On'=' 'their

53

Mann (1922) vol. 2, p. 383.

54

Goldenberg p. 1629.

detailings' (13Jl6.20 r.13); i1::l.'X:i 'the community' (20.141 r.41); f1:::l'P 'gathering'
(10J27.7 r.12); i1X'P:::l 'in short' (10Jl2.22 r.l); r,:::i'i 'teaching' (20.141 r.43); 11::r,:::i
'with softening' (13Jll.5 r.11); 11J'i:::l 'in rejoicing' (10J30.3 r.4); '1X'i1 'appeasing'
(13Jll.5 r.2); iZl1::l.'iZl 'confusion' (10Jl2.22 r.4); n10'iZl1 'and extension' (10J30.3 r.5);
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lU'iZl:::l 'by memory'

(10J30.3 r.4); :ii1P'iZl 'its falseness' (10J27.7 r.4); 'U'l"l:::l 'with
recounting' (13Jl 1.5 r.8)

This pattern, along with qa.tfl5 and haqt5l5, is one of the most widely attested in the
corpus. It is used principally for the generation of action nouns from the pi'el verb.
Most examples found in the letters are already attested in rabbinic literature, e.g.,
0:!7'~, W1:::l'iZl, l"J1?'n, 111':!7, ,in", ,,n,N, r,,,n, i1P'iZl, 1U'n, 1U'iZl,

,,,,:i

and 1U'i from

among those listed above as well as a very large number from the wider corpus
among which are: 'U'~ 'appointment' (12.336 r.6); c,,p:::i 'as regards the preservation'
(10J32.9 r.7); i1T':l:i 'the dispersion' (8J22.7 r.8); p,,,n:::i 'in the distribution' (13J20.3
r.19); l"J1i'01 'and distraction' (lOJl0.22 r.13); :::11:J':!7 'hindrance' (16.6 r.26); 101':l:::11 'and
with his apology' (28.24 r.24). A small number of nouns of this pattern are already
found in BH, but are employed with their different, post-biblical, meanings in the
corpus: i1:::l'X occurs at 2 Kings 10:8 as 'heap', but the RH meaning 'community', e.g.,
M. Bara/5ot. 5:5, is instead required by salomo ben yahuda, ,,::ix:, 'P0:!7 'affairs of the
community' (10Jl2.l 7 r.15); similarly, f1::l.'P is also 'heap' in Isaiah 57:13 but in the
letters is used as an action rather than a concrete noun by, among others, Yosef
Hakkohen the Baver, U1:::lT:!7 f1:::l'P ?:!7 'over the gathering together of his inheritance'
(10J227.7 r.12), as in Talmudic Hebrew (e.g., B. l(_iJ_tubbot. Ba). This same phenomenon
can be found with regard to RH nouns, which exhibit particular meanings in the
sources, but more generalized meanings are adopted in the letters::,,,,,,., 'and its
greatness' (10J27.7 r.7) the writer takes the noun to denote the abstract quality rather
than its specialised rabbinic and talmudic meaning of 'rearing (children)' (e.g., B.
Sanhedrin 19b).
Perhaps surprisingly, considering the wide use made of this pattern in RH and
Talmudic Hebrew, examples of qittul forms from later Hebrew are fewer, although a
number of previously unattested nouns of the pattern are found, most of which
derive from verbs of the qal conjugation: i1!1':!7:i1 'and the praying' (8J2.2 r.6) from BH
i1J3J 'to pray';,,,.,, 'prominence' (16.68 r.20) from BH
'to look'; f1n'J:::l 'with
urgency' (18J4.4 r.28) is formed from the BH root rn.:i which is only attested as a qal
passive participle, rm~ 'urgent', at 1 Samuel 21:9; f1:::l'i 'teaching' (20.141 r.43) is
from a pi'el verb, Talmudic Ptl 'to teach/ spread [the Tora]'.

,n

Qatt515:

:,1,o:::i:::i 'in idleness' (12.17 r.19); mi:, 'intention' (12.17 r.11)

The former, from RH, is only attested in this letter from Aleppo; the latter, a Talmudic
Hebrew noun, is extremely common throughout all the letters, where it is spelled a
variety of different ways: 11'1JN1:J 'his intention' (20.100 r.21); '1'1J11:J 'my intention'
(10]13.2 r.24). Only a few other qatt5l5 forms are used in the letters, and these mostly
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reflect a concrete meaning, e.g., ;,Jp.n::i 'according to the ordinance' (13J33.12 r.7),
c.nwp:i:i 'in their request' (12.256 r.7) and mi:ti:il 'his order' (NS 323.21 r.17), since the
favoured pattern for action nouns formed from the pi'el verb is, as we have seen,
qi{pll. As a result, we find more examples of RH ,,:i,p, e.g., ,,:i,p:i 'with acceptance '
(13Jl4.10 r.9), for the,~i? derived action noun, than RH ;,l;i:ip, e.g., i:m,:ip, 'for their
reception' (13]23.13 r.24).55

Qansn::

C'J::li;'l 'the Rabbanites' (13Jll.5 r.23)

ARH word, lit. 'teachers', that is used to refer to the followers of mainstream Jewish
tradition, as distinct from sectarians such as the Karaites.
Qilqiil:

c,,::i,::i:i 'in their upkeep' (12.99 r.5); l;ii:,1;,,!:);, 'the debate' (12.17 r.5); 01:il~':il1 'and the
reduction' (12.17 r.19)
A post-biblical pattern, the qilqulis the qi_t_tiil pattern for action nouns derived from
geminate verbs and, like qittul, is widely attested in the letters: i:::no~o, 'and
7
' (Misc. 36.203 leaf 1 v.4); 110::io~ 'because of the conflict' (13J26.l r.15).
Occasionally in RH it also serves as a pattern for agentives, although ,,o,o;, 'the
broker' (18J4.20 v.12) is the only example to be found in the corpus.

Siqliil:

,,,::iw, 'and completion ' (12.247 r.20)

QatlI (adj.):

,,:i:i;, 'the Babylonian' (13Jl8.l r.26);

Qoli:

':11:il;-J 'the Aleppite' (10Jl2.22 r. 7)

c,,,.,;, 'the spreaders of slander' (12.17 r.8)

Summary of patterns with afformative '-:
The -z suffix occurs frequently in the letters but mainly in the form of the Hebrew gentilic
adjectival ending: 'i'tll~i1:1 'the Damscene' (12.336 r.20); p~l;iwi,,;, 'the Jerusalemites' (13J8.14 r.21);
'i:i;-J 'Hagrite' (10J24.l leaf 2 v.18). 56 We find the

-z suffix in use in the ordinal numerals, of course, and

also occasionally as an agentive ending, e.g., in the RH 'Jnl;iiw;, 'the money-cha nger' (AS 145.107
m.3), or a general adjectival ending, e.g., RH 'i:ttvn 'secret' (10J9.14 r.5). It is clear, though, that there is
no extensive employmen t of the suffix such as may be found in Hebrew that betrays heavy Arabic
influence, where it occurs through analogy with the Arabic nisba adjective.57 Indeed, only one
Arabic-derived form with this suffix may be found in the corpus,,,,., 'slanderer', noted above, which
relies on the Arabic root sa'ii, not only 'to walk' but also 'to slander', for its meaning.

55

According to Fernandez, p. 57, the reason for the productive nature of the patternqa_t,t5l5 in RH is the
influence of Aramaic. The lack of Aramaic influence on the idiom of the geniza letters adds to the pattern's
scarcity in the corpus.
56

'iJ.:1 is a BH gentilic, from Psalms 83. 7 1:l'iJ.:1, where it refers to a certain tribe of Aramaean or Arabic origin.
In
the letters it is used, along with other adjectives such as ':li:17 (13J26.13 r.2) and 1:::1'7~:ll~tv' (Gil (1997) no.
33=unclassified Firkovitch v.1) to refer to the Arabs; both 'Evyatar Hakkohen and salomo ben yahuda write
,,,.:, 11W7:! 'in Arabic' (10J24.l leaf 2 v.18; 20.181 r.16).
57

Cf. Goldenberg p. 1628; Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 258.

Heqtel:

10!:l;"l:"l 'the loss' (12.17 r.18)
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We also find 11;)1'1;"11 'and diligence' (10J32.9 v.4), derived from RH 1'1;)1'1, 1,:,rzm, 'and
wisdom' (I0J22.7 r.4), ;,nr,!:l:i 'its entrance' (Misc. 36.207 leaf 1 v.5) and 10!:l:1:"l 'the
loss' (12.17 r.18).
Haqt515:

nnD::1:,:, 'like the divine promise' (AS 153.82 r.7); 1:!'1'11:,m:i 'in mention of us' (12.247
r.15); r,l;):,o:,:i 'with the consent' (I0J24.8 v.4); 1J1'11!:l:1::l 'in our annulmen t' (13J26.13
r.23); mn,x;,, 'and successes ' (13Jl 7.4 r.2); :17!:ltv:i:i 'in humiliati on' (AS 153.82 r.11);
n,1r,:,1 'and persevera nce' (I0J27.7 r.5); 1'111;)1'1:1 'continua nce' (I0J27.7 r.5)
Haqf5l5 is a frequently attested pattern in the letters, used for nouns derived from

the hifil conjugati on. Most nouns of this pattern are already found in RH and
Talmudic Hebrew, such as :inD::1;,, :,i:,w:,, ;,i!:l;,, :17!:ltv;"I from the list above and from
the wider corpus: :,~:!li:,:, 'the expenditu re' (I0J25.8 v.3); om1,::i:, 'their decision'
(13J3I.8 r.9); :,~11;,::1 'with a confessio n' (8J20.3 r.11). 58 Often the nouns are employed
in similar contexts to those in which they are found in the source texts: 1:l'I;)~ 1'1W1!:l:11
'and crossing of seas' (8J20.l r.5) derives fromB"re sif Rabba 6, 1,11:,,:, 1:l':1 1'1W1!:l:1
'crossing the great sea'; 1:l17W:i 1'1~:J:, 'bringing about peace' (13Jl4.8 r.5) and 1'1!:l'i1::l
,.
m~::1:,::11 011,w:, 'in the p~~uit of peace and bringing it about' (20.181 r.39), compare
M. Pe'a 1:1, 1:l17W r,~::1:,1 'and bringing peace'. Other examples of this pattern are
medieval in origin, such as :,l;):,o:,, :in7:!l:1 and :,17.)r,:, from the list above and from the
wider corpus :,::11D r,prn:,::1 'in gratitude' (13J15.ll r.17) and :,~w:,I;) 'from beguiling '
(12.733 r.8). A number are not attested outside these letters: :,7y1:,:, 'the
benefit/pr ofit' (lOJll.29 r.14), from root 73.'' 'to profit' used only in the hifil, is found
instead of RH 1'173.'11'1 'profit'; r,~1::1:,:::i 'in the invention [of their words]', occurs parallel
to 11P'W 'lying' (13Jl6.20 r.13); m1r,:,1 'and persevera nce', mentione d above, which is
a secondary formation from the Talmudic adjective 1'11'1 'regular'. 59
The Babylonia n 'aqf5l5 pattern is barely found in the corpus; only the Palestinia n
J:zaver 'Efraim ben s.:imarya and the Babylonia n N.:i]J.emya Hakkohen Ga' on employ

examples ofit: '1'1'1n~ 'my declaratio n' (12.273 r.14); 1J'1'1U1~1;) 'because of our wrongs'
(16.6 r.22).
In addition to the haqt5l5 we find a variant form of this pattern, the haqf5laf, in a
letter of sa1omo ben y.:ihuda: nn7:!l:"11 WY~ 7:,::1 7:,w:,1 'and wisdom in every deed, and
success' (13Jl5.l r.2) andnnD::1:,1 pwm 'and desire and promise' (13Jl5.l r.3). In this
letter the construct form l11J?¥V is used in place of the absolute in order to follow a
rhyme scheme composed of segolates, and nouns and participle s with segolated
58

Note that N8l)emya Hakkohen, the Babylonian ga'on, uses, as would be expected, the Babylonian RH spelling
of ;,~11:,, rather than western ;'l"i1:i.

5

9The preference for adjectives and nouns formed from the root i1i, ii11 in its secondary form, for the meaning
'regular' is almost certainly due to the fact that the cognate root in Arabic dwr, in the form of the adjective
dawrf, is the main term for 'periodic, regular'.

endings: nno::i:i, ... r,n?;)1X ... nm, ... nn,x:,i ... nni,, ... nn,tzl?;) ... nnr,?;), (13Jl5.l r. l-3).
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In RH the spelling of haqt3l5 nouns fromfinal -'alef and final-weak roots differs
between the traditions of Palestinian and Babylonian RH; Palestinian RH attests the
spelling :'1'-, Babylonian :'lN- .60 Although the letters do not show many examples of
these patterns, it is apparent that the latter practice is dominant . This demonstr ates
the influence of the Babylonian tradition through the medium of the Babylonian
Talmud and its associatedmisnayot. 61 Examples of the Babylonian spelling are
found, as would be expected, in letters from the Babylonian 'onim, e.g., Nc11J_emya
Ga'on, 1J'J"1NJ:i::i 'to our benefit' (8J20.3 r.11) and :"IN11:"l::l 'with a declaratio n' (r.12), but
are also the rule in letters of Palestinian origin, e.g., saiomo ben Y;}huda, :"IN111:"I 'legal
warning' (20.178 r.3), or of North African origin, e.g., from Alexandria, Cl"11NJ:"J::l 'for
their benefit' (13Jll.2 r.17). The only clear example of the Palestinian spelling in the

r:

corpus is :"J"J:"J, in 0?1:17 l"1''J:"J 'worldy benefit' (lOJl 1.30 r.5), from a letter written by
saiomo ben Y;}huda, who in all other cases spells this noun-wh ich occurs
frequentl y-with 'alef, 0?1:17 J"1NJ:"I? 'for worldly benefit' (10J27.2 r.11), :"JNJ:,:, 'the
benefit' (20.102 r.38), etc. We therefore have examples of both traditions within the
same body of work, however, as we have seen, such inconsiste ncy of form, be it
morphological or orthographic, is not unusual in the geniza letters.
Miqt51:

l:"JJ?;):l 'like the conduct' (13J26.16 r.16); ?Ntzl?;) 'request' (13Jl4.5 r.6)

l:Jt~ is a noun found in BH, 2 Kings 9:20, where it means 'charioteering' but the later,
post-biblical, sense of' conduct' is required by the context in the letters.

7Ntzl?;) is a paytannic-style shortenin g of the common BH word :,7~tp~ 'request'.
Although this technique is not all that common in the language of the letters, a small
number of individual forms are well-established and widely employed. Others have
been mentione d already in the descriptio n of the variant segolate forms, but the
noun ?Ntzl?;) occurs far more frequently than its base form and is attested in writings
by the g''onim S;}lomo ben Y;}huda (NS 321.2 r.4 and very frequently) and Dani'el
ben 'Azarya (Gil (1983) no. 376=ULC Or 1080 J4 r.7), the lepers' friend Hille! the I:Iaver
ofTiberia s (Gil (1983) no. 236=DK 123 d r.2), son of thega'on 'Avraham (13J21.19 r.l),
Natan Hakkohen ben M;}vora]s (18J4.4 r.19) and many more. It is noticeabl y absent
from the writings of the Babyloni ang''onim , who, through the lack of an established
paytannic background, employ far fewer examples of the poetic technique s of word
creation and adaptatio n than are found in western, particularly Palestinian, texts.

117;):\?;) 'aim' (13Jl4.5 r.5)

6

°Bar-Asher p. 26.

61

The misnayot. found in copies of the Babylonian Talmud reflect the Babylonian tradition of RH, thus with
the
hegemony of the Bavli in the West the Babylonian RH tradition became dominant and eclipsed the native
reading traditions. Ibid.,pp. 2-4, 6-10.

.n~l~ is a hapax legomenon in the Hebrew Bible, occurring only in Habakkuk 1:9,
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where it perhaps had the meaning 'assemblage ' but is often translated as 'direction'.
In MH it possesses the meaning 'aim' or 'direction', and is used as a synonym of:m::::i,
'intention' by salomo ben yahuda, who generally avoids that post-biblica l noun, e.g.,
mNip, ,.n~l~ ;·w:,, ''N1:"l 'since his aim was to name' (10]12.17 r.6) and or,~.,,~ 'their
intention' (13Jl 4.8 r.9). A few other writers also attest the noun, but as a specific
epistolary element which marks the transition to the main body of the letter
following the praescriptio: Yosef Hakkohen ben salomo uses it following a very
lengthy and formal praescriptio to present the purpose of writing, :ir,:, u::ir,::::i~ 11~l~1
o::::i,,::i::::i O::::l? 'and the purpose of our letter to you, our honour' (Misc. 36.140 r.28);
similarly, samu' el ben Mose of Tyre writes min ... ,:in:, '?N '::l.11::::i r,~.,,~ 'the purpose of
my letter to the I:Iaver .. .is to tell' (13]18.l r.12); a letter from Alexandria also employs
it, [Y]'i1:"l ... :"l?N 1:l'iWi 11~l7.) 'the purpose of these lines ... is to inform' (13J34.3 r.11); as
does a message from Asqelon, o::::iY'11::l?t..o::::i7.)1?ill m::1,:i, ... o::::i,N :,r 1J::1.n:,1.) 11~l7.) 'the
purpose of this letter to you .. .is to increase your wellbeing ... and inform you'
(13]19.15 r.12). In each case the phrase in which117.)l7.) occurs presents the main body
of the letter.
:'1J'i7.):"l 'the city' (13J26.13 r.3)
:'1J'1~ always refers to a 'city' in the texts, despite its use in the Hebrew Bible for

'district' or 'province': ii:!ln :"lJ'i~:, 'the city of I:Ia~or' (13]16.18 r.17); .11::l:!l l1J'1~? 'to
the town of Safa!' (13J21.21 r.12). RH and Talmudic Hebrew already occasionally use
the noun to denote a large or capital city (Jastrow p. 734) but itis the influence of the
Arabic mad'ina, 'town' or 'city' only, that is probably decisive.
Muqt51:

:,n7.)17.):"l 'the specialist' (13J20.13 v.l)
:,n7.)1~is found in RH where it means 'skilled, practical one' (e.g., Ba resit. Rabba30).
Like i::ln it was bestowed as a title on worthies of the community in the geniza
period.

Other patterns with preformative-7.):
A medieval noun with the preformativ e -7.) is l')i07.) / l')iill7.) 'maternal uncle'. In the corpus it is found
only in the letters of sa1omo ben yahuda: 1::iio~ 'your uncle' (13]13.28 r.33); ,:i,01.) 'his uncle' (13J23.l
r.10); 1::liill7.) 'his uncle' (12.261 r.15). The single spelling with ill-presuma bly iv-comes from a letter
in which 'Avraham ben Hagga'on was acting as his father's scribe. As with his unique spelling of 1'101
as T1ill1, i.e., 11'1ill11 'his way' (IOJI0.9 r.8), mentioned above, 'Avraham is presumably attempting to
write an etymologically more original spelling.
Taqtiil:

'i11Ym 'and restorations ' (13]18.l r.3)
Unattested outside this letter, i11YI1 'restoration ' is apparently a coinage from the BH
root i1Y the pol'el of which is used in Psalm 146:9 111Y' 'he restores'. The coinage of
nouns from verbs, particularly rare verbs, found in the Hebrew Bible is a paytannic

technique found in the letters.62 Although, we come across it only rarely and always
in the poetic opening praises, not the body text.
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1'li:)U71.n1 'and complaint' (16.275 r.6)

Among letter writers only salomo ben yahuda attests this common RH noun (e.g., M.
Bava Me~i'a 6.1). Another taqtolt:f pattern that appears in his letters is the elsewhere
unattested form r,,.n,r, meaning 'remainder', from root 11'1', which he employs in
preference to the common BH noun 1-1); 'remainder, rest' (e.g., 1 Chronicles 19:11),
perhaps by analogy with a form like RH r,~9ir, 'addition': :J1Y 1tVN :i,n;, 1'111'111'1 1:l:1 ,:,
UN'tZlJ 'for they form the remainder of the debt which our Nasi guaranteed' (13J15.l
r.16) andmmr, ;,:i NX~J N?1 'andnoremain derisfoundin it' (NS324.104r.30).

Taqh1t:

m1nm 'and rivalry' (12.17 r.6)
m1nn 'rivalry, contention, strife' derives from RH (e.g., Vayyiqra Rabba 9).
1'11:l'1N 'length/ continuance' (10J27.7 r.6); 1'11?'i:)j.? 'for doing' (AS 148.147 r .5); m,,,.J;,

'the office of Nagid' (6J3.23 r.13)
1'11:l'1N is the aramaizing form of BH 111N. Although we find both nouns in the letters,
1:l"n 1'11:l'1N 'long life' (13J23.13 r.7) and l:l'i:)' 11N 'length of days' (12.775 r.3), RH
1'11:l'1N is by far the more commonly used. This is not due to contemporary Aramaic

influence, which in this period was minimal, but attests more to the continued
influence of rabbinic phraseology.
1'111tll' 'uprightness' (NS J92 r.10); 1'111tll:l1 'and worthiness' (NS J92 r.10); 1'11:l?i:):"J 'the

Government' (13J26.16 r.12)
Though .n,:,1,i:), 'dominion; kingdom', is a common biblical word it features in the list
since it has taken on the particular meaning in the letters of referring to the temporal
rulers of Egypt and Palestine, i.e., the Fatirnid government, e.g., l:l'OJ1!)11i:) 1J':"ltll 1'1Y:J1
m:,1m;, ,x~ 'and while we were provided for by the government' (13J26.16 r.12).
(':i:i,) nm 'sickness [of my heart]' (J2.74 r.7); m:,r 'benefit' (13J26.16 r.11); 1J1'11'tll1

'our authority' (16.3 r.33)
Qatl5yuJ:

1'11'1nN 'guarantee' (13Jl8.l r.22)

Summary of patterns with afformative m-:

m- is extensively used to form abstract nouns from other nouns and adjectives. Some forms
attested in the letters are found already in RH, e.g., 1'11'1nN 'surety' (13Jl8.l r .22); 1'11P1T 'diligence'
(13J24.ll r.21); c:,nuop 'your youth' (13Jl 1.4 r.20); m1,;,~:i 'with speed' (13J20.14 r.22); c:,mJi:)1N 'your
skill' (28.24 r.49). A similar proportion are drawn from Talmudic Hebrew: 1:::m,1?1:i 'in their poverty'
62

Goldenberg p. 1611.
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(16.6 r.23); 1'1131'J:it1 'and modesty' (IOJll.30 r.22); ,mi?;):t 'with his authority' (13Jl4.I0 r.26); 1m,,on
'your piety' (8J22.7 r.9);mo:,,, 'and presumpt uousness ' (16.261 r.14). A large number are medieval
coinages, particular ly those denoting an abstract quality derived from an adjective: 1'11:::l'?.JJ;, 'the
lowness' (IOJII.29 r.14); m,,n,;, 'the solitariness' (13Jl3.14 r.10); m:::ii 'softness' (Misc. 35.11 r.6). The
connectio n of them- afformative with nouns denoting the abstract is so strong that we find many
nouns employin g m- even where there is a well-attes ted form of a different pattern available, e.g.,

MH 1'11T'?31:t 'in rejoicing' (13Jl6.24 r.14) rather than BH :1T'?31 'rejoicing'; Aramaic- derived rm,r::i 'in
insolence ' (IOJ32.9 r.14) rather than BH 111r 'insolence '; c:::imino::i, 'and in your trade' (28.24 r.49)
rather than BH :ii,no 'trade, merchand ise'; RH irmm,w, 'and his humility' (Arabic Box 47.243 r.10) is
found along with BH ;,iw 'humility' , e.g., ;,1w, 'and humility' (IOJI 1.30 r.22); 1J'miiill 'our authority'
(16.6 r.14) is used alongside ;,iiw 'authority ' (NS 323.21 v.6); even the previousl .yunattest ed 1JmiT31::l
'in our aid' (16.95 leaf 1 r.5) occurs once, depite the wide use of the BH noun ;,ir31 'help' in the letters.
The afformative is also frequently found in nouns derived from agentives or titles, being equivalen t
to English nouns ending in-ship, e.g., m~'tvJ;, 'the Nasi-ship, the office of Nasi' (32.8 r.18); 1'111':iJ:"l
'the Nagid-ship, the office of Nagid' (6J3.23 r.13); rmm 'cantorshi p' (13J24.ll r.21); mi?'OJ~
'attorneys hip' (IOJI2.22 r.11).
The productiv ity of the afformative is such that it is demonstr ated by many previously unatteste d
forms encounte red in the letters, e.g.: mi::,31 'turbidnes s' (13Jl9.15 r.3); m11 'sickness' (J2. 74 r .7);
mi,,~r,::ii 'and in the glory' (12.273 v.14); mwJ:::i 'trade' (IOJ25.8 v ..4).
QilqilliJ:

ii'm,n, 'vitality' (13J25.IO r.28)
The noun is a rare RH word (e.g.,B 0 resit Rabba 48), also found at 13Jl5.ll r.24.
11'::li:t 'in interest' (13Jl 1.5 r.19)

Talmudic Hebrew 11'~"1 is used in preferenc e to BH 11'~1.lJ and 1o/~, neither of which is
attested in the corpus; post-biblical Hebrew is the source for most financial and
business- related terms in the letters even where existing BH nouns are available.
Qat}5n:

1m:i 'the cantor' (13J26.16 r.6) :i
Although not generally employed in the letters beyond a few well-attes ted nouns,
pr,::,::, 'like a writer' (28.24 r.52) and 1wi1 'interpret er' (13Jl 1.9 r. 7), the afformative
does provide saiomo ben Yahuda with the opportun ity to form a lengthy sequence of
rhyming epithets in one letter: 1i:i:i;, npn::i pie;, pi~;, 11ill';"l 'the upright, the
scholar, the inquisitive, the strong man' (13Jl6.14 r.8). It is notable that all these
agentive nouns appear to talce the form of the Eastern Palestinia n tradition of RH
pronuncia tion, i.e., preferring 1?9i2 to the Western Palestinia n i??ii'.63 The Eastern
branch is found in the oral traditions ofNorthA fricanjew ry; salomo ben yahuda was

63

For this dialect distinction see Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 179 and Bar-Asher pp. 19-20 (Fernandez p. 14 gives
the reverse order, but this must be an error). Of course, we cannot be sure as to the vocalisation of these
nouns
in an unpointed text, but given the general predilection for the plene spelling of o vowels it is more likely
that
these nouns represent the pattern qa_tl5n.

a native of North Africa, probably hailing from Fas.64
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The repetition of a single nominal pattern for the purposes of rhyme is a technique of
the letter writers; other examples involve sequences of nouns taking the afformative li, below.
Qin516n (?):

110il:J1 'and in the acquisition [of knowledge]' (12.146 r.7)
111:lil is not attested elsewhere and appears to be a coinage of the unknown

Babylonian ga'on who wrote this letter. It is derived from Aramaic Oil 'to acquire',
attested as a noun in Babylonian Aramaic 'JOi'l 'my accumulation' , B. Y"vamot 117a.
Summary of patterns with afformative ii-:
The ii- afformative is a popular method of creating synonyms from exising nouns in the letters,
much as it is in the language of piyyu,t.65 The Babylonian ga'on s;:irira coins a number of nouns with
the afformative for a rhyming sequence contained in the opening of a letter:
11~1:)tzl .. ,11~,n ...111:)n, ...1,~1;)~:J 'in courage ... oppression ... deliverance ... suspicion' (AS 148.49 r.5). Mose
Hassofer also presents two new abstract nouns, 11~,:s:1 'and rejoicing' (13]16.16 r.13) and 11~::im 'and
desire' (13]16.16 r.13), from a similarly rhymed phrase: 11~::in '1~''1:)1 11~,:s:1 :,i,,,.:J 11~, ':1' p1 'and so
let it be, with rejoicing and exultation and fulfilment of desire' (13]16.16 r.15). S;:ilomo ben y;:ihuda
uses the paytannic noun 111:)tzl:J 'perfume/perf umer' to make a rhyme: 111:):lMl"l:J :JiZl1':1 111:):1 :J~:J :npJ;,
111:)iZl:J1 ,1:i, .np:J~ 111:)'i:l ~,1:)1:);-J 'who is named "the Father of Many", who is seated in the academy,

who is filled like a pomegranate with all the spices of a merchant and perfume[r?]' .66 (13]16.14 r.5). A
productive afformative, ii- occurs in a great many coinages in the letters but most of which are found
only in the rhymed openings ofletters. We find mainly existing examples, drawn from RH, with this
afformative when they occur within the body text itself:;,::, 11nn::i 'permission' (13]16.18 r.11); 11:Ji
'lord' (20.94 r. 7); 'Ji:J,:s::J 'in my humiliation' (20.181 r .20); only the occasional no.un of medieval
origin surfaces: i1'iZl'i 'permission' (16.267 r.11).
A noun frequently used in the letters is 11~:\ 'ga'on, head of the academy' (13]26.16 r.l), which,
although it is a concrete noun, derives from an original BH abstract, 'exaltation'. The use of this title
is taken from the biblical phrase :Jj:':s7' 11~:\ 'the pride of Ya' aqov', Psalms 47:5 etc. 67 The phrase refers
to the Palestinian academy in S;:ilomo ben Y;:ihuda' s letters, e.g., ':Ji:J :Jj:':s7' 11~:1 l"l:J'iZl' iZl~i ~;, ;,1:)i,tzl
'S;:ilomo ben Y;:ihuda the Younger, Head of the Academy of the 'Pride of Ya 'aqov', Son of a Scholar'
(13J9.2 r.62), but historically was used of both the Palestinian and Babyloniany0 .sivof.68
64

See Gil (1992) §860. Na1an ben 'Avrahan refers to the ga'onas 'al-Fi'isi'.

65

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 212. M;ina])em ben Saruq also created nouns with the 1i- afformative for his writings;
idemp. 235.

6

6rhe paytan s;imu' el Hasslisi also employs 111:)iZiJ in the opening of a letter of recommendatio n, rhyming it with
111:)Jj;, 'cinnamon' (16.68 r.2).
67

Brody p.49.

68

Gil (1992) §728 and notes. Although, in the letters of the Babyloniangil'onim the Babylonian title is usually Ros
hayy szv5 selgol5, 'Head of the Academy of the Dispersion', e.g,, ;,1;,i.,,1;,w ;,::pw•;, W~i 1;,:i;, ;"l'1:)nJ (16.6 r. l), :1i'itv
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".:m 'condition' (13J18.l r.24)

The question of the spelling of nouns ending in final -ay has already been discussed
above.69 As with the :-nu:, and :,"J:, distinction, both Babylonian and Palestinian
spellings are found in the letters.
Contraction s: ':li':l 'son of the scholar'(13J26.16 r.1)
':li':l, also found as ':li:l, was understood as 'son of a scholar', i.e., 'son of a learned
man, and is probably in origin a contraction of Aramaic':l[ ']i i[']:l.70 It usually
occurs in place of p or
in names, particularly of the more prestigious letter
writers, and is often abbreviated : ,:in:, '?ll 1':l ,:in:, llill1:i' 'Yahosu'the I:Iaver son of
the scholar 'Eli the I:Iaver' (13}16.18 r.22). Certain writers such as salomo ben Yahuda

,:i.

and samu' el Hasslisi sometimes use it in a slightly different way, omitting the
father's name, but retaining birabbi as a mark of their status:
11:l'iZl' iZl~i x:, :,~1,w
':li:l :lj;,ll' 'Salomo the Younger, Head of the Academy, son of a scholar' (13J23.l
m.10); ':li':l :,11:::in:i 'iZl'?iZl;-J
'samu'el the Third in the Academy, son of a
scholar' (16.68 r.27).

1,~.,_

,~,~il

Loanwords:

!l1i?'OJ~ '[power of] attorney' (10}12.22 r.11); t:l'!:l1i01!:l~ 'administra tors' (AS 148.147
r.3); m~Jj;,1'1:1 'the money orders' (13}16.20 r.26); 01'1:1:l 'the commoner' (16.3 r.27);
~Ji~ 'our lord' (10J27.7 r.11); '01~'J:l 'with the customs' (18J4.4 r.18); 11I1iZlJ1 'and

official letter' (13J26.13 r.9); ~J:i,, 'and our teacher' (13J26.16 r.6); J'ii:iJO 'the
Sanhedrin' (13J26.16 r.19); i1j.'JO 'advocate' (8.3 r.17); ,,.,.,op 'prosecutor ' (8.3 r.17);
'P!l'!:l '[tax] receipts' (13]11.5 r.20)
Some loanwords are already found in BH, such as the Persian 11I1iZlJ 'epistle' , Ezra
4:7, but most are drawn from the Greek and Latin vocabulary of RH and Talmudic
Hebrew, and cover the fields of finance-m ost units of coinage are loanwords, e.g.,
t:l'iJ'i 'dinars' (18]4.20 r.38), t:l"iO :tar'is' (8.13 r.15) and t:l'Oi'P 'qirats' (13]26.3

r.13)-jurisp rudence, e.g., :1'i1"''JO 'her advocates' (13J33.2 r.23), and bureaucracy ,
e.g., 11P'iP'O 'confiscated property' (12.338 r.16) and t:l'i0!:l1::l1 'and in documents '
(13Jl 4.10 r.30). Terms not belonging to these fields are found, of course, e.g., 01~'J
'custom' and 01'1;-J 'commoner ', mentioned above, as well as others like 01~1?1p;, 'the
reed pen' (13]16.24 r.16), t:J'OO? 'bandits' (10]10.9 r.4) and 1JO.li::lp 'our helmsman
[=leader]' (20.114 r.21) but they are fewer in number. What is clear is that all of these
loanwords are drawn from the rabbinic sources: none are absorbed from the Arabic
vernacular of the letter-writers. Perhaps the only clear case of an Arabic loanword in
the corpus is the noun nou / no:i 'copy', e.g., cnoJ 'their copy' (NS 169.11 r.5) and
t:l'nOJ:1~ 'from the copies' (13}16.17 r.22), taken from Arabic nusfsa. The most

;,i,,,.,w :,:,,,w,;, tll~i (Misc. 36.203 r.l) and :i,u,w :,::i'tll';-J ::i~ tll~i:, 'J!m 1:i :i,,,.,w ;,:,,,w,:, tll~i 1:i:i:, ,~1mv (Misc.

36.169 r.l).
69

See Orthography.
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°Friedman (1981) vol. 2, pp. 411-415 examines the origins and attestations of the word in detail.
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probable reason for this state of affairs is that whenever possible the letter-writers
would prefer to write an existing word, one drawn from Jewish sources, rather than
have to fall back on the insertion of an Arabic term into the middle of an otherwise
Hebrew-language letter. Instead of Arabic vocabulary the letters show Hebrew nouns
which either directly translate Arabic nouns or which are similar, either
homphonous or cognate, and use them with the sense of the Arabic noun instead of
employing the Arabic itself.71 For instance, Arabic suftaja 'money-order' , occurs
frequently in the Judaeo-Arabic letters of the Jewish communities but is not found in
their Hebrew letters. Instead, saiomo hen Yahuda and others only employ the
rabbinic noun 'JP1'i / NJj?1'i, e.g., N.ij?1'i;"l 'the money-order' (13J8.14 r.10). Similarly,
to translate Arabic bard'a 'poll-tax receipt' a Hebrew compound o~;, 'PIP!:l lit. 'notes
of the tax' (13Jl 1.5 r.20) is used; iZlJ137 / ;"ltzl'J37 lit. 'fine; indemnity', e.g. niZl':137? i::mp~
U'nN 'prior to the punishing tax on our brothers' (13J26.16 r.13) refers to a special tax
(i.e., as distinct from the jizya 'poll-tax' and tardj'land-tax '), translating Arabic
gardma, also literally 'fine; damages'; i111iZlJ translates Arabic sijill 'official letter, letter
of appointment'. Homophony explains the preference for the noun Jn:::i over JI1:::l~ for
'letter', due to the similar pattern of the Arabic cognate kitdb, 'letter'.

Summary
The most popular noun patterns in the letters are qe_tel and the other segolates, qa_t'il5, qi_t_tul,
haqt5l5and nouns with the -iit affix. Not only does the corpus attest a large number of post-biblical
nouns from these patterns but it also produces many previously unattested nouns, particularly from
the segolates and from the action noun patterns qa_m5 and q(t_tul. These latter patterns are
particularly prominent in the inventory due to the partial replacement of BH infinitival
constructions with noun phrases employing action nouns for the same meaning. Sa'adyais another
medieval writer who makes great use of qa_t'il5 for the action noun.72
How does this compare with the different traditions of Hebrew? RH also favours the patterns
qa_tU5, qi_t_tul and haqt5l5 for its word creation, but the other common rabbinic patterns qa_t_t5l5 and
heqtel feature far less prominently in our corpus. 73 In the letters a certain amount of levelling has
gone on, a few patterns have become dominant and both the qa_t_t5l5 and heqtel have been
supplanted by the related q(t.tul, for the pi'el-derived noun, and haqt5l5, for the hi/ii-derived. Other
features of the RH noun such as the occurrence ofpN for CiN and similar examples of C>i, are not
attested at all in the corpus.
Perhaps a greater similarity to the idiom of the corpus is shown by the language of the pay_tannim:
piY.Yu.tfavours nouns from the patterns qe_tel, qi_t_tul, qa_tfl5 and qi_tl6nin particular. 74 Though the
71

In so doing, the letter-writers are continuing a tradition of linguistic nationalism begun by the early
Palestinian paytannim. They would always attempt to use a Hebrew word in preference to foreign, usually Greek
terms. This extended to the use ofhomophonou s Hebrew words in place of the Greek, altering the meaning of
the Hebrew words where necessary to match the word replaced. See Yahalom pp. 41-43.
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Rabin p. 131.
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Fernandez pp. 57-58 lists the commoner RH noun patterns.

74

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 212.
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letters do not demonstrate a wide use of nouns of the patternqi_tl6n, aside from isolated groupings in
rhymed phrases, they do employ a large number of segolates, many attested already in the language
of piyyut and others unattested but produced by the same techniques of paytannic word creation.
Often these nouns occur in the rhymed openings and ornamental poetic passages of the letters. The
later language of the Spanish poets such as Ibn Gabirol shows a similar preference for the qe,tel, qi,t.tul
and qa_tfl5. 75

Arabic has little influence on both the form taken by the Hebrew nouns in the letters and on the
lexicon. It is mainly discernible in the way that the letters favour particular Hebrew words that can be
equated with either cognate or homophonous Arabic words, e.g., ::m:i or nouns from the root i1J1.
Still, even this effect is minor (and open to exaggeration: though Arabic may attest a similar noun to
one that is used in the letters this is not necessarily the reason for its use). Goldenberg identifies as
arabisms the increased use of the nisba adjective form or, to give a particular example, of the Hebrew
word ro,,,n for the meaning 'event', however, in our letters the ,_ adjectival form is no more common
than in earlier traditions of Hebrew and for 'event' we fmd only the undoubted hebraism 3Ji1N1.J. 76
Actual Arabic loans are non-existent. The principal source of vocabulary for the corpus, after the
Hebrew Bible, is from the rabbinic and talmudic sources. Much of the lexicon concerning fmance,
law and religious practice is appropriated from rabbinic literature: such were the terms regularly
used in other writings produced by the geniza communities, in court reports, commentaries and
responsa, and as an established part of the contermporary idiom they remained in use in the letters.
Although finance was not the principal subject of the Hebrew letters-nearly all merchants' letters
are written in Judaeo-Arabic-fre quent references to charitable funds and donations, inheritances,
tithes and, above all, taxes, ensure that much of the corpus's lexicon of post-biblical language is
composed of monetary and related terms, e.g., NJj?1'1 'money-order', 01.J;"l I1"~" 'tax collection', ;'1"11m
'loan', iJ'1 'dinar', 1iP 'capital', 'Jn71W 'banker', i:n:io 'sum' and ;"1N~1;-, 'expenditure'.

75

Ibid., p. 224.

76

Goldenberg p. 1627. 'Event' is always Hebrew'.iliil:\1.J in the corpus, e.g., 'l1ii~1.J 'what happened to me', lit. 'my
event' (28.24 r21); l1ii~1.J 'event' (24.6 r.28).
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The Verb
The strong verb
The qal

Although it is intended to describe the basic form of the verb in the corpus through a survey of the
qal of the strong verb, it has also been necessary to take examples from other stems and from weak
verbs where no suitable example from the strong qal exists.

The suffix conjugation
The qal suffix conjugation is inflected as follows:
ls
2ms
2fs
3ms
3fs
lpl
2mpl
2fpl
3pl

'!1-

,r,::ir,~ 'I wrote' (IOJI0.22 r.5)
!10~7;) 'you rejected'

(16.3 r.24)
c:-m-) :,ri,m 'you returned' (10]14.19 r.3)
(unattested)

11-

,~r 'he remembere d' (12.336 r.8)
:,-

:,1:1;,,1 'and it grew strong' (13J26.13 r.2)

1J-

1J:l!1~ 'we wrote' (16.6 r.25)

cm-

cmp::i 'you [haven't) paid attention' (13J25.5 r.6)

(unattested)
,_

1:111~ 'they wrote' (20.181 r.8)

The bracketed suffix represents a frequently attested orthographi c variant.
The inflection of the verb, where attested, is identical to that of standard BH. The 2 masculine
singular suffix is sometimes writtenplen e, :,r,nio 'you toiled' (13]14.8 r.18), as it is occasionally in BH
and often in RH. 1

1

Jotion §42f; Fernandez p. 105; the plene orthography is common in the Dead Sea texts, cf. Abegg p. 335
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The prefix conjug ation
The qal prefix conjuga tion is inflected as follows:
ls
2ms
2fs
3ms
3fs
lpl
2mpl
2fpl
3mpl
3fpl

-~

::mi:,~ 'I will write' (13J20.13 r .19)
-n
:rn,:,m 'and you will write' (12.347 m.8)
'-.!'1
'37~illl"1 '[do not] listen' (Gil (1997) no. 673=Bodl MS Heb c 13.20 m.3)
_,
'he will spare' (NS J92 r.13)
-n
~1jiill'1'11 'and it will be quiet' (24.43 r.42)
-J
:11n:,J 'we will write' (16.3 r.27)
1-n
1nm,m 'and you will open' (12.16 v.7)
11-n
j11~~l"1 'you will say' (!OJI leaf 1 v.3)
(unattes ted)

,,~n'

1-'

non' 'they are lacking' (13J26.3 r.13)

11-'

j1:1T37' 'they forsake' (!OJI

:,J-n

:,Jn:,illn 'they will forget'

leaf 2 v.6)
(16.6 r.9)

The letters show that the feminine plural of the prefix conjuga tion had not disappe
ared from the
langua ge-at least in the 3rd person -despit e Rabbinic Hebrew 's merging of
the 2 feminin e plural
and 3 feminin e plural forms with those of the masculine.2

The prefix conjugation with paragogic nun
The use of the paragogic nun on the prefix conjuga tion is a BH feature that is
retaine d in the
letters. As in BH it may be found on the 2 mascul ine plural and 3 mascul ine plural
of the prefix
conjugation; the, already rare in BH, j'- ending of the feminine plural prefix conjuga
tion is not
attested.3
Of the two types attested , the 2 mascul ine plural in 11- is barely used; it is found
only twice in our
corpus, occurri ng once in a letter of s;irira Ga' on, 1i~~l"1 'you will say' (!OJI leaf
I v.3) and once in a
1
letter of 'EUianan ben s;imarya, j1ill37l"1 'you will do' (18J4.5 vm.5). Neither is a
creative use of the 2
mascul ine plural paragogic inflection, since both these particu lar morphological
forms are attested
in BH, j1i~~l"1 2 Kings 19:6 and j1ill37l"1 Exodus 20:20.
The 3 mascul ine plural paragogic inflection is employ ed more frequently in the
corpus, however, it
is mainly two writers, the Babylonian ga'on s;irira, again, and that other biblicis
er, s;ilomo ben
y;ihuda, who accoun t for the great majorit y of occurrences.4
Although s;irira employs the form in the body of his letters, s;ilomo ben y;ihuda
' s use is more
characteristic of the situatio n in the letters as a whole. It may occur in the praescr
iptio, where the 11ending is a useful rhymin g element, 11~17:,'. ..1UJJ"1J'. .. m~~1'. .. 11n~37' 'may they join
1
... be confirm ed ... be
given ... [not] be restrain ed' (16.275 r.l), or, more frequently, it is employ ed in
the postscriptio for the
final blessings, 11':i.ill' 11':li' 'may they increas e and grow' (Box Misc. 28.231 r.20);
11'.!"1~' l1'l0' 11':li'
2

Femand ez p. 106.

3

4

For its rarity in BH see Joiion §44e.

Sarira Ga'on's letter lOJl account s for most of the paragogic forms in the corpus.
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'may they increase, grow and arrive' (Box Misc. 26.22 r.8); mtJ 11':li' 'may they increase forever'
(13]11.9 r.17).5 Unlike the examples of the 2 masculine plural, the paragogic nun can be found
suffixed not only on verbs on which it does not occur in BH but also to post-biblical vocabulary, such
asl'1~37, 1111~37' 'may they join' (16.275 r.l); nevertheless, many of the forms used are found in the
Hebrew Bible, e.g., 1.:_:li' Deuteronomy 8:13 and 11'l'1N' Isaiah 41:5. Interestingly,the suffix is more
frequently employed on lamed-he verbs-often also displaying the original final yodfor the ending 11'-than any other stem: it occurs frequently on the lamed-hes ;"l:li, 0:iO/;"l:iiV, 0l'1N, 0'0, 0Ni, :itv37, ;-,I;,:,
and 0'n in the corpus.
The Babylonianga'on sarira uses paragogic nun frequently, e.g., o;-,,~::,n 11iV37' ;-,~ l:l37i111?~371'1' l:lN1
N~~,, :l137i? 11,:,,,;-, 'and if the people are lazy what will their wise men do? Will they go hungry or
thirsl?' (13J25.5 r.31). This wider use of the paragogic nun of the prefix conjugation can, I think, be
"
explained by more than just the obvious conservatism of his Hebrew. sarira. along with other
speakers of the Iraqi dialect of Arabic, such as Hayya and samu' el ben Bofni, consistently employ a
Classical Arabic form of the prefix conjugation terminating in nun in their Judaeo-Arabic writings,
often where syntactically it is not required by the rules of Classical Arabic (e.g., on the subjunctive
and jussive) and where it had been lost by other vernacular Arabic dialects, where the form without
nun supplanted it in all parts of the prefix conjugation. 6 It it is quite probable that the form taken by
the prefix conjugation in the Judaeo-Arabic letters influenced the form shown by the Hebrew
equivalents in sarira' s Hebrew letters.

The cohortative
The cohortative is attested as follows:
ls
lpl
3ms

'I ask' (8J22.7 r.6)
0:l'iVj?J 'let us [not] pay heed' (20.102 r.24), strong qal not attested
;"lj?'l'1:i1' 'may he remove [them]' (13]14.10 r.12), strong qal not attested
0?NiVN

The BH cohortative is attested throughout the letters, in both the singular and plural of the first
person as well as the third masculine singular. Only the 1 singular cohortative is common; the 3
masculine singular is very rare.
Most of the cohortatives found in the corpus are already attested in BH, e.g., :"l?NiVN 'I ask' (8J22. 7
r.6) at Judges 8:24, :"ltvj?:lN 'I will seek' (12.146 r.15) at Psalms 122:9, NJ :"li::11N 'I will speak' (16.6 r.8) at
2 Samuel 14:15 and :"li~1N1 'and I said' (Misc. 35.11 r.13) at Judges 6:10, and many occur in the form
of phrases drawn whole from the Hebrew Bible: l:l~1iZm :"l:liVN1 'I sat appalled' (10]10.22 r.4) is taken
from Ezra 9:3; ;"!i~T~1 :"li'iV~ 'I will sing and praise' (16.6 r.7) is from Psalms 27:6. This last doublet is
popular among the letter-writers and causes the two cohortatives :"li'iZlN and :"li~TN effectively to
supplant the normal prefix conjugation form for the 1 singular of.these verbs, neither i~TN or i'iZlN
5

The postscriptio examples are drawn from the ga'on's letters written by his son, 'Avraham; thus it was more a
feature of 'Avraham's style than his father's. The same construction is not found in the postscriptio ofletters in
the Ga'on's own hand.
6

See Blau (1999)pp. 62-64. Sa'adya is another speaker of an Iraqi dialect who shows final nun in his
Judaeo-Arabic text, according to Blau; a copy of a Sa' adic letter in the Oxford geniza collection shows a similar
use of paragogic nun on Hebrew verbs, Gil (1997) no. 6=Bodl MS Heb. f 56.82-83.

,I
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being attested.

Since the cohortative is a BH constrution, it is unusual to find examples of its use which are not
attested in BH. Two only exist in the corpus: :11'!:lNN 'I will gird' (13Jl4.10 r.2), from Yosiyyahu Ga'on,
where the cohortative partakes of a rhyme scheme in:,~, and :1!:l1'1IHZlN1 'and I will join up with'
(13J1I.4 r.12), from the lady MalilJ.a's letter.
salomo ben Yahuda often attests the 1 singular cohortative in waw-consecut ive constructions, e.g.,
:,::i1,Ni 'and I went' (16.261 r.22) and ;'17NiZlN1 'and I asked' (16.275 r.23). \Nhen using the verb ,~N he
only attests the 1 singular cohortative in the waw-consecut ive, never the indicative, ;,i~1N1 'and I
said' (Misc.35.11 r.13, 18; 16.275 r.12, etc.). Though ;i1~·NJ is attested in BH, e.g., Judges 6:10, the
indicative ,~·N is considerably more common for the waw-consecut ive.7 Overall, while the
cohortative with waw-consecut ive construction may be found in BH, particularly in certain late
texts, it is rare; however, it is very common (almost the rule) with the waw-consecut ive in texts from
Qumran, where it is probably an archaising feature, much as it is in salomo's letters.8 Another
medieval writer, Sa' adya Ga' on also employs the same construction in his literary prose, e.g., :,JnN,
'and I gave', 'Egron (Allony) §1 line 70.
The 3 masculine singular cohortative :1P'I1:II' 'may he remove [them]' (13Jl4.10 r.12) is not attested
in the Hebrew Bible (only the indicative Pl'.:1¥~. 'is removed' Job 14:18) although similar examples of
the 3 cohortative are used. 9 Yosiyyahu Ga' on uses the cohortative ;,p,n:11' solely to achieve a rhyme in
one of his more ornate letters, ;,p1!:l1 ::l1N::l~ 1,::,~ :1P'I1:II' 1:Jn1N1 ;,pm
;,p,~~~ 0'7'~' 'may he save
them from straits and from hard rule, and remove them from all pain and distress' (13Jl4.10 r.12); it
is doubtful whether there was any intended nuance of meaning. The few examples of the 3rd person
cohortative in the Hebrew Bible allow writers such as Yosiyyahu the opportunity to employ this rare
inflection for their own poetic, rhythmic, purposes.

n,::i,~~,

The jussive
The jussive as a morphological category is unmarked in the qal of the strong verb; it is only found
in the hifil stem and in verbs from middle- and final-weak roots where it is an apocopated form of
the prefix: conjugation. 10
Due to the full orthography employed by many letter-writers and their scribes in our corpus it can
often be impossible to determine whether a given form denotes the indicative or the jussive. For
instance, Yosiyyahu Ga' on' s usual tendency to mark ~ere in closed syllables leads to spellings such as
11'iZl' 'may he place' (13Jl4.10 r.6) and ::l'iZlP' 'may he give attention' (13Jl4.10 r.13). In a more
defective orthography we would be justified in reading these as examples of the prefix conjugation,

7

The 1 singular cohortative of il.J~ occurs 18 times with the waw-consecutive as opposed to 94 times for the
indicative in the Hebrew Bible. Similarly, although th cohortatives ;,1,~w~ and ;,:::,1,~ are both attested in BH,
Judges 8:24 and Genesis 45:28 respectively, the waw-consecutives attested show only the 1 singular indicative,
e.g., Genesis 24:47 and Judges 19:18 respectively.
8

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p.142; Joi.ion §47d.

9

For instance in Isaiah 5:19 and Job 11:17. Cf. Joi.ion §45a.

1

°Ibid., §46a-b.

showing long i stem vowels, albeit used as optatives. However, since Yosiyyahu often uses yod to
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mark~erein such circumstances , e.g., 1:l'S7'W1' 'may he save them' (l3Jl4.I0 r.5), these could well
represent morphologica l jussives, i.e., 11w: as attested in Job 9:33 and :l'tp~~. like :iw~~} at Malachi
3:16. 11
Accepting the difficulties associated with certain forms, we are able to discern that the
morphological jussive is attested in two syntactic roles in the letters, as the 3rd person volitive,
i.e.,'may he do', and in the biblical waw-consecut ive construction referring to the past tense, e.g., '7:'.l1
1:1::l'J':l 1:11?iZl ,:,,, 111' 'and O that there could be peace between you!' (13J23.ll r.23) and '377:'.liZl::l ,:,,, 'and

when I heard' (10J27.2 r.17).
The most commonly occurring-an d orthographical ly unambiguous -jussives in the letters are
those of the final-weak verb:,,:,, e.g., c,w ?N ,:,, 'God be his aid' (13J9.2 r.31) and :,1:,.1::i ';"111 ?N1 'and
let her not become a traitress' (IOJll.30 r.17). The use of the jussive of this root is extremely common
across the corpus probably because it is such a well-attested form in the Hebrew Bible, even if it
plays less of a role in the post-biblical language. Examples from the corpus are: 1:1?137?. 17:'.liZl ,:,, 111:i,
'and his name be blessed forever' (12.16 v.22); ;,r.,1,w ':'i11 1:1::in,1::iwr., "your reward be full' (12.146 m.3);
1[']?N :i:i,~ 111:!lSl NJ ';"111 'now let your advice to him be good' (12.80 r.15). In addition to the BH forms
,:,, and ';"111, though, one can find, through their use in RH, the aramaizing forms N:i' and N:i11. 12 In RH,
they are morphological ly indicative-th e 1st person has a similar form N:iN (not attested in the
corpus)- but the letters often use them as a substitute for the,:,, /';"111 morphological jussives due to
their resemblance (perhaps they were also pronounced similarly at this time). When the Fustat
community wishes their ga'on, salomo hen yahuda, well, they use the RH form of the verb as a
jussive, 1'1::IY 1?::ir.i ,, N;"J' 1:11?iZl 'peace may he have from all his servants' (16.304 r.5). Similarly, a
certain Yi~l:;taq writes 111:ir.i 17:'.liZl N;"J' 'may his name be blessed' (8J21.6 r.12), substituting N;"J' for ,:,,
which is found in the version of this phrase in the Hebrew Bible, 11:ir.i :i,:,, CiZl ,:,, 'May the Lord's
name be blessed', Psalms 113:2 and Job 1:21. Other writers do use the BH jussive form in similar
constructions, e.g., 1:1?137? 111:ir.i ,:,, 'may he blessed forever' (Misc. 36.203 leaf 1 v.13).
salomo ben yahuda, who often employs BH ,:,, , also attests the RH aramaizing forms, but, unlike
most other writers in the corpus, he does not employ them as jussives: 1:,,i,y N:i11 :,r.i ... 117:'.lN1 'and they
said ...whatwill become of them?' (20.178 r.14); 111?m111.:ir.,r., N;'i11 N? '::l 'JN N1' 17:'.l1N 'saying, "I am afraid
that there is no more hope for us"' (lOJl0.22 r.2). Interestingly, salomo ben Yahuda is probably also
showing the influence of RH when he writes'? ,:,, :,r., YiN N? 1iZlN:l 'somewhere that I won't know
what will happen to me' (lOJll.30 r.18); although ';'l'resembles the BH jussive it is, in this case, an
alternative spelling of the aramaizing indicative form, already attested in RH.13 That he is not
employing the jussive in this example can be seen from a similar phrase in another of his letters, 131
1:l'N ' ' ;'liZlY' :,r., 371N ·1wN 'until I know what God will do to me' (lOJl 1.30 r.9), where the indicative

11

This is certainly possible as these actual jussive forms are attested in the Hebrew Bible, as we have seen wth
other BH constructions, this is often a prerequisite for their use in the corpus's language.
12

Fernandez p. 123. A problem arises that, in RH orthography, these forms could be written either 1:-\;'l' or,
identically to the BH jussive, ':-J'. In the absence of further evidence (vocalised forms, the use in quotes from RH)
we can only assume that,:,, is referring to the BH jussive form, in both pronunciation and usage.
13

Ibid., p. 123.

:"ltti37' rather than the jussive tti37' is written.
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Another writer who attests both ':"I' and N:"111 in his letters is Na!an ben 'Avraham : ::l':::li::,1 70::, 17 ':"I'
'may he be like the dew and like the rain' (Gil (1983) no. 184=Bodl MS Heb. d 66.69 r.13); T1371;)7 N7 ':1'
'may he be for him a refuge' (Gil (1983) no. 188=Moss eri V 341.1 r.7); :"l::l'i37 1117'!:lli N:"lm 'and may
your prayer be pleasing' ( Gil (1983) no. 200=Bodl MS Heb f.39.29v-30r line 10). The first two
examples , using the BH jussive, occur in letters written in Na!an's own hand, the last in a letter of

his
scribe. Judging by Natan's biblicising style, it seems unlikely that he himself would employ N:"11'1 for
the jussive; instead it is probably the product of his scribe. 14
Other jussives attested in the corpus are the following from middle-w eak roots, all of which are
attested in the jussive in the Hebrew Bible: c::i, ,,., 'may their heart rejoice' (13Jl4.I0 r.3), Psalms
13:6; i:,,'1 'and he dwelt' (IOJII.30 r.10), Genesis 20:1; :Jtti'1 'and he returned' (lOJll.30 r.13), Genesis
22:19; Ci'1 'and it was uplifted' (18]4.20 r.7), Hosea 13:6; 7:,,n1 'and may it rejoice' (32.8 r.2), as above.
The following from final-wea k roots and from the hifil stem are similarly all attested in BH: tti37' 'may
he act' (13Jl 7.17 r.18), 2 Samuel 2:6; 1:!t' 'may he order' (6J3.23 r.14), Deuteron omy 28:8; '7 in'1 'and
I
became angered' (16.275 r.22), Genesis 4:5; 'n' 'may he live' (13J31.l r.12), Deuteron omy 33:6; :Ji'
'may it increase' (8J20.l v.3), Job 34:37; :Ji' 'may it increase' (8.3 m.4), Job 34:37; 1']01'1 'may he add'
(13J26.16 r.9), 2 Samuel 24:3. While often these forms are taken verbatim from the biblical text in
which they appear, the jussive as a part of a whole phrase, e.g., ion 0'1 'may he extend kindness'
(13J31.8 r.24) from Genesis 39:21, others show the extraction of a jussive form from another
construct ion, e.g., in the case of1!:l"1 'may he turn' (18]4.4 r.30) the jussive is only attested in BHin
the waw-cons ecutive, 1~:} Judges 6:14 'and he turned'.
The jussive features often in the corpus, not just occurring in the obvious optative phrases used to
wish wellbeing , health and help on the letters' recipients , although this is often where we find it, e.g.,
1377 ,n, 'live forever' (6J9.2 v.4), :Ji'... C17tti1 'and peace ...increase' (8.3 m.2) and CiW::l Ci1~ ':"I' 'let their
Rock be at their aid' (8.13 r.6), but it is also used outside such stereotypi cal formulae, e.g., in a polite
request :"17'!:lli::l U'Jii::,r:,::i i::11::l W37m 'and may you carry out this by mentionin g us in your prayers'
(12.247 r.15). Compare d to its use in RH, where itis attested in only a few hifil stems and occasiona
ly
in the verb:,,:,, it is a very productiv e form in the letters. However, it does not appear to be used truly
creatively, the verbs used are all attested in either the jussive proper or the shortened wawconsecuti ve in BH.15

The waw-co nsecutiv e
The biblical construci on of the waw-cons ecutive of the prefix conjugati on (and jussive) is often
attested in the corpus, e.g., C'l;):"I Ni.::m 1J'737 11;)J10'1 'and they shut off our access to water' (13J26.13
14

Perhaps this could be evidence of a merging of the pronunciat ions of';:!; and RH 'V;f~V;, if the content
of the
letter was dictated to the scribe?
15

0ne possible exception is the hifil verb in the phrase !11::ll;)::1 FU' 1'::1'1~ 7::l 'may he bring down all his enemies
with blows' (13Jl5.14 r.16), which occurs in an epistle of eulogy. This is identified by Mann (Mann (1922),
vol. 2,
p. 84 n. 4) as a jussive of a hifilverb pm.;, 'to bring down' from BH middle-we ak m:i. 'to burst forth' through
1,n,,.
'belly', i.e., 'to cause to fall on the belly'. However, it could equally be a pi'el. It is perhaps better connected
with
1n,. 'to bend', e.g., j'J1m. 'bent [in grief]' from Baresit. Rabba 20, i.e., 'may he cause them to bend beneath his
blows', in which case a hifil would be a possibility.
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r.4); 1N7;) 1:51 i:,::i c:s1;, J'l::l'i?;) ::iim 'and the people's strife increased greatly on the mount' (Misc. 35.11
r.16). In unvocalised text it is not always apparent, e.g., N~'1 'and he set out' (18J4.4 r.20) is composed
of either the waw-consecutive plus the prefix conjugaton , e.g., N~~] Genesis 8:7, or weak waw plus
the suffix conjugation, e.g., N~~1 Habakkuk 3:5. However, occasional vocalised examples do exist, e.g.,
v"?.m1 'and we divided up' (Gil (1983) no. 3l=ENA 2804.l r.12) and :'1Nl,D} 'and it appeared' (Misc.
36.207 leaf l v.2). These show the expected pafaf:i under the waw.
The commones t waw-consecutive attested in the corpus is the waw plus the jussive of the verb
:,,:,, and it is used to introduce a subordinate temporal clause, a very common BH constructio n:,:,,,
C?Ntzl::l 'and when he

,m,

asked them' (12.80 r.13);
J'l:sl::l ':'1'1 'and when he went down' (16.261 r.13);
'J'l1N1::l ':'1'1 'and when I saw' (Misc. 35.11 r.12); :1N1 1tzlN::l ':'1'1 'and when he saw' (16.261 r.19).
Another common example is 17;)N'1 'and he said' (13J26.13 r.21), a very distinctive BH constructio n
which occurs throughout the corpus even in letters which show no other evidence of using the
waw-consecutive.
The waw-consecutive in BH is formed by waw plus the prefix conjugation verb, e .. g, 1::lJ'l::l'1...1J'l'1
'and he gave ... and they wrote' (13Jl6.24'r.20), or, where applicable, a jussive, e.g., salomo ben
yahuda attests the jussives of two middle-weak verbs ::ltzl'1 •.. ,,.,, 'and he dwelt ... and he returned'
(lOJll.30 r.10-13). The middle-weak jussive is usually found in the waw-consecutive constructio n in
the letters, e.g.,
'and it was uplifted' (18J4.20 r.7) and l;i;,,m 'and it rejoiced' (18J4.20 r.7). Although,
it is surprising that sarira Ga' on, a clearly biblicising writer, shows
'and he fasted' (13J25.5 r.26),
despite C¥~J being attested in the MT at 2 Samuel 21:16. However, the most probable explanation is
that, rather than being an error, this is the pausal form, also attested in the MT, at l Kings 21:27,
ci~~J.16

c,,,

c,~,,

The form of the final-weak verbs with the waw-conse cutive shows some divergence from BH. ,~,,
'and he ordered' (13J25.5 r.28) is attested several times in the corpus and the verb always shows an
apocopated form. Of course this is the form in which it occurs dozens of times in the MT, e.g., 1¥;1
Genesis 2:16, etc., and so it would have been well-known to the letter-writers.
is similarly very
well attested in BH, e.g., 11.J:] Genesis 4:5, etc. Other final-weaks in the letters, however, rarely show
apocopatio n when occurring in the waw-consecutive, e.g., :'1J?;)J'l1 'and she appointed' (13Jl6.24 r.16);
:,t;,::i,, 'and it ended' (16.6 r.12); :'1Nltl} 'and it appeared' (12.114 r.10); ,::i, :i,p,, 'and something
happened' (13Jl6.14 r.23); :'1JtzlN1 'and I repeated' (16.275 r.23). Some are ambiguous, do they
represent waw-consecutives or not? J'l17;) 1:51 '?
1N7;) 1:51 ,:ii:, '?:sl :"ltzlj:''1 'and the matter was
[became?] hard for me and I burned with deadly anger' (16.275 r.22) could be a durative use of the
prefix conjugation or an inceptive use of the waw-consecutive. 17

,n,,

,n,,

The main reason for the lack of apocopatio n shown by many final-weak verbs in the corpus would
appear to be that the necessary form is not attested (or not well-enough attested) in the MT.
NaJ;iemya Hakkohen Ga'on writes :'1?::l'\ f'P :"l?::l'1 'and summer came to an end' (16.6 r.12), because

16Another explanation could be that this represents

the influence of the Babylonian pronunciatio n tradition, in
showing an o vowel for Tiberian short qame~ (cf. Yeivin (1985) p. 419ff), however there is no other evidence of
this in the letters of serira Ga' on.
17

0r even it could be the rare BH construction of the unapocopate d waw-consecutive representing a durative
or iterative past tense; cf. Joilon §79m. However, in view of its rarity in BH it is less likely to be used in the letter.

the waw-consecutive of the 3 masculin e singular of :i,::i is not attested in BH. Instead
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Bible has the jussive,? ~: 'wastes away' Job 33:21, and the waw-consecutive of the 3 feminine
singular, ?~,!:l} 'it was finished ' Exodus 39:32. For :'1JiVN1 ?NiVN1 'I asked and I asked again'
(16.275 r.12)
BH attests only the l singular prefix conjugat on, :,~ip~ 'I will [not strike] twice' l Samuel
26:8.
Moreove r, the l person rarely takes an apocopa ted form with the waw-consecutive in
BH. 18 :iNlVJ
'and it appeare d' (12.114 r.10) is modelle d on the prefix conjugat ion with weak waw,
:,~1·1:1) 'and let it
appear' Genesis 1:9, although the vocalisa tion might reflect the apocopa ted form, only
attested in
BH for the 3 masculin e singular, NTJ 'and he appeare d' Genesis 12:7. :,ip'1 'and it happene
d'
(13Jl6.14 r.23) is used in the letters despite the required apocopa ted waw-consecutive
form being
attested in BH, ir~} 'as it happene d' Ruth 2:3. However , this is the only time the form
occurs and it is
not, therefore , as familiar an idiom as ,~N'1, 1l'1, ,:,,, or ,n,,. In the case of m~m 'and
she appointe d'
(13Jl6.24 r.16) there are two influenc es on the form. Firstly, :ia~i:i 'muster' l Kings 20:25,
the
unapoco pated prefix conjugat ion in the 2 masculin e singular , is the closest form attested
in the MT.
Secondly, the phrase used in the letter, i?DJN? :,J~m :,i, :,i,w:s, 'she did it and appointe
d for herself a
mandato ry' (13Jl6.24 r.16) is actually derived from the Palestin ian Talmud, Y. Sanhedr
in II, 19d :,J~'1
[i?D.:!11\ :,,,] '?DJN? :i, 'and let him appoint a mandato ry', where the prefix
conjugat ion is,

unsurpri singly, used with weak waw. However , it is interesti ng to see that a talmudic
phrase is
rewritten with biblical syntax in the letter, another example of the mixing of RH and
BH that goes on
at all levels of the language . Finally, it should be remarke d that the MT has numerou
s example s of
the unapoco pated waw-con secutive . Jotion writes: 'Non-ap ocopate d forms of the inverted
future
and the jussive. The phenom enon is so frequen t[ ... ] that it can hardly be consider ed
erroneou s'. 19
Perhaps it is surprisin g, though, given salomo ben yahuda' s frequent use of the cohortat
ive with the
waw-consecutive (far more frequent ly than it actually occurs in BH), that, writing forms such
as
:i,p,, and :iJiVN1, he doesn't show the same enthusia sm for the similar, very distinctiv e, biblical
construc tion of the apocopa ted waw-consecutive.
The use of waw plus the suffix conjugat ion for the the modal future tense (i.e., includin
g
imperati ve, jussive and so on) is extremel y rare in the letters. Only a very few definite
example s of it
exist in the corpus. One, used by Na!an ben 'Avraham is taken verbatim from the Hebrew
Bible, J;l":ii
[n]~tv 1N 'and you will be rejoicing '(l0Jl5.1 0 r.2), which is found at Deutero
nomy 16:15. ni::ir:,i 'and
rememb er', in a letter from Babylon, 11i::ir:,1 ... C1?iV Nill 'greeting s ... and rememb er'
(12.247 r.4-5)
and, also in a letter of Na!an ben 'Avraham , m::lT:i1 ... c:,, .::m::i11 'write to them ... and rememb
er' (8.3
r.16), probably both rely on 'J11i::ir:,1 'but rememb er me' from Genesis 40:14 and are used
as
imperati ves. P?N

m:m 'and speak to him' (13J20.3 r.24) is also similarly used as an imperati ve; the

construc tion occurs several times in BH, e.g., Exodus 4:15.
No further example s of the waw-consecutive of the suffix conjugat ion are attested. Whereas
letters frequent ly use the waw-consecutive of the prefix conjugat ion, albeit alongsid

the

e the suffix
conjugat ion, they are more in step with other tradition s of post-bib lical Hebrew in not
employi ng the
waw-consecutive of the suffix conjugat ion. Certainl y it is not attested as often as the prefix
conjugat ion waw-consecutive in the Hebrew Bible, and, lacking a particula r morphol
ogy of its own
compara ble to -J, a unique form for the waw-consecutive of the past tense, it is less recognis
able and
18

Joiion §79m.

1

9:Idem.
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distinctive. The more practical tense system for the future found in LBH and RH has supplanted it in
the corpus.

The imperativ e
The qal imperative is attested as follows:
ms

::i,.n:,1 'and write' (16.6 r.7)

:rn, 'give' (20.178 r.19)
fs

'!Z/371 'and do' (13J20.9 r.8)

mpl

1::i.n:, 'write' (13Jl6.l 7 m.8)

fpl

(unattested)

Overall, the imperative is rarely attested in letters, giving way instead to the prefix conjugation and
impersonal expressions. The forms attested follow BH precedent.
No feminine plural imperative is attested in the corpus so it is not possible to say whether the
feminine plural and masculine plural forms have merged or not. However, since its use in BH is rare
enough, and generally in RH and MH it has been supplanted by the masculine plural form
terminating in i- it is unlikely to have been used. Other contempora ry geniza documents do not
employ the form in ;,J- when the opportunity arises, e.g., a court record which addresses speech to
two women uses the morphologically masculine plural imperative, 1J'.n1'n~ 1J137~iZl 'hear us, our
sisters' (12.232 r.18).20
The paragogic he is attested as a suffix of the masculine singular imperative three times in the
corpus: ;,o,ni 'and have pity' (16.6 r.22); ;,J.n 'give' (20.178 r.19 and 13Jl6.l 7 r.6). Two of these three
examples are by the biblicising writers, the g;'onim sarira and salomo ben yahuda. It is not clear
whether the suffix in these examples is intended to carry any special emphasis; it is just as probable
that the occurrence of these specific morphogica l forms in the Hebrew Bible caused its use: o,n is
only attested in the imperative with the;,- suffix in BH, Joel 2:17 and Nehemiah 13:22; ;,J.n is attested
more frequently than the base form 1.n in BH. 21

Pausal forms of the verb
Pausal forms of the prefix conjugation and imperative are occasionally attested, in so far as they
are identifiable through the vowel letters used to mark long stem vowels. In most cases, they are
employed in a paraphrase of a biblical constructio n and the specific morphological form itself is
attested in the Hebrew Bible: i71iZl~' i't7 i:Ji 'and him they will not rule' (Misc. 35.40 r.18) is a
straightforward adaptation of a phrase from Deuteronom y 15:6,
l-\7 1::11 'they will not rule you';
11l!:ln' 1.n,1.n, 11iZl1i1' 01' 01' 'day after day they seek [him] and delight in his teaching' (10Jl4.l r.l) is
drawn from Isaiah 58:2 (so probably the verb 11~!:ln' was also intended to be read as a pausal form,
but that the vocalisation is defective as in the MT); i:,1:?J c:,'nl'\ .Ml'\ ,np 'take your brethren and go'

,,tz;~,

2

°Edited in Friedman (1986) pp. 335-339.

21

1n is attested eighteen times while ;-JJJ1 occurs twenty-four times in the Hebrew Bible. The question of the
semantics of the paragogic form is already a tricky one as regards its use in BH, Joiion has the opinion that: '[it]
is emphatic in origin, but in practice does not soften seem to add any particular nuance' Uoiion §48d). This
adequately describes the situation in the letters.
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(13J20.25 r.9) reproduces the sequence of verbs 1::l?J...,np found in Exodus 12:32. An exceptional
example is 'Efraim ben S;}marya's 1?1J1' 'may it be brought' (13J8.14 r.23), which is not attested in
BH. However, a pausal form with long qam~ is attested, 1?~1' 'and are borne away' Job 21:30.
Therefore, the form 171J1' could represent a spelling with waw as a mater lectionis for long qame~,
though this would be without precedent in the letters' orthography, or, more likely, was an
erroneous attempt to write the pausal form of this verb.22 Errors and strange orthographi c quirks are,
as we have already noted, a frequent occurrence in the letters of 'Efraim ben S;}marya.
It is clear that in the majority of cases the use of pausal forms of the prefix conjugation and
imperative do not represent a differing pronunciati on tradition, as, for instance, is the case in
Qumran Hebrew, but that they mainly occur in the context of phraseology borrowed directly from
the Masoretic text of the Hebrew Bible.23

The active participle
The qal active participle is attested as follows:
ms
fs
mpl
fpl

19,~;, 'who offers up' (13J31.l r.17)
l"1j?01!:l 'ceases'

(13J31.l r.19)
t:l'Jm::, 'write' (16.95 r.18)
1'Jm::, 'write' (10G5.8 v.10)
m,w,::, 'fail' (16.24 r.8)

The feminine singular participle usually terminates in 1'1-, e.g., r,p,11;, 'which burned' (12.74 r .15);
m~,~ 'saying' (13J9.2 r.12); l"1?01!'.l1 'and hews' (20.102 r.4). 24 Exceptions are the apparent verbal
adjective :in~x 'springing up' (13}11.7 r.5) and the substantive ;,;;,,iJ 'traitress' (10}11.30 r.17). The
first example is not attested in this form in BH but is inflected like the verbal adjective, as can be seen
from stem vowel~ere (cf. Gesenius §50d), and features in a rhymed sequence, :,::,1137 :,::,iJ 1~'0 :,J:,~,
:,,,,_, :i?:iX1

:in~x :in~w, 'and love, a sign of a long blessing and happiness springing up and of cries of

joy and rejoicing' (13Jll.7 r.5). The second example is a substantiva l use of the participle, 'traitress',
which is also the only form attested in BH, :1il1J Jeremiah 3:8.
The masculine plural form of the participle is attested with both the biblical C'- and the rabbinic pending. Whereas the preferred ending of the regular masculine plural noun is C'-, with
occurring
mainly on post-biblical vocabulary and in the letters of a few individuals, the participle attests both
RH and BH endings in almost equal measure, without any preference of the one ending for biblical,
e.g., 1'37~1!U 'hearing' (13}16.17 r.14), or the other for post-biblical vocabulary, e.g., C'OJ1!:ll"1~ 'provided

r-

2

2The spelling of qame~ in an open syllable with waw is found in texts displaying a pronunciatio n different to
that of Standard Tiberian, e.g., in ageniza text of Al-FasiRos Hassana, m110,~;,1 in T-S F4.115, noted in Morag
(1988) no. 127, reflecting perhaps a Palestinian or Sefardi pronunciatio n.
23

Qmnran Hebrew attests a great many so-called 'pasual forms in context'. However, they represent a differing
phonology from the Tiberian, reflecting phonetic features found in the simple verbal stem that are only retained
by the MT in some pausal forms. Cf. Saenz-Badillos (1993) pp. 142-143.
2

4This is similar to the situation in RH and BH, though BH also attests participles in;,:, but they occur less
frequently, see Joi.ion §SOg and Fernandez p. 130.
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for' (13J26.16 r.12).25 The ending 1'- is perhaps more popular in letters from Babylon, sarira Ga'on
seems to prefer the RH ending (see his letters lOJl, 28.24 and 13J25.5 in particular but another
Babylonian, Na4emya Hakkohen, reflects the opposite tendency), but it can also be found across the
whole extent of the corpus, e.g., ScJlomo ben YcJhuda j'tilji:l?J 'seeking' (20.102 r.20) and l'iO::>J 'dead'
(20.178 r.32), Dani'el ben 'Azarya 1':ltil1' 'dwelling' (NS 92.33 r.4) and from Aleppo 1'::l?;"!?J;'l 'who walk'
(12.17 r.8). Verbs often alternate between the different endings in the same letter, e.g., 1':ll"l1::l 'writing'
(10G5.8 v.10) and !'.:.l'1j:'?J1 'and longing' (10G5.8 v.12). Identical verbs can take the different endings in
the same letter, e.g., a ninth-cen tury letter from Pumbadi! a attests both rii;, 'who dwell' (NS
308.122 r.l) and C'i1:i (v.13); this is more common when similar forms would appear within a few
lines of each other: sa1omo ben Y<lhuda, C'1,1,n?J;, 1JnJ~ 1i?J~' c:it .. j'1,1,n?J :iii;,, 'and the majority
desecrate [the Sabbaths) ... but they say that it is us who desecrate [them)' (13J33.12 r.6); Na!an
Hakkohen, i::ltil ,, pJrm 'giving him a reward' (18J4.4 r.25) and i::ltil ,, l:J'J!m 'giving him a reward'
(18J4.4 r.26).

The passive particip le
The qal passive participle is attested as follows:
ms
fs
mpl

:i,~,;, 'who is imbued with' (8.3 r.9)

:in,,~ 'cut' (13J31.l r.18)
l:J'J1pJ;, 'who are named' (13J19.15 r.9)
1'~1Jtil 'hated' (10G5.8 v.17)

fpl

.rm~i,n 'inscribed' (13Jl4.10 r.20)

The feminine singular of the passive participle always ends in;,-, e.g., ;,~i,p;, 'which is called'
(13J16.13 r.15) and ;,n,1,ti,' 'sent' (18J4.20 r.34)

r-

As with the active participle. both the endings C'- and are attested in similar proportio n, e.g.,
!'.:.l'::li:IIT 'extinguis hed' (13J23.12 r.3) and 1'::l1i:l1 'and wrapped' (20.181 r.34).

The infinitive absolute
The qal infinitive absolute is attested in the following form:
Inf. abs.:

l717Jtil 'hear' (13J23.12 r.11)

As far as can be seen from the consonan tal text of the letters, since no vocalised examples are
attested, the qal infintive absolute of the regular verb is formed according to the BH model, q5,tol.
However, it is found only rarely in the corpus reflecting the tendency in post-biblical Hebrew to
dispense with it altogether. It appears in the letters principally in the role of the preposed internal
object of a finite form of the verb, a biblical constructi on, e.g., '!1l77Jtil l717Jtil 'I have indeed heard'
(13J23.12 r.11); 'f1l71j1 l717J11 'and I have cried' (13J23.12 r.11); '!1l71' l711' 'I surely know' (20.173 r.41).
Thougi'1 we also encounte r the biblical construct ion of the participle of 11?:i followed by the infinitive
absolute for the sense of continuity, but it occurs exclusively in the biblicising letters of sarira Ga' on:
25

Although, on occasion certain particularly characterstic RH constructio ns do take, perhaps deliberately
, the
rabbinic p- ending, e.g., salomo ben yahuda's use of the impersona l plural participle in a jussive sense,
1'~
i'i'J3JI;) p~, l'i'i11;) 'one may neither remove nor displace' (lOJll.29 r.8).
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,,en, r,:,71:, 'is continually diminishing' (IOJl leaf 1 r.18); 11:i.1:-ti 171:"I 'is continually perishing' 13J25.5
r.18).26 Most of the infinitives absolute in the letters are actually attested in the Hebrew Bible: e.g.,

:S711;)11 'and weep' (13J23.12 r.11), at Jeremiah 13:17; 111:)~ 'say' (IOJ1 leaf 1 v.3), at Exodus 21:5; 71~tv
'ask' (13J21.19 r.4) and :1111' 'know' (20.17 r.41), both at Genesis 43:7. Only a few RH verbs attest to the
use of post-biblical vocabulary in the infinitive absolute, e.g., sarira Ga'on's use ofnitv 'speak'
(18J3.18 r.4). In addition the infinitive absolute is overwhelming ly used in the qal, with examples
from the derived stems few and far between. 27

The infinitive construct
The qal infinitive construct is attested in the following form:
Inf.cstr.:

:i.ir,:,1, 'to write' (20.114 r.44)

In addition, though not in the qal, the corpus demonstrates frequent examples of the hifil
infinitive taking an affix:,-, presumably:,~ , in order to facilitate the rhymes of the praescriptio. For
this, see the section on the hifil, below.
Although the infinitive construct is attested most commonly with the prefixed preposition -7, this
is by no means the only form in which we find the infinitive: the influence of the biblical language is
extremely strong in the letters' treatment of infinitive constructions and we often find BH usages
which have died out in other traditions of post-biblical Hebrew. For instance, the infinitive construct
may be found without prefix or suffix: min 'telling' (13}18.1 r.12); 1,i:,~ 'eating' (18J4.26 r.27); mtv:11
'doing' (13J24.ll r.1); r,r, 'giving' (16.62 r.14), and very frequently elsewhere. Or it may be used with
only a pronominal suffix, e.g.: imtv:11 'his doing' (I8J4.26 r.27); ,,:i.,:11 'my passing' (12.114 r.10); ,r,:,1,
'my going' (13J25.I0 r.26). It also takes the prefixed inseparable prepositions-:i . and-:,, e.g., -:i.:
1J'I'l1:"1':J. 'when we were' (8J2.l v.10); 11:)"j?:J. 'when he establishes' (8J8.l v.11); :1111:)tv:,i 'and as soon as
he heard' (I8J4.26 r.17); m~i:,i 'and when he saw' (12.114 r.28).
Although the RH construction of prefixing the infinitive with-71:) after verbs of preventing, etc. is
found in the letters, e.g., :i.m:,1,1:) 'from writing' (12.851 r.6); 1I'171;) 'from giving' (AS 148.147 r.4); :lli:171:)
'from doing evil' (10J32.8 v.l); I'11':"171;) 'from being' (13J27.3 r.10), the BH construction of prefixing -1:)
onto the base form of the construct is also well-attested: m~,1;) 'from seeing' (12.273 r.24); mtv:111:)
'from doing' (13J20.I8 m.l); 111,:,1:) 'from going' (8J8.l v.3); I'11':11;) 'from being' (I0J24.8 r.18); ~,~?;)?;)
'from finding' (Misc. 35.15 r.20). 28 However, in almost every case these forms are used because they
are attested in BH; the only exception, making it the only creative use of the construction, is :"17'7n
:i.:i.mw:,1;1 c:,1, 'far be it for you to err'. 29 salomo hen yahuda attests only the RH construction in his
letters, e.g., I'1I'171;) 'from giving' (13J34.2 v.7).

26

For this construction in BH see Joi.ion §123s.

27

A paucity of non-qal infinitives is to be expected since the infinitive absolute in the role of pre posed object
may take the simplest stem, the qal, regardless of the stem of the cognate finite verb in the construction, e.g.,
?~WJ
'it has been asked' (13J21.19 r.4); ibid., §123p.

, ~w

28

29

Femandez p. 144.

Genesis 27:1, 18:25; Numbers 22:16; Exodus 9:28; Isaiah 58:13, respectively.

The infinitive construct takes the following pronominal suffixes:
ls
2ms
2fs
3ms

'J-

'Jli:,1,:, 'do you mean to kill me? [=Exodus 2:14]' (10J24.8 r.18)

,-

,r,::,1, 'my going' (13J25.10 r.26)

,_
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1m,:,:1i 'and when you were' (8Jl4.20 r.5)

(unattested)
1:,-

,:,,7;:i::,1,1 'and to honour him' (NS 309.20 v.10)

,_

,,::,~1, 'to sell it' (13Jl8.l r.21)

3fs

:,-

:,r,,nill:,1, 'to destroy it' (13Jl3. l 4 r.28)

lpl

1J-

U'1'1Wi:l 'when we were' (8J2.l v.10)

2mpl

c::,-

C::l:lT37 'your leaving' (16.6 r.17)

2fpl

(unattested)

3mpl

c-

ci::,~1, 'to sell them' (16.275 r.15)

3fpl

1-

1m~,1, 'to see them' (10G5.8 v.15)

The 1 singular suffix'J- is always objective. It is only attested rarely in the corpus, though: 'Jl1:17 'to
kill me' (12.273 r.20). The usual suffix is '-which is subjective only, e.g., :,r :ir,::, ,,~,. ,n~~1 'and after I
finish this letter' (12.273 v.17).
The 1- suffix is the most frequently used for the 3 masculine singular. It may be objective, e.g.,
137'11:17 'to inform him' (13Jl4.23 r.5) and 1n,,::,:,1, 'to force him' (13Jl5.l r.11), or subjective, e.g., 11'1~:!l

'his setting off' (20.102 r.8). The usual objective suffix is 1:1-, e.g., 1:,37,71:, 'informing him' (12.338 r.14)
and 1:137'~ill:17 'to cause him to hear' (AS 151.20 r.5), but it too may be used as a subjective suffix, e.g.,
1:1~1:l 'his arrival' (13J23.l r.11), but only on weak-verbs.

The suffix conjugation with pronominal suffixes
The suffix conjugation takes the following pronominal suffixes:
ls
2ms

,-

2fs
3ms

2fpl

(unattested)
in:!lJ 'may he save him' (AS148.147 r.3)
1:11:,,r,1,~ill1 'and I asked him' (13Jll.2 r.7)
11'1'17~ill1 'and I asked him' (NS 321.22 r.13)
:1'1'1:ll"l::l 'I wrote it' (6J3.21 r.10)
u1J137J~ 'they held us back' (13J26.13 r.10)
c::,C::l1J3711:1 'we have informed you' (12.99 v.11)
(unattested)

3mpl

c-

C'1'1l"IJ 'I gave them' (16.275 r.24)

3fpl

1-

11J11l"l:-i 'we have made them frequent' (10J32.8 r.4)

3fs
lpl
2mpl

'J7':-i:l:i 'he warned me' (13Jl6.20 r.7)
1u3711:, 'we have informed you' (Misc. 35.44 v.5)

The suffixes attested are identical to those of the BH suffix conjugation. 30 We find only the BH 3
masculine plural suffix, e.g., C'l1'J~ill 'who I appointed' (13Jl6.l 7 r.29), and not the RH suffix in 1-,
despite its use in the corpus as an occasional suffix on the noun.
30

See the list in Gesenius §58a.

The 3 masculine singular ending i;,-, e.g., ,;,,mm;,, 'and I have informed him' (13Jl6.l 7 r.11), is
marginally more common than i- or,_ in the corpus, possibly because of the influence of the
homophono us Arabic pronominal suffix. Note that the similar suffix on nouns i;,- is also more
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widely attested in the corpus than in BH.
The 2 masculine plural suffix conjugation verb takes the affix m- rather than i:J11- before suffixes, as
in BH: m11::i.r:11 'you have forsaken us' (16.6 r.12); mrm:iilli 'and you have forgotten us' (16.6 r.12);
1Jm:i7ill:11 'and you have cast us aside' (16.6 r.13). 31

The prefix conjugati on with pronomin al suffixes
The prefix conjugation takes the following pronomina l suffixes:
ls
2ms
2fs
3ms
3fs
lpl
2mpl
2fpl
3mpl
3fpl

'J-

'J:17J~'1 'and hold me back' (13Jl6.18 r.13)

,- ,,~ill'

'may he keep you' (8J22.7 r.5)

(unattested)

i-

,,~ill' 'may he keep him' (13J20.28 r.6)

i:,-

,:i,~ill'1 'and may he keep him' (18J.15 r.22)

;,-

;,p,n' 'he will distribute it' (13J26.3 r.18)

1J-

1J:17'~ill'1 'and may he let us hear' (18J4.4 r.31)

c:i-

c:i,~ill' 'may he keep you' (13Jll.9 r.5)

(unattested)
i:J-

i:J1~ill' 'may he keep them' (lOJl 1.28 r.5)

1-

11:ll~ill' 'they will hear' (24.43 r. 7)

Although the principal 3 masculine singular suffix is the biblical i;,-, e.g., i;,n,ill' 'he will send it'
(NS Jl5 r.15), a suffix in,_ is also widely attested. This is the suffix i- which is found on nouns, the
infinitive construct and the suffix conjugation in BH; evidence of this is common in the various
rhymes of the letters, e.g., 111:!l
'his Rock keep him' (18]4.20 m.3), compare the similarly
rhymed biblical suffixes, 1:"!"n', ,:i,~ill' 'keep him and preserve him' (18J4.20 m.6). A major use of this
suffix as a rhyming element is found in a letter of salomo ben yahuda, 11D:17'1 111'10 7:!l1 11T:17 11:!l [':"l']

,,~il '

,mpm 1n 1l\':!l~'1 '[may] the Rock be his aid and the shade of his shelter, may he crown him and let

him find grace and hope' (13J14.5 r.1); the use of this suffix allows for the rhyming of verbal and
nominal elements together. The suffix is found right across the corpus, occurring, for instance, in an
extremely biblicising letter of Nal:iemya Hakkohen, the Babylonianga'on, ...
PO'J l\J::ii, ,,~

,,~ill'

1:!l~l\'1 'our master and teacher Nissin, [God] keep him and give him strength' (16.6 r.2).

The employmen t of the i- suffix with the prefix conjugation is part of the levelling of verbal and
nominal suffixes that is going on in the corpus, although it is by no means complete. There is also
biblical precedent for the use of this suffix on the prefix conjugation in the MT: i!:l1T 'he will pursue
him' Hosea 8:3 and i~lP? 'he will call him' Jeremiah 23:6.
The i- suffix is not as common on final-weak verbs, which tend to take the longer i:,-, e.g., 1;,11~,
'and I shall thank him' (NS 321.2 r.25), and onmiddle-w eaks, e.g., 1:111'~' 'he will kill him' (13J31.8
31

Ibid., §59a. Although the letter-writer, NaIJ.emya Hakkohen Ga'on, does well to use such an obscure
morphological form since it is only attested 3 times in the whole Hebrew Bible.
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r.13) and 1;"11,j'til' 'may he set him' (NS 321.2 r.22), however, as always in the letters, there are
exceptions, ?N 111'1,j' 'may God kill him' (13J23.l r.18) is salomo ben yahuda's earnest wish against his
rival.
The following nunated forms of the pronominal suffix are attested:
3ms

u-

1JN1P' 'it should befall him' (13J20.3 r.14)

3fs

m-

;"1JN'::1N1 'and I shall bring it' (16.275 r.14)

Only a very small number of nunated suffixes are used in the corpus. In addition to those listed
above, we find Un'J11 (13J26.l r.8), :"IJ11til' '[who] will see?' (Misc. 35.43 v.11), U::l1Y' 'one may [not]
compare him' (8.3 r.2) and Un'J' 'may he give him rest' (12.217 r.5). In nearly every case, the MT
attests the particular form used: 1:JN1P' 'it should befall him' (13J20.3 r.14) is taken from 1J~lP: '[lest]
it befall him' Genesis 42:4; ;,JN'::1N1 'and I shall bring it' (16.275 r.14) is derived from;,~~,~~ 'I will bring
it' Isaiah 46:11; 1Jn'J11 "' ni, 'the spirit of the Lord give him rest' (13J26.l r.8) is found in Isaiah 63:14,
~JD'~I;1

;,p; IJ11 'the spirit of the Lord gave him [them] rest'; ;"IJ11til' '?,j

'who will see?' (Misc. 35.43 v.11)
occurs in a phrase taken directly from Job 17:15, ;"lrJ1W; 'I;) 'who will see?'. Na!an ben 'Avraham's use
of U::l1Y' N? 'one may not compare him' (8.3 r .2) uses the morphology found in Leviticus 24:8, 1J

1:¥~

'he shall set it in order', but draws inspiration from the similarly nunated verb ;,p:¥~ ~? 'they cannot
equal it' Job 28:17. Onlysa1omo ben yahuda's i:in'J' 'may he give him rest' (12.217 r.5) is not actually
attested in this form in the Hebrew Bible. It probably derives inspiration from the 1Jn'J11 of Isaiah
63:14, above. Nevertheless, with the exception of this last example, all other nunated forms represent
attested biblicisms and not creative uses of the suffix form.

The stative verb
Stative verbs, i.e., those which originally described state rather than action, conform to one of two
broad forms in BH, q5_t6l and q5_tel, represented by the verbs ,~:p 'to be heavy' and 1i!J~ 'to be small' .32

;,i,,.,,,

The suffix conjugation of the stative verb is formed as in BH, e.g., the i::i::i type,
'and it grew'
(I0J32.8 r.8), and the 11op type, '11?1::l' 'I could' (20.178 r.23); 1?::l' 'they could [not]' (24.6 r.27).
The prefix conjugation of the stative verb in BH shows stem vowel d for both types. With the
exception of?1::l', which is irregular, the corpus only attests examples from the prefix conjugation of
the i::1::l type, e.g., iw:,, 'it [wouldn't] be right' (13J23.l r.22);
'and may it grow' (8J8.15 r.6). ?1::l' is

,,.,,m

a mixed verb which forms its prefix conjugation either from aqalpassive or from a hufalform. 33
Examples from the corpus are: 1?::l1' 'they will be [not] be able' (6J3.21 r.8); ?::l1' 'one [cannot]' (Misc.
35.14 r.19).
A number of verbs in BH share the vowels of the stative in the suffix conjugation but attest a stem
vowel 6 in the prefix conjugation, for instance f!:ln 'to desire' which has the suffix conjugation r~r;i,
e.g., Genesis 34:19, but the prefix conjugation y"!:li:,:, e.g., Qohelet 8:3.34 In the corpus the prefix
conjugaton of
is attested once with a vowel letter waw indicating the stem vowel 6, Y,!:lnN 'I want'

r::m

32

Joiion §4lb.

33

See the discussion, ibid., §75i.

34

Ibid., §4lb.
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(13J26.13 r.27), but on other occasions lacks a vowel letter, e.g., f!:ln' 'he desires' (13Jl3.14 r.31).
However, this is presumably just following the BH practice of never writing f!:ln' with a vowel letter
(all seven times it is used in the MT it has defective spelling).
The stative verb possesses a verbal adjective form rather than a participle proper: C'~7~ 'full'
(13Jll.2 r.9); C'7in 'ceasing' (Misc. 36.140 r.32). 35

The verbal stems
The nif'al
Infinitive absolute:

(unattested)

Infinitive construct:

nl"1!:l'71 'and to be opened' (l8J4.20 m.11); ::lilln;,1, 'to be considered'

(Misc.35.49 r.30); 77::,:,7 'to be collected' (13J31.8 r.19); ::1r,:,;,::1 'when it was
written' (20.102 r.18); OJ~;:17~ 'from entering' (13J20.18 r.13); OJ:l'7 'to enter'
(10J9.14 r.21)
The commonly occurring form of the nifal infinitive construct is that with
preformative he, as in BH; only two infinitives of the strong verb show the
elision of the preformative, nl"1!:l'71 'and to be opened' (l8J4.20 m.11), despite
nm:i;,1, being attested in BH, at Isaiah 51:14, and OJ:l'7 'to enter' (10J9.14 r.21),
BH attests only the qal infinitive construct of OJ:l, at Nehemiah 12:44.36 The
loss of the intervocalic he of the nifalinfinitive construct is common in RH,
though examples may be found in the later books of the Hebrew Bible too,
e.g., Proverbs 24:l 717ill:l:J 'when he stumbles' .37
/),

Imperative:

i;,m 'beware' (16.261 r.29); ,,;,mi 'and beware' (13J20.9 r.9); ,,:im, ~nd

beware' (12.733 r.8)
The imperative is written plene in a letter of NaJ:;i.emya Hakkohen Ga' on,
showing the short ivowel under the preformative, i;,r,;,i 'and beware'
(8J20.3 r.10).
Cohortative:

(unattested)

Jussive:

(unattested)

Suffix conjugation:

1Ji~illJ 'we were left' (16.6 r.15);

,,:i~J 'they were sold' (24.6 r.27); ;"lil"10J1 'and

it was hidden' (13J26.3 r.17); Cl"1:JillnJ 'you were considered' (l8J3.l8 r.6)
Prefix conjugation:
35

1ill~'l"11 'and it will be drawn' (24.43 r.40); i~ill" 'it will be left' (12.336 r.15);

Ibid., §4lc.

36

Both examples occur in letters from outside Palestine and North Africa: the first is from Ruqqa, the second
from the Yemen. Therefore, they do not represent mainstream practice in the genizaletters.
37

Femandez pp. 96, 146. Only a few examples of the loss of the preformative he occur in BH; it is slightly more
common with the weak verbs.
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1iZJ!:i!'1" 'they will be

caught' (13Jl4.8 r.13)

The two vocalised examples of Natan ben 'Avraham show qame~ under the
first root letter: l1:J' 'he will be killed' (10J9.25 r.11); o;~:i 'we [shan't] enter'
(10J9.25 m.l).
As noted earlier, the nifalis often written pleneto distinguish it from the qal,
e.g., OJ:)'!'1 'it will enter' (12.336 r.15).
Participle:

roo:iJ 'it longs' (13J31.l r.15); m,:i:,J 'honoured' (18J4.20 r.10); 1':s7JiZJJ
'vowing' (24.43 r.14)
A vocalised example shows the retention of the stem vowel qame~ in the
plural: C':lboJ;, 'who are ordained/supp orted' (13J31.l r.13).
The feminine singular termination of the participle is overwhelmingly in !'1-,
which is also more common in BH and RH: !'11:lTJ;"J 'mentioned' (13J8.14 r.7);
r,n,wJ;i 'which was sent' (12.733 r.l); !'llJJJ;, 'which is conducted' (6J3.l r.6). 38
Two examples only of the feminine singular participle in;,- are attested:
;"JNX~J;, 'left behind' (12.247 r.22) and ;,iw:,.:i;, 'the fitting' (10J30.3 r.21). The
first is taken directly from BH and therefore shows BH morphology; it occurs
in a phrase ;"JNX~J;, !'1'1NiZJ;"J ?:17 en,,, 'and may he have mercy on the remnant
left behind' (12.247 r.22), the principal element ;"JNX~J;, !'l'iNiZJ;"J coming from
Isaiah 37:4. The second, which we have already seen when examining the
pu'alabove, uses the less common ending for rhyming purposes: 1!'1X:s7J
;,iw:,J;, ,m~N1 ;,iwiN~;, 1!'1?~1 ;,,w,;, 'with his straightforwar d counsel and
his approved word and his fitting speech' (10J30.3 r.21).

The pi'el
Infinitive absolute:

(unattested)

Infinitive construct;

iZ?pJ?

Imperative:

i:n 'speak' (13J34.2 r.28); ?JP 'receive' (13J21.10 r.2); ,;,~, 'and be hurry'

'to seek' (13J26.13 r.8); ?!JJ? 'to cancel' (24.43 r.14); pm, 'to encourage'
(10J9.25 r.9)

(16.6 r.26)
Cohortative:

'I will seek' (12.146 r.15); ;,i:i-rN 'I will speak' (16.6 r.8); ;,i~rn 'I will
praise' (10Jl3.22 r.7); ;,:,i:iN1 'and I will bless' (13J25.10 r.13); ;,i::io:i, 'and let
us declare' (Misc.35.4 leaf 1 v.16)

Suffix conjugation:

1Ji!:i'O 'we told'

38

;,wp:iN

(10Jl5.10 r.9); iZ?i'N 'he betrothed' (10J27.7 r.10); 1;"l'!'1:l1'J1
'and I blessed him' (13Jl6.l 7 r.25)

Jotion §50g; Fernandez p. 131. Although BH attests the feminine in;,-; it is actually not as common as that in -
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Prefix conjugation:

?::lj?l1 'you will receive' (8]14.20 r.6); M::lillN1 'and I shall praise' (12.146 r.5);
f::IP' 'may he gather in' (13]19.15 r.11)

Participle:

iillNi':l1 'and testifying' (13]11.5 r.9); 1:J'illji::li':l;"l1 'and who seek' (13]19.19 r.3);
1:J'1::l:li':l 'honouring' (13]199.15 r.20)

The pi'el stem in the corpus conforms with the standard BH pi'el.

The pu'al
Infinitive absolute:

(unattested for the strong verb)

Infinitive construct:

(unattested)

Imperative:

(unattested)

Cohortative:

(unattested)

Jussive:

(unattested)

Suffix conjugation:

'l1M?W. 'I was sent' (20.114 r.8);

,,,.,ill 'they were sent' (16.3 r.20)

The suffix conjugation is rare, but since both the suffix and prefix
conjugations are attested the situation in the letters is healthier than is the
case in RH where only the pu 'al participle is retained. 39
Prefix conjugation:

1:J"1j?l1 'may it be established' (10J24.l leaf l v.18); ?::11j?' 'may it be received'
(13]19.15 r.l); 1:li1::I' 'may he be blessed' (18J4.20 m.4)

Participle:

mn::iiilli':l 'praiseworthy' (16.3 r.7); 1:J'i0137r.J:i 'who are adorned' (Misc. 35.49
r.8); l1i::!137i':l 'pregnant' (13J21.10 r.19); illi1:)i':J 'explained' (12.222 r.13)
A vocalised example shows the stem vowel qame~ in the participle as in
Standard Tiberian Hebrew: n.i::,~r.i 'cut up' (Misc. 36.207 leaf l r.4).
In BH the feminine singular participle usually has the termination 11-,
although the :i: ending may occur, particularly where the participle is
employed as an adjective or substantive.40 Usually in the letters, the feminine
.singular participle terminates in 11-, as it does in the qal stem: l1iill1'i':l 'made
level/straight' (NS J92 r.5); l1M?1illi':l 'sent' (lOJll.29 r.12); r,n,nr.i 'spread
about' (lOJll.29 r.12);11:,our.i 'overflowing' (13J35.l r.7). However, in a
number of cases the participle shows the ending :i-: :,::i,.1illi':l1 'and secure'
(NS J92 r.5); :iiill1Nr.i:, 'which is blessed' (10J30.3 r.21). These are taking the
rarer ending in order to fit the rhyme scheme, i.e., :,r.ii ,,, · :,::110 l1'iMN1
:,::i,.1illi':)1 'a good end, a hand high and secure' (NS J92 r5) and :iiill':i 1l1::t37::I

39

40

Fernandez p. 96.
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'with his straightforward counsel and his

approved word and his fitting speech' (10J30.3 r.21), but since they are also
being used adjectivally, rather than verbally, they could be found written
with the :,- ending in BH. There are no examples of the feminine singular
participle in:,- being used in non-rhymed prose. However, since there is
little evidence overall, it is difficult to say whether BH practice underlies the
inflection of the pu 'al participle or not, but it is safe to say that BH provided
the writers with examples of different forms of the feminine participle which
could be exploited as the literary need required.

The hif'il
Infinitive absolute:

(unattested)

Infinitive construct:

C'ip:,1, 'to despatch' (8J20.3 r.l); 1n'1!J:,7 'to cause you to blossom' (13J33.2
r.26); T'1::m, 'to announce' (10]12.22 r.12)

A marked aspect of the hifil infinitive construct in the letters is the ease with
which it takes an ad ditonal :,- suffix-which is not a pronominal suffix and
adds nothing to the meaning-in order to fit a rhyme scheme, e.g., in a letter
of Sc>lomo ben Yc>huda to Sahlan ben 'Avraham: m:,i::i :,7,7:,,:,1, C1?tzl C17tzl
'J':s7::l :,i,,:,tz?:,1, Nix~, 10m 1m :,1,!)r, ,,x,,, :,:i,:i,, :,1,,:,m :,1,:s,~ '~tzl~ m::i,:i,
11 i~ 11j? 1:,, 5:, 1'11N!JI'l 1j?'7 :,1,,!):,:,1, :,~:,:,1 :,:i:,:,i :,1,N 1,:, :,1,,1,:,:,1, CiN1 C'17N
jN?:io 'Magnification of peace, increase of blessings from the heavens above,

and ringing praise and favourable prayer, and the finding of grace and
kindness to prosper in the eyes of God and man, the gathering of all this and
the doubling of as much more for the dear glory, the honourable, great and
holy master and teacher Sahlan' (13]11.5 r.1-3); another similar example
occurs in the opening lines of a letter by samu' el ben Mose: ... :,1,,1,:,:,1,
... :,,,,o:,, ... :,,,::i,:i, ... :,i,,:,x:,, ... :,1,,1,r,:,, ... :,,,::ip:,, ... :,i,,:,p:,, ... :,1,,:,:,:,1,
:,1,o .. :,1,,:,N:i? 'to crown ... to double ... to bring together. ..to give ... to exalt. .. to

illuminate ... to bring... to esteem ... to spread ...sela'(l3Jl8.l r.1-4); There are
frequent other examples in the praescriptios of letters, though none quite as
extreme. The infinitive in :i: is perhaps formed by analogy with the alternate
BH infinitives like :iN1' and :,::i:,N, or, more likely since it only affects the hifil,
by analogy with the Aramaic hafel infinitive, found in Biblical and Jewish
Palestinian Aramaic, e.g., :,~9;i;::i7 'to bring up' Daniel 6:24.
Imperative:

1~X:s7 ,,::i:, 'explain yourself' (10J22.7 r.13); C'in:, 'pronounce the ban' (Misc.
35.11 r.17); i'~r,:, 'make constant' (8J21.6 r.10)

The examples attested in the corpus present problems for establishing the
form of the hifil imperative; only ii::i:, resembles the usual BH imperative in
orthography, e.g., Deuteronomy 13:16 c 1p;::i 'devote/ destroy'. C'in:, and
i'~r,:, present problems: does the yod represent a spelling eor "i? We know
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thatyod may often be used to spell ein the corpus, although it is not
common in a closed syllable: t:l'in:'l occurs in a letter of salomo ben Yahuda
who, as demonstrated earlier, is far less likely than others in the corpus to
spell ewith yod. However, though this letter is from him, its handwriting is
41
that of a scribe. Therefore, we cannot rule out an exceptionally full
orthography. However, perhaps the spelling represents a stem vowel f, such
as is found in the feminine and plural, and the imperative with pronominal
suffixes or the 'emphatic' he. Moreover, the Hebrew Bible gives us a number

of examples of the hifil imperative showing the unusual spelling': or the
stem vowel fin the masculine singular without the presence of affixes, e.g., 2
Kings 2:6::l'W;_;l 'restore' and Psalms 94:1 ~!'!;li:'l 'shine forth'. 42 So, with these
precedents from BH we cannot state with certainty how the hifil imperative
would have been vocalised, either with stem vowel ': or '-:.
Cohortative:

:'137':i.il\ 'I will move [?]' (Misc. 35.44 r.3); :'li':ll\l\ 'I will gird' (13Jl4.I0 r.2)

Jussive:

Possibly 1n:i., 'may he bring down' (13Jl5.14 r.16)

Suffix conjugation:

!J'i'ill:'l 'it silenced' (8.3 r.10); i:,,,,11,:, 'they have crowned him' (IOJ15.10 r.6);

,,,,,:, 'they have slandered' (13J16.l 7 r.18)
Prefix conjugation:

,n,,,m 'and bring relief' (13J26.16 r.17); c,,,w,, 'and he threw them away'
(13J26.13 r.15); 'O'JP'ill 'that he angers [himself]' (13Jl6.l 7 r.13)

Participle:

C'?''i?,j:'l 'the slanderers' (12.17 r.6); '''l\7,j 'feeding' (16.18 r.5)

The huf'al
Infinitive absolute:

(unattested for the strong verb)

Infinitive construct:

(unattested)

Imperative:

(unattested)

Cohortative:

(unattested)

Jussive:

(unattested)

Suffix conjugation:

ni::n:i, 'and he was forced' (NS 309.20 v.7); ,r,ppn;, 'I am obliged to' (I0J9.l4
r.5); 1,1::ii;, 'they were divided' (NS 324.104 r.32); ;,Jpm;,;, 'which was

established' (16.304 r.23)
The usual vowel under the-;, in BH is short qame~, e.g., 1?~;_;1 Daniel 9:1, but
as the plene orthography shows, backed up by the occasional vocalised
example, e.g., 1i:ll:D1 'and he had to' (13J30.3 r.4), the texts present hufal
41

Another possible plene example may be found in a letter of s.:1Jomo ben Y"huda, this time in the handwriting
of his son, who regularly acted as his scribe: i';"JT:li i;"JT:1 'be aware and warn' (16.261 r.30)

42

Jotion §54 c.
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forms such as are found in RH.43
Prefix conjugation:

11:11.:. 'it [cannot] be compared' (8.3 r.4); 17:)iZl1' 'may it be kept' (12.222 r.12);

1,:,~,m 'and be doubled' (8Jl6.12 r.11); pausal:

,,,::i,, 'may it be brought'

(13J8.14 r.23)
Again, the orthography and vocalisation reflect a short u vowel like the RH
hufal, however, an u vowel is also often encountered in the prefix
conjugation in Tiberian BH, e.g., ~~?o/.:. Isaiah 34:3.
CJ'1j?!)17:) 'appointed' (13Jl3.14 r.15); j?;'J::117:) 'distinguished' (NS 308.122 v.23);

Participle:

Im7:)l117:) 'constant' (10J30.3 r.2)

Although no vocalised examples of the participle of the strong verb are
attested in the corpus, the spelling of short :J with waw in each example is
unlikely given its overall rarity in the letters.44 The orthography reflects a
prefix vowel u, as in the other parts of the verb; not only is this the usual
form in RH but also very common on the participle in BH.45
One exception to the seemingly universal use of the hufal occurs in the
doubly-weak verb ;i~J from a letter of the twelth-century Babylonian ga'on
samu'el ben 'Eli: CJ'~?? 'beaten, downtrodden' (NS 309.20 r.6) refelcts a hofal
form CJ'::PI?- The vocalisation is unusual since Tiberian Hebrew prefers u
before geminated consonants in the hofal/hufal, attesting this very form in
the MT as CJ'::P~ 'they are beaten' Exodus 5:16. Both the Babylonian tradition
of BH and the Eastern tradition of RH also prefer u, but it is generalised in
the hufal, not just before geminated consonants. The pointing with qame~,
reflecting qame~-qa,tan, seems to be characteristic of the Western tradition of
RH, unusual perhaps for a Babylonian letter.46
The feminine singular participle of the hufal always terminates in .n-, e.g.:
.!'1j?Tn17:)1 'and fortified' (13Jl6.18 r.12); .!'1!)Jl17:) 'wrapped up' (13J26.3 r.1);
r,1,:,~,7:) 'doubled' (16.68 r.12).

The hitpa'ellnitpa'al
Two stems are included in this category: the BH hit pa 'el and the RH nit pa 'al. The nitpa 'al is only
distinguished from its biblical counterpart in the suffix conjugation of our letters, where both stems
43

Fernandez p. 97. Although BH does attest a number of examples with u, e.g., i::i7tp!!) Jeremiah 22:28; cf. Joi.ion
§57a.
44

Also further evidence is provided by the vocalising habits of the writers: as has been noted earlier, short qame~
is one of the few vowels to be vocalised with any kind of regularity in the letters. Therefore, the lack of a single
vocalised example of a hofal, i.e., showing qame~, such as ij;,!)7?, is a an additional argument, albeit from silence.
45

Jotion §57a.

46

See Bar-Asher pp.15-17 for the whole question of the hofallhufal in the different traditions of Hebrew.
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are attested. In all other parts of the verb (including the participle) the stem follows, consonantally at
least, the BH hi[pa'el stem.
Infinitive absolute:

(unattested)

Infinitive construct:

::11.111:,71 'and to make donations' (10J9.25 r.16); :::i:,~n:,,, 'and to be loved'
(10Jl2. l 7 r.23); i:::inn:,:::i 'because of his consorting with' (13J26.23 r.18)

Imperative:

pnin:,, 'and distance yourself' (16.6 r.26);
r.15); fl;)N1'1;"11 'and be strong' (13Jl5.l r.24)

Cohortative:

:,pmm, 'and let us show strength' (20.181 r.12); ;'l!:l1111illN1 'and I will join up
with' (13Jll.4 r.12)

,,,mzm 'make an effort' (10J27.8

The first cohortative occurs in a phrase drawn from 1 Chronicles 19:13, pm
:,pmm, 'be strong and let us show strength!' (20.181 r.12). The second is,
unusually for a cohortative in the letters, not a form that is found in the
Hebrew Bible but is an inflection of a post-biblical verb. It occurs in the
elegant Hebrew letter of the obviously well-educated lady, MalilJ_a.
Jussive:

(unattested)

Suffix conjugation:

,,,noJill 'that they were arranged' (NS 169.11 v.6); ,::i,~~m 'and they were
forced to' (Misc. 35.49 r.27); ix:::ipm 'they have come together' (10J9.25 r.17);

ip,no:, 'they ascended [=died]' (lOJl.l r.l); 1,:in:, 'he has roamed' (13J9.2
r.22)
Two distinct forms of the suffix conjugation are attested, one taking the form
of the BH hi[pa'el stem, the other the post-biblical ni[pa'al!ni[pa'e l. Although
in the best and earliest texts of the Misna and other RH sources the form of
the verb is properly ni[pa'al, in later texts this often becomes ni[pa 'el by
attraction to the vowels of the BH hi[pa'el. 47 Unfortunately, there is no clue in
the letters' vocalisation or orthography to enable us to determine whether
the writers are employing the RH ni[pa'al or MH nifpa'el.
Examples of the nifpa 'allnifpa 'el suffix conjugation greatly outweigh those of
the hifpa'el, which is attested less than a dozen times in the corpus. sarira
Ga' on uses a hifpa'el in the opening line ofone of his letters, ip,no:, 'they
ascended [=died]' (lOJl .1 r. l), but elsewhere employs only the nifpa 'al suffix
conjugation, e.g., :,~:s;7;)11J1 'and it has diminished' (13j25.5 r.20) and
:1:::lill'11Jill::l7 'and when it was at ease' (28.24 r.27).

Sometimes the reason for the occurrence of a hifpa 'el rather than a nifpa 'al
is clear: Hayya Ga'on attests ahi[pa'el in nJ 1""i:,n:, 1::r:,1,N:, 11N 'Noal:i walked
with God' (lOGS.8 v.9), which, though not marked as a quote, is a phrase
47

Fernandez pp. 96-97.
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drawn unchanged from Genesis 6:9. Usually however it isn't discernible
exactly why one morphology has been preferred to the other. sa1omo ben
Y.lhuda attests only one suffix conjugation hitpa'el in his letters in the
corpus, also 11?m1;, 'he has roamed' (13J9.2 r.22). This is a well-atteste d BH
verb and occurs several times in this particular form, for instance at 1
Samuel 30:31 in addition to Genesis 6:9, mentioned above; perhaps therefore
it was familiar enough to use unchanged. We do not find an example of
this verb used in the nitpa'al in the corpus; similarly we find only BH :,inrwm,
e.g, 1J'1n.nw:, 'we prostrated ourselves' (Misc, 36.207 leaf 1 v,11). However,
many other verbs which are attested in the hitpa'el in BH become nitpa'als
in the letters, e.g., :"JJl'1illJ '[nothing] has changed' (NS 321.2 r.19); :,1,:,,m 'it was
revealed' (20.94 r.30); ,r~m, 'and he girded himself (13Jl 4.10 r.30). Another
factor that may be at work is the fact that the nitpa'al developed this form
because of the association of-J with the passive. In the case of 11?:i.n:, there is
little passive nuance about the verb: the hitpa'el in this case probably
originally expressed a durative-ite rative aspect and therefore perhaps it is
not inflected with the passive prefix by our writers.48 :m.n:, is another BH
verb that is only attested in the hitpa'el in the corpus, e.g, :"J:JiJ:"J :,:17,:,,:,1
1:JiJ.n:,w 'and the donation that the elders of Babylon donated, has
arrived' (12.146 r.18), perhaps it too is remains a hi[pa'el because there is no
passive aspect to it. Of course this doesn't explain why two different writers
should use BH and RH forms of the same verb, e.g. sarira Ga'on's ip,.no:,
'they ascended' (10]1.l r.l) and salomo ben yahuda's j??O.nJiZl 'who
?:J:J 'Jj?T

ascended' (NS 324.103 r.21). The existence of two similar stems allows scope
for personal preference and style.
Prefix conjugation :

11?:ir,~ 'I walk about' (12.217 r.21); ,w,.nr, '[don't] weaken' (8J21.6 r.11);
,,n~.n, 'they [wouldn't] be late' (18J4.l 7 r.13)

Participle:

c,:,,m.n~, 'and behave' (16.6 r.15); 1,1,:,.n~:, 'who prays' (32.8 r.31); r,1,1:,,.n~, 'and
grows' (13]16.14 r.32)
The feminine participle, although not frequently attested, always takes the
termination .n-: .n:,~.nill~ 'eager for' (12.146 r .8); .n,1,~.n~ 'is spoken' (18]4.26
r.10).
No unequivoca l example of the nitpa'al participle, which is attested in RH
and among the Karaites, is attested in the corpus. 49 It is not always possible
to distinguish an intended participle from a suffix conjugation form in the

4

8waltke §26.l.2b.

49

Fernandez p. 132; Haneman pp. 216-217; Maman pp. 247-248; on the use of a nitpa'al participle among the
Byzantine Karaites see Hopkins p. 94 n. 10, where he gives an example of a nitpa'al and hitpa'el participle of the
same verb functioning side by side. It was medieval scribes who edited out the nitpa'al participle from
manuscripts of the Misna, under the influence of BH and the Babylonian tradition of RH, so it is perhaps not
surprising that we find contemporar y letters similarly lack the form.
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nitpa'al, since the two appear identical. The use of the definite article on the
verb might suggest that it was indeed a participle, however, since we also
find the definite article on the suffix conjugation in the corpus, this cannot
be regarded as firm evidence. An example of this is thega'on Dani'el ben
'Azarya's use oftznnm:, in tznnm:, tl1?iZl:'1 37?.)tzl:)1 'and when we heard of the
peace that had come about' (12.44 v.4). At first sight it looks like a nifpa'al
participle prefixed with the definite article, but the syntax better fits a finite
verb. Compare his use of the same verb in another letter, ,:ii iZl1n1'1J ~,
'nothing happened' (NS 92.33 r.21), or the construction of a finite verb plus
the definite article occurring in a similar context in a letter of Na!an ben
'Avraham, :,,:,:, 1J'i'v' 1J3711:'1 'we have informed you, our friend, of what has
happened' (10J9.25 m.19).50 Without any definite examples of a nifpa'al
participle, we must accept then that the attested participle form of both the
stems nit.pa 'al and hit.pa 'el was mifpa 'el in the corpus.
Verbs whose first root letter is a sibilant are inflected according to the dictates ofBH morphology,
with the metathesis oftheI1 of the stem and the sibilant: tl'!:lI111iZl?.) 'sharing' (16.95 r.10); ,,111DJiZl
'were arranged' (NS 169.11 v.6). 51 In addition, if the root letter is ::t then the 11 of the stem is replaced
bytl: i37TJ::t?.)1 'and grieving' (12.328 r.20); 1io::t' 'he needed' (18J4.4 r.21). This occurs without
exception in the corpus.52

Verbs with guttural root letters
The initial-guttural verb
Without vocalisation it is difficult to determine exactly the letters treatment of verbs from roots
containing a guttural consonant, however as far as can be seen there is no divergence from BH as
regards the initial-guttural s: in a purely consonantal text they resemble the strong verb in most
stems.
Qal infinitive construct:

nnN? 'to grasp' (8J2.2 r.13)

Qal suffix conjugation:

mn~iZl that took hold of us' (18J4.5 r.18)

Qal prefix conjugation:

:iJ,,.Nri 'they will gather' (10J30.5 r.15)

Qal active participle:

i::iw 'he passes' (18J4.l 7 v.13)

The prefix conjugation of the nifal stem of the first-guttural verb is usually spelled with double yod
5

°Na1an ben 'Avraham writes a similar phrase in a different letter showing the use of the relative construction

-w ;,~ rather than-;, plus the finite verb, 'mp;, 1~ tznnn'W ;,~ Ul.7'i1' m; ,:::i:::i :nm,, 'and let him write at every

opportunity, informing us of what is going on in the community. Similarly, a certain Yi~]J.aq writes to 'Efraim
ben S;}marya 'i1:::ll1:l Winm :,~ '? OiN ,,,.;, N?1 'and no one has told me what happened because of me' (8J21.6
r.8).
51
5

Jouon §17b.

2The readingp?omw, from a letter ofS;}lomo ben Y;}huda edited in Gil (1993), no. 155, NS324.103 r.21, is a
printing error since the manuscript clearly reads j;,?IlOJW.
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in the corpus, presumably indicating a prefix vowel e: ;"lt.Zlll" 'it will be done' (NS 321.2 r.14) and
1::iwn,, 'they will be considered' (13Jl3.14 v.2). However, since this is also often the spelling of the
yi-prefix of the nifal of the strong verb, there is often no orthographic difference between the forms
(see Orthography).

The middle-guttural verb
Without vocalisation little detail can be discerned about the inflection of the middle-guttural verb,
since, consonantally, it conforms with the inflection of the strong verb. However, some differences
between RH and BH inflection of the prefix conjugation are visible in consonantal text.
Qal infinitive construct:

,,n::1,1 'and to choose' (16.6 r.4)
The infinitive retains the 6 stem vowel of the strong verb, as in BH,
no matter which vowel it prefers in the prefix conjugation.53
However, we often find the infinitive construct of 'ayin-'alefverbs
written defectively, probably occasioned by the 'alefs other role as a
vowel letter, e.g., ?l\t.Zl? 'to ask' (IOJ12.22 r.19); see Orthography. But
the vowel is evidenced when a plene spelling is employed, e.g.,
'and to ask' (18J4.5 r.7) and 01!\~? 'to reject' (13J9.2 r.57)

,,mv,,
Qal suffix conjugation:

1;"l'l"ll\1ji 'I did [not] call him' (13J23.19 r.27)

Qal prefix conjugation:

?ll:\' 'he will [not] hate' (lOJll.29 r.8); ::ll\::l'1 'and it is in pain'
(lOJl0.22 r.3);
'he will forgive' (13J9.9 r.12; NS 308.122 v.26);
11l70' 'let it be supported' (18J4.26 r .19)

,,n~'

In the prefix conjugation a difference exists between BH and RH
regarding the choice of stem vowel. In BH, the stem vowel dis usual,
like that of the stative verb, whereas in RH the stem vowel 6 tends to
replace it, by analogy with the strong verb.54 Of the examples above,
?ll:\ and ::ll\::l show a stem vowel of biblical d, like ?¥:\l"l Leviticus 26:11
and::i~p, Proverbs 14:13, whereas 1l70 and
attest a probable stem

,n~

vowel 6. Although 1l70 is a verb attested in BH, the fact that

,n~ is a

post-biblical creation may well account for its showing RH
morphology in the corpus.
salomo ben yahuda's employment of RH morphology in i1l7:\' 'he
will rebuke' (13J23.l r.4), which shows an 6 vowel despite being
attested in BH at Zechariah 3:2 with and vowel, 1¥;',: 'let him rebuke

you', is due to the need for it to conform to the rhyme scheme of his

53

Joiion §69a.

54

Saenz-Badillos (1993) p. 191: 'in the prefix-conjugation, there is a tendency for verbs with second vowel ina to
be replaced by forms with o'. Some rare examples of middle-guttural BH imperatives and prefix conjugation
forms retain the strong verb's stem vowel of 6, cf. Gesenius §64c.

,,x
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letter's opening phrase,~,, iW"1 iu1:,., ,m~
113'!:l:"I w~, y,1,:,7
113'" 'to inform [you] of the deed of the 'Head of Pa'or'-the Rock
rebuke him that he may sleep and never be roused' (13J23.l r.4). The
use of similar yifols in place of BH yifalsis also attested in the poetic
language of piyyu,t. 55 The Karaite Toviyya ben Mose also uses the RH
morphology in his literary work.56
Qal active participle:

tl'PY1X 'crying out'

Other stems:

With regard to the stems pi'el, pu'al and hi[pa'el!ni[pa'a l the 'ayinguttural verb should show, in most cases, a lack of gemination in the
middle radical and consequent secondary lengthening of the
previous vowel, e.g., *yvurra1pyv6 rdt, like -;r:i::i.~ 'it will be blessed' 2
Samuel 7:29.57 Since vocalised examples are lacking and since, in the
case of the pu 'al, short u and long o are both usually spelled with the
same vowel letter, we can only assume that BH practice is followed
and that spellings such as 111::i.~ 'be blessed' (8J21.6 r.12) reflect a
pronunciation with 6, i.e., m 0 v6r5t, rather than one closer to the
strong verb.

(13J9.9 r.7)

The final-guttural verb
As with the other guttural roots there is little discernable difference between the final-guttural and
the strong verb when the text is purely consonanal.
Qal infinitive construct:

'to seek' (18J4.5 r.31)
'and to diminish' (NS Jl5 r.11) is probably just written
defectively rather than reflecting a different stem vowel, since all
other examples show 6, e.g., :,i~r,7 'to be astonished' (10Jl5.8 r.4);
,,n::i.,, 'and to choose' (16.6 r.4); ,,on, 'to lack' (lOJl leaf 1 r.18).
Y1::l.I17

Y,,.,,

Nothing can be said about furtive pataJJin the infinitive construct
due to the absence of any vocalised examples.
Qal suffix conjugation:

:,n::iw 'she has forgotten' (13J15.l r.11)
iJ:,~m 'and we were astonished' (20.100 r.14) and i:,~r,w 'that

surprised' (NS 308.122 v.2) show the retention of the consonantal he
of the root.
5

5¥eivin (1996) pp. 108-109. He gives an example of the same root, i:11'-, which in the imperative (which shares
the stem vowel of the prefix conjugation) shows the same stem vowel, 6, ii:11?, 'rebuke' (from a piyyu_t
manuscript, NS 2.112). No comparison between the imperative and prefix conjugation is possible in the corpus
because no examples of the qal imperative of the middle-guttural root are attested.
56

Maman p. 245.

57

Joiion §69a. Of course, some verbs (usually with radical n,;, or :II) do not alter the preceding vowel, cf.
Gesenius §64d.

Qal prefix conjugation :
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n::iwN 'I shall forget' (6J3.21 r.11)

The stem vowel d replaces 6 in the prefix conjugation , 37i:l' 'he will
punish' (NS 308.122 v.26), and in the imperative, n,w 'send' (16.6
r.27), as in BH.58

Qal active participle:

37l'

'toiling' (13J23.19 r.2);

C'n'i',jtzl

'rejoicing' (6J3.14 r.2)

The verb :-mn in the qal is inflected both as an active participle,
C':-ll'.1111 'astonished ' (13J34.3 r.17), and a verbal adjective form, t:i';'l'i',j11
'astonished ' (13}21.10 r.10).
As already discussed in Orthography, spellings such as n'lli',j11i',j;'l 'the
victorious' (18]4.26 r.12) and n'!lno;,, 'to be joined' (AS 145.61 r.3)
may indicate a pronunciati on with furtive pat.alJ, under the final
guttural letter. A single vocalised example of the qal passive
participle from a letter ofYosiyyahu Ga'on testifies to its presence in
theqal passive participle,¥ ,,,. 'diminished ' (13]14.10 r.19).

The weak verb
The initial-'a/ef verb
There are five verbs in BH which are grouped together as the initial-'alefverbs (as distinct from
initial-gutturals) due to their shared features. 59 In the corpus, only three of them are attested: 1:JN,
7::lN and ii',jN,

Qal infinitive construct:

ii',jN? 'to say'

(13}26.13 r.20);

ii',j1?

'to say' (28.24 r.52); 7::lN7 'to eat'

(10J9.14 r.12)
The usual form of the inifinitve follows BH by retaining the 'alef The
infinitive constructs ii',jN? and 7::lN7 are always written defectively,
which is overwhelmingly the case in the MT. 60 On a number of
occasions we find, instead of ii',jN7, RH ii',j1? 'to say', e.g., in the

58

Joi.ion §70.

5

9These verbs are 7:l~, i:J~, ,~~' ;,:i~ and :-J!:l~; cf. ibid., §73a.

60

Although it is unusual for the 6 vowel not to be written with waw, other infinitives are occasionally spelled
defectively in the letters, e.g., :ir,:,1;, 'to write' (13Jl4.5 r.10); see Orthography. Nevertheless, without vocalisation
we cannot be certain that,~~, was vocalised
and not, as in RH, i~~7, see Fernandez p. 145 on this issue
in texts of Palestinian RH. However, I think that we should assume, on the basis of the many other features of
the corpus that remain close to BH, that the texts prefer BH morphology to RH unless their is positive evidence
to the contrary. Maman, pp. 245-246, notes the use of RH 7:l1~7 and even 7:l17 in Karaite texts of the period; in
addition, he regards the spelling 1;,:,~1;, as also reflecting the rabbinic morphology. However, the defective
spelling of the verb is so common in the MT compared to the veryfewplen e examples, e.g., 71::l~? Habakkuk 1:8,
that orthography is not a sound guide in these cases to the actual form taken by the word.

,~~7..

,:i,,
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post-biblical idiom,~,,:, 'that is to say' (13Jl6.l 7 r.10). 61 RH
isn't attested.62 The appearance of,~,, in the corpus isn't limited to
its use as a component ofrabbinic idioms since we also find ':l ,~,,
'to say that' (13Jl6.l 7 r.25) which shows the RH verb coupled with

the BH complemen tizer, and therefore acting simply as an
alternative form ofi~N?. However,, ~,, isn't common in the letters,
appearing only in isolated instances without any apparent pattern to
its use.
Qal suffix conjugation:

'm~N 'I said' (10J24.8 v.5)
The pe-'alefverb is regular in the suffix conjugation .

Qal prefix conjug ation:

,~N'

'he will say' (13Jl6.l 7 r.38); 11JN'1 'and may they perish' (24.43

r.40)
Although BH orthograph y is always followed and no vowel letter is
used, the one vocalised example. 11.:::iN·,, 'and they will perish'
(13Jl4.10 r.14), shows 6.
Qal active participle:

0'1~1N 'saying'

(13Jl9.19 r.7)

The initial-nun verb
This category includes the verbs 1m and np?.
Qal infinitive construct:

r,np, 'to take' (13J26.13 r.11); Mji'? 'to take' (13J26.l r.15); I1NtZl? 'to
bear' (13J9.2 r.10); Nill'? 'to carry' (10J9.25 r.16); r,r,', 'to give' (13J25.5
r.30); lI1'?1 'and to give' (10J9.25 r.16); OJI1'?1 'and to give them'
(13Jl6.l 7 r.7); i:!l70'? "to plant them' (12.256 r.17); ?10'? 'to take up'
(13J31.3 r.16)
Alongside the usual BH form of the infinitive construct, the letters
also frequently attest examples of the RH infinitive construct
(formed by analogy with the prefix conjugation ) of the verbs NillJ, 1m
andnp?. 63 Thus we find both or,r,', 'to give them' (13Jl6.14 v.3) as
well as OJI1'? 'to give them' (13Jl6.l 7 r.7). Writers frequently
demonstrat e both forms in their letters: sa1omo ben yahuda attests
bothi1i1? 'to give' (13J23.19 m.15) and RH 1I1'? 'to give' (13J23.ll
r.19); he also uses Nill'? 'to take (as his wife)' (Gil (1983) no. 148=Bodl
MS Heb d 76.56 r.10) as well asl"1Nill? 'to bear' (13J9.2 r.10). Na!an
ben 'Avraham employs 111'?1 'and to give' (10J9.25 r.16) as well as r,r,1,

61

Femandez p. 145.

62

Perhaps not surprisingly since it is rare even in rabbinic texts;idem.

63

Ibid., pp. 144-146.

'to give' (10J15.10 r.11).64
Qal infinitive absolute:
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~Wl 'carry' (Misc. 36.140 r.4)

This is the only example of the infinitive absolute of the intial-nun
verb attested in the corpus and it is unusual, since, we should expect

~i\zl~, attested several times in BH, e.g., Jeremiah 10:5. Instead the
form used resembles the anomalous infinitive construct found at
Psalms 89:10, ~;tz.,.
Qal suffix conjugation:

:17.l 'it arrived' (Misc. 35.14 r.5); :,:n."Ji 'and when it arrived' (10J27.7
r.10); :,mm 'and you gave' (10]14.19 r.3); '117!m 'and I have fallen'
(13J23.l r.17)
With the exception of the verb 37:iJ, the suffix conjugation is inflected
according to BH practice. In the case of37:iJ we find many examples
of the 3 masculine singular 37:i, the 3 feminine singular :,y:,, and the
plural 1:17.l used in the qal for the meaning 'arrived', i.e., the usual
meaning of the hifil :sl':i:'1 in BH. In inflecting :sl:iJ as a middle-weak
verb the letter-writers are following a paytannic practice, which
began in the early piyyu_tim and was continued in contemporary
poetry. 65 However, it is clear that the use 37:i, etc. reflects more the use
of a frozen, lexicalised form than a widespread technique in the
corpus, since we find no other verb treated in the same way. The
principal writer who attests:sl:i is saiomo ben yahuda, who always
uses it to refer to the arrival ofletters and, in all but one case,
employs it as the introductory phrase to the main body of his own
letter: 1.:111.'J~ :17.l 'his letter arrived' (Misc. 35.14 r.5; 20.102 r.8); :'1:17.l
r::i::mi:,,~ 'your letter arrived' (12.328 r.7); r::i:1m in 'their letters arrived'
(13]13.28 r.2). As noted before, the use of a more 'artistic', poetic or
archaic, language is likely in the set epistolary phrases. Other writers
to use the verb are all from the West, e.g.: 11'1:sl :'1:s7:i.'J1 'and when his
time came' (10J27.7 r.10) Yosef Hakkohen ben Ya'aqov of Tyre; :sl:i
.:111.'J~ 'the letter arrived' (NS 321.29 v.4) 'Efraim ben samarya; 1J~~ :s7:i
.:111.'J 'a letter arrived from him' (10]12.22 r .8) Hille! Hel:tl;iaver of
Tiberias. The Babylonian writers do not show this technique of the

64

Na!an ben 'Avraham uses the RH form 111'?, along with ~W'?, probably because he is employing a rabbinic
idiom, i:Ji:l 111'71 ~W'7 'to argue the matter' (10J9.25 r.16), whereas 11117 is simply being used as the verb 'to give'.
Maman p. 246 quotes a contemporary Karaite document from Fustiit (T-S 16.171) which attests the same idiom
and uses the RH form of the infintive construct, j11'7i ~W'7 :llii'i 'and he knows how to negotiate'. Rabbinic
morpology often infiltrates the letters through RH idioms, for instance, 1':l"n and 1''~Wi showing the RH pending, and ir.)17::l showing the RH infinitive form, as mentioned earlier.
6

5¥ahalom chapter 7 deals with thepiyyu_t's treatment of verbs, pp. 86-87 deal especially with the use of various
different verbal types as middle-weaks. Yosef ibn Abitur, a tenth-century Spanish poet, uses the same
techniques; Saenz-Badillos (1993) pp. 222-223.
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Palestinian pay_tannim.
Qal prefix conjugtation:

np'1 'and he took' (13J26.13 r.12);

~il ' 'may he raise up' (18J4.4 r.10);

1:'11XJ'1 'and may he protect him' (16.6 v.2); 1,1:,m 'and let it fall' (16.6
r.22); :"lillJ' 'he can forget' (13J25.5 r.5)
The verb 1XJ is widely attested in the corpus since it features in the

,,~ill'

most common blessing formulae ofletters, e.g., 11Tl7'1 '1ill
11XJ'1 'keep him, Almighty, and help him and protect him' (10J30.3
v.2); 11!37'1 11XJ'1
'keep him, Rock, and protect him and
help him' (NS 324.112 v.2); u,x,, 11XJ'1 1Jill11P
'keep him, our
Holy One, and protect him, our Creator' (13J31.l v.3). In nearly all
cases it retains the initial nun in the qal prefix conjugation: 11XJ'1
'and may he protect' (16.68 r.26; 13Jl6.18 r.4);
11XJ'1 'and save him' (AS 149 .27 r .2). Certainly the phrase used by
Natan Hakkohen ben Mavor~ is quite exceptional in assimilating
the nun, 11:!:t:' 1:!:t:~1
'the Rock keep him and from straits
protect him' (18J4.4 r.13), and there is no other similar example to be
found in the corpus. How can we explain the lack of assimilation that
takes place so often with this one verb? Perhaps there is a tendency
not to geminate the ~ade, as can be seen in some pe-nuns with
second radical ~ade, .te.t or zayin in RH. 66 However, it is likely that the
lack of consistency in BH proves the greatest influence. In the
Hebrew Bible the verb is attested many times with assimilation, e.g.,
'J1Xl1 'you preserve me' Psalms 32:7, but provides the writers with a
precedent by showing a number of unassimilated forms,
particularly, but not always, in pause, e.g., i"i:!:t:J' ,,m,,m ,,pn
'that they might keep his statutes and observe his laws' Psalms
105:45 (note the same juxtaposition of1~iZi and 1:!:t:J). I think it is
primarily due to particular phrases such as that from Psalms, which
would have been well-known to the writers, that the unassimilated
form came to be paramount. A similar use of unassimilated pe-nuns
can be found in paytannic language. 67

,,x ,,~ill'

,,~ill'

,,~ill' ,,x

,,~ill'

:'liZiJ' 'he can forget'

(13J25.5 r.5) is another verb that shows a

retention of nun, perhaps because no example of the qal prefix
conjugation is attested in BH.

Qal imperative:

,npi 'and take' (13J20.25 r.9);

(13J20.3 r.19);

66

Segal p. 78.

67

Yeivin (1996) p. 115-116.

np 'take' (10Jl4.8 v.19); 1111 'and give'

,~il 'raise up [your eyes]' (10J27.8 r.11)
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The imperative of N!ZlJ is attested dozens of times in the corpus in the
popular greeting formula C17!Zl N!Zl, e.g., ?11l C17!Zl 1N!Zl 'many
greetings' (13Jll.9 r.2); ,:i~~ C17!Zl 1N!Zl 'greetings from us' (Misc. 35.4
leaf 1 v.8); :ii C17!Zl 1J::ii:iN N!Zl 'many greetings, our friend' (13J26.l
r.9).

Qal active participle:

1:!m 'preserver' (13Jl6.14 v.11)

Hifil:

,,,,.:, 'they said' (28.24 r.17); :,:s,,,.:,:, 'which arrived' (13J31.8 r.7); 'Jj?'T'
'[no one] will harm me' (13Jl6.18 r.14); 1;"11'lJ' 'may he proclaim him
leader' (Misc. 136.169 v.3); :s7'lJ;"17 'to cause to touch/ strike' (18}4.26
r.3)
The hifil is usually inflected as in BH, i.e., with assimilation of the
nun, e.g., C:l7'l;"17 'to save you' (lOJl r.20), except when the second
radical is a guttural, e.g., C':s7J' 'may he make pleasant' (NS 309.20
r.l). However, a number of verbs show the retention of nun, e.g.,
1'TJ;"17, :s7'lJ;"17 and the prefix cojugation 1'lJ' above. The language of

the pay_tannim uses unassimilated forms of pe-nunsin order to
distinguish between similar looking verbs: Yeivin quotes an example
from a piyyu_t of 1:s7l:ii:, 'they were struck', which uses an
unassimilated form to distinguish its immediate source as :s7~~ rather
than the common :s7W17 'to reach' .68 The same technique may explain
the occasional lack of assimilation in the letters: 1;"11'lJ' 'may he
proclaim him leader' (Misc. 136.169 v.3) is a denominal from 1'lJ
'Nagid, leader' rather than connected with 1'l;"17 'to tell'; :s7'lJ;"l? 'to
cause to touch/strike' (18}4.26 r.3) is, like the example ofYeivin, to
be connected with:s7~J rather than :s7'l;"17 'to reach, arrive'. 69
A letter from Palermo uses both assimilated and unassimilated forms
of the same verb together:i:i:,,::i:,1:, ;"i'lJ;"171 C11N ;"l'l;'l? 'to cause their
light to shine and to illuminate their stars' (24.6 r.21). The phrase
requires that both verbs be translated the same and so the differing
morphology allows the writer to repeat the meaning without
repeating the form. 70
7'l1~ 'saves', from a phrase 7'l1~ N1:1!Zl 11l

'~n, '717 'were it not for

68

Ibid., pp. 115-116. Of course, both verb and noun derive from a common root, but the intention is to link
semantically the unassimilated form with nJ than :s7'l:1.

69

Another verb in the same letter also shows an unassimilated nun, 1i'iZlJ:17 'to separate him' (18J4.26 r.16). It is
probable that the occasional RH preference for not assimilating the nun before o, ii: and T is to blame in this case.
7

°It is possible, though, that :"l'lJ:'17 could be a nifal with t::li:~ as subject rather than object, but since the nifal
of this verb is not attested in BH I am more inclined to see it as an alternative form of:"l'l:17. serira Ga'on attests
the hifilwith assimilation, i::1;'1'7':liZl ;'1'l;'17 'to illuminate their paths' (28.24 r.5).
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the mercy of the Rock, that he saves .. .' (13J22.25 r.23), shows a long o
vowel under the preformative by analogy with the hifil of the initial
weak (pe-waw) verb. Perhaps the writer was conflating :!l'ill,7,j and

?'i?,j.
Other stems:

The other stems, the nifal, e.g., np,, 'it will be given' (13Jll.5 r.19)
and C'?O'.l 'borne' (13Jl4.10 r.9), the pi'el, e.g., Nil/J? 'to exalt' (18J4.26
r.24), the pu'al, e.g.,
'may they be saved' (13J8.14 r.21) and

,,i,,

,,.,,w:i, 'and when it is said' (13Jl8.l r.9), the hit.pa'el!nit.pa'al, e.g.,

,:mr,;iw 'that they offered' (12.146 r.18), follow the model of the BH
pe-nun. The hufalis usually written with waw, reflecting the
Tiberian Hebrew morphology of u before a geminated consonant in
the hofal/hufal, e.g.,
'he was saved' (24.6 r.59) and ,o,7,j 'is
laid' (10J9.25 r.12). The exceptional participle form C':;,7? 'beaten,
downtrodden' (NS 309.20 r.6), apparently a hofal, is considered
above.

,x,:iw

The final-'a/ef verb
Qal infinitive construct:

N,7,j:,,, 'to swallow' (20.100 r.18); N,l7,j7,j 'from finding' (Misc. 35.15

r.20); NUill? 'to hate' (13J23.l r.21)
In spite of the fact that most lamed- 'ale/infinitives follow the
common BH morphology, there is a notable influence of RH on the
infinitive construct of N1j?, where the verb is inflected as if it were
from a final-weak root. 71 This is ofen attested in the corpus: mip, 'to
read' (13J20.3 r.10; 12.273 v.8); mip, 'to name' (10J32.9 v.5; 12.217
r.12).
The Hebrew Bible attests two different forms of the infinitive
construct of N1j?, N'ip, e.g., l Samuel 3:6, which is very common, and
mN·ip Judges 8:1, which is attested just once. Both are attested in the
corpus, e.g., salomo ben $emab., acting as sa1omo ben yahuda's
scribe, writes the common form N11j?? 'to read' (AS 120.62 r.9), but in
another text writes !'1N1j?? 'to call' (18J3.9 r.27). The defective
orthography is not unusual with this verb (probably because of the
presence of 'alef): Yisra' el Hakkohen Ga' on spells it the same way,
1!'1N1j?? 'to read it' (Misc. 35.4 leaf 3 r.10) andl"1Nij?? 'to read' (Misc.
35.4 leaf 5 r.l), as does a letter of s;:imu'el ben I:Iofni Ga'on, !'1Nij?:::l 'in
reading' (Gil (1997) no. 52=ENA4050 r.10).
salomo ben yahuda himself, when writing his own letters, shows a
certain consistency in mainly using the biblical l"1iN- form, usually

71

Femandez p. 146.
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spelled in full, e.g., c.rmiip,, 'and to read them' (lOJl0.22 r.9); mNip,
'to name' (10Jl2.17 r.6); cmNip, '[not] to read them' (13}14.8 r.24);

though, once it is written defectively, ,::in imN 11'1NiP::t 'when you
named him I:Iaver' (13J26.23 r.17). However, he also employs the RH
final-weak infinitive construct, m,p, 'naming' (21.217 r.12), and
once employs a mixed form, 1N1P7 'to call' (NS 323.21 v.4).

Qal suffix conjugation:

1l'1P 'we have read' (10J9.25 r.8); UNiP 'we have read' (20.100 r.25);
1:-t'1'1Nip 'I didn't call him' (13J23.19 r.27); 'J1'1Nll;) 'it found me' (20.114
r.13);U'~I;) 'we [didn't find]' (NS 324.104r.36)
Again we can see the influence of RH in the forms which elide 'alef
and are inflected like the final-weak verb. Of the verb Nij? only the 1
plural U'iP is treated as a final-weak, but we find it attested several
times. Other parts of the verb Nip show retention of the N, e.g.,
1J1NiPW 'that befell us' (16.3 r.3). 72 The same situation is encountered
with the verb N~I;), we find that the 1 plural regularly takes the form of
a final-weak, U'~I;), whereas other parts of the verb retain the biblical
morphology, e.g., '1'1N~I;) 'I found' (10J9.14 r.16). RH shows a similar
pattern. 73

Qal prefix conjugation:

1JNiP' 'it befall him' (13J20.3 r.14); 1:-tN1P' 'he will read it' (12.336 r.7);
NipJ 'we write' (16.3 r.26); 1N~I;)' 'they will [not] find' (13J25.5 r.27)
The verbs :-tip' 'it will befall' (10}14.8 v.4) and :i,p,, 'and it happened'
(13}16.14 r.23) are derived from a lamed-he root :-tip, attested in BH,
e.g., :i,p, 'it befalls' Qohelet 2:14.

Qal active participle:

The active participle is not well attested in the corpus. sa1omo ben
yahuda employs 1:!'11P 'reading' (NS J172 r.15) which is the RH form
instead of BH C'N"'1P Psalms 99:6.74

Qal passive participle:

The morphology of the passive participle lacks consistency in the
corpus, sometimes the 'alef is retained as is usual in BH, e.g., :-tNiip:,
'which is called' (13}16.13 r.15); :-tN1WJ:-t 'married' (20.102 r.49); C'N1JW
'hated' (13}14.10 r.31); more usually, as in RH, the lamed-'aleftak es
the form of the final-weak, e.g., 1"1~1;) 'found' (NS 308.122 r.3); ,,,p:,
'called' (20.94 r.21; 24.6 r.17).75

72

Although the verb Nip with the meaning 'to meet' is often treated as a final-weak in BH; cf. Joilon §78k.

73

Segal §199. Another way of viewing the popularity of the inflection of the 1 plural lamed-he verb as a finalweak is to see it as a process of assimilation of the original stem vowel to the final vowel ii, i.e., 5 becoming f
since it is pronounced at the same height as ii, the only difference between the two being that one is a front
vowel and one a back vowel.
74

75

For the RH participle, see Fernandez p. 131.

Segal §199. Although the blending of the lamed-'alefwith the final-weak is already visible in the Hebrew Bible,
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salomo ben yahuda prefers the biblicising form of N:!m for the
feminine singular, e.g., ;'JN1l7:) 'found' (13Jl5.l r.12), but attests the
masculine singular as a final-weak '1l7:)1 'and are found' (13Jl6.14
r.4). sarira Ga'on similarly attests the two different types, '1i7:):,
'which is found' (16.3 r.10) and Tn'1X7:) 'found' (16.3 r.10) butrmrnm
'found' (28.24 r.12).76
salomo ben yahuda, salomo Hakkohen and a letter from Asqelon all
attest instances of mixed forms, showing uncertainty over the proper
form of the participle: '1Nip:, 'who is called' (13Jl6.14 v.18); '1NX7:);"I
'which is found' (8Jl6.12 r.8); 'Niip 'called' (16.251 r.10).

Nifal:

The nifal shows retention of 'alefin all parts of the verb, e.g.: .nNipJ:,
'who is named' (13Jl 1.4 r.6) and 11N1?:,, 'may they [not] come to an
end' (16.275 r.2), not attested with a paragogic nun in BH.
The feminine singular participle usually ends in !1-. However, while
one of sarira Ga' on's letter has the reading I1NX7:)J1 'and it is found'
(13J25.5 r.17), another letter shows the termination:,-, :iNXl:)J;-J 'who
are found' (Gil (1997) no.19=DK 184 a v.8), which is the only form
attested for this verb in BH, e.g., :,~¥~~:J Isaiah 37:4.
The usual termination of the infinitive construct in the corpus is
TnN-, e.g., from Salomo ben yahuda, mNip:,1, 'to be read' (20.181 r.22;
NS J15 r.10; from Yosiyyahu Ga'on, 'and to be called' (10J32.9 v.10);
this matches the morphology that we sometimes find in RH, e.g., M.
'Avot mNi::i:,1, 'to be created'. Although BH does not attest the nifal
infinitive construct ofNip, we would expect a form in N-, like Nip~;_,:;,.~
'and when they arose' Ezekiel 1:19, which is only found in a letter of
sarira and Hayya, Nip,;,1, 'to be read' (Gil (1997) no. 27=ENA 4009.15
r.3).

Pi'el:

BH attests two different versions of the lamed- 'ale/infinitive
construct pi'el in approximately equal number, e.g., N?,1,11 Kings 2:27
and l'1N71,11 Chronicles 29:5. The infinitive is attested in a number of
different forms in the corpus: it is found once showing the elision of
quiescent 'ale!, r,,1,7:)1, 'to fulfil' (NS 321.29 v.3); more usually we find
the endingI1Nh e.g., mN1,7:)1, 'to fulfil/fill' (13Jl3.14 r.30; 32.8 r.8; 24.6
r.28), which is common in RH.77 This latter termination is usually

-

-

e.g., '~W~ Psalms 32:l.
76

Although both T-S 16.3 and 28.24 are copies ofletters by sarira Ga'on, thus the orthography cannot be
assumed to be original.
77

Femandez p. 146.
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written defectively, e.g, riN1,7.)1, 'to fill' (10J27.l r.6). That the
orthography represents a pronunciation ri·N- can be determined, in

this case, from the rhyme scheme, i.e., riN1,7.)1, ... m,,o:::i ... mn,1,x7.)
'prosperous .. doubled ...to fill' (10J27.l r.5-6). However, Na!an ben
'Avraham perhaps employs a different form, since we find a phrase
[;i]:mr, 1,::ir, '[JO] 1'1N1,7.)1, 'to fill the whole world with fruit' (13J31.l
r.6), based on Isaiah 27:6, which vocalises the infinitive with
Babylonian ~ere, i.e., indicating a mixed form between BH N?.~7 and
r,W;,7.)1,,78
:

Other stems:

-

:

The other stems are inflected as in BH, e.g., the hifil 1N'i7.)' 'may he
cause him to find' (13J26.21 r.2); the hufal Ni?.)1' 'may it be found'
(16.304 r.18); the pu'al N1717.)7.):'1 'who is filled' (13]16.14 r.5).

The initial-weak verb
This category can be divided between those verbs from an original initial-yod root and those from
an original initial-waw root. The waw of the initial-waw verbs appears only in certain stems in BH. 79
The verb 11?:i is included in this category.
Qal infinitive construct:

1!1NX 'his leaving' (24.6 r.39); m111, 'to know' (NS 321.29 v.8); r,:::,1,1, 'to

go' (13J25.5 r.27);::it.zr, 'to dwell' (13J21.19 r.9); ,,,, 'to go down' (NS
321.22 r.12); 371'' 'to know' (10J24.3 r.12); 1XS7'' 'to advise him'
(13J21.19 r.18)
It is clear from the above examples that the RH form of the initialyod infinitive is quite influential, although it does not seem to have

had an effect on all the verbs. ::itzr, (13]16.17 r.29, r:38; 10J24.8 v.13),
the RH infinitive construct, supplants BH ri::itzh almost completely in
the corpus.80 Even biblicising writers like salomo ben yahuda show
the occasional RH infinitive, e.g., ::itzr, 'to dwell' (Gil (1983) no.
130=Mosseri I a 4 r. 16), although he continues to attest the BH form,
ri::itzh N17 'not to dwell' (NS J172 v.2). As for 1i', only,,,, is attested,
BH

m,,

not occurring in the corpus. Conversely, RH Ni'' isn't
attested. Both BHr,:::,1, and RH
are found; however, onlyNa!an
ben 'Avraham (unusually for this biblicising writer) attests the RH

1'''

form, 8J20.l m.12; elsewhere the infinitive of 11?:i is either ri:i1,, e.g.,
,r,:::,1, 'his going' (12.80 r.13); r,:::,1, 'going' (13J25.5 r.27), etc., or, once,
78It is possible that this is not actually an infinitive

but the BH noun n~7.~ 'fulness' attested only once in BH at
Song of Songs 5:12, however, its rarity makes the infiniitve the more likely reading.

79Jotion §74-77.
8

°The RH infinitive construct is formed by analogy with the prefix conjugation of pe-yod verbs; Fernandez pp.
144-145. According to Maman, p. 246, contemporary Karaite texts attest RH :Iii'?, showing that the influence of
rabbinic morphology is quite widespread.
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the rarer BH form 117;-J, 117:17.) 'from going' (10Jl4.l r.10), a
construction attested in Numbers 22:16. Overall, though BH
morphology remains the standard, the influence of RH, in the form
of particular infinitives, is high.
Qal suffix conjugation:

'J1iY' 'they advised me' (13}23.19 r.12); '11:l?;-J 'I went' (13}11.2 r.7)

Qal prefix conjugation:

17'1 'and he went' (lOJll.30 r.13); iiNi 'and I went down' (10}27.2
r.18); ::l'D'11 'let it be glad' (12.851 r.8); 7:l1N 'I can' (13}23.11 r.23)

Qal imperative:

1Yi1 'and know' (12.16 v.9); 1:l71 'and go' (10}1 leaf 1 v.9)

Qal participle:

Yl' 'toiling' (13}23.19 r.2); Ni1'71 'and for the one who goes out'
(13J9.2 r.9)

Nifal:

The nifal is inflected according to BH practice, e.g., iY11';"!7 'to meet'
(8J3 r.5); 1iY1'1 'and they met together' (20.181 r.12)

Pi'el:

The pi'el is inflected according to the rules of BH, e.g., 1;"110" 'let him
punish him' (12.851 r.3) and 0'7n"7.) 'longing for' (16.3 r.2). However,
1iY11' 'may he appoint him' (13}18.1 r.5), which, although it looks like
a nifal form is actually a pi'el taking an object suffix i-, is used
instead of an expected *1W".

Pu'al:

The fewpu'al forms attested follow BH practice: On1'7.) 'of
distinguished birth' (12.222 r.7); 1'101'7.):1 'the tortured' (8Jl4.20 r.8).

Hifil:

The hifil is inflected according to BH, e.g., 0'117.)1 'and thanking' (NS
308.122 r.7); i'11:-t77.) 'from bringing down' (NS 324.104 r.38). The
community of Asqelon' s uwr, 'and may he cause us to meet'
(13}19.15 r.27) may look unorthodox, resembling a nifal, but it is in
fact an example of their biblical knowledge since it is a hifil spelled
defectively, as attested at Jeremiah 50:44 in the MT.81

Hufal:

The hufal is inflected as in BH; indeed most examples are already
found in the Hebrew Bible, e.g., 7::l1' 'may it be carried' (10J9.14 v.l,
etc.), found at Isaiah 18:7; j?l1:1'it was poured' (6J9.2 r.l), found at
Psalms 45:3. The exception is
'may it be brought' (13J8. l 4 r.23),

,,,:i,,

discussed above, which shows waw where the MT vocalises with
qamer
Hit.pa 'elfNit.pa 'al:

81

Quite a few examples occur in the corpus, e.g., nm,n;,7 'to give
thanks' (NS 321.29 v.5); '11WN1m 'I despaired' (12.273 r.24); fY'11' 'let
him consult' (20.178 r.37); t:l'!:l0111'7.);-J 'which are increasing' (Misc.
36.140 r.32).

This letter is mentioned in the Orthography because of its many defective spellings, most of which have
precedents in the spelling of the MT.
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The middle-weak verb

The middle-weaks may be divided between roots originally 'ayin-waw and those originally
'ayin-yod. The distinction is reflected in the morphology of different parts of the verb, but of the
prefix conjugation in particular.82 The RH treatment of the middle-weak verb is mostly identical to
that of BH.83 The exception comes in the intensive stems, and in the use of pi'el in particular where
the weak radical is employed as a strong consonant, a feature of the verb 1::i:1p in BH (i.e., it becomes
1:l~j?in the pi'elJ, which is extended to a great many different middle-weak roots in RH and postbiblical Hebrew in general.
Qal infinitive construct:

,,o 'depart' (28.24 r.34); :nw, 'to return' (13Jl5.l r.14);

tZl11;)

'move'

(13Jl5.l r.14)
Qal suffix conjugation:

'I would have flown' (13Jl6.14 v.6); :,m 'it became quiet'
(10J27.7 r.4)

'11~:li

:,?;j~, 'is uplifted' (13J9.2 r.53) showing medial 'alef is taken from BH

where it appears at Zechariah 14:10.
Qal prefix conjugation:

,,on 'it will not depart' (16.6 r.10); 1:'ll;)'tZl'1 'and may he place him'
(12.80 r.5); :'lJ~i:ir, 'they will come' (NS 257.75 r.15)

Qal cohortative:

:17'lJ 'we will rejoice' (8J2.l r.13); :'l:J1J' 'he will bear fruit' (18]4.4 r.10)

The unusual use of the cohortative affix :,- on the 3 masculine
singular is probably the best explanation for :i:i,:i' 'he will bear fruit',
from a rhymed praise by Na!an Hakkohen ben Mavora]f, :,ipm
:'l:J1J' :i:i,o :'l:J'tZl:J1 'and hope, and in a good old age he will be fruitful'

(18J4.4 r.10); although perhaps it is used more as a jussive, i.e., 'may
he be fruitful'. As we have seen above, the 3rd person cohortative is
attested elsewhere in the corpus and, in both cases the affix is used
more to fit the rhyme scheme employed than to deliver a particular
nuance of meaning.
Qal jussive:

c,,,

'and he returned' (lOJl 1.30 r.13);
'and it was uplifted'
(18J4.20 r.7); ?lm 'and it rejoiced' (18J4.20 r.7); ,,., 'may it rejoice'

:JtZl'1

(13Jl4.10 r.3)
In addition there is the possible pausal jussive 1:l1l'1 'and he fasted'
(13J25.5 r.26), discussed above.
Jussives of the middle-weak are not always clearly discerned in an
unvocalised text. r:n,, 'may it be exalted' (13Jl 7.17 r.17) occurs in a
82

Joi.ion §80-81.

83

Segal pp. 80-85.

phrase bestowing blessings on the Nasi,
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Nasi, his honour be exalted', and should be translated as a jussive:
whether the writer was making this morphological distinction, i.e.,
between the indicative C1i: and the jussive cii:, e.g., Numbers 24:7,
is impossible to determine due to the lack of vocalisation and the
fuller orthography of 6 vowels usual in the corpus.
Qal imperative:

17;)'iZl1 'and place' (12.99 r.14)

Qal active participle:

C'~:::i.:,, 'and those who come' (13J26.13 r.17); pii:, 'who dwell' (NS
308.122 r.l)

Nifal:

717;)J:1 'the one to be circumcised' (13J20.18 r.16); ,w,, 'may he [not]

be roused' (13J23. l r.9); ,,~,, 'to be bathed in light' (J2. 74 r.9)
These represent all the examples of the nifal stem of the middleweak that are employed in the corpus. Moreover, each of these
morphological forms is attested already in BH, at Genesis 17:26,
Zechariah 4:1 and Job 33:30 respectively, thus making it neither a
particularly productive stem nor a creative one in the letters.
Pi'el:

1:11:sl"Ol"liZl 'that you assist him' (12.146 r.12); 1:110"!:)1 'and they
persuaded him' (24.6 r.25); O"!J? 'to persuade' (13}16.17 m.4); 1":s17
'to search' (13}16.17 r.12); C'J':!£7;) 'marking' (8}14.20 r.1); 17;)"P' 'may
he establish him' (10}12.25 r.l); C"/?7 'to establish' (13J33.12 r.12)
A large number of pi'els are attested for the middle-weak verb in the
corpus, the majority of which are forms of C"P (from BH), 1":sl and
O"!J (both from RH). A previously unattested pi'el of a middle-weak
root is,,,,~,, 'may he strengthen him' (10J30.3 r.22)-parallel to
11:s70'1 'may he support him'-which is a denominal from the BH
noun?:~-

Pu'al:

Fewer pu'als are attested because it appears that the hitpa'el/nitpa'al
was preferred for forming the passive of middle-weakpi'els: ::l.',n?;) 'is
bound' (122.273 r.6); C'1P' 'may it be established' (13J8.14 r.27);
:17;)"'107;) 'noted' (18J4.20 r.6).

Hifil:

The hifil is widely used in the corpus, and is mostly inflected as in
BH, e.g.: c,,:,71 'and to raise up' (13J23.l v.9); 1:1n'JJiZl1 'and that we
allow him' (13J24.ll r.17); ui?;)':1 'we changed' (Misc. 36.140 r.22);
1'0' 'may he remove' (13}13.21 r.2).
The 1 singular suffix conjugation is attested in two different forms,
with a separating vowel obefore the 'l"l-affix, C'TnJ'::l.m 'and I
understood them' (18}4.20 r .10) and '1'l1::l.'iZl:1 'I have given back'
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(13J26.13 r.24), or, as is preferred in RH, without, '!1J:::l';"ltzl::l1 'and
when I discerned' (20.173 r.33).84 '.n1:::l'ill;"Jis attested often in BH, e .. g.,
Numbers 22:8, and this probably decides the choice of'm- whereas
the 1 singular suffix conjugation hifil of p:::i is not.
l"JnJi';j 'allow' (13Jll.4 r.18) is a feminine singular hifil participle of niJ
with a rare segolate ending, i.e., .!11J~~, of the type preferred in the RH

hifil verb.85

i:sm, appears to be a infinitive absolute though from the context we
would expect an infinitive construct. The absolute is possibly used
due to the lack of an attested infinitive construct of the hifil of 1137 in
BH or maybe the writer is influenced by the form of the infinitive
construct hifil for the geminate verb, e.g., ::l\?v? 2 Samuel 3:12.

Hufal:

Very few examples of the middle-weak hufal exist in the corpus: 17,j1'
'let it [not] change' (13J8.14 r.27); :::lt:11' 'may it become better'
(13Jl6.14 r.9).86 However, it is notable that these forms are not taken
from BH, since the hufal of neither verb is attested in the Hebrew
Bible.

Hitpa 'el!Nitpa 'al:

A number are attested, mostly RH verbs. The suffix conjugation takes
the form nitpa'al!ni[pa'el: ,,,o~;,1, 'to be caught' (13Jll.2 r.17);
37"110J1 'and he was helped' (24.6 r.33); 1:J"j?!1J1 'and it was fulfilled'
(10J24.8 v.21); the participle has the prefix-117,j: 1:J"j?.!17,j 'is fulfilled'
(Misc. 36.140 r.27). The archaising prefix conjugation j17,j'j?.!1' 'may
they endure' (AS 148.49 r.9) shows S;}rira Ga' on using a paragogic
nun on a post-biblical verb form.

Polel:

Many polels are employed in the corpus and all are already attested
in BH: 111377,j 'he restores' (10J30.3 r.18); c::,11137'1 'and may he restore
you' (12.146 r.10); 0111J'1 'and may he drive them out' (10J30.5 r.9);
;,JJ1::l' 'may he establish it' (12.273 v.15); 1i137?1 'and to awaken' (J2.74
r.19); 1;"li';ji';j11' 'may he exalt him' (32.8 r.20). The lack of post-biblical
verbs may be ascribed to RH' s preference for the reduplicated stems
over the polel. This stem is never used creatively (i.e., where an
example is not found in BH) in the corpus.87

84

Ibid., p. 84.

85

Femandez p. 132.
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::im:, is a slightly ambiguous form since both the roots ::lD' and ::l1tl could lie behind it.

87

indeed, note that nearly all of the examples are used in optative and desiderative phrases, 'may it be so',
describing blessings upon Jerusalem G"JJJ1::l'), tl1e recipient of the letter (i;"Jiilll'i) or curses directed against
enemies (1:J001J'1). The stem hardy features in the prosaic narrative of the letters.
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Pola!:

The polal is only attested as c~1,~1 'and extolled' (10Jl 1.29 r.10), a
construction found at Nehemiah 9:5.

Hitpolel/Nifpo lel:

Many examples are attested in the corpus, all of them found in BH,
although they assume the form of the post-biblical nitpolelfor the
suffix conjugation (but not the participle, as is the case for all -m
stems in the corpus): C1'11i1Zlr1J1 'and you roused yourselves'
(13J33.12 r.26); jJ1::l1'1:"11 'consider' (16.6 r.23); C'JJ1?1'1~:"l 'those who
shelter' (12.273 v.8); !:1~111'1' 'may he be exalted' (13Jl9.19 r.7).

Pilpel:

The use of this verbal stem is limited mainly to the common BH verb
?1:l, e.g.: ?:l?:l?1 'to support' (12.99 r.9; 12.733 r.15); 1?:l?:l' 'may he
support you' (12.733 r.16); C?:l?:l' 'may he support them' (12.347
r.28); although the rarer forms ?'O?'O'iZl 'that he will transfer(?)' (20.94
r.17) and C'1Zl1Zl~:"l who stir up' (13Jl6.l 7 r.30) are also attested.

Pulpal:

!:1'?'0?1'0~ 'cast (?)' (10J24.3 r.14) is the only example of this stem. For
the passive of pilpel stems the corpus prefers the hit.palpellni[palpel.

Hitpalpel!Nit.palpel:

The suffix conjugation has the form nit.palpel, ?n?n1'1~1 'and he
writhed' (24.6 r.34). The other examples act as the passive of'i:i?:i:
?:l?:ll"l:"l? 'to be supported' (13Jl6.14 v.9); 1'1?:l?:ll"l~ 'supported'

(13Jl6.14 v.11).

The final-weak verb
Qal infinitive construct:
Qal suffix conjugation:

m~,,

'to see' (16.3 r.3); c:imwzi:i 'as you did' (16.6 r.12)

:"11'\Ji 'it has grown' (lOJl.l v.17); 1:i.:::iw 'they cried' (12.851 r.11); :in~,
'she saw' (18J3.9 r.7)
The verb :itozi takes different forms before a pronominal suffix in the
corpus: Natan Hakkohen of Tiberias twice writes 1~WY 'has made
you' (13J33.2 r.20; 16.248 r.12) and the similar morphology :"11~WY
'they did it' (12.114 r.4) appears elsewhere. In treating the lamed-he
as lamed-' alef before a suffix they are following a common RH
practice (the 'alef distinctive of the Babylonian branch), e.g., :::i~'o/¥,
M. Prumot 8:1. 88 The same appearance of 'alef may be found once
in the pi'el of :i~, in the corpus, 'J~~, 'he betrayed me' (13Jl3.21
89
r.16) . These are the only examples of the final-weak suffix
conjugation with pronominal suffixes in the corpus, thus indicating
a high degree of RH influence on the form. However, from a letter
outside our collection we can see a more biblical morphology, from

88
8

Femandez p. 115; Segal §205.

9The same word, spelled without 'ale!, is found in 2 Samuel 19:27,

'~Ip,.

thega'on Dani'el ben 'Azarya, i;,wy 'he did it' (Gil (1983) no.
376=ULC Or 1080 J4 r.13, Gil 376). This spelling is attested several
times in BH, e.g., Deuteronomy 32:15, whereas the 3 masculine
singular with 2 masculine singular suffix is not, perhaps thereby
leading to the use by N a!an Hakkohen of RH morphology.

Qal prefix conjugation:
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N:"1!1 'it will be' (20.178 r.14); :"IJ':::iim 'may they increase' (24.43 r.39);
t:JWY'1 'and he made them' (13}23.l r.20);

1,,:::,,,, 'may they increase'

(13}11.9 r.17)
A single example of the aram«Aizing suffix conjugation of:,,:,, ;ii;,;,
'that happened' (13J20.3 r.3) is attested in the letter of a teacher.
Compare s.-i1omo ben y.-ihuda's use of the imperative,,:,, below.
With the added exception of the wide use of N:"I' and N:"1!1 (discussed
above) the prefix conjugation mostly conforms to the BH pattern. In
fact, archaic BH plays a major role in the letters of particular writers
through the reappearance of the weak letter yod before the 1- affix of
the plural verb, e.g., the lady MalilJ_a writes 1"I1N' 'may they come'
(13}11.4 r.4); 90 N.-i}:J.emya Hakkohen, the Babylonian ga'on, uses

,,,w,

'may they prosper' (16.6 r.8). Both actual forms are attested in BH,
Job 16:22 and Psalms 122:6 respectively. However, these are the only
two examples in the corpus, since all the others that show the yod
also take the extra biblicising feature of paragogic nun (see above).
Qal jussive:

':"I' 'may he be' (13J9.2 r .31)

The jussive of the final weak verb is only regularly attested for the
verb:,,:, and is dealt with above.
Qal imperative:

:"IWY1 'and do' (16.6 r.23); 1'!1N1 'and come' (AS 148.49 r.8); ,,;, 'be'

(20.102 r.18)
1'!1N 'come', showing the reappearance of finalyod, is attested

several times in BH, e.g., Isaiah 21:12. Unsurprisingly , it is found in a
letter of s.-irira Ga' on, who, as we have seen with his use of the 11'affix, has a preference for these archaic BH verbal forms.
'1;-J is the RH imperative of:,,:,, which forms its imperative as if from

9

°The unusual spelling with double yod (for consonantal yod) is clear in the manuscript contrary to Mann's
transcription (Mann (1922), vol. 2, pp. 306-307).
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a root :,i:, .91 This example, used by salomo ben yahuda, is the only
one in the corpus.
Qal active participle:

i:::l':!7111:'1 'straying' (16.6 r.25); r,:,l;,i:, 'it goes' (AS 149.60 r.7)

Qal passive participle ;

i:1"1X11 'and favoured' (18J3.18 r.11); ,,~,:, 'as is fitting' (16.3 r.29);
:,,,~, 'suitable' (13Jl6.13 r.13)

Nifal:

The nifal follows BH practice, e.g., :,nl;)" 'may it not be wiped out'
(AS 149.60 r.2) and i:1'17J:'11 'and those joined' (10J9.15 r.13), with the
exception of the feminine singular participle which shows the RH
terminati on r,-f 1'1'- in most cases, e.g., !lilil7J 'done' (lOJl 1.29 r.13)
and!l'7!1J 'hangs' (13Jl6.14 r.32). 92

Pi'el:

Although the pi'el infinitive construct follows the BH model in most
letters, e.g., r,uw, 'to change' (10J24.3 r.4) and mix, 'to order'
(13Jl6.18 r.16), it is worth drawing attention to Natan ben
'Avraham' s approach. He attests the infinitive construct with final
:'1:, e.g., :i,n, 'to declare' (13J31.l r.10),
'to order' (13J31.l r.9)

:i,x,

and :,1p, 'to hope for' (13J31.l r.9), i.e., like the form of the infinitive
absolute in BH, e.g, :,~p 'look for' Jeremiah 8:15, and despite the fact
that the correct forms are attested in BH, e.g., !lilJ~ 'from declaring'
Job 32:6, and in the letters of others in the corpus, e.g., m,n, 'to tell'
(13J26.l r.18). The reason for Natan's choice of infinitives ending in:,_is, like often in the letters, because it fits the chosen rhyme scheme,
:i,n, :no i:1Ul1 :ii, p,:i :ii,~p ,on, :iip, l7iZi'1 mx, i:117iZi 'order peace and
hope for salvation and kindness made beautiful like a watered
garden, and declare a good name' (13J31.l r.9).
Other stems:

The other stems are inflected as in BH, e.g.: the hifil, 1:'1PiZi'1 'and
gives him to drink' (13J9.2 r.32): the hufal: :'liZipi:i, 'and it was hard'
(12.851 r.11); the pu'al: :i,,,_~, 'and it is revealed' (NS 308.122 v.3); the
nitpa'al:;,l;,:,,m 'it was revealed' (20.94 r.30). A rare exception is ~J1:ll;):'1

'who is called' (13Jl5.14 r.24) which takes the form of a final-'alef
verb, contrary to the attested BH form :'1~2; 'he is titled' Isaiah 44:5.
This is probably a hypercorr ection, occurring in an epistle of eulogy
which is written in a literary language in rhymed prose.

The geminat e verb
In BH the basic inflection of the geminate verb depends on whether the verb is principally
transitive or intransitiv e. 93 On the other hand, RH and later traditions of Hebrew tend to ignore this
91

Femandez p. 152.

92

Forthe participle of the final-weak verb in RH, see Fernandez p. 131.

93

Jotion §82; athough, as he explains, this distinction is not always adhered to in the complicate d inflection
of
the geminates in BH.
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approach in favour of inflecting certain parts of the verb all as triliterals, e.g., the qal suffix
conjugation, and other parts all as biliteral, e.g., the qal prefix conjugation. 94
Qal infinitive construct:

p,n, 'to engrave [=to write]' (13J23.19 r.3)

Qal suffix conjugation:

17:mw 'they are desolate' (13J25.5 r.21); ,ml!:l~ 'they have
encompassed us' (12.146 r.5); 1JJn 'he has favoured you' (10Jl2.l 7
r.24); 1Jnw, 'we have been humbled' (13J26.l r.11); 1J7i1 '13J26.l r.11);
:,,.nppn, 'and I have inscribed it' (6J3.21 r.9)
Both 17;)7:)!Zi and U1!:l!:l~ follow the pattern of BH, using a triliteral base
to form the suffix conjugation, 17;)7:)!Zi itself is attested at Isaiah 52:14
and for U1!:l!:l~ a similar form 'J1!:l!:l~ 'they encompassed me' is found
at 2 Samuel 22:5.95 1JJn 'he has favoured you' (10Jl2. l 7 r.24) displays
the inflection of the transitive verb plus pronomincal suffix that can
be seen in m:i~9 'he has surrounded me' Hosea 12:l, despite the fact
that the 3 masculine singular of 1Jn plus a pronominal suffix is
attested in BH, albeit showing an apparently intransitive inflection,
'JJ[l 'he has dealt graciously with me' Genesis 33: 11. It is possible that
1JJn represents the same form, i.e., :;i~[l, with the doubled nun spelled

in full, but it is perhaps more likely that the writer is choosing to
inflect the verb as a transitive, i.e., triliteral, in all conjugations,
rather than the confusing mix of triliteral and biliteral forms that it
has in the Hebrew Bible.
'Avraham ben Hagga'on's writing ofU7i1 unw, 'and we have been
humbled and brought low' (13J26.l r.11) is contrary to the usual BH
practice, where the 1st and 2nd persons take an avowel before the
affix. 96 The correct BH inflection of 77i, ui ?1 'we are brought low', is
actually attested at Psalms 79:8 and thus 'Avraham's use ofU7i is
particularly unusual. The morphology of both unw and 1J7i is
influenced in this case by the inflection of the middle-weak verb
which takes a similar biliteral form in the qal suffix conjugation, e.g.,

U~i? 'we shall rise' Psalms 20:9.97
:,,r,ppn, 'and I have inscribed it' (6J3.21 r.3) takes an unexpected
form, also lacking 6. Again, the correct BH inflection is attested for
94

Segal p. 85ft.

95

1~~ill is the expected form, despite its stative meaning 'are desolate' since in BH the suffix conjugaton ofl':l~ill
is based on the triliteral root (whereas normally the stative geminate forms the suffix conjugation from the
biliteral base); cf. Jotion §82k.
96

It is highly improbable that the spellings are in fact defective and a longo vowel was to be read since this is
extremely rare in the corpus, particularly in this writer's letters.
97

The contamination of geminate verbs by the middle-weaks is already noticed in BH, Joiion §820.
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this verb, albeit in a slightly different form, i.e., 1'Dii'IJ 'I have
inscribed you' lsaiah49:16. Unlike 'Avraham ben Hagga'on though,
the writer of this letter is influenced by the RH and Talmudic Hebrew
treatment of geminate verbs, which prefer to inflect them as

triliterals whenever possible in the qal suffix conjugation, e.g., 'l1PPn
'I have enacted a law' B. Yoma 67b.98

Qal prefix conjugation:

11rl'1 'and he shows favour' (13J9.2 r.9); pn' 'it will inscribe' (13}23.13
r.17); CJl1'1 'and may he favour them' (16.251 r.5)

11n' is the usual form of lJn in BH, e.g., 1n: Deuteronomy 28:50.99
Though not attested in BH, we would expect a similar form for the
transitive ppn, i.e., *pin:. Perhaps pn, 'it will inscribe' (13}23.13 r.17)
represents a rare defective spelling or, probably more likely, it is
influenced by the form of the intransitive geminate, much like the
case ofBHp,., a transitive verb, which is attested as

P: 'he will guard'

at Isaiah 31:5, etc. 100
CJl1'1 'and may he favour them' (16.251 r.5) is found in a letter with

many examples of Babylonian vocalisation sent from Asqelon. It
shows the Babylonian o vowel where Tiberian has short qame~, e.g.,
C~Ql;l 'show them [no) mercy' Deuteronomy7 :2, possibly a feature of
the Babylonian pronunciation tradition. 101

Qal active participle:

pin,, 'and to the one showing pity' (13]15.11 r.15); ::1.::1101?1 'and to the
one going around' (13Jll.15 r. 15)
These participle forms are attested in BH, e.g., at Proverbs 28:8 and
at 2 Kings 6:15 respectively. 102
The passive participle is regular: ,.1:1,;, 'the desired' (10J22.7 r.10).

Nifal:

Most examples of the nifal are attested in BH, e.g., 'l1?j:'J1 'and I have
become contemptible' (18J4.20 r.10) is based on the waw-

98

Cf. Segal p. 86, from where this example is taken.

99

This is despite the verbs originally stative meaning, cf. Jotion §82k:

10

°1:bid., §82b.

101

See Vocalisation for a discussion of this form.

10

,:i~ :, ,~

2However, they are used in a slightly strange context where we could expect the infinitive construct: lit?

?7!'.ln:''l7i

w,p~;,

'il.lill

:::i:m,,, :,,mi!'.ll.l 1J1n7i

;'l'J:::l~ mlli?

W'

11':::l

rsm?
tl'~:::i;, iP'T' 'so that they will do no

harm to those from all Israel who come to [the city] to adore its stones, and to show pity on its dust and to go
around the gates of the temple and to pray' (13Jll.15 r.14-15). Although the participle is not syntactically
impossible (i.e., 'to be one who shows pity.. .'), I wonder whether the writer intended to write the infinitive forms
of these two verbs here but was influenced by the better attested participles.
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consecutive 'J:i7i2,;I~ 'I will make myself contemptib le' attested at 2
Samuel 6:22 and shows the same defective spelling; C'1~J 'cursed'
(13]23.11 r.7) is a participle found at Malachi 3:9. An exception is
77:,:,7 'to be gathered' (13]31.8 r.19), a post-biblica l verb, which
shows the preferred RH triliteral form. 103

Hifil:

Many of the hifils in the corpus follow BH practice and are indeed
attested in the same form in the Hebrew Bible, e.g.: :JO'~ 'repeat'
(13]20.18 v.4) is attested as ::ig~ at Jeremiah 21:4; 'ml7i:1 'I have done
[no] evil' (12.217 r.9) is at Numbers 16:15; l7i:17 'to do evil' (32.8 r.13)
is at Genesis 31:7. However, a quite significant number show a
triliteral inflection, despite RH also preferring biliteral forms. 104 The
following triliterals are among those attested: Ci'ii:171 'and to
liberate them' (Misc. 35.49 r.18); c,,,1:,1 'and he liberated them'
(24.6 r.21); 1J7'7:)'1 'and may he crown him' (12.338 r.9); C:J':J0:17 'to
surround them' (10J30.3 r.10). Only the last is taken from a biblical
verb, attested with the infinitive construct ::i9;:i7 'to bring over' 2
Samuel 3:12; however, the letter-write r prefers the triliteral,
transitive, form of the infinitive.

Hufal:

The post-biblica l verbs show the triliteral base form, e.g., ,r,ppn:, 'I
am obligated' (10J9.14 r.5) and 1'7:l1' 'may they be joined' (13]15.1
r.3); this extends to the BH verb C~l7, which despite being attested as
C~,11' 'it has grown dim' in Lamentatio ns 4:1 is inflected as a triliteral

by salomo ben Yahuda, C~l71'1 'may they be dimmed' (13J23.l r.18).
However, sarira Ga'on treats the suffix conjugation as biliteral, Cl71:1
'is darkened' (13J25.5 r.20), the BH form found at Lamentatio ns 4:1.

Hitpa 'el/Nitpa 'al:

This stem isn't widely attested, but we find both hitpa'als, in the
infinitive and participle, and nitpa'alslnitpa'els, in the suffix
conjugation , e.g.: C'JJnr,~ 'imploring' (12.256 r.7); 'I1JJnri.:n 'and I
implored' (13]16.17 r.7). salomo ben yahuda empoys two infinitive
constructs with a final :,- affix in order to rhyme them: :,,i,m,:i, 'to
be profaned' (10]14.8 v.20); :,77:,r,:,7 'to be praised' (13]11.5 r.5).

Pole!:

The geminate p:,, is used in the pole! and is an idiom attested many
times in the corpus, e.g.: i:,m:,.,, 'and may he protect him' (10G5.8
v.14); c.:im, 'to protect them' (10J32.8 v.6); cm:,,, 'may he protect
them' (NSJ92 r.13), etc. Other verbs, such as c:i:i,o, 'to shelter them'
(24.6 r.9), are not very frequent, the letters preferring the
reduplicate dpilpel stem.

Hitpolel/Nitpolel:

A number of hitpolels are employed in the corpus, many of which are

103

Segal p. 87.

104

For the inflection of the hifil gerninate verb see Segal pp. 88-89.
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found in BH, e.g., !'):l1110:17 'to stand guard' (J2.74 r.8), 1,:mm1;J
'lamentin g' (13J23.ll r.25) and 1:s1:s1,,11,, 'and they were broken' (12.99
r .12), verbs attested in the hitpolel at Psalms 84: 11, Lamentat ions
3:29 and Proverbs 18:24 respectively. Others are not attested in the
hi[polel in BH and are found in both hi[polel and ni[polel form, e.g.:
Wltzi1il1'J 'they were crushed' (12.99 r.11); l)111tzi:11;J 'from going astray'
(12.733 r.8); m:,:,1::,111;J 'are bowed down' (I8J3.9 r.16).
Pilpel:

A great number of pilpels are attested in the corpus, some from BH,
e.g., ,n,n 'he stirred up' (13]15.11 r.23); 7070'1 'and may he exalt'
(16.68 r.26); U:s711:s711 'we mocked' (Misc. 36.140 r.23), but also many
form post-bibli cal Hebrew, e.g., j:'1j:'17 'to investigate closely'
(13J33.12 r.28); '7:17:ll;J 'searchers ' (16.62 r.2); 7l?l'1 'and may he bring
about' (I0J25.5 r.9).

Pulpal:

The only pulpal attested is 7:l71:Jl;J1 'subtle' (Misc. 35.15 m.33). The
lack of examples compared with the large number ofpilpels shows
that pulpal is not used as the passive of the pilpel, instead ni[palpel
fills that role in the corpus.

Hi[palpel! Nitpalpel:

Many examples of the reduplica ted stem are found in the corpus,
but mostly from a single root ??l, for which the ni1/hi!palpel acts as
the passive, e.g.: l117l7)111;J 'brought about' (16.95 r.12); 7l7ll111 'it be
brought' (NS 321.2 r.4); 7:,.7:,,m 'it was brought about' (13J23.19 r.4).
We also find the BH verb :s7tzi:s711tzi:17 'to take delight in' (12.146 r.8) and
the post-bibli cal 17171'J 'and they were disposses sed
of/impove rished' (18]4.4 r.20).

The quadriliteral verb
The only regularly attested quadrilite ral verb in the corpus is the RH OJi:i 'to provide'. It is attested
in the quadriliteral pi' el for the active meaning, OJi:i7 'to support' (Misc. 35.14 r.11), and the
quadrilite ral hitpa'el for the passive, O'O:Ji:1117,j 'to be provided for' (13J26.16 r.12), o:ii:im7 'to be
provided for' (13]16.14 v.4) and o:ii:111:,77,j 'and from being provided for' (13]16.14 v.10).

Summary
The bedrock of verbal morpholo gy remains BH in the corpus. The letters continue to attest
frequently BH morpholo gy that has been supplante d or just forgotten in other strains of post-bibli cal
Hebrew. The retention of the BH feminine plural in the prefix conjugati on, the use of the cohortativ e
and jussive, the waw-cons ecutives and the role of the inifinitive absolute all show that the language
of the Hebrew Bible was particular ly influentia l in the letters. The use of the waw-cons ecutive, as
well as such archaic features as the paragogoi c nun on verbs, suggest that there was a definite desire
to emulate the style of BH, even if the morpholo gy does not always match what we would expect to
find in the biblical text. The occasiona l overuse of BH features, such as the cohortativ e with the
waw-consecutive, is a hypercorr ection that can be found in other biblicising traditions of BH, e.g., in

the Dead Sea scrolls.
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Despite the base of BH morphology and the addition of arachaic forms from the Hebrew Bible, RH
morphology is neverthelss influential but principally at lower level. RH influence can be seen in the
occasional loss of hein the nifalinfinitive s, in the use of r-for the plural ending of the masculine
participle, in the pronunciation of the hufal, the slight preference for triliteral forms of the geminate
verbs, the occasional confusion of final- 'alef and final-he verbs and the forms of the infinitives 11'1'7,

np'7, :s71'7 and so on. A major post-biblical element picked up and exploited in the letters, however, is
the RH ni[pa'al stem which is found everywhere in the corpus, but again it is characteristic of these
writers that they continue to adhere to the BH hi[pa'el at the same time, and use both stems
together.
Other characteristics of the corpus that reflect neither specific RH or BH influence are the wide use
of the pu'al and hufal conjugatons, perhaps as a result of the influence of the Arabic internal
passives, perhaps due to their considerable role in the piyyu_t. Another feature that the letters share
with liturgical poetry is the willingness to adapt the form of the verb, e.g., the hifil infinitive or the
feminine participles, in order to obtain a rhyme. There is not a strict adherence to the morphology of
BH or RH when a literary effect is required.
One feature of the corpus, whose origin it is difficult to determine, is the form of the prefix
conjugation verbal suffixi-. It probably relies upon the few instances that occur in BH and is
exploited in the letters because of its potential for rhyme with the pronominal suffixes used on all
other parts of speech. It is particularly distinctive and is a form not widely used in any other tradition
of Hebrew.
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Conclu sion

The writers of the letters in this corpus, and in the geniza as a whole, were successfu l in using what
was a non-spok en liturgical language as a language of written communi cation. The letters are not
unique in employin g Hebrew beyond the liturgy and outside the synagogu e at this time: poetry of
course was composed in Hebrew as were literary texts of various kings, from comment aries and legal
works to histories such as the Scroll of 'Evya!ar. A more prosaic Hebrew similarly found its way into
Karaite documen ts and the court records of the Rabbanite communi ty in Egypt and elsewhere
(before being replaced by Judaeo-Arabic). Seeing that we have a comparati vely wide use of the
Hebrew language, are we justified in treating the language of the letters as a separate idiom? I think
that the evidence from this study allows us to answer positively.
It is not the intention here to reiterate much of what has earlier been summaris ed in the separate

sections of the study, but it would be useful to list here what can be regarded as the central features
of the letters' language.
The backgrou nd pronuncia tion of the writers is mostlyTib erian, although there is evidence of
other reading traditions , particular ly the Palestinia n. Orthographically, the letters tend towards full
orthograp hy but retain many traditiona l spellings from the Hebrew Bible. Personal style perhaps
plays a greater role in the orthograp hy of the letters than in other areas of the language.
Pronouns are a mix of biblical and rabbinic used side by side, similarly many of the particles. In
particular , though, the continued (or renewed) use of '::land ilZl~ as, respectively, the
complem entizer and the relativizer indicates the central role of BH.
In the morpholo gy of the noun we can detect the influence of RH, in the occasiona l form of the
plural and, more evident, in the patterns of the noun, particular ly of action nouns. Inconsiste ncy is
shown by even the best writers in the gender of the noun, and perhaps there is some slight Arabic
influence there, as indeed there must be behind the choice of some words over others in the lexicon.
However, the writers show a linguistic "nationali sm", similar to that which drove the early
paY.tannim, in employin g only Hebrew words in the letters and excluding Arabic loans entirely.
In the morpholo gy of the verb, the letters show forms central to both BH and RH. From BH they
employ the waw-consecutive (and it would probably occur more often if the letters had more
narrative content), the cohortc1tive and the jussive. From RH they take the nitpa'al and the inflection
of the geminate verb. The internal passives are well-attes ted.
Many of the letter writers were also writers of poetry, though not all as accomplis hed as samu' el
Hasslisi, and there are elements in their language which demonstr ate this: the variant forms of
nouns and the use of n,

-::i,

as a conjuncti on, and-;,, as a relative.

The writers of the geniza letters drew upon many historical layers of the Hebrew language in the
compositi on of their letters. This resultant idiom shows many of the features that can be identified in
Medieval Hebrew as a whole. It shares the adherenc e to BH morpholo gy that we find in the literary
language of the writers of prose and poetry in Spain. It shows many of the constructi ons, rabbinic
and medieval, that crop up in the biblical and talmudic comment ators. Much of the vocabular y and
verbal stems we find in the court records of North Africa. However, as a whole, the mix of language,
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biblical, rabbinic, paytannic and medieval, produces an idiom unlike any one of the others that we
group under the broad term Medieval Hebrew. Court records, despite often being composed entirely
of narrative, never employ the waw-consecutive. Much Spanish Hebrew prose shows the heavy
influence of Arabic, an influence that is hard to discern in much of the letters' language, and was
probably positively avoided. Where other medieval writers exploit various noun patterns to make up
for the loss of the BH infinitival expressions, the letters' language employs them in concert with the
infinitives, just as it uses the plain tenses alongside the waw-consecutive, the poetic suffixes
alongside the prosaic and so on.
Can we then talk of the language of the letters as a uniform idiom? Archaic forms such as the
paragogic nun set sarira Ga' on apart from many others. Babylonian writers also show a slightly
greater influence of RH in certain areas of their language. To a small extent, then, we can make a
division between East and West, but we could equally make a similar division between the letters of
salomo ben yahuda in Ramie and 'Efraim ben samarya in Fustat: it is essentially stylistic rather than
linguistic. There are so many similarities shared by all the writers of the corpus which show that they
were basically, as a group, employing the same register oflanguage, the same idiom in their Hebrew
letters. We can point to the more distinctive elements of the corpus: the generalised i;,- suffix on
nouns, the generalised 1- suffix on verbs, the retention of nun in verbal inflections of certain weak
roots, but there are less obvious features such as the lack of a nitpa'al participle or the orthography
of the hufal. Moreover, the most interesting fact of all is that we can find features in letters from the
ninth and tenth centuries C.E. that are still being employed in the eleventh, twelfth and even
thirteenth centuries C.E. We therefore have a tradition of Hebrew that spans at least three hundred
years and probably more. I have pointed out earlier in the study a few similarities that some Hebrew
letters on papyrus from the fifth and sixth centuries C.E. show to the geniza letters of five hundred
years later. 1 I think it would be surprising if there was no common tradition involved.

1

Mishor (1989) draws attention to some startling similarities in style and language between geniza letters, for
instance by saiomo ben yahuda, and the early papyrus letter Oxford MS Heb. d.69 (p ).
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Sources

The following is a list of the primary sources that make up the study's main corpus. Not all the fragments are
Hebrew letters, some are the Hebrew openings to Judaeo-Arabic letters for instance. Those marked with an
asterisk(*) are part of the smaller corpus of 30 letters used in the section on noun morphology. The abbreviation
ms=unpublished manuscript text.
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